
Scandal of the 1,400 lost girls
Failings by social workers and police
allowed 1,400 children in a northern
town to suffer years of “appalling
abuse”, almost all at thehandsofmenof
Pakistani origin, an independent
inquiry has found.
The leader of Rotherham council

resigned yesterday and offered
“heartfelt apologies” togirls asyoungas
11 in the South Yorkshire town who
were routinely gang-raped, abducted
and trafficked to other cities. Gangs

acted with virtual impunity for 15 years
while frontline staff were fearful of
highlighting their ethnicity “because it
might damage community cohesion”
and displease their bosses.
However, no official whoworked in a

seniormanagerial position for the local
authority during that period has been
subjected to any disciplinary action.
The inquiry report described how

one girl had petrol poured over her and
another had a gun put to her head to
ensure compliance with her abusers’
demands.
Senior professionals charged with

protecting children were warned of
whatwas happening, yet young victims
who spoke out were treated with
disbelief or contempt by police and
social services.
Some were even blamed for the

crimes committed against them, the
report said.
When frontline youth workers sub-

mitted research in2002, 2003and2006
to support their growing alarm at the
scale and nature of the child-sex
offending, the reports were suppressed
or ignored by senior officials.
Evidencewas also foundof a “macho,

sexist and bullying” culture within the
town hall. Female social workers were
advised by senior managers to wear
short skirts if they wanted to make
progress in their career.
Rotherham’s Labour council leader,

Roger Stone, resigned as soon as the
inquiry report was published yesterday
and apologised to victims.
Theyear-long inquiry,orderedby the

council in response to a lengthy
investigation by The Times, found no
definitive explanation for senior pro-
fessionals’ consistent failure to protect
children and hold offenders to account.

However, the report’s independent
author, Alexis Jay, noted that “almost
all” the offenders identified by the
young, white victims were of Pakistani
heritage. She said there was a “wide-
spread perception” among frontline
workers “that some senior people in the
council and the police wanted to play
down the ethnic dimension”.
Some staff were unsure about how to

speak about the crime pattern “for fear
of being thought racist”.
“I was told that some elected mem-

bers seemed to be in denial about the
Continued on page 9, col 3

Ban on smoking e-cigarettes indoors ‘would cost countless lives’
Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

People shouldbebanned fromsmoking
e-cigarettes indoors, the World Health
Organisationhas suggested, prompting
accusations of an overreaction that
could cost lives.
Bans on “candy-like” flavours and

tougher rules on advertising to stop
e-cigarettes looking cool are needed to

stop children taking up the habit, the
international advisory body says.
The guidance divided public health

experts, with some accusing the
organisation of “unnecessary scare-
mongering and misleading language”
over the potential risks of e-cigarettes,
which are gaining popularity in homes,
offices and restaurants around the
world. Because e-cigarettes contain no

tobacco, some experts believe that they
are a relatively harmless way for smok-
ers to get their nicotine fix and could
save countless lives if people prefer
them to standard cigarettes.
Others fear that the sight of “vaping”

in public places could undermine
efforts to eradicate tobacco by normal-
ising smoking again.
In a report published yesterday, the

WHOacknowledges that so far there is
no evidence of children being tempted
to take up cigarettes after trying
e-cigarettes, and suggests that “renor-
malisation” is not a problem in Britain
because the growth of e-cigarettes has
not affected the gradual fall in smoking
rates.
However, the report urges a series of

tough restrictions, because the “smoke”

from e-cigarettes “is not merely water
vapour as is often claimed in the
marketing for these products”. It cites
evidence that the vapour contains
harmful pollutants.
Although it concedes that the levels

of cancer-causing compounds in
e-cigarettes are “orders of magnitude
lower than in tobacco smoke”, the
Continued on page 2, col 3

Andrew Norfolk
Chief Investigative Reporter

Officials failed to stop grooming by gangs amid racism fears

Speaker in retreat
John Bercow has indicated
that he may reconsider his
choice of who should run the
Commons after a bruising row
over his Australian nominee,
Carol Mills. Page 2

£10bn IT ‘disaster’
Britain’s biggest IT contract,
a £10 billion scheme to hold
the tax records of 50 million
people, is heading for disaster,
risking billions of pounds of
public cash, experts say. Page 6

Halal stunning anger
Animal welfare campaigners
have reacted with dismay to
a call by MPs for sheep and
cattle to be stunned and left
alive in experiments to satisfy
halal meat consumers. Page 4

Russian troops held
Kiev produced the strongest
evidence yet of direct Russian
military intervention in
Ukraine, airing videotaped
confessions by captured
Russian paratroopers. Page 26

United sign Di María
Manchester United signed
the Argentina international
winger Ángel Di María, 26,
from Real Madrid for a
British record transfer fee
of £59.7 million. Page 64

IN THE NEWS

Wow factor Kate Bush, 56, took to the stage of the Eventim Apollo in Hammersmith last night, 35 years after her one and only tour in 1979, and told her rapturous audience: “It’s only just begun.” Review, page 3
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Bercow prepared to rethink
Commons clerk candidate
Sam Coates, Matt Dathan, Laura Pitel

The Speaker has indicated that he is
prepared to go back to the drawing
board over who should run the House
of Commons, after a bruising row over
his Australian nominee, Carol Mills.
John Bercow is now expected to

undertake an overhaul of the way the
Commons is run. He is considering
splitting the role of clerk into two jobs:
advising the Speaker and MPs, and
being a chief executive overseeing the
staff and Commons building.
Itmeans thatCarolMills, the contro-

versial figure selected by Mr Bercow
and the House of Commons Commis-
sion, may no longer become clerk. The
recommendation was passed to No 10
this month, but yesterday it emerged
thatMrCameron is refusing to approve
the choice until he is confident that it
has the full support of MPs.
Parliamentary sources stressed that

nodecisionhadbeenmade, and that the
issuewouldbe consideredby theHouse
of Commons Commission on Septem-
ber 8.WilliamHague, the new leader of
the Commons, and Mr Bercow are in
regular contact over the issue.
ANo10spokeswomansaidyesterday

that the prime minister believed that
MPs needed to have confidence in the
selection, but refused to specify how
such approval would be sought.
MsMills, who is head of the Depart-

mentofParliamentaryServices inCan-
berra, was recommended for the role of
clerk this month after an open recruit-
ment process with a selection panel led
by Mr Bercow. However, a number of
prominent figures from the threemajor
parties inWestminsterhave raisedcon-
cerns over the prospect of her taking
over from Robert Rogers.
The prestigious £200,000-a-year

post combines the clerk’s duties as akey
constitutional adviser with the role of
Commons chief executive.
Mr Bercow has indicated that he

wants to split the post into two jobs as
soonaspossible, butMrRogershas told
MPs that the suggestion is misguided.
In a letter to AlanDuncan, seen byThe
Times, he suggested that itwouldnot be
clear where ultimate responsibilities
lay. “The prospect of two officials of
equal rankplayingmembers off against
each other is not attractive,” he wrote.
Bernard Jenkin, chairman of the

public administration committee, con-
firmed yesterday that a meeting would

be held on Monday at which members
would decidewhether to hold a pre-ap-
pointment hearing to which Ms Mills
would be called to answer questions re-
garding her suitability for the post.
A motion that could be tabled by the

Tory backbencher Jesse Norman next
week has been circulated, and could be
backed by as many as 50MPs. It would
apparently stop short of demanding
that Ms Mills’s appointment be aban-
doned,while insisting that there should
be a confirmation hearing.
There are a number of members of

the government among the signatories,
including Alec Shelbrooke and Charlie
Elphicke.
Damian Green, until recently the

homeofficeminister, is also a signatory.
However, he is believed to be keen to
bring in an outsider to press aheadwith
modernisation of the House, rather
thanpromoting thedeputyclerk,David
Natzler.
Yesterday Harriet Harman, shadow

secretary for media, culture and sport,
gave Mr Bercow tentative backing. “I
think he’s done a very good job so my
instinct is that I’m sure he’s on the right
sideof it but Idon’t knowthedetails and
the personalities,” she said.

No 10 lowers its sights in
hunt for a European role
Sam Coates Deputy Political Editor
Robin Pagnamenta Mumbai

Britain still wants to secure a major
economic portfolio in the European
Commission, Downing Street said
yesterday, despite fears that the British
candidate to become president may be
passed over because of his gender.
No 10 has denied that Jean-Claude

Junckerwarned that LordHill ofOare-
ford, who was chosen last month to be
Britain’s representative on the Euro-
pean Commission, may be passed over
for a major portfolio because more
women were needed at the top.
However, there are growing fears

that Britain could miss out again on a
keypost inBrussels, after its failed cam-
paign against MrJuncker for the posi-
tionof thepresident of the commission.
Downing Street insisted it was still

lobbying for a major portfolio in the
forthcoming horse-trading, which
begins on Saturday night in Brussels.
However, Downing Street appears to

bewidening thedefinitionofwhich jobs
might qualify as a “major economic
portfolio” in preparation for a possible
letdown. Two months ago, Whitehall
sources said the trade, single market
and competition portfolios were the

only jobs that qualified, but yesterday a
spokesman forNo 10 refused to ruleout
energy and others.
Yesterday, Nick Clegg appeared to

agree with Mr Juncker’s concerns
about the lack of women at the top.
Speaking with The Times during a visit
to Mumbai, Mr Clegg said the lack of
women could undermine the next
European Commission.
“He is a man. Our nominee is a man

and so I totally understand why he
wants other member states to put
forwardwomenas part of the team that
he assembles,” Mr Clegg said.
He added: “It is essential that the

European Commission should seek to
represent the EU as fully as possible
and it can’t do that unless there are
more women in senior positions.”
Yesterday, it emerged that Mr Cam-

eron is backingDonaldTusk, thePolish
prime minister, for the key job of presi-
dent of the European Council.
The president of the European

Council, currentlyheldbyHermanVan
Rompuy, will be critical to Mr Camer-
on’s chances of renegotiation. The
Times revealed on Monday that Mr
Cameron will declare shortly that he is
prepared to leave the EU if he fails to
secure his goals.

EU students
fill universities
at record rate
Nicola Woolcock
Education Correspondent

Universities are recruiting recordnum-
bers of students from Europe after
being given powers to expand, new
figures show.
Admissions from mainland Europe

have increased by more than those
from the UK among universities with
the highest entry requirements.
The number of students from EU

member states is up by 13 per cent com-
pared with the same time last year, ac-
cording to the Universities and Col-
leges Admissions Service (Ucas). Stu-
dents from Germany, France, Ireland,
Poland, Cyprus and Spain have all ap-
plied for places.
Almost half the leading Russell

Group universities are still advertising
places through the clearing system, a
situation that would have been un-
thinkable several years ago. In all, a
record 468,910 students had secured
places at universities by yesterday
morning, a riseof4per centon last year.
Ucas estimates that the number of

students recruited by the start of term
will exceed 500,000 for the first time.

E-cigarettes health warning is ‘scaremongering’
Continued from page 1
WHO argued: “Since the reasonable
expectation of bystanders is not a
diminished risk in comparison to
exposure to secondhand smoke but no
risk increase from any product in the
air they breathe, [e-cigarette] users
should be legally requested not to use
[them] indoors, especially where smok-
ing is banned, until exhaled vapour is
proven to be not harmful to bystanders
and reasonable evidence exists that
smoke-free policy enforcement is not
undermined.”
Gerry Stimson, of Imperial College

London, said that suchmeasureswould
keep people smoking rather than

encouraging them to switch to a rela-
tively harmless alternative. He added:
“What is needed is light-touch regula-
tion and aproper appreciation of trade-
offs between regulation to protect con-
sumers whilst not destroying the value
these products offer to smokers who
want to quit smoking.
“The WHO position paper appears

to have cherry-picked the science, used
unnecessary scaremongering and mis-
leading language about the effects of
nicotine.”
Robert West, director of tobacco

studies at University College London
andauthorofTheSmokefreeFormula:A
Revolutionary Way to Stop Smoking,

said: “I think the risk from passive
vaping is overstated and that while the
report acknowledges that e-cigarettes
are likely to be safer than smoking, it
fails to recognise that the difference is
likely to be huge.”
E-cigarettes have increased in

popularity during the past five years,
anda thirdofBritish smokershave tried
them, with one in seven using them
every day. Less than 1 per cent of
non-smokers have tried them.
A review of 81 published studies con-

cluded last month that doctors should
recommend them as a relatively harm-
less way to quit, saying they “could be
huge for public health”.
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The excitement around Kate Bush’s
return was such that she could have
blown on a kazoo for two hours and
the crowd would have gone wild, but
she did rather more than that. For the
best part of three hours this most
English of visionary pop stars
transported us to another world.
She at first eschewed the

microphone headset she helped to
invent (later taken up by Madonna,

Visionary performance is worlds apart

High spirits and
low register: the
wild-eyed girl of
pop 35 years on
Wuthering Heights has
fewer high notes now,
but its singer can still
raise the roof, writes
Will Hodgkinson

Pop Will Hodgkinson

KEN MCKAY / REX

Kate Bush
Eventim Apollo, W6
HHHHH

here in the audience), and the myriad
set pieces of 1979’s Tour Of Life for
straight renditions of her most loved
songs, imbuing them with the weight
of age and experience. Her lower
register was beautiful on Running Up
That Hill, and The Hounds Of Love
was remarkable, its words about love
as a dangerous, hunting force
resonating deeper than ever.
Bush’s famous theatrical sensibility

began after King Of The Mountain,
which ended with a clap of thunder, a
cloud of confetti bursting from
cannon and a film of Bush lost at sea,
singing “let me be weak, let me dream
of sleep” with exquisite pathos. It was
from Dream Of Sheep, opening the

way for an entire performance of her
suite The Ninth Wave. Skeletal fish
creatures and backing singers dressed
as lost seamen surrounded Bush,
cowering in a nightmare world below
the sea. When it ended a rescue
helicopter — a real one — appeared
above the crowd as a coastguard’s
voice reported that all but one female
had been found. It was convincingly
eerie.
A lighter-than-air Day Of Fog

followed, with all the singers and
musicians dancing with one another,
as if released from life itself. It set a
new bar for the concert as a
dreamlike extension of the
imagination. It was wonderful.

In 1978, a 19-year-old doctor’s daughter
from Kent mimed her way through
Wuthering Heights on Top Of The Pops.
Scary yet sexy, romantic and
other-worldly, Kate Bush’s wild-eyed
rendition of a song she wrote after
catching the last ten minutes of a BBC
adaptation of Emily Brontë’s novel (she
didn’t read the novel until later) was a
life-changing, generation-definingmo-
ment in pop culture. Few who wit-
nessed that performance ever thought
theywouldget to see thewoman inper-
son, but last night at theHammersmith
Apollo in west London, Kate Bush
played her first concert in 35 years.
Nobodyhas had such a longhiatus in

pop, although Scott Walker, the 1960s
teen idol who returned 30 years later,
comes close.
Bush came on to a starlit set and a

spoken-word introduction dressed in a
flowing black gown, leading her back-
ing dancers in a conga. Cheers gave
way to Lily from The Red Shoes
album, followed by the
remarkable Hounds Of Love,
sung in amuch lower regis-
ter, but still beautifully.
“Show your apprecia-

tion for this fantastic
band. They’re s*** hot!”
Bush proclaimed,
keeping in centre stage
as myriad squares of
light glittered above
her, before singing Joni,

a tribute to Joni Mitchell. “Special
thanks tomyson,Bertie,” she saidof the
man who was stage right.
Bush hinted at the possibility of

playing live in an interview with The
Times in 2011 and chose the Hammer-
smith Apollo for its intimacy. “Without
[Bertie’s] encouragement... I’m sure I
would have backed out,” she said.
Thereweremore thana fewBush-in-

spired maxi dresses and crimped hair-
dos in the crowd. “I’ve loved her since I
was 13,when I listened tohernight after
night on my headphones,” said Jane
Manley, 45, a former policewoman
fromYork. “Shegaveme the strength to
be who I am.”
Rarely has there been such excite-

mentaroundapop star’s return,withall
Bush’s 11 albums entering the charts
yesterday. Tickets for the 22 concerts at
HammersmithApollohadsoldout in 15
minutes, ranging in price from £49 to
£135 but going to sell on secondary sites
for more than £1,000.
Leaks fromPinewood Studios, where

rehearsals took place, revealed that
Bush spent three days submerged in a
floatation tank to prepare for a water-
based theme. Six diving instructors
helped to film a stunt in which she is
hoisted out of the water by helicopter.
The biggest question was whether her
remarkable voice would hold out. Al-

though impossible for a 56-year-
oldwoman tohit the eerie high

notesher 19-year-oldselfdid
on Wuthering Heights,
her deeper voice was
used to powerful effect.

The clues to the
shape of the concert
came from Bush’s
one and only tour,
1979’sTourOfLife,
which featured 17
costume changes
and Bush dressed
as a flying squir-
rel. The biggest
influence on
Bush’s performan-

ces is Lindsay Kemp,
the dancer and mime
artist. “I can’t say shepar-
ticularly struckmeat first
because she was so timid
and waif-like,” recalls
Kemp. “I told her I
wanted to see her spirit
dancing, for her to be
audacious. She has cer-
tainly done that since.”

Kate Bush in
1979 on Tour Of
Life, her only
previous live
performances

Robot rovers could be used to herd sheep
Hannah Devlin Science Editor

They may be loyal, hard-working and
obedient, but the humble sheepdog
could be the latest member of the
workforce to be replaced by a robotic
equivalent, scientists predict.
Researchers from Swansea Univers-

ity tracked themovementsof sheepand
a sheepdog carrying GPS devices to
build up amodel of how the dogs round
up sheep and herd them into a pen.
They analysed the dogs’ movements

and found that they relied on two rules
— collect the sheep when they’re
dispersedanddrive themforwardwhen
they’re aggregated—to get the flock to
move in the right direction. By using
these rules, a single dog could herd a
flock of more than 100 sheep.
Theauthorsof the study,published in

the Journal of the Royal Society Inter-
face, believe the finding could form the
basis of a formula to operate a “robotic
shepherd” and pave the way for the de-
velopment of robots to control crowds.

Andrew King, the study’s co-author
said: “There are numerous applica-
tions, such as crowd control, cleaning
up the environment, herding livestock,
keeping animals away from sensitive
areas, and collecting or guiding groups
of exploring robots.”
Daniel Strömbom, a mathematician

at Uppsala University who led the de-
velopment of themodel, said: “I’m fair-
ly confident that it could work and you
could probably make a robot more ad-
vanced and faster than a dog.”

Good news, it’s a hurricane
Lucy Holden

A tropical hurricane from theBahamas
may improve Britain’s miserable condi-
tions by dragging in warmer weather,
the Met Office has said.
By the time Cristobal sweeps across

theAtlantic itwillhaveweakenedsosig-
nificantly that it will be unrecognisable
as a hurricane, but could lead to gusty
winds in the northwest of the country.
TheMet says it is too early to mourn

the end of the summer because a high

pressure system will build in the next
few days, bringing “bright spells”.
The south of the country, which

endured the worst of the weather over
the bank holiday weekend, is likely to
improve, and the temperature in
Heathrow, which reached a record low
on Monday, will have increased to 22C
(71.5F) by tomorrow.
The Met Office said: “For many

places Cristobal could bring some
decent weather at the weekend.”
Forecast, page 17

Kate Bush opens her Before the Dawn series of 22 spectacular concerts at the Eventim Apollo in London last night
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Animals to be stunned and
revived in halal experiment

Animal welfare campaigners have
reacted with dismay to a call by parlia-
mentarians for sheep and cattle to be
stunned and left alive in experiments to
satisfy halal meat consumers.
Politicianswant topersuadeMuslims

that slaughter techniques in British
abattoirs can be consistent with their
religious beliefs.
Halal meat requires animals to be

alive when their throats are cut and to
die from the loss of blood. Some Mus-
lims oppose stunning because it could
kill the creatures outright.
The growing ethical debate about

religious slaughter has spurred the all-
party parliamentary group on beef and
lamb to hold an inquiry.
Most halal meat in Britain comes

from stunned animals, but some Mus-
lims refuse to accept the practice, re-
sulting in hundreds of thousands of
animals aweek having their throats cut
while conscious.
“Oneof themethods that canbeused

to demonstrate that the stun does not
kill the animals is the ability to demon-
strate the animal’s recovery post-stun-
ning. Demonstration of recoverability

is not currently permitted within the
UK,” the all-party group states in a
report published today.
The group recommends “that the

ability to demonstrate recoverability in
UK abattoirs should be considered as a
means to reassure customers that
head-only stunning does not in itself
kill the animal”.
New Zealand allows demonstrations

to show that sheep can recover from

stunning. The English beef and lamb
industry body, Eblex, has done similar
tests on sheep in Spain because of rules
limiting animal testing in England. The
sample used was too small to convince
some British Muslims, however.
Phil Hadley of Eblex told The Times:

“We need to demonstrate recoverabili-
ty.However, in doing that piece ofwork
it will compromise the welfare of those
animals that are stunned and allowed
to recover. Is the welfare compromise

[of a hundred head of sheep] worth ac-
cepting to then mean that a million
sheep are stunned? It’s a sacrifice for
the greater good, I guess. It’s a tricky
ethical dilemma.”
Robin Hargreaves, the president of

the British Veterinary Association
(BVA), said: “Such research, if it led to a
greater number of animals receiving a
demonstrably recoverable stun, might
reduce the total amount of non-stun
slaughter, an outcome in line with
BVA’s aim to ultimately see all animals
stunned before slaughter. However,
anysuchresearchmustnotof itself pro-
duce awelfare cost out of proportion to
the potential benefit, andBVAdoes not
underestimate thedifficultyof carrying
out such research.”
The all-party group has also

demanded research to find amethod of
stunning cattle that would be accept-
able to halal consumers.
Cattle in British abattoirs are usually

stunned with a captive bolt gun to the
head, but some Muslims fear this can
kill rather than just stun the animal.
Electrical stunning to the head is

used in New Zealand, but the process
involves paralysing the animals, which
is currently forbidden in the EU.
dkennedy@thetimes.co.uk

Dominic Kennedy
Investigations Editor

Data on prisoners lost
The Ministry of Justice has been
fined £180,000 after a jail lost
unencrypted sensitive data on
prisoners (Frances Gibb writes).
The Information Commissioner’s
Office imposed the penalty after
the loss of a back-up hard drive at
HMP Erlestoke in Wiltshire in
2013. It contained information on
2,935 prisoners, including health
details and material about their
victims.

Journalist shot himself
The nephew of the former prime
minister Sir Alec Douglas-Home
shot himself dead after becoming
depressed about his work as a
racing journalist, an inquest was
told. James Douglas-Home, 61,
was found dead at his home in
Wantage, Oxfordshire, in May.
He had refused to be admitted to
a psychiatric hospital the day
before his death. The coroner
recorded a verdict of suicide.

Water voles return
The release of 60 captive-bred
water voles means there is now
an established breeding colony in
Cornwall for the first time since
1989. Water vole numbers fell by
90 per cent in the 1990s due to
predation by mink that had
escaped from fur farms but a
programme of reintroduction and
habitat management has allowed
the water vole to return to every
county in England.

Roasts off the menu
Warmer weather this year and a
love of convenience foods are
causing a decline in the great
British roast dinner, a survey
suggests. Households cannot
spare the average 72 minutes it
takes to prepare and cook them,
Kantar Worldpanel, a market
research company, found. The
number of roasts cooked in UK
homes fell by 8 per cent in the
past six months to 780 million.
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David Sanderson

A Gordon Ramsay protégée has
becomethe firstwoman in 15years tobe
given a perfect score in The Good Food
Guide.
RestaurantGordonRamsay, inChel-

sea, is run by Clare Smyth and is one of
three restaurants in Britain to receive a
perfect score in the guide.
Smyth declared herself “absolutely

overjoyed” and added: “I have person-
ally referenced The Good Food Guide
for years and value their opinion, as it’s
the customers’ opinion. Like all restau-
rants, we are one big team — and my
team here is tremendous.”
Ramsay said Smyth was “an incredi-

ble chef”.
Simon Rogan’s L’Enclume restau-

rant, in Cumbria, topped the list for the
second year running, with Heston Blu-
menthal’s The Fat Duck in Bray, Berk-
shire, second. It is the seventh year run-
ning that The Fat Duck has been given
ten out of ten.
Elizabeth Carter, the consultant edi-

tor of the guide, said of Smyth: “With
her brilliantly artistic, elegant, modern
French cooking, she perfectly comple-
ments the witty, cerebral Fat Duck and
the sensual, farm-to-table delights of
L’Enclume at the pinnacle of our list.”

Red sails in the sunshine A red squirrel makes the most of a sunny day in Scotland, a haven for the species, which is under threat from rival greys elsewhere in Britain

MARK HAMBLIN / REX

Lance Armstrong cheat drug protects premature babies’ brains
Hannah Devlin Science Editor

A drug used by cheating racing cyclists
to enhance their performance has been
shown to reduce brain damage in
premature babies.
In future, the synthetic hormone

erythropoietin, known as EPO, could
be used routinely to protect the brains
of such babies in the criticalweeks after
birth. EPO boosts red blood cell
production and has been linked to
several high-profile cases, including

thatofLanceArmstrong,whoadmitted
injecting it to improve his endurance
during the Tour de France.
Premature babies already receive

EPO to treat anaemiabut thenew find-
ings suggest that, if given shortly after
birth, it may help to prevent neurons
dying after inflammation and improve
the brain’s oxygen supply.
In Britain, about 7 per cent of babies

are born prematurely (before 37weeks)
and although very few are born before
28 weeks, survival rates have improved

significantly. A study of babies born
before 26 weeks found that they had
significantly lower scores for reading
and maths ability at age 11, with 13 per
attending special schools.
The University of Geneva study,

published today in the journal JAMA,
involved 495 premature babies born at
26 to 32 weeks.
They were randomly assigned to

receiveEPOoraplacebo intravenously
within 42 hours of birth. At the
equivalentof40weeks’ gestation,when

the babies would have been “at term”,
165 were evaluated with an MRI brain
scan.
Thosewhowere givenEPOhad low-

er rates of injury to both the brain’s con-
necting white matter (22 per cent ver-
sus 36 per cent) and the grey matter (7
per cent versus 19 per cent).
RussiaHa-VinhLeuchter, the study’s

co-author said: “This is the first time
that the beneficial effect of the EPO
hormone on the brains of premature
babies has been shown.”

Perfect ten
for Ramsay’s
master chef
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Look what you did, suicide boy’s parents tell bullies
The parents of a 12-year-old boy who
killed himself after allegedly being
bullied at school have released photo-
graphs of their son as he lay dying
in hospital to say to his tormentors:
“look at what you did”.
Dylan Stewart was found by his

mother slumped unconscious with a
ligaturearoundhisneck inhisbedroom
at the family home in Telford, Shrop-
shire, on April 22. He was taken to
Birmingham Children’s Hospital but
died eight days later.
His mother, Amanda, 39, said that

he had been pursued by bullies since
moving to Lakeside Academy in
Telford in January. She said that she
had decided to release the harrowing
images of her son in hospital to send a
message to thosewho hadmade his life
unbearable.
Mrs Stewart said her son had been

picked onbecause he came fromStoke-
on-Trent, Staffordshire, andwasnewat
the school. An inquest was told that he
was attacked at a bus stop by seven
youths from the school. Mrs Stewart
said that he was called “Downey” — a
reference to Down’s syndrome, which
he did not have.
His mother said she hoped that the

images would help to prevent bullying.
“If it helps save one child then we’ve
achieved something. I don’t want other
parents to suffer like we have,” she said.
“Bullies need to know the impact
their actions can have. It has had
catastrophic consequences for our
family and we want them to see what
they have done. Nothing can bring
Dylan back, but we hope this sends a
strong message.”
Dylan attended Lakeside Academy

after his family moved from Powys,
Wales, where he and his three siblings
had been home schooled. Mrs Stewart

suffered a stroke shortly before her son
took his life, and she said she had
initially thought that this was why he
seemed depressed.
“Before he started school, he was

outgoing — he was always on his bike,
but afterwards that changed and he
became more withdrawn. Bullying did
affect him, but he didn’t say anything. It
is rife at that school and other parents
have contacted me to say thanks for
raising the issue. He was a beautiful
boy. He was so loving and we miss him
every day.”
Her husband, Robert, 41, said that

schools should be “more proactive on
bullying”, adding: “No child should be

pushed to the point where they have to
take their life because they feel that’s
the only way to escape.”
An inquest was held this month at

Telford coroner’s court. Linda Heath,
the vice-principal at Lakeside, told the
hearing that there were “some inci-
dentswhereDylanwas involved [which
were] dealt with by a member of staff”.
The Shropshire coroner John Ellery

recorded a verdict of accidental death
last week, saying that Dylan had
hanged himself but that it was unclear
whetherhehad intended tokill himself.
Russell Griffin, a spokesman for Tel-

ford and Wrekin Council, said that the
school had a clear anti-bullying policy.

Billy Kenber

Girl, 2, crushed to death
by father’s DIY fireplace
A toddler died after a fireplace glued
to a wall by her father fell on top of her,
a coroner concluded yesterday as she
warned parents of the dangers of DIY.
TrinityCoward, 2, suffered fatal head

injuries when the shelf of the stone and
marble surround on which she had
been swinging crashed on to her at the
family home in Norwich.
Her fatherhadglued the secondhand

fireplace, which had been bought with-
out fitting instructions, to thewallusing
an industrial-strength substance.
Shaun Coward, Trinity’s father, said

in a statement thathehad seen the inci-
dent last month. “Trinity was happy,
being cheeky and running around,” he
said. “She reached up to the fireplace
and started swinging from it. All of a
sudden it came away from the wall.
“I rushed over and expected her to

respond thewayshenormallydidwhen
she had a fall, but she was lifeless.”
The inquest was told that Trinity’s

family had bought the fireplace about
two years ago from eBay for between
£100 and £200.
Jacqueline Lake, Norfolk’s senior

coroner, concluded that Trinity had

suffered an accidental death but she
warned of the dangers of DIY and of
the sale of secondhand fireplaces. “This
does highlight a lack of regulation in
respect of the sale of secondhand fire-
placesonaprivate basis andwhere they
are fitted by an individual,” she said.
“Unfortunately, this is not an isolated

incident. Trinity’s death highlights the
dangers of carrying out do-it-yourself
work in the home where a job like
this requires professional installation. I
make no criticism of Mr Coward — he
was trying to make his home look nice
and was unaware of the dangers.”
In his statement, Mr Coward said

that he was “absolutely devastated”,
adding of Trinity: “She was my rock.
Shewasa real daddy’s girl. Iwish I could
have died so that she could have lived.”
A pathologist’s report found that the

cause of death was a “complex head
injury due to a blunt force trauma”.
Trinity’s mother, Kelly, and father,

who runs a boat and car valet business,
did not attend the inquest yesterday.
After her death they describedTrinity’s
“gorgeous smile” and dimples. Their
statementadded: “Tillwe seeyouagain,
all our love from Mummy, Daddy and
your brothers and sisters.”

David Sanderson

Trinity Coward was swinging on the fire surround when it came away from the wall

NORFOLK POLICE / PA

Dylan Stewart’s parents hope images
of their dying son will act as a message
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Whitehall IT fiasco gets 100 times worse
The country’s biggest ITcontract is
heading for disaster under plans to split
it into 100 parts, putting billions of
pounds of taxpayers’ money at risk,
experts have warned.
Leading industry specialists have

told The Times that splintering the
£10billionAspire contract, which holds
the tax records of 50 million Britons,
will end in chaos, with higher costs and
a substantial risk to the economy.
HM Revenue and Customs’ Aspire

programme, a contract held by the
technology company Capgemini, has
already spiralled out of control, with
costs nearly trebling in ten years. How-
ever, MPs and experts believe that the
plan to split the contract into up to 100
smaller packages in 2017 could result in
fraud and error, the loss of personal
data and a failure to collect tax entirely
if someof the small contracts fail to link
together.
“This is one of the biggest IT con-

tracts in theworld,” saidRichardBacon,
a Tory on the public accounts commit-
tee. “There is nothingmore critical than
getting tax in, andyoucan’t start relying
on hundreds of experimental start-ups
taking this over. The potential for
another disaster is huge.”
ThemammothAspire service, under

which more than £500billion of
income tax is collected, also processes
ten million tax returns from the self-
employed, child benefit payments and
tax credits, as well as supporting state
pension reforms and universal credit.
Earlier this year Francis Maude, the

Cabinet Office minister, announced
that all new IT contracts would be
limited to £100 million to allow small
and medium-sized companies to com-
pete for government business. He
hopes to drive downcosts by ending so-
called “one throat to choke” contracts.
However, Jim Bligh, the head of

public services policy at the CBI, said
bringing in smaller companies would
be difficult for Whitehall to manage.
“Youwould need to have a relationship
with every one of the contractors and
manage the whole contract. That is a
very hard thing to do,” he said.
Industry sources said HMRC hasn’t

got a clue where it is going. “There is a
lot of chaos — they are really playing
catch-up,” said one specialist. “White-
hall doesn’t have the skills to manage
one big contract, so how can it manage
hundreds? The concept of splitting up
is fatally flawed and it will fail. It will be
a disaster.”
A Cabinet Office spokesman said

that Aspire was a “legacy contract”.
“HMRC intends to break this contract
into packages, which is entirely in line
with our new approach and will ensure
competition from the widest possible
range of suppliers.”
By2017more thanhalf of thegovern-

ment’s contractsworth over £4 billion a
year—ofwhichAspire is the largest—
will be renewedunder thenew formula.
The Cabinet Office is busy training
Whitehall insiders and Mr Maude has
set up a fast-track programme for IT
specialists. The plan is ambitious and is
creating a backlash, however.
There have already been widespread

concerns in Whitehall about another
venture to merge the running of back-
office services, such as human resour-
ces and pay roll, and outsource it to the
private sector. The timetable has
slipped and themerger is unlikely to be
completed till the end of 2015.
“It would be a mistake to run before

you can walk,” said Bernard Jenkin,
chairman of the public administration
select committee. “And unless there are
people in HMRC with the necessary
skills in managing a number of smaller
contracts then you will be jumping out
of the frying pan into the fire.”HMRC is

said to be hiring a number of consult-
ants but a recent National Audit Office
report said no business plan for the
transfer had been agreedwithCapgem-
ini or Fujitsu, another Aspire supplier,
and the timetable now appeared too
tight.
Mr Bacon claimed that HMRC has

been “negligent” in failing to buy in
enough expertise so far and allowing
the costs to mushroom, but that the
problem could be exacerbated under
the newmodel. “I ama great believer in
getting smaller companies in, but if you
split the project up into 100 pieces, you
need 500 skilled people to manage it.
You cannot afford to get this wrong.”
TomGash, director of research at the

Institute forGovernment, a think-tank,
said: “There is a big risk that the depart-
mentmay find it all toodifficult andend
up extending current arrangements.”
An HMRC spokesman said: “We will

renew our IT contract within Cabinet
Office guidelines and on time. We will
continue to improve theperformanceof
the contract over the next three years.”
Leading article, page 20

Shortage
of skills
to cut a
good deal

F
rancis
Maude’s
decision to
ban the use of
management

consultants in 2010
has resulted in far
fewer experts in
Whitehall with the
ability to negotiate
contracts, industry
figures have warned
(Jill Sherman writes).
He stopped the

influx of specialists
from banks and IT
companies who knew
how to strike a deal as
part of the coalition’s
cutbacks. Now MPs
and contract experts
say the decision led to
a dearth of expertise
in Whitehall because
consultants were no
longer brought in to
fill skill gaps.
Tom Gash, director

of research at the
Institute for
Government, said the
costs of the HMRC
Aspire project were
three times higher
than predicted
because officials kept
adding requirements
and companies
charged extra each
time. “The problem
with big, long-term
contracts is that
companies involved
have little incentive to
keep their fees for
changes low,” he said.
Bernard Jenkin,

Tory chairman of the
public administration
select committee, said
pay was also a factor.
“Private contractors
can just run rings
round civil servants,”

he said. The £10billion
IT contract spiralled
out of control partly
because of four major
renegotiations and 121
smaller changes to the
contract in the ten

years from 2004.
Capgemini secured a
16 per cent profit and
billions of pounds of
extra work without
any competition while
the contract costs

more than doubled
from £4 billion.
The initial contract

was awarded to EDS in
1994 for £1billion but
this jumped to
£2.8billion when tax

credits were built into
the system. The
contract was
re-tendered in late
2003 and won by
Capgemini with costs
rising to £4.1billion

“because there was
more work to be
done”.
The Inland Revenue

agreed to pay all the
costs of tendering for
the new contract in
2004, plus transaction
expenses — costs
usually shared or
borne by the
contractor — which
totalled £51.9million.
Civil servants faced

two more problems.
EDS owed the
government
£74 million because of
poor delivery of the
tax credit system in
2003. Instead of
paying directly, EDS
struck a deal so that a
proportion of its fees
was deducted from
future contracts. This
meant the government
could get the money
only if it awarded the
company contracts.
Costs jumped in

2006 to £5.1 billion
as Inland Revenue
merged with Customs
and Excise and
Capgemini took on
Fujitsu as a sub-
contractor. The
contract value then
rose steadily from
2004 to 2012 partly
due to extra services
and reforms, and
partly due to the cost
of negotiations.
Whitehall traded

away its right to share
in higher profits made
by Capgemini, a move
it has tried to reverse
recently — leaving
Capgemini with
higher profits than
envisaged. Costs have
since jumped to
£8billion after extra
work to cover pension
reforms, universal
credit, and taxing
child benefit but none
of these changes was
tested. The contract
has been extended to
2017, costing an extra
£2.4 billion before it is
split up.

Deal signed on Miliband and Balls’ watch

Ed Miliband and Ed Balls were special
advisers at the Treasury when Gordon
Brown signed off theAspire contract to
Capgemini.
Bothmenwereworking for thechan-

cellor at the start of 2004, when the
most expensive IT programme in the
UK— then valued at £4 billion — was
awarded. Most of the details would
have been worked out by tax officials
but either Mr Miliband or Mr Balls, or
both, were bound to have advised Mr
Brown on whether to close the deal,
Whitehall sources say. The now-
Labour leader andhis shadowchan-
cellor, however, will absolve them-
selves from blame for the spiralling
costs of Aspire as they both

resigned from the Treasury in early
2005 to fight the general election, leav-
ing Mr Brown still in charge.
Sir Nicholas Montagu, chairman of

the Inland Revenue from 1997, would
have been the key civil servant
brokering the deal in 2004. However,
he retired in the same year, when Mr

Brown decided to merge the Inland
Revenue with Customs and Excise to
form HM Revenue and Customs,
triggering the first major renegotiation
of the tax contract.
HMRChas always been an agency of

the Treasury but it has relied on its
chairman to take most of the executive
decisions and chancellors have often
left it to its own devices. Sir David Var-
ney took over as chairman of HMRC
for a year in April 2005, followed by
Paul Gray and then David Hartnett,
who was acting chairman up to 2008.
Mike Clasper was the final chairman
until 2012 when the post was abol-
ished.Most of the senior ITpostshave
changed hands several times during
the life ofAspire,making it impossi-
ble to blame any one individual.
However, the high turnover of
senior officials in HMRC could
have allowed a mammoth IT
contract to expand unchecked.

Jill Sherman

Ed Miliband and Ed Balls
left the Treasury soon after
the contract was awarded

Aspire’s spiralling costs

1994
Inland Revenue IT
contract is awarded
to EDS. It is due to
end 2003

2004Aspire
contract awarded
to Capgemini

2003 expanded to
cover tax credits

2017 Three more
years added to Aspire
contract following four big
contract renegotiations and
121 minor renegotiations

2009-2013
Increased contract
volume and scope
including pension
reforms and
real-time payments

2014Aspire
contract still run by
Capgemini. HMRC
starts drawing up
replacement
programme

2012HMRC allowed
to withdraw
services again

Fourth
renegotiation

2009 Capgemini
and subcontractors
granted exclusivity,
minimum annual
spend and a big
share of profit

Third
renegotiation

2006 Contract
expanded to cover
Inland Revenue and
Customs and Excise

First
renegotiation

2007 including data
charges, HMRC loses
right to withdraw
services from
contract

Second
renegotiation

How the costs break down

Software
£2.95bn

Data centres:
support hardware
used to store and
process data

£1.83bn
Software support
£656m

Management, back-office
services, accommodation
£411m

Networks between offices
£252m

Data capture: document
scanning and data transfer
between HMRC and taxpayers
£153m

Other
£204m

Three year contract extension
£2.48bn

£10.4bn
Printing £250m

Telephones,
video conferencing £333m

Laptops, desktops,
printers, mobiles
£884m

£1bn

£8.1bn

£5.1bn
£4.1bn

£2.8bn

Total

Sources: NAO, Times research

Jill Sherman Whitehall Editor
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Facial recognition experts release image of ‘Jihadi John’
throat, was probably not the wanted
man. Abdel-Majed Abdel Bary, 23,
travelled to Syria last year to join
Islamic militants. He has a similar
accent to themasked jihadist.However,
a comparison of the video and an
interview with Mr Bary, published on
YouTube in 2012, revealed a number of
discrepancies.
“The overall indications are: I

wouldn’t be happy saying it’s him,” said
the expert, who works for an inter-
national provider of forensic speech
and audio-visual analysis services.
The computer-reconstructed images

donot appear to showa resemblance to
Mr Bary either.

Experts have created computer images
of the British jihadist featured in the
video of James Foley’s beheading.
The images, developed by American

facial recognition experts and obtained
by ABCNews, attempt to create a like-
ness of “Jihadi John”, who appears
masked in the video.
The development came as a study

by a voice recognition specialist,
commissioned by The Times, showed
that a rapper from London, who
was identified in the media as the mili-
tant holding the knife against Foley’s

Video game
skills propel
players to
global stardom

Many parents have chastised their
children in the past for wasting their
lives playing computer games. Yet
youngsterswhoaremost adept at Super
Mario, Minecraft or Grand Theft Auto
can now reach an audience of millions
and make serious money as video
games have matured into a spectator
sport.
The phenomenon has already taken

hold in the Far East, where the best
players have achieved celebrity status
equivalent to that of footballers. Fans
even flock to stadiums to watch their
favourite players compete. That has
now spread to all corners of the globe
courtesy of websites holding
competitions that are becoming as big
as major sporting events.
The total prize money last year for

online video game tournaments was
$25 million (£15 million). Some coun-
tries have even started granting visas to
the best players on the basis that they
are professional athletes.
Twitch, the most successful website

for broadcasting live video game
streams, was sold yesterday to Amazon
for almost $1 billion. It has 55 million
members who spend over 20 hours a
week on average glued to their screens
watching other people play video
games. There are 15 billion hours of
content loadedon to its servers, andan-
alysts expect that more than 6.5 billion
hours of gameplay will be watched in
2018, double the amount predicted for
this year.
That has had an effect on the media

habits of video games fans, with almost
70 per cent of Twitch members watch-
ing less television as a result of their
love of so-called “eSports”.

Jo Twist, the chief executive of the
British games industry trade body
UKIE, explained: “People watching
others play games is a huge cultural
phenomenon.
“Last year more than 70 million

people of all ages worldwide watched
eSports online. The most recent major
eSport tournament’s prize pot was
bigger than most mainstream
professional sports.
“More than one in three people play

games regularly in the UK so this kind
of viewing habit will only increase.”
Brian Blau, a video games expert

with the research company Gartner,
said the social element of video games
has caused live broadcasting to explode
in popularity.
“This is a change in the way that

people consume media,” he said.
“Gamers want to communicate with
each other and Twitch has fast become
their social network, even though that
is not what it is.”
UKIE estimates that there were

16.3 million eSports fans in Europe last
year and that 40 per cent of those
watching also participated either by
competing in tournaments or broad-
casting their own gameplay. It said a
fifth of enthusiasts are “big spenders”
on games and those in Britain are big
fans of Call of Duty, StarCraft and
League of Legends.

Half of British terror suspects
stay under our radar, say police
Fiona Hamilton Crime Correspondent

The most senior counter-terrorism
officer in the country has acknowl-
edged that almost half of would-be
British jihadists who travelled to Syria
have evaded the police radar.
Mark Rowley, a Scotland Yard assist-

ant commissioner, appealed yesterday
to the friends and family of “aspiring
terrorists” to report themto theauthor-
ities and said that there was “a lot at
stake” after the murder of James Foley.
Mr Rowley said that the growth of

dangerous individuals posed challen-
ges for police, especially when nearly
half of those going to Syria were not
known previously as a terrorist risk.
This made it much easier for them to
travel there without drawing attention.
He said that, after the “pitiless

murder” of the journalist, the public’s

help was needed in identifying those
who might be about to travel abroad,
might have just returned orwere show-
ing signs of becoming radicalised.
About 500 Britons are known to be

fighting in Syria, many with Islamic
State. However, the lack of border con-
trolsmakes it easier forwould-be jihad-
ists to travel there without being spot-
ted by the authorities so the actual
number could be significantly higher.
MrRowley said that police activity to

fight the jihadist threat had been “esca-
lating for many months”, noting that
the 69 Syria-related arrests this year
were a fivefold increase on last year.
People have been held over offences

includingfundraising for terroristactivi-
ty, travellingabroad for terrorist training
and thepreparationor instigationof ter-
rorism acts. The number of people held
leaving and re-entering the country and

cash seizures have grown by more than
50 per cent, while the biggest growth in
Syria-related investigations has been in
London and the West Midlands.
He said that the Met was working to

remove about 800 pieces of Syria-
related propaganda and other materi-
als considered to be in breach of the
Terrorism Act that had been uploaded
to sites such as Facebook andYouTube.
In recent months, social media have

been littered with posts from young
Britons purporting to be in Syria, up-
loading macabre pictures and boasting
about killings.
Mr Rowley said that investigations

into Foley’s murder were making “sig-
nificant progress” but didnot elaborate.
The Security Service and Scotland

Yardarebelieved tobe close to identify-
ing theBritish suspect in thebeheading.
MrRowley said: “Weareappealing to

the public, family members and friends
to help identify aspiring terrorists. . .
Every reasonable person in the country
hasbeen touchedby thepitilessmurder
of James Foley at the hands of Islamic
State terrorists.”
Mr Rowley added: “There is a lot at

stake.We all need community and reli-
gious leaders to continue to speak out
against warped narratives and we need
everyone to ensure that public debate
does not give oxygen to the terrorists.”
About 250 known British fighters in

Syria are believed to be fromLondon.A
similar number are thought to have re-
turned. Up to 30 are believed to have
been killed in fighting.
Anyone with information should

contact the anti-terrorist hotline on
0800 789 321.
Thunderer, page 18
Freeing Mosul, page 27

Scene setters Dancers at Covent Garden act out a new routine as a taster for the forthcoming Deloitte Ignite contemporary arts festival, which this year explores myth
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A reconstruction of the killer, left, and the London rapper Abdel-Majed Abdel Bary

ELLIOTT FRANKS

A talent for games
such as Minecraft
could propel
players into the
sporting big league
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‘Professionals who did nothing to
A victim who was treated with contempt by the
police says the report is justice of a sort, but her
abusers remain at large. Andrew Norfolk reports
She sat quietly athomeyesterday, grad-
ually absorbing the findings of an
inquiry which finally told the world
that she was telling the truth.
For years, no one in authority

seemed to believe her. Twice she went
to the police, aged 13 and 14, to report
the horrific sexual offences committed

moved from the background of dys-
function,neglector residential care that
is so often associated with victims of
child sexual exploitation.
Onbus trips fromher village toRoth-

erham she met new friends who
seemed to offer fun and excitement.
Before her 14th birthday in 2003, she
had been repeatedly raped andused for
sex by at least six adults in their late
teens or early 20s. They seemed
untouchable.
Amy is not her real name but shewas

telling the truth. The termsof reference

for the inquiry report published yester-
day specifically included requirements
to examine individual cases highlight-
ed by The Times in 2012 and this year.
The report’s author, Professor Alexis

Jay, a former chief inspector of social
work in Scotland, studied Amy’s case
files. She concluded that the news-
paper’s accountofherbetrayal byRoth-
erham’s child protection authorities
was accurate.
The report’s damning indictment of

those who let a young girl down was
“brilliant”, Amy said yesterday. “It’s
great that it’s all out into the open. It
feels like I’m finally getting a bit of
justice for what happened to me. It’s
really good to know that everyone
will realise I wasn’t making it up. It was
the truth all along.
“At the same time it makes me very

sad to think that this could have been
happening for so many years. They’re
saying that 1,400 kids were exploited.
Add in their families and you realise
how many people have been damaged.
“People have been sexually abused

and sexually assaulted in theworst way
possible. They’ve had their dignity
taken away from them, their self-
respect, everything in life worth living
for. So many lives have been ruined.”
Amy had no doubt about who was to

primarily to blame for allowing such
abuse to flourish unchecked: “Those
professionals have sat behind their
desks, taken their wages, known this
was happening, and done nothing
about it. Tome that makes them as bad
as the perpetrators.”
The inquiry team studied 66 case

files, fromwhichahandfulwere chosen
as “typical examples” of the unpun-
ished sex crimes that unfolded inRoth-
erhambetween 1997 andlast year.Most
of the victims were white British child-
ren and “the majority of the perpetra-
tors were from minority ethnic com-
munities”. The cases included:
6Girls as young as 11 were raped by
large numbers of men, one after the
other.
6 In two cases fathers tracked down
their daughters and tried to remove
them from houses where they were
being abused, only to be arrested them-
selves by police who had been called to
the scene.
6 In a small number of instances the
victims were arrested for offences such
as breach of the peace or being drunk
and disorderly with no action taken
against the perpetrators of rape and
sexual assault against children.
6Two families were terrorised by
groups of offenders sitting in cars out-
side their family home, smashing
windows and making abusive and
threatening phone calls.
6 Some child victims returned to sex
groomers in the belief that this was the
only way to keep their parents and
younger siblings safe.
It took until 2010 for the only

successful prosecution to date of a
group of men for sexual offences
against Rotherham girls.
Five members of the Pakistani com-

munity were convicted of sex-groom-
ing crimes and jailed.
In September last year, after The

Times accused a named individual and
his associates of multiple sex offences
against more than a dozen Rotherham
girls, a major new South Yorkshire
police inquirywas launched.Operation
Clover continues today.
Amy has finally received justice in

terms of being believed. It has been
definitively acknowledged that child-
protection professionals let down her
and hundreds of other girls. Now she
wants those men who so casually used
her body as a cheap sex toy to beheld to
account for their crimes.

against her. No one was prosecuted.
Social workers and police treated her

as “a stupid, naughty girl”whohadonly
herself to blame for “hanging around
with Asians”. Her parents pleaded for
help. They found every door closed.
The Times told Amy’s story in 2012.

She came from a stable home, far re-

Council chief
resigns and
says sorry

R
oger Stone is the only senior
figure at Rotherham council
to take personal
responsibility for a decade of

catastrophic lapses in child
protection, but it was being suggested
last night that he should not be the
last (Andrew Norfolk writes).
Among those under pressure were

Shaun Wright, the police and crime
commissioner for South Yorkshire,
and Joyce Thacker, Rotherham’s
director of children’s services.

How The Times
broke the story
that prompted
investigation

September 24, 2012

August 23, 2013

September 24, 2012
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Officials hid
evidence
for a decade

help me are as bad as my rapists’

I
t came far, far too late for many
hundreds of damaged girls, but
with its decision to commission
the independent inquiry that
led to yesterday’s damning

report, the leadership of Rotherham
council has finally begun to confront
the sins of its past.
The local authority’s belated

commitment to openness stands in
marked contrast to its determined
efforts in past years to hide, beneath
a very large stone, evidence of a
crime pattern that was allowed to
plant deep and poisonous roots.
The inquiry report gives details of

research findings, submitted to the
council and South Yorkshire police
in 2002, 2003 and 2006, that were
“disbelieved, suppressed or ignored”.
Much was said yesterday by senior

council representatives about the
inquiry report’s acknowledgement
of a significant improvement in the
way the sexual exploitation of girls
had been addressed in Rotherham
since 2011. As recently as 2012,
however, those holding the reins of
power at the council were
continuing the decade-long exercise
in refusing fully to acknowledge and
learn from disastrous past mistakes.
When a serious case review was

ordered into the 2010 murder of
Laura Wilson, 17, the council’s
safeguarding children board tried to
withhold it from publication. The
board, ordered to publish by the
government, produced a report with
heavy redactions that concealed
information about the ethnicity of
adults who had been suspected of
grooming her for sex from the age
of 11. It also hid details of care
professionals’ involvement with the
girl from the age of 11 to 15.
When the council discovered that

The Times intended to publish
information about care workers’
knowledge of Laura’s involvement
with “Asian men”, it sought at great
expense a High Court injunction
barring publication.
It dropped the legal action in June

2012 after Michael Gove, the
education secretary at the time,
accused the board of withholding
“relevant and important material”.
Three months later, this newspaper
revealed the extent of Rotherham’s
failure to protect exploited children.
The council’s response was to ask
the police, and then a firm of
solicitors, to investigate the leak of
restricted information.
Last August, The Times published

information about a 15-year-old
Rotherham girl, in the care of social
services, who was allowed extensive
daily contact with a violent offender
suspected of grooming more than a
dozen young teenagers for sex.
A few days after the article’s

publication, the council ordered an
independent inquiry. It should not
have taken more than a decade.
More girls suffered as the council
obfuscated. Future councils, tempted
to chase leaks rather than act on
their failings, must take heed.

Andrew Norfolk
Comment

Gangs acted with impunity
Continued from page 1
issue and refused to believe that such a
thing could happen in Rotherham,”
Professor Jay, a former senior social
worker, said.
“There was also concern not to bring

the ethnic issues out in the open,
because it might damage community
cohesion.”
MartinKimber, Rotherham council’s

chief executive, acknowledged that the
failings identified in the report were
“neither acceptable nor excusable”.
The council had failed in its duty to

victims and their families for “a signifi-
cant period of time” and for that hewas
“sincerely sorry”.
Professor Jay said that girls who

fell victim to sexual exploitation, and
their families, had every right to feel
angeredbyher report’s revelations.The

“collective failure of political and offi-
cer leadership” was “blatant”.
Research for the inquiry suggested

that the figure of 1,400 children abused
between 1997and2013was “aconserva-
tive estimate”.
Professor Jay added: “It’s hard to

describe the appalling nature of the
abuse the child victims suffered. They
were trafficked to other towns
and cities in the north of England,
abducted, beaten and intimidated.
“There were examples of children

being doused with petrol and
threatened with being set alight,
threatened with guns, made to witness
brutally violent rapes and threatened
they would be killed if they told
anyone. Girls as young as 11 were
raped by large numbers of male
perpetrators.”

Razwan Razaq: jailed for 11 years in
2010 for sexual activity with a child

Mohsin Khan, also from Rotherham:
jailed for four years in the same case

Zafran Ramzan, Razaq’s cousin, who
raped a 16-year-old girl in her homeAmy was repeatedly raped and used for sex by six men when she was 13. Police and social workers did not believe her

Mr Stone, below, the council’s
Labour leader for ten years, said it
was only right that he should “take
responsibility on behalf of the whole
council for the historic failings that
are described so clearly in the
report”. He added: “Like any right-
minded person, I am disgusted by
CSE [child sexual exploitation] and
abhor the lifelong damage that it
wreaks upon the lives of all those
affected by it.”
Since 2012, Mr Wright has been

the elected official responsible for
holding the police to account for
their actions in South
Yorkshire, but from 2006
to 2010 he was the
Labour cabinet member
on Rotherham council
with responsibility for
children’s services.
Since his election, he
has said that tackling
sex-grooming and

“protecting the most vulnerable in
society” is his No 1 priority. Yet in
2012, when he was still the deputy
chairman of South Yorkshire police
authority, Mr Wright’s response to
The Times investigation was to
accuse it of “picking on Rotherham”.
Ms Thacker has been the director

of children’s and young people’s
services in the town since 2008.

Previously, she was head of
youth services for Bradford
council and was originally a
youth work manager in
Keighley. Both Bradford
and Keighley, like

Rotherham, have a long
history of failing to
acknowledge and
tackle a sex-offending
crime pattern
involving young girls
and a criminal
subculture of
Pakistani men.

Zafran Ramzan, Razaq’s cousin, who 
Amy was repeatedly raped and used for sex by six men when she was 13. Police and social workers did not believe her
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Ebola nurse improves after taking experimental drug

patrick kidd

Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

A British nurse infected with ebola has
been given an experimental drug by his
doctors, who say they are “very
pleased” with his progress.
Will Pooley is sitting up and talking

to the doctors and nurses who are
caring for himat an isolationunit in the
Royal Free Hospital, in north London,
where he was flown after contracting
the virus while working in a clinic in
Sierra Leone.
After discussions with his doctors,

whodescribedhimasa “resilient andre-
markable young man”, Mr Pooley was
yesterday given a first dose of the anti-
body drug ZMapp, used to treat two
Americanswhosurvivedebola.Supplies
of the drug are thought to be exhausted,
but the hospital said it had been able to
get an existing dose after negotiations
with international colleagues.
Mike Jacobs, an infectious diseases

consultant at the Royal Free London,
said: “The next few days will be crucial.
The disease has a variable course and
we will know much more in a week’s
time. Will is in a stable position and we
are very pleased with where he is, we
couldn’t hope for more. He is clearly a
resilient and remarkable young man.”
Dr Jacobs said Mr Pooley was in

“remarkably good spirits” and had
experienced no side-effects from the
drug, which has shown promising
results in animals but has never been
clinically tested in humans.
“We thought therewas sufficient rea-

son to offer it to him and have the dis-
cussion. He considered his options
very, very carefully. It is an experimen-
tal drug. He wanted to weigh up what
we knew about it and he came to the
very clear conclusion in his own mind
that he would like to go ahead with the
treatment,” Dr Jacobs said, adding that
it was too early to know if the drug was

having any effect. Although Dr Kent
Brantly andNancyWritebol recovered
from ebola after being given ZMapp in
an Atlanta hospital, a Liberian doctor
treated with the drug, Abraham Bor-
bor, died on Sunday. Bob Winter,
director of emergency preparedness at
NHS England, pointed out that “the
survival rate of people who have had it
is not dissimilar to other people who
have had ebola”.
ZMapp is an antibody that binds to

the ebola virus, aiming to give the im-
mune system a better chance of clear-
ing it. So far it has been given to only six
other people and doctors are still not
certain how effective it really is. “We

big, complicated place and we are very
good at cleaning out foreign chemicals
and treatments — often drugs are bro-
ken down in the liver or excreted in the
kidneysbefore theycandomuchgood.”
While the risk in Britain is very low,

the ebola virus has so far killed 1,427
people in west Africa, with nurses and
doctors bearing the brunt. More than
240 health care workers have devel-
oped the disease in Guinea, Liberia,
Nigeria, and Sierra Leone, and more
than 120 have died. Tom Frieden,
director of the US Centres for Disease
Control andPrevention, said that ebola
“still has the upper hand” in the worst
outbreak the world has yet seen.

TMS
diary@thetimes.co.uk | @timesdiary

Will Harry be
dropping in?
As Prince Harry nears his 30th
birthday next month, the day after
the Invictus Games for wounded
serviceman that he has helped to
organise, thoughts at the Palace
turn to how to enhance the royal
spare’s public profile (and keep
him away from strip billiards in
Las Vegas). “They want to add
gravitas without diminishing his
enthusiastic style,” a source says.
One plan under discussion, I

hear, is for Harry to take on the
Queen’s role as patron of the
British Olympic Association. HM
played her part in making London
2012 such a success but she will be
90 at the next Olympics and is
unlikely to travel to Brazil.
Perhaps after his grandmother’s
exploits with James Bond at the
last opening ceremony, Harry
fancies handing over the Games
to Rio by bungee-jumping from
the head of Christ the Redeemer?

Ray Long writes to alert us to a
part that Richard Attenborough has
in film history but which went
unremarked in the obituaries. In
The Guinea Pig in 1948, Dickie
became the first actor to utter the
word “arse” in British cinema. (It’s
preceded by “kick you up the”.) In
those prudish days, the scandal
probably sold a few extra tickets.

leave it on ice
You can see why David
Cameron hasn’t done the
ice-bucket challenge —
it’s needed for the Pol
Roger — and Ed
Miliband’s advisers
are keen to avoid
photos that make

him look wet(ter), but Qubad
Talabani, deputy prime minister of
Kurdistan, has the best excuse for
ducking the craze. “Apologies for
not accepting yet,” he tweets to
those who dared him. “Currently
helping to run a government,
manage a humanitarian crisis and
win a war.” Is that all?

Monday’s Scottish debate on BBC
Two was unedifying, especially the
round with “anything you can shout,
I can shout louder”, but at least
those viewers who lasted the course
were rewarded with a Dave Allen
special. They should get him to do
Newsnight more often.

it’s written in the stars
Cosmologists are used to seeing
time in terms of billions of years
rather than months, so you can
understand why Lord Rees of
Ludlow, theastronomer royal,
finds modern politics frustratingly
short-termist. Discussing the “vast
and lasting monuments” left by
medieval kings in an essay in
Prospect, Rees calls for a benign
dictatorship. “Only an enlightened
despot could push through the
measures needed to navigate the
21st century safely,” he says. He’ll
find no shortage of volunteers.

A profile of Mary Beard in The
New Yorker notes that she was one
of the first visitors to the London
Review Bookshop in Bloomsbury to
sign its guestbook. “Nice feel,” the
don wrote, then added pointedly:
“Rather understocked with the
works of M. Beard.”

new brand of visionary
No one can accuse Russell Brand
of lacking self-confidence. It was
announced yesterday that the
“comic” “actor”, left, will star in his
own documentary film. It has the
very modest working title of
Brand. A film crew was given
access to follow him for five years
as the “troubled visionary” (their
description) or “preposterous
fantasist” (mine) took his
thesaurus on a spiritual
journey.Wonder if Jeremy

Paxman, Brand’s old mucker,
is going to feature as his
Sancho Panza.

won’t know if it works well enough to
make a difference until tens or hun-
dreds more people have been treated,”
said Ben Neuman, a virologist at the
UniversityofReading. “ZMappcertain-
ly works in lab conditions, and it would
beoneof billions of different antibodies
in thepatient’s blood, so it shouldnotbe
particularly harmful. But the body is a

Will Pooley:
“remarkable and
resilient”
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New test for overseas
nurses and midwives
Nurses and midwives who
completed their training outside
Europe will face new assessments
before they are able to work in
Britain under plans announced
today.
The Nursing and Midwifery

Council (NMC) said that the new
registration system, which will be
introduced this autumn, would
ensure that the hundreds of
nurses and midwives who have
trained overseas and wish to
practise in Britain would be
assessed in a robust and objective
way to protect the public. Almost
5,000 people who trained outside
the European Economic Area
have registered with the NMC
over the past five years, with the
majority coming from India,
the Philippines and Australia.
The new registration process

will include a two-part test of
competence, consisting of a
computer-based multiple
choice test and a practical
clinical examination.

Think long term for
bikes, ministers told
Ministers must commit to long-
term funding for safe cycle routes,
say campaigners, who have backed
calls in the House of Lords for a
plan to encourage walking and
cycling (Billy Kenber writes). Six
transport bodies and charities
have supported an amendment to
the Infrastructure Bill that would
require the Department for
Transport to commit to a “cycling
and walking investment strategy”,
setting targets for initiatives such
as the number of walking and
cycling paths to be constructed
over a five-year period. The
Times’s Cities Fit for Cycling
campaign is calling on ministers
to create a £600 million annual
budget for cycle provision.

Flooding influences
climate change beliefs
More than a quarter of people say
the floods that hit Britain last
winter strengthened their belief in
man-made climate change,
according to a survey. Half the
2,021 people polled by ComRes
for the Energy and Climate
Intelligence Unit said the flooding
in early 2014 had made them
more convinced that the climate
was changing, and 27 per cent
said the floods had increased their
belief that humans were the main
cause. Overall, 57 per cent of
people thought that climate
change was happening and was
mainly caused by humans, while
28 per cent believed the climate
was changing but human activity
was not mainly responsible.

Fraudster jailed for
fake letterbox scam
A couple who had stopped
receiving post were astounded to
find a fraudster had set up a fake
letterbox on their property.
David Donkor, 40, of

Edmonton, north London, sealed
up a letterbox in Tunbridge Wells
and tried to steal personal data
and divert banking details to a
false container. Police became
suspicious after his car repeatedly
came past the same area and he
was then caught with the false
mailbox, a crowbar, tape and a
postal uniform. Donkor was
found to have called a bank’s lost
cards line and retrieved account
details. He was jailed for two
years and three months at
Maidstone crown court.

Rape conviction rate will not go up until
women stop binge drinking, says judge
Frances Gibb Legal Editor

A retired judge has been criticised by
women’s campaigners after she said
that the rape conviction rate would not
improve until women stopped drinking
so heavily.
Judge Mary Jane Mowat, who stood

down thismonth, said it was often diffi-
cult to secure a rape convictionas itwas
“one person’s word against another”.
The national rape conviction rate of

60 per cent after trial was partly an “in-

evitable” result of the lackof corrobora-
tive evidence, Judge Mowat said, con-
ceding that she would be “pilloried” for
saying so. She said she had presided
over back-to-back trials where a com-

plainant had been so drunk that she
could not remember what happened.
JudgeMowat, 66, who has worked at

Oxford crown court, said: “It is an
inevitable fact of its being one person’s
word against another. I will also say,
and I will be pilloried for saying so, but
the rape conviction statistics will not
improve until women stop getting so
drunk.
“I’m not saying it’s right to rape a

drunken woman. I’m not saying for a
moment that it’s allowable to take

advantage of a drunken woman. But a
jury in a position where they’ve got a
woman who says ‘I was absolutely off
my head, I can’t really remember what
I was doing, I can’t remember what I
said, I can’t remember if I consented or
not but I know I wouldn’t have done’ . . .
whena jury is facedwith something like
that, how are they supposed to react?”
Rape Crisis England described the

comments as “potentially very harm-
ful”. Katie Russell, a spokeswoman,
said: “The point that she and other in-
fluential peoplewithin the criminal jus-
tice system should be making clearly
and publicly is that if a woman is inca-
pacitated through drink or drugs then
she is not capable of giving her consent.
And the legal responsibility is on the
defendant to evidence how they sought
and received that consent, not on the
survivor to recall everydetail of events.”
The circuit judge of 18 years also

raised concerns about the automatic
release of prisoners on fixed-term sen-
tences half-way through their time.
Prisoners spend the secondhalf of their
sentence on licence and if they break
any conditions of their release then
they can be returned to prison.
Chris Grayling, the justice secretary,

has announced that he will legislate to
end automatic early release for serious
offenders, with such release condition-
al on good behaviour.
Judge Mowat said: “One thing that

judgescan’t change is theprisonregula-
tions, which tome are the biggest fraud
on the public ever. You get a three-year
sentence and in fact it means only one
and a half years, it’s automatically one
half.Thepublicwerenever told thiswas
going tohappen, itwas done by a sort of
statutory regulation. And people are by
and largegettingoutwell before thaton
a home detention curfew on a tag.”

Surrogate deal
couple reject
disabled twin
Rosemary Bennett

Family lawyers have called for tighter
regulation of surrogacy arrangements
amid reports that a British couple have
rejected a twin girl born to a surrogate
mother because she was disabled.
The couple took thehealthy twinboy

but told the birth mother that they did
not want his sister, who was diagnosed
with congenital myotonic dystrophy,
The Sun reported.
The case echoes that of Gammy, a

boy born to a Thai surrogate mother
who was allegedly rejected by his pro-
spective Australian parents because he
has Down’s syndrome.
Surrogacy is virtually unlicensed in

Britain, with the only restriction that it
cannot be a commercial transaction.
Any contract between the two parties
cannotbe legally enforcedand thebaby
is considered the birth mother’s child
until a legal order is granted to the com-
missioning couple severalmonths after
the birth.
Lawyers active in the field said the

case was “pretty exceptional”. How-
ever, manywould like to see some form
of regulation.
“Our main concern is that no surro-

gacy contract is legally enforceable
because the birth mother is the legal
mother. Everyone involved is in a very
vulnerable position,” said Helen Pross-
er, a lawyer withNatalie Gamble Asso-
ciates.

Judge Mary Jane
Mowat: “I will be
pilloried for this”
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Thousands of pupils crammed into ‘cattle classes’
Nicola Woolcock
Education Correspondent

Children are being crammed into
“cattle classes” at overcrowdedprimary
schools, a survey suggests.
More thanhalf of 2,000parentsques-

tionedbyNetmums, a groupofwebsites
for mothers, said they wanted their
child to be taught in a smaller class.
Research suggests that being in a

large class does not have a detrimental
impactonresults if the teaching isgood,
but it still worries families.
Government figures show one in

eight primary schoolchildren is taught
in a class bigger than 30 children, the
government’s recommended maxi-
mum, and that nearly 3,000 infant
classes breached this statutory ceiling
for four to seven-year-olds.
TheNetmums survey found that one

in six parents thought schools were
squeezing too many children into
classes. They also raised concerns
about supersized primaries, where new
classrooms have been added.
A third of schools have increased

classes by an average of two a year and
one in 20 parents said there had been
an increase of at least four classes at
their child’s school andup to eight extra
classes were reported.
One in 10 parents said they would

remove their child from school if class-
es kept increasing in size and 22 per
cent said theywere consideringmoving
from their catchment area.
Population growth and immigration

have put pressure on primary schools,
particularly in large cities and the
southeast of England. Many good
schools are overcrowded.
A fifth of parents said they felt their

child would have a better education in
a smaller primary school and that
teachers were unable to give pupils
one-to-one attention when needed.
They worried that their child would

become lost in the school systemorwas
more likely to be bullied.
Whileaquarterofparentsblamed im-

migrationforovercrowding,one ineight
said it was because of families shunning
poor-quality schools in their area.
Staggered lunch and break times

have been adopted in one school to
cope with the extra pupils. Fifteen per
cent of schools are using prefabricated
or temporary classrooms, but some
parents complained that these were
encroaching on playgrounds.
Siobhan Freegard, the founder of

Netmums, said: “Every parent wants
their child to have the best education
possible so it’s totally understandable

why the rise in ‘supersize primaries’ has
got parents so concerned.”
Meanwhile, separate research indi-

cated that local authorities are strug-
gling to find enough money to provide
new school places.
They are plugging a shortfall of at

least £1billion, according to research by
the Local Government Association.
This suggests that more than three
quarters of councils did not receive
enough government money to create
extra school places in their areas
between 2011 and 2016. They have bor-
rowedmoney, used cash earmarked for
other building programmes or created
places with money intended for reno-
vation of crumbling school buildings.
While councils created an extra

90,000 primary places last year, LGA
analysis shows that a further 130,000
will be needed by 2017 and 80,700

secondary places by 2019. Ealing, in
west London, has added £129million to
its government funding for school
places andHillingdon, anotherLondon
borough, has contributed £114 million.
Schools have gone to extraordinary

lengths to ensure there is a place for
every child, the LGA said, by adding
extra classes, using temporary build-
ings and, in one case, putting a play-
ground on a roof.
David Simmonds, chairman of the

LGA’s children board, said: “The scale
of this black hole is such that the cost of
the creation of new school places can-
not be met by council taxpayers. The
underfunding of free school meals
pales in comparison to this but both
show that the government’s rhetoric
must be matched by its chequebook
rather than leaving local authorities to
pick up the tab.”

Hot wheels A member of the Imps Motorcycle Display Team prepares for the Walled City Tattoo, which begins tonight in Londonderry and continues until Saturday

Sixth-formers to start lessons at 1pm
Nicola Woolcock

More than a dozen British schools
could introduce a later start time for
teenagers to accommodate their body
clocks. From September next year,
as part of a large-scale experiment,
hundreds of pupils will begin at 1pm.
The plans follow a model set in the

United States, which aims to introduce
a later starting day for teenagers.
Somnolent pupils in America have
it even tougher than their British
counterparts, with many high schools
starting their day at 7.30 or 8am.
Thisweek, theAmericanAcademyof

Pediatrics released its first policy state-
ment on school start times, urging
middle and high schools to begin the
day at 8.30am or later.
With research showing that teen-

agers are better suited to starting even
later than this, some British schools are
adapting their days accordingly, with at
least one sixth-form starting at 1.30pm.
Paul Kelley, honorary research asso-

ciate at theUniversity ofOxford’s Sleep
and Circadian Neuroscience Institute,

introduced later start times when he
was head teacher at Monkseaton High
School, North Tyneside. He said: “The
teenager in bed, complaining about
having to get up, is almost a universal
problem. But it’s not their problem, it’s
ours. School start times are simply too
early.
“Secondary schools should start

hours later, perhaps as late as 11am.
Circadian rhythms change with age. A
radical shift occurs with the onset of
puberty, pushing wake and sleep times
later in teenagers and young adults. It is
only later in life that we return to the
earlier wake times we had at ten.
“These changes cause a two-hour

delay in waking and sleeping. If we
force teenagers and young adults to get
upwhenwedo, it impacts negatively on
their learning. Such early starts cause
these young people to lose sleep every
school day.”
One of the schools involved in the

project is the independent Hampton
Court House school, Surrey, which is
opening a sixth form inSeptembernext
year. Guy Holloway, the headmaster,

said: “We have been planning this for
some considerable time. It is proposed
that A-level students will start at
1.30pm and continue until 7pm. This
has been done in consultation with
parents.
“It’s not anewsixth form, so it’s not as

if we are suddenly imposing this. We
have been following the research very
closely. I was a bit of a naysayer at first,
but the evidence is so compelling it’s a
real no-brainer. If you have early start
times you are asking teenagers to over-
ride nature, day after day.
“We are part of a projectwithOxford

University and other schools.”
Mr Holloway said that some people

claimedthatcomputerormobilephone
use late at night was disrupting teen-
agers’ sleep patterns. “People make the
debate about computer use and that
may be a factor, but it clouds the real
issue,” he said.
“By the time it gets to Friday, most

students are chronically sleepdeprived.
There is a correlation between sleep
deprivation and problems such as ill
health and obesity.”

Children glued
to phones score
14% lower marks
Richard Lloyd Parry Tokyo

The more time children spend on their
smartphones, the worse they perform
academically, according to research by
the Japanese government.
A survey by the country’s ministry of

education found that almost half of
Japanese 15-year-olds spent an hour or
more each day using their phones, with
almost 11 per cent spending more than
four hours a day on their smartphones
talking to friends, sending messages
and playing games.
Among this group, the survey found

significantly decreased academic per-
formance. Comparedwith thosewhose
use was restricted to 30minutes, child-
renwho spent four hours ormore a day
on their phones scored 14 per cent low-
er on national tests in all subjects.
In mathematics, the gap was close to

19 per cent.
In April, the Japanese city of Kariya

proposed to impose a ban on school-
children using phones after 9pm.
Although the rule could not be en-

forced, parents were encouraged to
take phones away in the evenings, amid
concerns that they are often used to
bully, harass and blackmail other child-
ren, as well as affecting their studies.

Top target on criminals’
to-steal list: Lego bricks
Matt Charles

Criminal gangs across the world are
thought to be turning their attention to
a new commodity that is virtually
untraceable — Lego bricks.
The trend came to light following

two cases in America, where thieves
had collected approximately $300,000
(£180,000) worth of Lego sets.
One investigation in Phoenix,

Arizona, took four months of monitor-
ingCCTVfootage to trace four suspects
in connection with a spate of thefts
from toy shops. Theywere arrested and
police found 18 pallets of the bricks,
with a value of $200,000.
Another case involved Gloria Haas,

53,whowaschargedwithgrand larceny
after allegedly stealing 800 sets from a
collector in Long Island,NewYork. She
planned to sell the toys on eBay for up
to $59,000.
There have also been incidents

reported in Australia and the UK. Last

November, one truck driver was asleep
in his vehicle in Daventry, Northamp-
tonshire, when thieves cut holes in the
side of the vehicle and stole Lego sets
worth up to £30,000.
Lego’s popularity is increasing once

more, as tie-inswith films suchasHarry
Potter and Star Wars have helped it to
connectwithanewgenerationof child-
ren. The Danish company’s revenue
last year climbed by 10 per cent.
The sets are being viewed by thieves

as a low-risk venture, as the bricks are
proving almost impossible to trace. It
also fetches a high profit as some sets,
including a 4,287-piece reconstruction
of Tower Bridge, sell for more than
£200, while rare or discontinued sets
are being sold for thousands of pounds.
Nathan Francis, who legally sells

Lego on the website BrickLink, told
Vocativ.com that it made “total sense”
that gangs were targeting the sets.
“Lego holds its value verywell on the

secondary markets,” he said.

MARTIN MCKEOWN



House prices to rise by more
than 25% over next five years

Police ‘lack resources to fight online fraud’

Back in shape Chris Crowder, head gardener at Levens Hall, Cumbria, completes the annual tidy-up of its 300-year-old
ten-acre topiary gardens. It takes five gardeners six months to do the job using several stepladders and a crane

House prices in Britain will be more
than 25 per cent higher in five years,
with London finally being overtaken
by other parts of the country.
Savills, the property company, has

forecast that house prices will jump
by 9.5 per cent this year across the
UK, up from its original estimate of
6.5per cent,with thepropertymarket
having “exceeded all expectations”.
While thiswill be followedby slow-

er growth of 4 per cent in 2015, prices
will be 25.7 per cent higher by the end
of 2018, up from the previous forecast
of 25.2 per cent.
In the capital, house prices are ex-

pected to surge by 15 per cent this
year, almost double the previous esti-
mate of 8.5 per cent, despite anantici-
pated slowing in the second half of
the year.
Lucian Cook, Savills’ head of resi-

dential research, said: “House price
growth in the mainstream market
has been underpinned by record low
interest rates, rising loan-to-income
lending and pent-up demand from
buyers re-entering the market as the

economy and consumer sentiment
have improved.”
The southeast and east of England

have also surpassed expectations and
areon track togrowby12percentand
11.5 per cent respectively this year.
These two areas are expected to

outperform London and show the
strongest five-year growth as evi-
dence mounts of the flow of buyers
and equity out of the capital.
While prices in Londonwill be 24.4

per cent higher in 2018, those in the
southeast and east will have rocketed
by more than 31 per cent over the
same period.
The London housing market,

wheremany fear a bubble is develop-
ing, will start to cool after this year,
with no growth forecast in 2016.
MrCook said that any rise in inter-

est rates should dampen growth, and
Savills’ forecasts are based on the as-
sumption that mortgage rates will
have increased to 5 per cent by 2018.
According to its research, the total

current cost of mortgage interest
among owner-occupiers stands at
£33 billion, the same as ten years ago.
A 2 per cent rise in interest rates
would increase this by £20 billion.
In the past two weeks, Mark Car-

ney, the governor of the Bank of En-
gland, has warned that, while he ex-
pects that any rate riseswill be gradu-
al, this is not guaranteed. Themarket
ispencilling ina rise inFebruary2015.
“Higher interest rates would

increase the risks in sectors of the
market where borrowers have taken
on high levels of mortgage debt rela-
tive to income, but it is difficult to see
this asacatalyst forawholesalehous-
ing market correction; rather we an-
ticipate a slowing of growth, particu-
larly in London and the south,” said
Mr Cook.
A separate report from Knight

Frankshowed thatdevelopment land
values in England and Wales have
continued to rise, increasing by 2 per
cent in the first sixmonthsof theyear.

Police lack the expertise and resour-
ces to tackle online fraud properly
and Britain is seen as a place where
criminals will “get away with it”,
experts say. Bank and credit card
fraudsare seenasa “low-riskarea” for
criminals and official figures have
routinely underestimated the true
extent of the problem, they claim.
The freshscrutinycameafter itwas

revealed that almost four million
bank and credit card frauds had been

left out of the annual Crime Survey
for England and Wales. An estimate
by the Office for National Statistics
indicates that about seven people are
defrauded every minute.
John Graham, of the Police Foun-

dation think-tank, said that the ONS
analysis had “let the genie out of the
bottle”. He added that neither the
police nor Action Fraud, the national
reporting centre, was able to cope
with the scale of the problem.
The relative ease with which the

system could be exploited, thanks to

the internet, meant that Britain was
“seenasaplacewhere theactivity can
to a large extent be gotten awaywith”.
Mr Graham said: “The basic policy

on bank fraud is that the banks con-
sume the loss so that consumers con-
tinue to use banks and bank cards.”
Paul Ford, of thePolice Federation,

said police forces lacked resources
and the right expertise. “Crime has
changed and the police have strug-
gled to keep up with technology.”
Losses on UK cards rose by 16 per

cent to £450 million last year.

Fiona Hamilton Crime Correspondent

Kathryn Hopkins
Property Correspondent
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Sherlock on trail of his next triumph
After Emmys victory
the creators promise a
stunning fourth series,
Rhys Blakelywrites
from Los Angeles

The creators of Sherlockhave promised
a “devastating” fourth series of theBBC
drama, the plans for which, they say,
havealready“reducedourcast to tears”.
The comments were made by the

Sherlock writer Steven Moffat after the
showstormed theEmmyAwards inLos
Angeles on Monday night. Benedict
Cumberbatch was named best actor in
a mini-series for his portrayal of the
detective, while Martin Freeman took
best supporting actor for his Dr
Watson. Moffat also won an Emmy for
writing the finale of the third series,His
Last Vow.
The triumphs for the series at theUS

television industry’s most prestigious
awards showsurprisedpundits but con-
firmed that “the stylish reboot of the
Conan Doyle classic has overtaken
Downton Abbey as [America’s] ‘it’
British import,” the Hollywood news
website deadline.com said.
Moffat suggested that the challenge

nowwill be to retain Cumberbatch and
Freeman as both enjoy success in
Hollywood. “It’s like corralling every-
one in a cocktail party,” he said, before
joking that Cumberbatch — who
missed the ceremony— is now “too big
to come to the Emmys”.
Last week Sherlock also won four

awards at the Creative Arts Emmys,
which recognise technical achieve-
ment. The total of seven statuettes was
the most collected by any programme,
easily outgunning heavyweight rivals
such as Game of Thrones, which won
nothing on Monday.
The success of the BBC mystery se-

ries— until now passed over by Emmy
voters—stoodout.Muchhadbeensaid
in the run-up to the awards about anew
“golden age” of television, fuelled by
ambition and innovation. However,
most of the winners looked familiar,
with the evening’s biggest prize, for best
drama, going to Breaking Bad for the
second consecutive year.
Bryan Cranston, the star of Breaking

Bad,wonbestactor inadrama,marking
his fourth Emmy win for his portrayal
of the chemistry teacher turned crimi-
nal kingpin Walter White.His co-star,
Aaron Paul, won his third Emmy for
best supporting actor. The actress
AnnaGunnwas also recognised for her
work on the show, which won a writing
award too.
Jim Parsons of The Big Bang Theory

won best lead actor in a comedy for the
fourth time, and Julia Louis-Dreyfus
won her third consecutive comedy
Emmy for Veep.Modern Familywon its

fifth Emmy for best comedy,
matching the record in the
category set by Frasier.
Newer shows, such as

House of Cards and the pris-
on comedy Orange is the

New Black, were over-
looked, to the chagrin
of many observers.

“The members of
theAcademyofTele-
vision Arts and Sci-
ences [who vote for
the Emmys] just
don’t seem to be
caught up on the
buzziest, binge-iest

viewing that holds the
rest of us in thrall,” la-
mentedHank Stuever, a
TV critic for The Wash-
ington Post.

Until recently, it was
the billowing swish
of Disney princess-

style gowns from the
“greige” palette that
dominated award
ceremonies. Now
celebrity stylists are
opting for the power of
sock-it-to-you bright hues
to trigger 1,000 flash
bulbs.
Echoing the autumn

catwalk trend for eye-
popping reds, the
message at this year’s
Emmys was wear red and
be noticed. Claire Danes
in a high-necked,
Givenchy couture gown,
the red-headed
Christina Hendricks
doubling up in a
fiery Marchesa
one-
shouldered
gown and
January Jones
in a stunning,
strapless Prabal
Gurung creation
were guaranteed to
spark an Instagram
storm. For those
worried that red gowns
risked blending into the
carpet’s colour, the
ombré shading of Lena
Dunham’s frothy
Giambattista Valli skirt
was a far defter use of the
colour. Others choosing
jewel colours were Laura
Prepon, an actress from
Orange Is The New Black,
in an emerald silk dress
and Samira Wiley with a
yellow, fishtail number.

In the end, Michelle
Dockery in Rosie
Assoulin’s column
dress and Julia Bowen
in a printed Peter Som
gown were the evening’s
winners. There were a lot
of short hairstyles and a
return to the messy bob is
predicted.

Carolyn Asome
deputy fashion editor

Stars paint
Tinseltown
hues of red

Emmy roll of honour

Best drama series Breaking Bad
Actor Bryan Cranston
(Breaking Bad)
Actress Julianna Margulies
(The Good Wife)
Supporting actor Aaron Paul
(Breaking Bad)
Supporting actress Anna Gunn,
(Breaking Bad)
Writer Moira Walley-Beckett
(Breaking Bad)
Best comedy series Modern
Family
Actor Jim Parsons
(The Big Bang Theory)
Actress Julia Louis-
Dreyfus (Veep)
Best mini-series Fargo
Actor Benedict Cumberbatch
(Sherlock: His Last Vow)
Supporting actor
Martin Freeman (Sherlock)
Writer Stephen Moffat (Sherlock)

ph
Christina Hendricks,
from left, Heidi Klum
and January Jones
all opted for classic red
gowns at the 66th
Emmy awards. Laura
Prepon, below, of
Orange Is The New
Black, broke the mould
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And the winner of the next election is . . .
You don’t need a bunch of expert forecasters to tell you who’s heading for No 10. Just follow my do-it-yourself guide

T
his is a do-it-yourself
column. I am going to help
you forecast the result of
the next general election.
I’d do it myself, honestly.

I’m not being lazy. It’s just that if you
really want to know what’s going to
happen, the last thing you want is to
ask someone who thinks they know
what they’re talking about. Experts,
you see, make terrible predictions.
And the act of making predictions
reduces their ability to provide
analysis. This, I’m sure, you wouldn’t
wish on me.
In his classic study Expert Political

Judgment: How Good Is It?, Professor
Philip Tetlock answered his own
question — not very good. The
outcomes of 28,000 expert
predictions were worse than could
have been achieved using basic
computer algorithms and only very
slightly better than trusting to luck.
Having made a prediction, experts

start rooting for it to come true. This
infects their political assessments. So
experts shouldn’t make predictions.
Which is an elegant way of saying
that I’m going to get you to do all the
work.
Right, where shall we start? I think

by identifying what a sensible
prediction would look like. On
the face of it, a good forecast would
be definite and reasonably detailed.
Something like: “Labour will be the
largest party, although not by
much. The Liberal Democrats will

hold the balance of power, Nick
Clegg will lose his seat and they will
do a deal with Labour. Ed Miliband
will be prime minister.” This sounds
impressive. You are confidently
“calling it”. And only if you are
correct will anyone remember
everything you said.
However, there are two problems

with this sort of prediction.
The first is that its precision is

more apparent than real. In fact, you
are being extremely uninformative.
This is because you are not saying
how likely your outcome really is.
Obviously, it is not 100 per cent
likely, because you are not God. It is
also not 0 per cent likely, because if it
were, you wouldn’t have bothered
making it. And if you thought it 50
per cent likely, all you are saying is
that it’s just as likely not to happen as
it is to happen.
There is, however, a vast difference

between saying that you think there
is a 95 per cent chance of your
scenario becoming reality and saying
there is a 55 per cent chance. So

which is it? Unless you give some
sort of rough chance, your apparent
confidence is just bravado.
The second problem with your

prediction lies in its detail. You
have added in layer upon layer in
order to make it sound like a
coherent story. Yet each layer
makes the scenario less likely. Ed
Miliband might be prime minister
in a number of ways — he could
win a majority, be the smaller of
the two main parties but do a deal,
form a minority government and
so forth. Specify one of these ways

and you are greatly reducing the
chance that your prediction will be
correct.
It is quite likely that after the

election, the Liberal Democrats
won’t have enough seats to form a
two-party coalition with a majority.
Several parties might be required.
Predicting what they would all do is,
by itself, almost impossible. So keep
your prediction simple — who will
be the largest party, say — and
provide an idea of how likely you
think this outcome is.
The next piece of advice is more

counterintuitive — you should
change your prediction as you go
along. If all you are interested in is
making yourself look good, then of
course there can’t be any changing
your mind. However, if your
objective is to say something useful
to other people (as surely it should
be) then your prediction should take
advantage of all the information that
you can lay your hands on.
And that information keeps

changing. The American analyst
Nate Silver famously predicted the
2012 American presidential election
result correctly in every state. He
expressed a high degree of
confidence in Barack Obama’s
victory as election day neared,
despite many right-wing pundits
accusing him of bias. He was right.
Yet, as he charmingly admits,

what he did was not really all that
clever. Five months before the
election, Silver wasn’t at all sure who
would win. He had Mr Obama as
only “a very slight favourite” and
thought that very small changes
would make Mitt Romney the
winner. Then he began to add in the
evidence of polls. As the election
approached, this evidence became
increasingly important to his model.
He kept updating his forecast, while
the pundits stuck to their hunches.

No wonder his forecast was superior
by election day.
This is particularly relevant for our

general election next May. Many
people’s hunch about the result
reflects voters’ low opinion of Mr
Miliband. Yet, critically, this is
already reflected in current polls.
Despite it, Labour retains a small
lead. So a sensible forecast should
not be a hunch about Mr Miliband, it
should be an analysis of how the
relevance of this will change.
How should you estimate now

how the polls will move? I suggest
the following.
First, thoughts of Mr Miliband

becoming prime minister will
increase, pushing up the Tory share.
Second, fear of change will help the
incumbent, as always. Third, the
parties will move back towards their
long-term averages (mildly helping
the Tories) as that usually happens

too. Fourth, the economy will
continue to improve, again helping
the Tories but only (because of
depressed living standards) a little.
Finally, the voters’ focus on
choosing a prime minister will
reduce Ukip’s vote a little but
increased television coverage for
Ukip during the campaign will
neutralise this.
One final point. Although

everyone thinks the Tories need a
lead to eliminate their disadvantage

from constituency boundaries, this
fails to take account of the advantage
that new incumbents have in their
first run for re-election. The best
estimate is that these two effects
cancel each other out. So don’t let
the boundary issue overwhelm your
forecast.
Put that all together with Labour’s

current lead and what do you get?
Steve Fisher and Jonathan Jones and
their excellent Elections Etc website
suggest a 27 per cent chance of a
Tory majority, 22 per cent of a
Labour majority, 26 per cent of the
Tories being the largest party in a
hung parliament and a 25 per cent
chance of that being Labour.
That sounds about right to me.

But what do I know? I think I’m
an expert.

The Conservatives will expect opinion
polls to start moving back their way

TOBY MELVILLE
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Count me out of the
Crucible standing ovation
Matthew Parris
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Do not be afraid to
change your prediction
as you go along

comment pages of the year

Daniel
Finkelstein

@dannythefink

Labour retains a small
lead despite voters’ low
opinion of Ed Miliband

Today Hot and sunny in the south, rain in the east. Cloudy with a few showers in central areas. Max 39C (102F), min 1C (34F)
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Alicante 35 Sunny
Amsterdam 18 Sunny
Athens 31 Sunny
Barcelona 25 Fair
Belgrade 27 Cloudy
Berlin 21 Sunny
Brussels 19 Cloudy
Bucharest 31 Sunny
Budapest 22 Shower
Corfu 27 Sunny
Faro 27 Sunny
Florence 28 Shower
Frankfurt 20 Cloudy
Geneva 21 Shower
Gibraltar 33 Sunny

Helsinki 16 Shower
Innsbruck 18 Shower
Istanbul 27 Sunny
Lanzarote 23 Fair
Las Palmas 23 Fair
Lisbon 22 Sunny
Madeira 24 Cloudy
Madrid 30 Sunny
Majorca 26 Sunny
Malaga 38 Sunny
Malta 26 Sunny
Milan 26 Sunny
Moscow 14 Rain
Munich 20 Shower
Naples 25 Sunny

Nice 29 Sunny
Nicosia 33 Sunny
Oslo 19 Sunny
Paris 19 Shower
Prague 18 Rain
Reykjavik 12 Cloudy
Rhodes 27 Sunny
Rome 28 Sunny
Salzburg 18 Rain
St Petersburg 15 Cloudy
Stockholm 18 Cloudy
Tenerife 22 Shower
Venice 27 Fair
Vienna 21 Shower
Warsaw 20 Sunny

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C
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Noon today

LOW

Gibraltar, Portugal, southern France, Spain
Fine, dry, hot and sunny, but cloudier with just
the odd light shower over Gerona. Maximum
39C (102F), minimum 10C (50F).

Northern France, southern Germany,
Mainly cloudy with showers or spells of rain.
Maximum 25C (77F), minimum 9C (48F).

The Low Countries, northern Germany,
Poland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway
Mostly fine and dry with sunny spells. Maximum
25C (77F), minimum 3C (37F).

Finland, the Baltic states, western Russia,
Belarus, Ukraine, Moldova
Cloudy or overcast with showers or longer spells
of rain, heavy and persistent at times. Cloudy but
staying mainly dry in Belarus.
Maximum 24C (75F), minimum 7C (45F).

Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Crete, Bulgaria,
Malta, Italy, Albania
A dry day with almost unbroken sunshine.
Maximum 36C (97F), minimum 15C (59F).

Romania, northern Balkans, Slovakia,
Hungary, Austria,
Sunny spells and scattered showers, some heavy
or sharp. Maximum 29C (84F), minimum 9C (48F).

British Isles
Another fine and sunny day for Scotland. Bright
with sunny spells over northern and eastern
England. Cloudier in the south and west with rain
later. Maximum 21C (70F), minimum 1C (34F).

Outlook
Staying hot and dry in the south, with more rain
or showers in eastern Europe. Rain or showers
spread into western Europe.
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Matthew Parris MyWeek

Russia is forging closer ties with China. We need to convince Beijing not to play Putin’s game

Why this old pals’ act should alarm the West

A
word of advice if you are
planning a round-the-
world cruise in 2034:
Don’t. One of Russia’s top
China-watchers predicts

that is when the Third World War
will break out, with China and the
United States going head-to-head for
global hegemony.
The good news is that the big bust-

up is not going to happen this year.
Artyom Lukin, a professor at the Far
Eastern university in Vladivostok,
reckons China needs 20 years more
of double-digit defence spending to
reach parity with the combined US
and Japanese forces in east Asia. In
the meantime it has to sort out three
things: reduce its dependence on
western markets, ensure that its raw
materials are delivered over land
borders (making China less
vulnerable to naval blockade) and
secure a powerful ally.
All of which leads the good

professor to the miserable conclusion
that China needs Russia as never
before. There are plenty of warning
signs. A £250 billion Gazprom
pipeline is going to pump gas across
the border from Siberia. Russian
oligarchs, nervous about western
sanctions, are moving some of their
cash reserves out of US dollars into
Hong Kong dollars. The two

countries are developing floating
nuclear power plants. A Russian-
Chinese university is supposed to
kick-start a “shared knowledge”
economy. These are all part of a
strategic repositioning.
It won’t be easy for the two

neighbours and western diplomacy
must exploit every difference
between them. The relationship has
always been tricky, full of hurt pride
and backstabbing. When Mao
Zedong visited Stalin in Moscow he
was holed up in a remote dacha for
weeks waiting for an audience (“I’ve
apparently come only to perform
three functions,” he wrote, “eat, sleep
and shit”). Later, in 1958, Mao forced
Nikita Khrushchev — Stalin’s tubby
non-swimming successor — to don
water-wings and head down to the
deep end of the government pool to
discuss the fast deteriorating Sino-
Soviet partnership.
Tugging these giant countries

apart was a western priority during

the Cold War and now, as Vladimir
Putin renounces a European future
for his country, must again become a
natural focus of our policies. The
isolation of Putin, support for any
credible, stabilising replacement and
the opening of China has to be the
direction of travel.
Why is China taking Putin

seriously? After all, he has breached
a fundamental taboo of Chinese
policy by stoking up separatist

fervour in Ukraine. First, there is the
feeling that Putin is here to stay and
will seek re-election in 2018.
President Xi is in place until 2022.
That’s getting pretty close to 2034

and it seems they will both be in a
position to steer this putative axis.
More importantly, though, there is a
sense in China that domestic and
foreign issues now overlap in an
increasingly dangerous way. If its
property market crashes, the effect
on growth will be rapid and painful
— and it will drag down Russia and
the Putin regime, which is so heavily
dependent on exporting base metals
and commodities to China.
There has always been a counter-

narrative to the idea that China will
carry on growing and, over time,
become more globally responsible. It

is that the Chinese communist party,
unable to control the raw force of the
market, will implode. Underneath
China’s needy insistence on respect
from the world, there is a dull throb
of anxiety, the kind of repressed
panic that became apparent in 1989
when the demonstrators on
Tiananmen Square were gunned
down or chucked into jail. That fear
of things falling apart is still present.
There is, too, a broader

uncertainty, a fear that the US will
launch a pre-emptive war before
China is strong enough to fight back.
It’s clear that China is not currently
itching for a scrap but the military
establishment does seem to be
gearing up for a future defensive war.
Russia, as an increasingly intimate

partner, allows China to feel that
there is a Eurasian alternative to a
world led from Washington. Putin is
the opposite of Mikhail Gorbachev,
regarded in China as a weak leader
who allowed the Soviet Union, the
Soviet economy and the Soviet
communist party to collapse. Yet
Putin is also a risk-taker who flouts
international law.
Western policymakers have to

convince the risk-averse Chinese
decision-makers that to align
themselves with the Kremlin leader
is to sign up for a broader strategy of
brinkmanship, of dangerous power-
play. A shared frustration with the
United States is not a strong enough
base for a new eastern partnership.
Perhaps China imagines it can keep
Russia in place as a junior sidekick. If
Xi enters an alliance with Putin,
however, it is the Chinese president
who will end up at the deep end of
the pool struggling to stay afloat.

Vladimir Putin and Xi jinping regard
each other as long-term partners

China will struggle to
stay afloat in an
alliance with Russia

Jihadists need to be
treated like Nazis
Hazel Blears and
Julian Lewis

B
ritain can be proud of the
way our security and
intelligence services disrupt
home-grown terrorists but
for too long we have failed

to neutralise the ideology that infects
them in the first place.
To tackle the growing threat of

British jihadism, we should take a
leaf out of the wartime efforts to
expose Nazism, and the Cold War
campaigns to counter communism.
The extremist ideology of political

Islam is a similarly totalitarian creed,
requiring an organised effort to
undermine its appeal and to
strengthen the resilience of
communities most vulnerable to it.
In order to succeed, this must be

the responsibility of everyone in
government, working closely with
local authorities and engaging with
civic and faith organisations on the
ground. This requires a specialist
counter-propaganda agency
overseen by representatives of all the
key government departments.
Currently it is the responsibility of

one department — the Home Office.
But we are concerned that its
research, information and
communications unit has a limited
scale — and therefore limited impact
— in challenging ideology.
Isolating extremists from the

mainstream community will also
require the government to sponsor a
particular interpretation of Islam.
While undoubtedly controversial, it
is essential that we support scholars
to develop a tolerant vision of Islam.
Some work has taken place in this

area but it has been undermined
from within. We believe more effort
should be made to engage with
credible scholars on this vital task.
Women and young people must be

given a platform to express their own
ideas about the difficulty of
integrating in modern Britain and
fulfilling their ambitions.
More attention should also be paid

to the role of education in schools and
madrassas, to ensure that the true
message of Islam is being promoted
and that teachers are properly
qualified and able to teach in English.
It is clear that this is a generational

challenge and we strongly believe
that a cross-departmental body of
ministers, officials and specialists in
counter-extremist techniques must
be established to organise this vital
effort. Unless Muslim communities
are given more help to challenge the
extremists, we will not overcome this
threat to us all.

Labour MP Hazel Blears and
Conservative MP Julian Lewis are
members of parliament’s intelligence
and security committee

This ghastly
Crucible
hasn’t cast a
spell on me

F
or months I’d been looking
forward to seeing a new
production of Arthur Miller’s
The Crucible, now on at the
Old Vic in London. The

moment the reviews came out, I
booked. The critics were ecstatic. All
raved about the acting, the
production and the play.
Miller’s tale of 17th-century

witchcraft trials in Salem,
Massachusetts, was meant as an
allegory for America’s 1950s hysteria
about Communist infiltration. As a
youth I’d thought it a wonderful play.
Now for a wonderful production.
It was dreadful. Absolutely

dreadful. This, I now realise, is a
shallow, lazy play. What’s remarkable
about public hysteria — be it over
Communists, Jews, paedophiles or
witches — is how good, rational
people can be sucked in. Miller
simply makes all the bad people
hysterics and all the good people
sceptics. That ducks the interesting

question. And this production
showcases all that’s worst about
today’s theatrical fashion for people
to stand on stage shouting for hours
as dry ice blows over them.
The actors had been directed to

leave strange, unnatural pauses in all
the wrong places, lending the whole
thing a weird, stylised air that I
suppose theatregoers are supposed to
think significant and deep. It’s just
silly, and the obsession with
spectacle robs the performance
of the light and shade, changes
in pace, the intimacies and
ambiguities of real life. Cinema
can do this. If theatre cannot
learn to, it is doomed.
Resolutely refusing to join the

standing ovation, it struck me that
critics’ and audiences’ orgy of
enthusiasm for this nonsense
was a rather good
illustration of the
infectious groupthink
that Miller had tried
to depict.

Catalan hero

There follows a
sentence our
prime minister

can never have
expected to read. A giant
banner of David
Cameron’s face has been
carried by a cheering
crowd of more than a

thousand people in the Catalan city
of Vic. Catalans, who want a
referendum on independence from
Spain, admire the way Mr Cameron
has allowed this in Britain.
We may not quite recognise our

PM’s chubby features in the
photograph of this remarkable
demo — see page 16 — but it’s the
thought that counts.

Scotch the lot

Watching Monday night’s
debate between Alistair
Darling and Alex Salmond

was a curious experience. Mr
Salmond won, hands-down. With
every passing minute his victory
seemed the more convincing. Yet
with every passing minute I liked
and trusted him less. With my

right hand I would have been
shaking his as the
undoubted winner. With
my left I would be
withdrawing my savings
from this slippery bully’s
guardianship.
But in one respect Mr

Salmond did win me over.
If the whining, aggrieved
way the debate was
conducted is really the

basis on which Scots want to
decide their future, I do
wonder whether the
rest of us might be better
shot of them.

Jesus was a Tory

Remember the fuss about a
Danish cartoon depicting the
prophet Muhammad? I still

think the anger of some Muslims
silly. But inexplicable? I’ve had
to think again.
The former boss of MI5, Dame

Stella Rimington, nominated the
thriller-writer Dorothy L Sayers for
my Radio 4 series Great Lives. Sayers,
a committed Anglican, wrote a cycle
of plays about Jesus, The Man Born
to be King, which the BBC broadcast
in the 1940s. There was outrage.
Here’s the Lord’s Day Observance
Society, whose formal complaint to
the BBC spoke — believe it or not —
for many conservative Christians:
“Christian people have been

shocked at the announcement of the
proposed impersonation of our Lord
Jesus Christ in a Sunday Play on the
wireless . . . the first time a radio
impersonation of Christ has been
attempted anywhere in the world . . .
bordering on the blasphemous . . . a
contemplated violation of the Third
Commandment which forbids taking
the Name of God in vain.”
That was little more than 70 years

ago. Today we would struggle to
understand how there could even
have been an issue. Listen now and
the only thing that might surprise
you is how posh they’ve made Jesus:
He sounds like a Conservative MP.

Take a leaf from the
Cold War campaigns to
counter communism

Roger
Boyes

@rogerboyes
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Cameron needs to focus on unhappy families
We can’t afford the cost — financial or emotional — of broken lives. The prime minister must turn words into action

E
very happy family is the
same. They are concerned,
as the childhood tsar Reg
Bailey said this weekend,
about their children

spending too much time staring at
screens and not enough time having
meals together. They worry about
fizzy drinks, house prices, exam
results, student fees, and whether the
hamster will die from eating loom
bands. They watchModern Family.
The dads, like Phil, try to do the right
thing: they don wetsuits to
bodyboard with their kids on the
beach and know their favourite ice
creams. The mums, like Claire,
agonise over everything from the
perfect pushchair to play dates.
These are the voters David

Cameron addressed last week when
he promised to ensure all new
policies passed “the family friendly
test”. In typical Phil mode, the prime
minister expanded: “Nothing matters
to me more than family, it’s at the
centre of my life.” He said he wanted

to shout “loudly and proudly that
families matter”. It’s part of his
election strategy to woo dads and
particularly mums with promises of
flexible working hours, help with
childcare, tougher filters on
computers, bans on children’s thongs
in supermarkets and the introduction
of age ratings on music videos.
Most happy families, however, are

muddling along fine. They have
come through the recession and
their children are going to university
in record numbers while drinking
and smoking less. Meanwhile,
house prices are rising, the sun
shone on their staycation, and they
even managed to play Monopoly
together.

The real problem is the unhappy
families. Last month the number of
applications to take children into
care hit a record high of 1,013. In the
past year more than 30,000 children
have been taken from their families
by social workers. Only 4,000
children were adopted last year so
most of these children are left to
fend for themselves in state care —
which as we know doesn’t really care.

On financial grounds alone, the
cost is staggering: an average of
£50,000 a year is spent looking after
each child. But psychologically it’s
worse. A third of those in care have
had three or more placements and a
tenth have had ten or more. A friend
now fostering a teenager discovered
the girl had been moved 21 times,
attended 17 schools, been abused
twice and lost all contact with her
siblings before she reached her.
The government’s own parenting

statistics are grim. Children in state
care are twice as likely to be
permanently excluded from school;
only 16 per cent got five or more A to
C grades at GCSE, compared with a
national average of 59 per cent.
Teenage girls in care are three times
more likely to become pregnant than
their contemporaries and make up 70
per cent of sex workers.
One family barrister explained:

“The combined effects of the
recession, increasingly poor
parenting skills among the least
educated, and nervous, over-zealous
social workers means that too many
children are being dumped in care
rather than helped to overcome their
family circumstances.”
The increase in domestic abuse is

equally alarming. This is now the
single biggest category of offence in
Britain, consuming almost 10 per
cent of the caseload of the Crown

Prosecution Service. According to
the Crime Survey for England and
Wales, more than 30 per cent of
women have experienced domestic
abuse since the age of 16. The figures
for cases of harassment rose 13 per
cent last year but many are too
terrified to testify, and some leave it
too late. Seven women a month are
murdered by men with whom they
have had a relationship yet
prosecution rates for harassment are

dropping as the number of
complaints rise. Nearly 7,000
domestic violence cases — more
than a third of those that failed last
year —were dropped because the
victims either failed to attend court
or retracted their evidence
The government has estimated

that there are now 500,000 troubled
families. Mr Cameron says it is trying
to help them. He wants to increase
the numbers of adoptions, double the
budget for relationship counselling
and champion state boarding.
Ed Miliband last weekend

appointed a new anti-domestic
violence spokeswoman, Seema
Malhotra, who has suggested that

spouses shouldn’t be able to call each
other fat.
None of this will be enough to

reverse the trends. All the parties
should back a specific ban on
threatening behaviour, violence and
psychological abuse by adults in
domestic relationships. A range of
laws already cover some domestic
offences but they do not recognise
the long-term nature of the abuse,
meaning that the criminal justice
system acts only when an aggressive,
physically damaging incident occurs.
Helping children in care will be

even harder. Not all children can be
adopted and the state can never be a
substitute for a parent. The troubled
families initiative, led by Louise
Casey, has proved the most effective
scheme by helping 53,000
dysfunctional families to turn their
lives around, but it needs to be
expanded if children are to stop
being incarcerated in care.
Mr Cameron said on becoming

prime minister four years ago that
society should be judged on the way
it treats its most vulnerable. Mr
Miliband insists that only Labour
cares about “the weakest”.
Both have spent most of their

time as leaders focusing on
recruiting happy families but they
should reflect that society, like any
family, only travels at the pace of its
slowest member.

Domestic violence is
now the biggest single
category of offence

Some £50,000 a year
is spent looking after
each child in care

Buy prints or signed copies of Times cartoons from our Print Gallery at timescartoons.co.uk

Alice
Thomson

@alicettimes
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Get IT Right
The coalition knows it has to get better at managing vast IT projects,

but it shows no sign of having the right answers or expertise
Public sector IT projects have a proud history of
going spectacularly wrong, so it is hardly a
surprise that thegovernment’s largest ITcontract,
Aspire, is in a state of abject disrepair. The coali-
tion proposes to mend the contract by splitting it
into as many as 100 smaller packages. This is
bold but wrong. Indeed, it risks making the prob-
lem worse.
The Aspire contract was originally awarded by

HMRC (then the Inland Revenue) to its current
holder, the French multinational Capgemini, in
2004, for just over £4 billion. In the intervening
decade, as HMRC’s costs have trebled, the profits
of Capgemini, along with Fujitsu, one of its sub-
contractors, have averaged 16 per cent a year.
According to a report by theNationalAuditOffice
(NAO) into the management of the Aspire con-
tract, these profits are significantly higher than
predicted at the contract’s outset in 2004.
The soaring profits could have benefited the

government, though: a clause in the contract en-
titled HMRC to a share of Capgemini’s profits
where they exceeded expectations. However, the
government traded away this right as part of con-
tract renegotiations while still allowing costs to
creep upwards. Some of these cost increases were
avoidable. Scandalously, the government failed to

market-test any significant element of the con-
tract,meaning that in somecases it has paid above
the market rate. The public purse has been
splurged at the whim of a greedy contractor.
Aspire is one example of a stream of govern-

ment contracts inwhich a small group ofmultina-
tionals have been furnishedwith vast sums of tax-
payers’moneywith little attention paid to the per-
formance of the contractor. Other examples
seared in the public memory include IDcards,
“eBorders” and the NHS’s doomed £12 billion
effort to put health records online. Given this
record, the decision of the cabinet office minister,
Francis Maude, to break up over half of the gov-
ernment’s contracts worth more than £4 billion a
year into smaller packagesby2017 is understanda-
ble. However, this does not make it right.
The most prominent unanswered question

is how to manage the new relationships between
the state and individual contractors. Given the
plan to split Aspire into dozens of new contracts it
is not unreasonable to wonder how the civil
service, having made such a mess of managing
one, hopes to oversee so many more. It is not as
if the civil service knows the answer. The
NAO’s report in July found thatHMRC “has been
slow to develop its approach” to the split.

One explanation for this crawl towards a solu-
tion is that the civil serviceno longerhas sufficient
expertise in the tendering of large contracts. In
2010, Mr Maude ordered a freeze on fees paid to
consultants in the public sector, with the addition-
al condition that no consultant should be paid
more than the prime minister.
This was ostensibly a sensible move to cut back

theplagueof consultants that emergedundernew
Labour, but it was too hasty. The consultants were
Whitehall’s experts in drawing up contracts.
Without them, the government was forced to rely
on civil servants who were simply out of their
depth. Mr Maude has tried to mitigate this con-
cern by establishing an IT specialist scheme with-
in the civil service, but this can hardly be expected
to yield the number of experts needed in such a
small amount of time.
As things stand, the coalition faces the grim

prospect of leaving its IT contracts in the hands
of inexperienced small firms and ambitious start-
ups, under the supervision of inexpert civil ser-
vants. The status quo might be troubled, but the
future looks even more worrying. A new influx of
experts is needed, or a commendable effort to stop
feeding the IT industrywill backfire at even great-
er cost to the taxpayer.

Tank Trap
If Vladimir Putin wants peace in Ukraine, he must stop fuelling war

When Ukraine’s president arrived in Minsk yes-
terday for talks with fellow leaders, including
Vladimir Putin, he said the fate of Europe hung in
the balance. He was not exaggerating.
If Petro Poroshenko and Mr Putin fail to agree

terms for a ceasefire in eastern Ukraine, as is
likely, there are only two ways to prevent the con-
flict there spiralling into Europe’s first full-blown
war since the 1990s. One is for a unilateral cease-
fire by Ukrainian forces on Mr Poroshenko’s
orders, handing Russia victory in the form of a
dismembered Ukraine. The other is for Mr Putin
to stop reinforcing pro-Russian rebels. Nothing
since his annexation of Crimea inMarch suggests
this is likely, which is whyMr Poroshenko and his
allies must be steadfast and unequivocal that
nothing less will do.
In the build-up to the talks in Minsk Mr Putin

has, as usual, opted for brinkmanship over cau-
tion. Whether on his direct orders or merely with
his acquiescence, paratroopers fromRussia’s 98th
airborne division strayed 15 miles inside Ukraine
“bymistake” before being arrested. Further south,
a 12-vehicle armoured Russian column has re-

portedly crossed into Ukraine, sparking fierce
fighting near the town of Novoazovsk, and fears
that Moscow is seeking to force a supply route
along the northern Black Sea coast to Crimea.
Elsewhere,Kiev says aRussianhelicopter gunship
attacked a border post on Monday, killing four.
Mr Putin then had the gall to open his remarks

in Minsk with the observation that the conflict
“could not be solved by further escalation of the
military scenario”.
It is true thatMr Poroshenko is prosecuting the

fight to regain thecontrolof easternUkrainewith-
out much restraint and with mounting casualties.
The combined death toll for both sides has passed
2,000. It is also true that he has little choice. He
offered a ceasefire in June and was rebuffed. To
sue for peace nowonMrPutin’s termswould be to
legitimise the worst Russian aggression since the
invasion of Afghanistan in 1979.
Russia is to blame for escalating this “military

scenario”, unchastened even by the appalling loss
of Malaysia Airlines’ flight MH17, for which it still
refuses to accept even indirect responsibility. The
most optimistic gloss to be put onMr Putin’s reck-

lessness is that he ultimately seeks a settlement
and intends to negotiate from strength. In a
gloomier analysis, he has reached a point where
he believes his own propaganda andwill go on re-
building Russia’s lost “spheres of influence” until
stopped by overwhelming force.
The West can at least be confident that his im-

mediate aim is not to rule Ukraine but to stop it
joiningNatoor theEU.Onboth counts he is being
driven by his customary paranoia. There is no
momentum behind the idea of Nato membership
for Ukraine, and the EU association agreement
thatMrPoroshenko signed in June leaves any step
towards membership years if not decades off, un-
desirable as it is for most current members.
Thebody language inMinskwasnotauspicious.

Messrs Putin and Poroshenko shook hands
awkwardly, then sat on opposite sides of a large
table. This is unfortunate. There is much for them
to discuss, including the right of Ukraine’s ethnic
Russians to live in peace and speak their own
language. First, though,MrPutinmust accept that
two subjects are off limits: Ukraine’s borders, and
its sovereignty.

Pulling Power
Ths steam engine is among Britain’s greatest contributions to civilisation

“I was excited by two motives to offer you my
assistance —which were, love of you, and love of
a money-getting, ingenious project.” It was with
these exquisitely balanced sentiments that
Matthew Boulton, the Birmingham manufactur-
er, explained to JamesWatt in 1769 his decision to
invest in a scheme for commercial development of
the steam engine.
Thewonder ofWatt’s invention caught, andhas

never lost hold of, the public imagination. In a
windswept English late summer, theGreatDorset
Steam Fair will open today and continue for the
rest ofAugust, for its 46thyear. It is likely toattract

some 200,000 visitors, more than attend the
Glastonbury music festival. They are enthusiasts
for tractors, vintage locomotives, engines — but
above all, the power of steam.
Who can blame them? It is hard to think of a

technological development that has been more
important economically and in intellectual ele-
gance. Economies that were once subject to the
vagaries of bad weather were freed from reliance
on water power for production and transport.
Great quantities of power could for the first time
be marshalled in one place.
The steam engine predates Watt but the credit

for perfecting it goes to him. On a stroll one
Sundayafternoon inGlasgow, thisyoungmakerof
musical instruments realised that the original
invention by Thomas Newcomen in 1705 was
inefficient and could be improved.Hewould build
a separate vessel in order to condense the engine’s
steam. It was on this model that steam powered
early trains, boats and factories. It powered the
Industrial Revolution.
The steam engine is among the greatest British

contributions to civilisation. A muddy field in
Dorset will demonstrate this week that the inven-
tion still retains its pulling power.

Daily Universal Register

UK: Scottish postal voters receive their
ballot papers, allowing them to be the first to
cast their votes in the independence
referendum; Prince Andrew discusses his life
in an interview with the American TV
channel CNBC
Italy: The Venice International Film Festival
begins

The first few yellow
leaves of autumn
are appearing in
patches on lime
trees. On some lime
leaves, there can
also be found

excrescences like tiny red fingernails. These
are lime nail galls, in which mites are hiding,
sucking the sap from the leaves. The most
noticeable feature of lime trees at the
moment, however, is the mass of seeds
hanging on them. They are like small
drumsticks, attached to a leaf-like bract, and
next month they will come spinning down.
Another tree that is loaded with seeds is the
sycamore. These are like propellers, and as
they are a pinkish-brown they give the trees
an early burst of autumn colour. They too
will spin down to the ground. The sycamore
leaves themselves are still green, like those
on most trees, and will not change colour for
another month or so. On oak trees, the
acorns are fully formed, but most of them
are not quite ready to drop. Once they start
falling, the oak woods will be full of plopping
sounds. On some oaks there are also ball-
shaped galls, called oak marble galls. When
these have turned brown in September, tiny
gall wasps will come out of them through a
hole that they have made. derwent may

Lady Antonia Fraser,
pictured, writer, Love and
Louis XIV: the women in
the life of the Sun King,
and Must You Go? My Life
with Harold Pinter, 82; Sir
John Chisholm, executive
chairman, Genomics

England, 68; Sian Edwards, music director
English National Opera (1993-95), 55; the
Earl of Eglinton and Winton, hereditary
sheriff of Renfrewshire, 75; Sir Michael
Holroyd, biographer of Bernard Shaw and
Lytton Strachey, 79; Lieutenant-General Sir
Alistair Irwin, adjutant-general (2003-05),
66; Bernhard Langer, golfer, winner of the
Senior Open Championship (2014), 57; Sir
Hugh Orde, president of the Association of
Chief Police Officers, 56; Lord (James)
Molyneaux of Killead, leader of the
Ulster Unionist party (1979-95), 94;
Deborah Swallow, Märit Rausing director,
Courtauld Institute of Art, 66; Edmund
Weiner, deputy chief editor, Oxford
English Dictionary, 64; Jeanette
Winterson, writer, Oranges are Not the
Only Fruit, 55.

In 1883 the Indonesian volcano Krakatoa
erupted, killing more than 30,000 people; in
1979 18 British soldiers were killed in an
ambush in Northern Ireland; also in 1979 an
IRA bomb killed Lord Louis Mountbatten
and three companions in his boat off Sligo,
and 587 passengers were lifted off the
Gothenburg-Newcastle ferry Winston
Churchill which had run aground in a gale;
in 1990, the US expelled 36 of the 55 staff at
Iraq’s Washington Embassy.

“When love grows diseased, the best thing we
can do is put it to a violent death; I cannot
endure the torture of a lingering and
consumptive passion.” Sir George Etherege,
playwright

Nature notes

Birthdays today

On this day

The last word
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Letters to the Editor

Corrections &
Clarifications

l Our report of an Israeli airstrike on
the al-Shati refugee camp (August 5)
was inaccurately headlined “Refugee
camp hit as Israel admits it broke
Gaza truce”. While Israel confirmed
that it had carried out the attack, it
has not admitted breaking the truce;
the timing of the airstrike is a matter
of dispute.
lWe incorrectly stated (News,
August 23) that the English Martyrs
Catholic Church in Worthing, West
Sussex, has “the world’s only full-size
copy of the Sistine Chapel ceiling”.
The Worthing ceiling is, in fact, two
thirds the size of the original.

Requests for corrections or
clarifications should be sent by email
to feedback@thetimes.co.uk or by post
to Feedback, The Times, 1 London
Bridge Street, London SE1 9GF

1 London Bridge Street
London SE1 9GF
Email: letters@thetimes.co.uk

Desert blooms
Sir, Strutt and Parker should have
done a little more research before
coming up with the term
“tumbleweeders” to describe “an
occupier of a house that had at least
two more bedrooms than they
needed” (“Ranks of property
millionaires swell to nearly 500,000”,
Aug 26). As one who has lived in the
south-west US, where tumbleweeds
are common, I can assure Strutt &
Parker that tumbleweeds never hang
around longer than they are wanted.
As soon as the plant has completed

flowering and set seed, its roots
wither and set the ball-like bush loose
to roll freely through the desert,
scattering seed wherever it tumbles
— a bit like the “seniors” who sell the
family home and roam the country in
their motor homes. More apposite for
the purposes of the estate agent
would be the stovepipe cactus, which
grows taller and more entrenched
every year, with immense prickles to
keep intruders at bay.
laura craven
Rogate, Hants

Caliph threesome
Sir, In discussing Al-Qaeda v the
Islamic State (Isis), Roger Boyes
remarks that “There is room for only
one caliph” (Aug 22). This may be so
but it was not always the case. Early
in the century of the First Crusade
there were three caliphates at the
same time: in Baghdad (Abbasid), in
Cordoba (Spanish Umayyad) and in
Cairo (Fatimid). We think of
caliphates as Sunni institutions, but
remarkably, the last of these was Shia.
dr richard long
Bromsberrow Heath, Glos

Chestbeating leaves voters hungry for facts
Sir, I am a young Scot, and I am
tired of this Yes/No stuff as both
sides play headline-grabbing politics.
I care for Scotland’s future and I am
annoyed when important long-term
issues are dismissed with a quick
meaningless statement. I want solid
facts to decide on, rather than
promises and personalities.
gordon mackie
Glasgow

Sir, Alistair Darling’s lacklustre
performance underlines the need for
the No campaign to deploy Gordon
Brown, Jim Murphy and George
Galloway against Alex Salmond.
These three have passion and are
not afraid to talk positively about
Britishness and shared values. They
also engage with the effect that
breaking up the UK would have on
Europe and the world. Darling never
seems to get beyond the pound and
oil. The Yes campaign has been
allowed to occupy the moral high
ground for too long — we need
some fiery preachy types rather
than an accountant to challenge it.
the rev dr ian bradley
St Andrews, Fife

Sir, In the recent TV clash Alistair

Darling seemed to handle himself
well enough but Mr Salmond never
seems to have any real facts, figures
or answers to key questions. His
rudeness, continuing to talk over his
opponent, must be embarrassing for
many Yes voters.
emilie lamplough
Trowbridge, Wilts

Sir, I am surprised that there has
been so little reference in the No
campaign to the family ties within
the UK. I am English and living in
England, but I am married to a Scot.
My children are half Scottish and
my grandchildren a quarter Scottish.
There must be millions of people on
both sides of the border who are
dismayed at the prospect of the
other side becoming foreign.
tim capon
Motcombe, Dorset

Sir, Westminster and our political
leaders seem to be doing nothing to
actively preserve our union. In
September it could be ended
without any say from its members
(including those of Scottish
ancestry) outside Scotland.
philip beddows
Munslow, Shropshire

Sir, Last night we saw a spectacle
more suited to a bar-room shouting
match than a serious debate on the
future of our two countries. The
most concerning aspect of the
evening was the lack of any
academic rigour around the
arguments on both sides which
often seemed to descend into cheap
point-scoring by both participants
amid a proliferation of numbers and
statistics completely unverifiable by
the average viewer.
dennis lock
Watford, Herts

Sir, The potential ramifications of a
Yes vote in the referendum are far
too serious to be influenced by this
sorry spectacle, where mere
posturing took the place of
substance.
Politicians of all parties are doing

us a huge disservice in the run-up to
the referendum. Is there no person
of substance, in Scotland, prepared
to spell out, in simple terms, the real
dangers of full independence? The
SNP and its supporters must
understand that there is no pot of
gold at the end of their rainbow.
christopher normand
High Salvington, W Sussex

Gloucester beef
Sir, There is hope for rare breeds such
as Gloucester cattle (Aug 21) which
are a dual-purpose breed suited to the
floodplains of the Gloucester Vale
where they grow tender beef. Clifford
Freeman, quoted in your report, and I
have launched Gloucester Born Beef
to reconnect the beef to the region.
By ensuring the animals are born,

reared (only on grass) and butchered,
and the beef is only sold all within six
miles of the Gloucester Severn, we
are reverting to purpose — a local
breed suited to local land to provide
beef for local people. To taste it, you,
not the animals, will have to travel.
matthew rymer
Apperley, Glos

Sistine chapel
Sir, You said that the Sistine chapel
ceiling in a Worthing church is the
only full size copy in the world (Aug
23), and a very fine achievement it is
too. However, if you cast your mind
back to the film The Agony and The
Ecstasy, starring Charlton Heston as
Michelangelo, you will see the ceiling

being painted by my father,
Ferdinand Bellan, one of the greatest
film scenic artists. I think that
reproduction was sold to a private
buyer as a complete work of art, to be
re-assembled elsewhere.
peter bellan
St Davids

River wise
Sir, Some years ago I was the last of
seven canoes going down a Scottish
river. A fisherman eventually shouted
at us to go away as we were scaring
the fish. My 14-year-old passenger
shouted back, “Scaring them? You’re
trying to kill them!”
alan laverock
Dundee

Leicesterians
Sir, Oliver Kamm tells us that David
Attenborough is now unrivalled as the
most distinguished living Leicesterian
(Aug 26). Leaving aside that Sir David
was born in London, is Gary Lineker
no longer with us?
frank greaney
Formby, Liverpool

Way to go
Sir, Pamela O’Cuneen (letter, Aug 26)
may be glad that a Worcester barber
still offers the type of service she saw
in 1970s London: “No appointments
needed — hair cut while you wait”.
elizabeth smith
Worcester

Sir, As a junior anaesthetist at the
Whittington hospital many years ago,
I was always relieved to get my
patients to sleep before they saw the
sign over the theatre door: “Dept. of
Neurosurgery — No Exit”.
bob dowling
Lugwardine, Herefordshire

Sir, I saw this sign in a car park in
Mevagissey, Cornwall: “If £2 coin
rejected please bounce on concrete
and try again”.
The coin was rejected; we bounced,

and all was well.
frances smith
Kingsdown, Kent

Sir, The outbreak of every war in
recent years has produced a sharp
conflict between the military
authorities and the war
correspondents. The former are
actuated by what they regard as
essential military interests, the
latter are impelled by public
opinion acting through the
proprietors of their journals.
Hitherto the war correspondents
have won, and have gone to the

front. This time the military
authorities have won, and war
correspondents have not only been
left behind, but the Belgian
Government has been requested to
expel any who were already there.
By suppressing the war

correspondent Lord Kitchener is
cutting off the best recruiting
agency he could have. Can anybody
think that the men for a three
years’ war — as Lord Kitchener has
warned us it may be — will be got
by placarding London omnibuses?
To induce men to face death you
must adopt other methods than
those by which you sell chocolate,
and the Press Bureau will not help
matters — especially when its chief
information comes to consist of
long lists of dead and wounded.
An organization to help

recruiting must be an organization
to arouse enthusiasm. And the first
and most important factor in that
organization should be the war
correspondents — and with them I
would send at least one official
cinematograph photographer,
whose films of the glories of war —

we shall all have plenty of other
means of learning its sorrows —
should be shown in every town and
village in the land.
Our soldiers, we meagrely learn

today, have just fought with
brilliant success one of the most
difficult engagements in war for 36
hours against heavy odds. The pity
of it — that you, Sir, cannot print a
story of that fight that would make
every Briton’s blood tingle
throughout the Empire! Have our
authorities quite forgotten how
much of the popular appreciation
and love of our modern war heroes
—Wolseley, Roberts, Kitchener,
French — has been due to the war
correspondents? The suppression
of the war correspondent means, if
the war is to last for years, a
conscript army.
Yours obediently, HENRY

NORMAN, House of Commons

on this day august 27, 1914

CENSORSHIP
AND

RECRUITMENT

Rugby dangers
Sir, I played rugby until polio during
National Service made it impossible.
Thereafter, as a schoolmaster, I
assisted with rugby coaching for

many years. In those days it was a
fine game for youngsters: complex
and intellectual, offering scope to
boys of varied physique and talents. It
was physical but not really dangerous,
and there were few serious injuries.
As played now (“One in six schoolboy
players suffers a serious rugby injury”,
Aug 25), the game consists almost
entirely of bodies hurling themselves
against bodies; it is not a game for
young people. More seriously, it
encourages gratuitous violence and is
almost wholly devoid of the arts and
skills which once adorned it.
alan robson
Trimingham, Norfolk

sign up for a weekly email
with extracts from
the times history of the war
ww1.thetimes.co.uk

Small world
Sir, Apropos your photograph of
world place names in the UK (Aug
26), we have Ireland and New
Zealand in Wiltshire.
yvonne bailey
Christian Malford, Wilts

Great War VCs
Sir, Maurice French (letter, Aug 25)
and you (report, Aug 25) are both
right. Francis Grenfell, my great-
uncle, was technically the first VC.
The award was not officially made
until it was published in the London
Gazette, or gazetted. Francis’s award
was the first to be gazetted. However,
the occasion which gave rise to the
award took place the day after
Dease’s.
Bravery, however, does not need

such distinctions.
michael grenfell
Westcot, Oxon

Like the wind
Sir, Apropos status symbol bikes (“My
other bicycle is an Aston Martin”, Aug
26) I did not, in 1950, connect the
disappearance of my blue fairy cycle
with the appearance of a red fairy
cycle for my sister as I had been given
a full-size bicycle. Some time later,
however, a close inspection of the red
bicycle revealed that father had taken
the blue one to the David Brown
tractor works and had it sprayed the
bright red of all their tractors. The
works had added a refinement of a
David Brown badge. The first DB Mk
One bicycle?
katharine minchin
Easebourne, W Sussex

Mahadiya lesson?
Sir, Paul Marshall (Aug 25) overlooks
the glaring calamity of Gladstone’s
“moral foreign policy” — its failure to
prevent the establishment of a
militant fundamentalist Islamic state
that ruled a million square miles of
Africa for 13 years. The Sudanese
Mahadiya was made possible by
Gladstone’s not intervening in 1884 in
support of General Gordon, only
sending the famous Khartoum Relief
Expedition, which was too little too
late. The Mahadiya was then left
alone by the British for more than a
decade, fighting a series of savage
jihads against all neighbouring states
including Christian Ethiopia and even
the Belgian Congo. It was only when
the French threatened to establish
themselves on the Nile in the late
1890s that Kitchener finally went in
to eradicate Sudan’s Islamic theocracy
using massively disproportionate
military force at Omdurman, known
to Africans as the Battle of Karari.
There may well be a topically

relevant lesson from history
somewhere in there.
ralph lloyd-jones
Nottingham
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Homage from Catalonia

Scotland debate wins 4.8m
viewers (but not Cameron)
Sam Coates, Lindsay McIntosh

David Cameron decided not interrupt
his holiday to watch Monday night’s
televisiondebateonScottish independ-
ence, Downing Street said yesterday.
However, 4.8 million people across

the UK dipped into at least part of the
broadcast, with more than a million
watching some of the coverage in
Scotland, the highest audience for any
political debate there.
Alistair Darling, who clashed with

Alex Salmond inMonday’s debate, will
set aside a personal feud, one of the bit-
terest in British political history, when
he stands shoulder to shoulder today
with Gordon Brown to fight against
Scottish independence. The two men,
whose close friendship was destroyed
by their time in office, will appear to-
gether in public for the first time since
Labour lost the 2010 general election.
No 10 said yesterday thatMr Camer-

on had watched “news reports” of the
clash between Mr Salmond, the SNP
leader, and Mr Darling. His office later
put out a statement declaring that the
“prime minister concluded” that Mr
Salmond had failed to answer impor-
tant questions on currency, oil and
funding of public services.
Mr Cameron did not watch the first

debateeither,No10said.He isexpected
to visit Scotland this week. His spokes-
woman, asked whether the prime min-
ister had missed a key moment of the
Scottish independence debate, said:

“The keymoment is when people go to
vote on September 18.”
About 843,000 people watched the

debate on BBCOne Scotland. The pro-
gramme was available elsewhere on
BBCTwo,where ithadanaverageaudi-
ence of 1.5million. It was also shown on
Sky News and the BBCNews Channel,
and in total 4.8 million tuned in for
three minutes or more, the BBC said.
A snap poll by ICM found that Mr

Salmond had beaten Mr Darling deci-
sively in the debate. Among Yes sup-
porters, 98 per cent thought he was the
winner. Even amongNo supporters, he
had 41 per cent. The crucial undecided
voters were 76 per cent in his favour.
However,Mr Salmond’s clear victory

in thedebate failed to shift respondents’
voting intentions—the splitwas still 49
percent for “yes”and51percent for “no”
after the 90-minute clash.Of thosewho
said in advance they did not know how
theywould vote, 17 per cent chose “yes”,
while 20 per cent went to “no”.
Pro-Union sources claimed that

there were three questions that fav-
oured Better Together compared with
ten that opposed it. An insider said:
“BBC Scotland have a proud history of
ensuring that every audience is stacked
with nationalists and that every ques-
tion is plucked from the nationalists’
greatest hits. They did themselves
proud on Monday.” The BBC defended
its production last night and insisted
that the audience was balanced.
Letters, page 21

Inside today

Salmond won easily but
I like and trust him less
Matthew Parris, page 18

David Cameron’s decision to allow
the Scots to vote on independence is
regarded as politically audacious by
the people of Catalonia, who now
view him as something of a folk
hero (Graham Keeley writes).
Many Catalan nationalists wish

that Mariano Rajoy, Spain’s prime
minister, would follow suit and
agree to a referendum planned for
November, but Mr Rajoy has vetoed
it. In Vic, Catalan separatists
unfolded a giant image of Mr
Cameron’s face, above. He could
well be more respected there than
Mr Rajoy.
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Boris’s perfect timing
steals Ukip thunder
Laura Pitel, Matt Dathan, Billy Kenber

Perhaps it was a coincidence. His aides
insisted that it was. Either way, Boris
Johnson’s decision to announce that he
would apply for the London seat of
Uxbridge stole the thunder from his
biggest rival for the title of the most
popular man in British politics.
The mayor of London announced

themove justhoursbeforeNigelFarage
was chosen as the Ukip parliamentary
candidate for the seat of South Thanet,
Kent. Mr Johnson submitted his appli-
cation toConservativeheadquarters 48
hours before the deadline. The timing
fuelled speculation that it was carefully
planned to distract attention from the
launch of Mr Farage’s attempt to make
it to Westminster.
Mr Johnson’s team said that the tim-

ing was “completely coincidental”. The
mayor had just returned from holiday
and had been unaware of last night’s
Ukip hustings, they said.
While acutely conscious that Mr

Johnson has his eye on David Camer-
on’s job, Tory strategists also know that
he has broad appeal. They admit that
Boris is “hugely popular”. One poll
found that two thirds of Ukip voters
thought that Boris was “different from
most politicians, and in a good way”.
Mr Johnson and Mr Farage share

many qualities. Charismatic, plain-
speaking and gaffe-prone, they are two
ex-public school boyswith broadpublic
appeal. They are deeply political and
fiercely ambitious. Both men also face

strong challenges. In South Thanet the
Conservatives have chosen a Ukip
defector to defend the seat. Craig
Mackinlay was a founding member of
Ukip, puttinghiminastrongposition to
aggressively attack it.
Mr Johnson’s most immediate

challenge is persuading Uxbridge and
Ruislip South Conservatives that he
can be both London mayor and the
local MP. He made a “solemn vow”
during his 2012 campaign for re-elec-
tion as mayor that he would not seek a
return to parliament until he had com-
pleted his second term as mayor. He
must also combat accusations that he is
merely using Uxbridge and its 11,000
majority as a springboard for the Tory
leadership.
Moreover, thousandsof hiswould-be

constituentswhoeitherwork atHeath-
rowor are reliant on the business that it
brings them may not like his plans to
close the airport. He can point to opin-
ion polls which suggest that, like him,
the majority of Uxbridge voters are
opposed to the proposal of a third run-
way on the site, but the issue highlights
the kind of conflict that would arise
from holding two jobs at once.
Even if bothMrFarage andMr John-

sonmake it to parliament, a host of un-
certainties lie ahead for them. Will the
Ukip leader manage to sustain his
party’smomentum?Whatwill Boris do
if Mr Cameron manages to secure
another term in power? One thing is
certain: their involvementwillmake for
a lively run-up to polling day.

Animal instincts
A shy-looking
zebra, a duck
with a regal air
and a cow in
camouflage
are among the
results of a
photographer’s
six-month quest
to show animals
as characters

rather than in a
sentimental way.
David Boni, 47,
from Glasgow,
said: “It started
by accident when
I was shooting a
cow for another
job. The shots
turned out well
and I absolutely
loved it”

DAVID BONI / MERCURY PRESS
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Lord’s XI go in to bat against Vatican
PatrickKidd

A former University of Oxford cricket-
erwho isnowavicarhasbeenchosen to
lead a Church of EnglandXI in the first
ecumenical Twenty20 match against
the VaticanCity.
The Rev Jez Barnes, vicar of StSte-

phen’s,Twickenham, has been given
the honour of representing the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury against the best
that the Pope canmuster in amatch on
September 19 at Kent’s county ground
in Canterbury.
With the Right Rev Mark Rylands,

Bishop of Shrewsbury, Mr Barnes has
picked a squad of 12, eight of whom are
trainee priests. They have been practis-
ing at — where else? — Lord’s.
Mr Barnes, 44, played first-class

cricket for Oxford in the 1990s. “My
best moment was keeping wicket
against Yorkshire and catching Mich-
ael Vaughan [a future England captain]
standing up to the stumps,” he said.
He also made runs that day against

Matthew Hoggard and RyanSide-
bottom, who would go on to bowl for
England. He says that his worst mo-
ment was losing a game of table-tennis
to Alastair Cook, the currentEngland
captain, ten years ago. “I probably
should have got over it by now,” he said.

atRidleyHall, Cambridge, appeared in
Wisden in 1992 when he took nine for
40 for ForestSchool.
TheVatican side, playing as St Peter’s

CricketClub, has been chosen from
among their seminarians under the
captaincy of Father Tony Currer,
formerCatholic chaplain at the ofDur-
hamUniversity. “The Vatican teamhas
the edge,” the ChurchTimes noted.
“They have been able to draw on the
international students studying in
Rome, hence the preponderance of
players from the Indian subcontinent,

been playing together
months.”

will end the StPeter’s
ght of Faith tour, which
a game against a team
RoyalHousehold at

Windsor Castle.
is due to begin at 4pm
collectionwill be taken
the Global Freedom
ork, a joint Anglican-

man Catholic anti-
ficking initiative. In
se of rain, the teams
n play the next morn-
g. If it still rains, it’s

probably proof that
God is more of a rugby
man.

The Kent county ground and, right, the Archbishop of Canterbur

Poet racially
abused after
‘sloppy’ article
Matt Charles

Malorie Blackman, the Children’s
Laureate, was racially abused after a
Sky News article claimed that she had
said books for youngsters had “too
many white faces”.
Ms Blackman, appointed in June last

year, had told the broadcaster that
greater diversity was needed in child-
ren’s literature. “I think there is a very
significantmessage that goes out when
you cannot see yourself at all in the
books you are reading,” she said.
A subsequent story on the Sky News

website was headlined “Children’s
books ‘have toomanywhite faces’ ” and
the phrase was referred to in the first
paragraph. Ms Blackman said this led
to a barrage of “poison” being aimed at
her, including insults about her ethnici-
ty. The author, 52, tweeted: “Not once
did the phrase pass my lips because I
don’t think in those terms.”
Richard Suchet, of Sky News, who

wrote the story, apologised to Ms
Blackman and said it was “sloppiness”
and not malice that had led to the
inaccurate headline.

Facebook
to edit out
‘click bait’
messages
Facebookplans toweedout
attention-grabbing teasers
known as “click bait”, engi-
neered to increase traffic to
other websites.
Online publishers such

as Buzzfeed boost their ad-
vertising revenue with
messages that spur users of
the social network to click
on a link that takes them to
another site, even though
thewebpage theyare taken
to often turns out to be of
no interest to them.
Facebook said that 80

per cent of its users wanted
to read informative head-
lines rather than those that
left out just enough infor-
mation to encourage
people to click on them.
The social network said

it was making the change
to help its users find posts
and links that were “inter-
esting and relevant”. It said
that itwould “weedout sto-
ries that people frequently
tell us are spammy”.
“Over time, stories with

click bait headlines can
drown out content from
friends and pages that
people really care about,”
Khalid El-Arini and Joyce
Tang wrote in a blog for
Facebook yesterday.
Facebook’s algorithms

will attempt to spot click
bait by examining the
amount of time that people
spend on external sites
after they have clicked on a
headline. If a click bait post
is detected, it will be auto-
matically move down
users’ news feeds. The
news feed is the stream of
updates that Facebook
members use to monitor
what is going on in their
networks.

CHARLIE CROWHURST / GETTY IMAGES; CHRIS WARDE-JONES

His squad features the Rev Ste-
phenGray, 47, chaplain of Bradfield
College, who once made a century for
MCC, and Chris Lion, a former Hamp-
shire under-15s captain.
Will Foulger, a 28-year-old first-year

ordinand atCranmer
Hall inDurham, boasts
of once scoring 75
church-hall cricket, “hit
ting the fire escape tw
while Rob Oram, a trainee

players from the Indian
and they have been
for some months.
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Smoking hot: it’s
the Glastonbury
of steam engines

Stuart Barnes,
left, tends his
1894 Somerset
traction engine.
Right, Holly, Rob
and Tom Oliver,
grandchildren of
the steam fair’s
late founder,
Michael Oliver,
now play an
active role in
running the show

Simon de Bruxelles

In the age of smart phones, touch
screens and wireless communications,
an older technology still has pulling
power. Over the next five days the
world’s largest gatheringof steam-pow-
ered machinery will attract more
people to a field in Dorset than the
Glastonbury Festival.
The Great Dorset Steam Fair, which

starts today and runs until Saturday,
began life 46 years ago, six years before
themusic festival. Ithasgrownuntil itat-
tracts 220,000 visitors a year, but with-
out the benefit ofwall-to-wall TVcover-
age, top bands or celebrity attendees.
By day, Mike Deering tinkers with

motherboards and BIOS chips. In the
evening and at weekends the computer
engineer helps maintain The Britannia,
a 110-year-old showman’s engine that
once powered a travelling bioscope, an
early form of mobile cinema that
toured fairgrounds giving crowds their
first glimpse of moving pictures.
MrDeering is oneof half a dozenvol-

unteers who get through a gallon of
Brasso a year keeping the Charles Bur-
rell enginegleaming.Askedwhetherhe
prefers computers to steamhe does not
hesitate. “A steam engine is a living
thing. Nothing beats getting home

fromwork after dealing with cold, dead
machinery and tinkering with a steam
engine.”
Like Glastonbury, the GDSF is a

family affair. It was started by the late
MichaelOliver, whose sonMartin took
over after his death five years ago. His
three children Rob, 20, Tom, 17, and
Holly, 15, now all help with the event.
Holly said: “I like steam engines

because they are unique. There’s noth-
ing like them.”
Rob said: “There’s not much being

built these days that will still be around
in 100 years’ time.”
Mr Oliver said: “My dad started it in

a very small way because hewas always
interested in old machinery. It was like
a village fête at first but now we have
people coming fromall over theworld.”
Some of the larger showman’s en-

gines are now in the same price bracket
as vintage Ferraris, changing hands for
amillion pounds ormore. JamesDavis,
from Prestwood, Buckinghamshire,
ownerofTheBritannia, said: “My father
paid £30,000 for it in 1984 but I would
be disappointed if I didn’t get £700,000
if I ever decided to sell.”
Creamof the crop are the showman’s

engines once used to power fairground
rides, all polished brass and painted
ironwith rousingnames suchasMighty

in Strength and Endurance, Golden Gal-
loper and Perseverance the Second.
There are more than 60 in the line-up,
an overwhelming sight and sound
when they are all fired up, steaming
away and lit with arrays of coloured
bulbs.
In an age when technology means

plastic andmicrochips, it is a novelty to
see the working parts of amachine and
be able to understand how it functions
and how it is put together. In the 21st
century when most motorists can’t
change their oil, there are still people
who can build a steam engine from
scratch. Mr Martin said: “Every year
two or three replicamachines are built.
Steam has a lot of life in it yet.”
Leading article, page 20

Steam-fired machines that held the Western Front

Not all the machinery at
the Great Dorset Steam
Fair is so ostentatious,
with a display this year
to mark the centenary
of the outbreak of the
First World War that
includes an antique
bus, an aircraft and
gun tractors.

Among the exhibits
are re-created 6ft-deep
trenches, whose tops
are lined with hessian
sand bags, and original

steel pickets on which
to hang barbed wire.
The machines, all of
which work, include a
Sopwith Pup fighter,
above, complete with

air-to-air rockets that
were used to shoot
down German
observation balloons, a
London bus that took
troops to war, and two
of the last surviving
steam-powered gun
tractors that towed
Howitzers to the
Western Front. Rowlie
Moores, who oversaw
the machinery, said:
There’s nothing here
that is not authentic.”

Black cab drivers go over to dark side

Hundreds of black cab drivers have
crossed a virtual picket line to become
membersofUber, thecontroversial taxi
booking app, The Times has learnt.
Thousandsofdriversstagedago-slow

protest againstUberonJune 11, bringing
parts of central London to a standstill.
However, Jo Bertram, the app’s general
manager in the UK and Ireland, said
“severalhundred”cabbieshadsignedup
to useUber since it opened its service to
them on the day of the protest.
Uber’s smartphone app undercuts

black cabs by as much as 50 per cent.
The drivers complain that the app
breaks taxi licensing laws.
“We love black taxis,” Ms Bertram

said. “Wewant them to remain a part of
London, and that’s why we opened up
the app to include them.” She said driv-
ers were signing up “to get a few extra
trips here and there and increase their
income”. However, one member of the
Licensed Taxi Drivers Association
(LTDA) said the “scabs” who had

signed up to Uber should be banned
from the association.
RichardMassett of the LTDA, which

organised the June protest, said: “We
know that Uber has been very active in
trying to recruit licensed taxi drivers
and has been offering large financial
inducements to join. This is probably
because they recognise the profession-
al qualities of the drivers and that they
wouldbeagreat asset to their company.
“Some drivers may have signed up

simply to take the cash incentive.”
He said that the LTDAwas planning

further protests in the autumn.
Ms Bertram said in June that the

LTDAwas “stuck in the dark ages” and
“intent on holding London to ransom”.
Black cab drivers argue that Uber is

not competing fairly because the com-
pany pays corporation tax in the Neth-
erlands, at a rate lower than in the UK.
Theyalso complain that theUberapp is
equivalent to a taximeter — the box in
a taxi that calculatesa farebasedondis-
tance and time—which can be carried
only in black cabs under licensing laws.
Uber, whichwas set up in 2009 and is

backed by Goldman Sachs, operates in
more than 70 cities including London,
Manchester and Dublin. However, it
has been banned in cities such as Brus-
sels, Berlin and Hamburg.
Earlier this month the Labour MP

Margaret Hodge warned Boris John-
son, the London mayor, not to “inad-
vertently allow tax avoidance” by per-
mittingUber to “undercut operators by
opting out of the UK tax regime”. Ms
Hodge saidTransport for London (TfL)
had a duty to ensure there was a “level
playing field” where Uber had a base in
London and paid UK corporation tax.
Uber says it complieswithall applicable
tax laws.
TfL has ruled that Uber can legally

operate in London and that its smart-
phoneappcannotbeclassifiedasa“taxi-
meter”. However, in the face of opposi-
tion from the LTDA, it referred the
matter to the High Court for a ruling.
The association has filed criminal com-
plaintsagainst sixUberdrivers that it ac-
cuses of using taximeters illegally. The
proceedings are expected to take
months.

Lessing fills Harare’s library
with bequest of 3,000 books
Ruth Maclean Johannesburg
Jan Raath Harare

James Dean
Technology Correspondent

Doris Lessing, whose first novel was a
damning account of white colonial atti-
tudes in what was then Rhodesia, has
leftherentirebookcollection to thecity
library of Zimbabwe’s capital, Harare.
Lessing, who grumbled “Oh, Christ”

when she heard that she had won the
NobelPrize forLiterature in 2007at the
age of 89, left Rhodesia in her twenties
and spent the rest of her life in London,
where she never hesitated to voice her
criticism of Robert Mugabe, whom she
called “an ugly little tyrant”. She died
last November at the age of 94.
The gift, however, reflects less her

attitude towards the regime than her
concern about the shortage of books in
many African countries. Her 3,000
books will be given to Harare Library
with the help of Book Aid Inter-
national, a charity she supported.
Despite describing winning the

NobelPrizeasa “bloodydisaster” inher
lecture, Lessing pointed out the short-
ageof books inmanyAfricancountries,
contrasting classrooms in Zimbabwe
without a single book with a private
boys’ school in London, where “the
library is only half-used”.
“Everyone begs for books,” she said.

“‘Please send us books when you
get back to London,’ one man says.
‘They taught us to read but we have no
books.’ Everybody I met begged for
books.”
She bequeathed her own writing,

including manuscripts and first edi-
tions, to the University of East Anglia,
which made her a distinguished fellow
in literature, as well as awarding her an
honorary degree in 1985.
Bernard Manyenyeni, the mayor of

Harare, described the gift of the books
as a “magnificent gesture”, saying: “We
have every reason to feel special to
have earned thismuch in her wishes—
we are delighted and grateful.”

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, MATILDA TEMPERLEY
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Russian troops captured
after Ukraine incursion
Kiev yesterday produced the strongest
evidence yet of direct Russian military
intervention in Ukraine, airing video-
taped confessions by captured Russian
paratroopers even as the two country’s
leaders met for peace talks in neigh-
bouring Belarus.
The Security Service of Ukraine

(SBU) said that ten Russian paratroop-
ers were taken prisoner near the village
ofDzerkalne, easternUkraine, about 15
miles fromtheRussianborder.Moscow
gave no official response, but a defence
ministry source was quoted by Russian
statemedia yesterday as saying that the
men, while patrolling the border, had
entered Ukraine by mistake at “an
unequipped and unmarked section”.
Nomentionwasmadeof the incident

in Minsk, where President Putin and
President Poroshenko shared a frosty
handshake and then sat on opposite
sides of a large, round table, with the
presidents of Belarus and Kazakhstan
and three European Union officials.
Mr Poroshenko declared that “the

fate of peace and the fate of Europe are
being decided in Minsk today”.
Mr Putin concentrated on trade,

arguing that Ukraine’s decision to sign
an association agreement with the EU
would lead to huge losses for Russia,
which would then be forced to protect
its economy.
However, the talks were overshad-

owed by the paraded Russian para-
troopers. The Kremlin has always
deniedKiev’s repeatedaccusations that
Russia is arming and organising the
rebels, and fighting alongside them.
In the SBU footage, four of the men,

dressed in camouflage fatigues, are
interviewed in a tent. They showed no
signs of physical mistreatment.
One of them, who identified himself

as Ivan Milchakov, said that he served
with the 98th Guards Airborne Divi-
sion. “They told us we were going on a
70km [45mile] march,” he said. He sus-
pected, however, that he was going to
Ukraine and had posted a message on
his social networking account saying
that he was going “to wipe out Maidan
[Ukraine’s pro-Europe movement]”.
“Everything is different here, not like

they show it on television. We’ve come
as cannon fodder,” he said.
Another man, who said he was the

deputy commander of an armoured
personnel carrier, said that his unit was
told to hand documents and mobile
phones to a senior officer, change their
uniforms and erase distinguishing
marks from their vehicles before set-
ting off.
A third man, who gave his name as

SergeantAlekseiGeneralov, said: “Stop
sending in our boys. Why? This is not
our war.”
Andriy Lysenko, a Ukrainian mili-

tary spokesman, said: “This wasn’t a
mistake, but a specialmission theywere
carrying out.” He said Russian helicop-
ters had attacked a border post in
southern Ukraine, killing four guards.
Ukrainian government troops and

privately funded militias have gained
the upper hand on the ground in east
Ukraine over the past two months, but
western intelligence services have be-
come increasinglyalarmedbyevidence
of direct Russianmilitary involvement.
On Monday, Ukrainian officials said

that ten Russian tanks and two troop
carriers containing soldiers disguised
as rebels had crossed the border into
Ukraine, threatening to open a new
southern front in the fighting.
Anders Fogh Rasmussen, the secre-

tary-general of Nato, said on Friday
that Russian troops were active inside
Ukraine and the alliancewas preparing
to agree on stronger deterrents for
member countries bordering Ukraine
and Russia at a Nato summit in Wales
next week.
Valentina Melnikova, head of the

Union of Committees of Soldiers’
Mothers of Russia, told The Times last
night that it was wrong for Russian
troops to be fighting an undeclaredwar
abroad, and that it was the soldiers
themselves and their bereaved families
who suffered. “Theyare illegal, they are
nobody, they are beyond the law.”
6The Finnish foreign ministry said
yesterday that US and Russian diplo-
mats held secret talks in Finland over
the Ukrainian crisis in June. President
Niinisto also acted as a go-between
between the two countries this month.
Roger Boyes, page 18
Leading article, page 20

Images of four of the ten Russian soldiers captured in Ukraine are put on display

Egypt and

Ukraine
Ben Hoyle Moscow

Egypt and the United Arab Emirates
secretly launched airstrikes against
Islamist militias fighting for control of
the Libyan capital last week, in a
dramatic escalationof a regional power
struggle.
American officials said that Emirati

pilots had launched two sets of strikes
from Egyptian air bases in an attempt
to halt the advance of Islamist fighters
seeking to takecontrolofTripoli’s inter-
national airport, according to The New
York Times.
The strikes, however, were in vain—

Libya
Catherine Philp
Middle East Correspondent

Vladimir Putin manages a tight smile

Singer smeared for refugee gig

A
Russian
rock star
has
appealed to
President

Putin to intervene to
stop a hate campaign
against him in state-
controlled media after
he played a fundraising
concert for refugees in
Ukraine.
Andrey Makarevich,

60, singer and guitarist
with a band called
Mashina Vremeni
(Time Machine), was
the main target of a
documentary on a
national TV news
channel titled The 13
friends of the junta
— a common term
for the government
in Kiev.

The film featured his
brief performance this
month in Svyatogorsk,
which was retaken
from pro-Russian
rebels by the
Ukrainian army.
Footage from the show
was interspersed with
images of the war. It
was not explained that
the concert was to

benefit
internally
displaced

children; instead, the
singer was denounced
as a traitor and
supporter of fascists.
An analyst suggested
that “he went over to
the other side of good
and evil”.
In response, the

singer penned an open
letter to Mr Putin on a
newspaper website: “I
implore you to halt this
orgy tarnishing my
name,” he wrote.

He added that he
had done nothing
wrong by

performing for the
refugees. “I don’t feel
guilty at all.”
Makarevich plans to

hold another concert
for Ukrainian refugees
in Moscow next month.

Nigerian soldiers run away from Boko Haram

Hundreds of Nigerian soldiers have
fledacross theborder intoCameroon to
get away from Boko Haram terrorists,
according to local police. The Nigerian
military insisted yesterday that the
soldiers had simply “found themselves
on Cameroon’s soil” while the battle
raged.
BokoHaram, which has been attack-

ing a series of towns as it looks to gain
territory, launched an attack on the
border town of Gamboru Ngala on
Monday. Thousands of civilians fled
across theborder intoCameroon—fol-
lowed by about 500 soldiers, according

toonepoliceofficer. “They fledbecause
they feared an attack by Boko Haram,”
he said. “They arrived with all their
weapons.”
TheNigerian defenceministry vehe-

mently denied the accusation. “A sus-
tained battle saw the Nigerian troops
charging through the borders in a tacti-
cal manoeuvre,” a spokesman said.
The soldiers were disarmed and al-

lowed to stay in schools in Maroua, a
city 50miles from the Nigerian border,
according to Didier Badjek, a spokes-
man for the Cameroonian army.
Troops were sent to the border to fight
off the insurgents, he added.
The Nigerian soldiers had been in a

region that the heavily armedmilitants

declared an Islamic caliphate on Sun-
day, after capturing the town of Gwoza.
Abubakar Shekau, the group’s leader,
released a video in which he declared
that the region now had “nothing to do
with Nigeria”.
The group, which has been killing,

torturing and kidnapping civilians and
soldiers since 2009, attacked a training
academy for riot police last week,
kidnapping 35 officers. Seven have
since been found, but the others are still
missing.
President Jonathan declared the

three northern Nigerian states of Bor-
no, Yobe and Adamawa an emergency
zone more than a year ago and sent
thousands of extra troops to the region.

However, themilitary has failed to stop
BokoHaramcommitting regular atroc-
ities, including bombing cities, execut-
ing children and,most notoriously, kid-
napping 367 schoolgirls from a dormi-
tory four months ago.
Lastweek, a group of soldiers refused

to fight Boko Haram, saying that they
were too poorly equipped and would
lose. Several reports said that the troops
who fled to Cameroon did so because
they had no ammunition.
The country’s thousand-mile border

with Cameroon has been closed in an
attempt to contain the spread of the
ebola virus, but this is impossible to
enforce in remote areas where there is
constant fighting.

Nigeria
Ruth Maclean
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UAE launch airstrikes on Tripoli
and American diplomats were furious
when they learnt that such a decision
had been taken without any consulta-
tionwithWashington,which is trying to
broker a peaceful resolution to Libya’s
spiralling conflict. Egypt denied any in-
volvement, both publicly and in private
meetings with American diplomats;
Emirati officials offered no comment.
Washington fears that such interven-

tions could further inflame both the
volatile situation insideLibyaand in the
wider Middle Eastern region, where
governments are lining up on either
sideof apower struggle set inmotionby
the Arab uprisings of 2011.
Egypt’s actions mirror its crackdown

on Islamist movements after the over-

throw of its Islamist president,
Mohamed Morsi, the country’s first
democratically elected leader. Backed
by Saudi Arabia and the Emirates,
Egypt views Islamist movements like
theMuslimBrotherhoodandHamasas
an existential threat to its authority.
Saudi Arabia and the Emirates have

become increasingly aggressive in con-
fronting the domestic threat posed by
their own Islamistmovements. The air-
strikes suggest the three countries are
now teaming up to expand the anti-
Islamist campaign beyond their own
borders — raising the threat of con-
frontation with the region’s main pro-
Islamist powers, Qatar and Turkey.
Gulf countries are ever warier of

Islamistmovements since the Arab up-
risings, but Qatar has taken a different
tack, welcoming Islamist exiles to its
capital,Doha, andextending support to
Islamist groups around the region.
The Egyptian-Emirati intervention

has raised the fear that Libya, already
being torn apart by militias, maymeta-
morphose into a theatre for direct con-
frontation in what is increasingly be-
coming a larger struggle for supremacy
between two rival regional blocs.
The revelations about the airstrikes

emerged hours after Egypt hadwarned
the West against direct intervention in
Libya, but called for amultilateral effort
to disarm the country’s militias.
Thunderer, page 18

Freeing Mosul from
Isis to take months

The battle to retake Iraq's second-
largest city is expected to be months
away, and will succeed only if there is a
popular uprising against Islamic State
militants who hold sway, a senior mili-
tary official said yesterday.
Lieutenant-General Qassim Atta

said Iraq’s armed forces could never re-
capture Mosul without the support of
the localpeople, andsomeof the53,000
policemen who, he said, had simply
melted away when the militants ad-
vanced in June. “It is difficult to give a
timetable, but it will depend on the
people of Mosul,” he said.
His words recalled the success of the

so-called Sunni awakening in 2005, in
which Sunni tribes in Anbar turned
against al-Qaeda during the US-led
occupation of Iraq.
Residents in Mosul, a mostly Sunni

city, said they had suffered a series of
abuses, including kidnapping young
children for ransoms, at the hands of
the Iraqi army. “Life had become very
hard for the Sunnis,” one resident said
yesterday. “The army used to treat
people very badly.”
In an unusually sombre assessment,

General Atta said the army had “col-
lapsed inMosul” on June 10 because of
diremorale. The soldiers who fledwere
being rehabilitated, he said, but he
urged politicians to heal the sectarian
rifts which the militants exploited.
Islamic State captured the Sunni

stronghold of Fallujah in January, and
advanced through Sunni towns in An-
bar and Diyala provinces in June. The

group espouses a medieval strand of
Sunni Islam, using it to justify killing
Shias, enslaving Yazidis and forcing
Christians to pay a religious levy. The
UN said the militants killed up to 670
prisoners in Mosul, and suggested that
their conduct could amount to crimes
against humanity.
“Some people thought the rebels

were good, but they are thugs and
killers,” said the Mosul resident. “Now
the people aremiserable. If we don’t get
assistance from America, I think they
are going to be here for years. Nobody
will defend us.”
He said the turning point came in

July, when themilitants destroyed Shia
mosques, includinganancient shrine to
the Prophet Jonah. He said most of the
residents were unable to leave because
peshmerga soldiers had sealed the
roads in and out of Mosul.
General Atta said Iraq would need

the “support of the whole world” to re-
verse the militants’ gains. “We need
secret intelligence, logistics support,
even military support — satellite pic-
tures, weapons and ammunition.”
Iran, Britain, France, Germany and

the US have pledged weapons and am-
munition, but General Atta was ada-
mant Iraq did not need foreign soldiers.
America launched airstrikes around

the Mosul dam on August 8 because
Washington claimed that Islamic State
had threatened US interests. Officials
said yesterday the US had launched
surveillance flights over Syria, as a
possible precursor to airstrikes.
General Atta urged the UN to stop

Islamic State’s wealthy benefactors,
most of whom are in the Gulf.

Iraq
Jerome Starkey Baghdad

SERGEI BONDARENKO / KAZAKH PRESIDENTIAL OFFICE / REUTERS

Israel to ease blockade
after new ceasefire brings
celebrations in Gaza
Page 28

Hollande promotes key
women in cabinet
purge of the left
Page 29

US drones over Syria pave
way for attack on militants

The United States has began surveil-
lance flights over Syria, a move that
could pave the way for the first air-
strikes against Islamic State militants
on Syrian soil. Military aircraft, said to
include both unmanned drones and
pilotedplanes, flewsortiesover themil-
itants’ stronghold in eastern Syrian to
collect intelligence.
TheBritish-based SyrianObservato-

ry for Human Rights reported that
“non-Syrian spy planes” were seen
carrying out surveillance over Isis posi-
tions in Deir Ezzor province, along the
border with Iraq, on Monday. Syrian
war planes bombed the area yesterday,
a day after officials said they were will-
ing to work with any foreign govern-
ment to counter the Isis threat.
Theywarned,however, thatanymili-

tary intervention undertaken without
cooperation with Damascus would be
regarded as an act of aggression.
The AFP news agency reported yes-

terday that Washington was already
sharing intelligence with Damascus,
usingRussian and Iraqi intermediaries.
The White House, however, insisted
that it had “noplans” to coordinatemil-
itarily with Damascus, stressing that it
does not recognise the Assad regime.
President Obama has yet to author-

ise military action in Syria but at the

weekend gave the order for surveil-
lance flights to provide the Pentagon
with intelligence needed to draw up
possible military actions against Isis.
General Martin Dempsey, the chair-

man of the US joint chiefs of staff, ad-
mitted that the American intelligence
picture on Syria was patchy, with more
detail needed before any decision on
action could be taken.
One key concern is that American

action in Syria might inadvertently
strengthen the Assad regime. Mr
Obama has long resisted entreaties to
get directly involved in Syria, where
200,000 people have been killed in a
three-year conflict that began as a
peaceful uprising against Mr Assad.
Mainstream Syrian rebels say a lack

of foreign support aided the rise of Isis
and its subsequent takeover of a swathe
of eastern Syria and northern Iraq.
6 Qatar is seeking the release of four
more Americans held in Syria, it was
claimed yesterday, as details emerged
of the Gulf state’s role in winning the
freedom of a US journalist kidnapped
by militants (Devika Bhat writes).
Dohahas located theUS citizens and

is in the midst of discussions to try to
free them, according to sources in the
region. The talks are said to have the
support ofWashington, which remains
in close contact withQatar after the re-
lease ofPeterCurtis, anAmerican jour-
nalist kidnapped in 2012.

Syria
Catherine Philp

as he greets Petro Poroshenko before talks in Minsk yesterday, the first time that the two presidents have met since June
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Three killed as rebels
down UN helicopter
Juba Three people died after a
rebel commander who had
warned the United Nations not to
fly over his territory shot down a
UN helicopter yesterday in rural
South Sudan.
The UN said that an Mi-8

cargo helicopter crashed near
Bentiu, a hotly contested area
between the government and
rebel fighters. It sent a search and
rescue team to the site.
The crew were Russian citizens,

and the helicopter had been
contracted from a Russian
company. One survivor of the
crash was receiving treatment.
Peter Gadet’s forces shot down

the helicopter with a rocket-
propelled grenade. (AP)

Mayor quits over airport
that failed to take off
Berlin Klaus Wowereit, the mayor
of Berlin, is to leave office two
years early, the first political scalp
of Berlin’s disastrous international
airport, which is £5 billion over
cost and three years late. (Allan
Hall writes) Mr Wowereit, 60,
who coined the slogan that Berlin
is “poor but sexy”, said the failure
of the Willy Brandt airport to
open was one of the biggest
defeats of his political career.

£284,000 payout for
Fukushima suicide
Fukushima A court has ordered
the operator of Japan’s tsunami-
hit nuclear power plant to pay
£284,000 to relatives of a woman
who burnt herself to death after
being driven out of her home by
radiation leaks (Richard Lloyd
Parry writes). Judges blamed the
Tokyo Electric Power Company
for Hamako Watanabe’s death.
Some 80 suicides have been
linked to the 2011 disaster.

MP sorry after Chinese
‘bastards’ tirade on TV
Canberra The Australian mining
tycoon turned MP Clive Palmer
has apologised over a tirade on
national television in which he
called the Chinese “bastards” and
“mongrels” and accused Beijing
of trying to take over Australia.
After his outburst on ABC’s Q&A
programme, ministers accused
Mr Palmer of threatening
Australia’s relationship with its
biggest trading partner. (AP)

Crocodile bites couple
who ignored warnings
Miami A late-night dip in a canal
ended in hospital for Alejandro
Jimenez, 26, and his girlfriend,
Lisset Rendon, 23, after they were
attacked by a crocodile. “It doesn’t
surprise me someone got bit
swimming where crocodiles are
known to be, where there are
warning signs and at 3am when
these animals are feeding,” said
Jorge Pino, of Florida’s wildlife
conservation commission.

Residents strike gold in
New York trailer park
New York Trailer park residents
on the eastern tip of Long Island
who paid $5,000 for a caravan
and $10,000 for a small parcel of
land on which it stood are about
to become millionaires. Estate
agents in Montauk, 120 miles east
of Manhattan, say that a caravan
12ft wide and 48ft long, once
owned by one of the trailer park’s
founding fathers, is on the market
for $1.1 million (£665,000).

Gaza blockade eased in new truce
Israel
Gregg Carlstrom Tel Aviv

Israel and Hamas agreed to an open-
ended ceasefire last night in a deal that
could bring an end to a seven-weekwar
that has killed more than 2,200 people.
Sami Abu Zuhri, the Hamas spokes-

man in Gaza, said that the deal was
completed. Israel confirmed that it had
agreed to its terms. Mahmoud Abbas,
the Palestinian president, said: “There
will be a complete stop in fighting.”
Soon after the truce was announced,

however, an Israeli was killed in amor-
tar attack in the Eshkol region, along
the Gaza border. Three other people
were seriously wounded.
Theceasefire calls on Israel toease its

blockadeofGaza andallowhumanitar-
ian supplies and constructionmaterials
into the battered strip. More than
17,000 homes have been destroyed by
Israeli bombings, according to the
United Nations, and the damage will
take years to fix.
As the truce took hold, thousands of

Palestinians flooded on to the streets of
Gaza City, some firing joyfully into the
air, among them gunmen fromHamas.
Yesterday’s agreement resembles the

deal that ended the 2012 war but which
was never fully implemented. It re-

opens the Rafah crossing between Ga-
za and Egypt, according to the Hamas
official, which would be a significant
concession. Egypt, which considers
Hamas a terrorist organisation and ac-
cuses the group of aiding militants
fighting the Egyptian army in Sinai,
closed the border last year.
The Hamas official said that Pales-

tinian Authority security forces would
be deployed to man the crossing.

The agreement does not address the
two sides’ most controversial demands,
however. Hamaswants to build a deep-
water port in Gaza, which would allow
it access to the outsideworld independ-
ently of its neighbours.
Israel opposes such a move, fearing

that the port would be used to import
weapons. Itwants any long-termagree-
ment to include steps for disarming
Hamas and other armed factions.

Those issueswill bediscussed in follow-
up negotiations in Cairo, scheduled to
begin in a month.
Thedeal comes at anopportune time

for Binyamin Netanyahu, the Israeli
primeminister. Israelis are increasingly
frustrated with his handling of the war,
and he faces mounting criticism from
across the political spectrum. A poll re-
leased by Israel’s Channel 2 onMonday
night showed that the prime minister’s
approval rating had slipped to 38 per
cent, a steep drop from mid-July.
Schools across Israel are due to re-

sume on September 1, adding to the
pressure to end thewar.MrNetanyahu
said on Sunday that schools without
bomb shelters would remain closed.
Underscoring the threat, a rocket hit a
nursery playground in Ashdod yester-
day. Nobody was injured.
Israel had escalated its offensive in

Gaza in recent days, demolishing three
high-rise buildings that housed dozens
of families.At least 25Palestinianswere
injured in the Italian Compound, a
mixed-use building that also houses
shops and offices.
In total, 2,133 Palestinians have been

killed since the war started on July 8,
most of them civilians, according to the
healthministry inGaza, while 69 Israe-
lis have died.

An Israeli airstrike destroyed the 15-storey Basha tower in Gaza City yesterday

Archbishop faces jail for abuse
Italy
Philip Willan Rome

A former Polish archbishop could
become the first papal diplomat to go to
prison for paedophilia after the Vatican
said it had removed his immunity and
that he would be tried for sex crimes.
Jozef Wesolowski was defrocked on

June 27. This means he can no longer
celebratemass or administer the sacra-
ments, after claims he paid children for
sex acts in the Dominican Republic,
where he was papal nuncio.
Mr Wesolowski is appealing against

being defrocked. If he loses, he could
face a criminal trial under the Vatican’s
own justice system, where he risks a

maximumof 12 years in jail, ormight be
extradited to face trial in the Domini-
can Republic or in his native Poland.
The New York Times has accused the

Vatican of failing to inform authorities
in Santo Domingo, secretly recalling
the nuncio to Rome before he could be
investigated and invoking diplomatic
immunity to shield him from prosecu-
tion. The Vatican denies this.
Officials in the Dominican Republic

have identified four victims, aged
between 12 and 17, who say that they
performed sex acts for MrWesolowski
in exchange for money. One boy suf-
fered from epilepsy and was allegedly
paid in the medicine he needed for his
condition.

All white on the night The Diner en Blanc, a pop-up picnic whose location is only revealed at the last minute, was held at the Nelson A Rockefeller Park, New York
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Swiss judges given pepper spray
Switzerland
Allan Hall

Swiss judgeshavebeen issuedwithpep-
per sprays, LED torches and instruct-
ions on how to avoid stalkers after one
was beaten up in court by a defendant.
The judge was attacked in Lucerne

last December — the only recorded
incident of an assault on a judge in
Swiss history — and suffered a broken
tooth, a cut on the face requiring stitch-
es and a bruised right hand.
Judgeswerehanded thepepper spray

and torches last week and told to leave
court by the tradesmen’s entrance.
Federal criminal judge Roy Garré,

president of the Swiss Association of

Judges, said: “Several times a year,
judges are having to turn to police for
protection of themselves, their families
and property.”
TheLucerneattacker,whowasangry

that his benefits were cut by a judge,
was fined £1,500 and legal costs.
The threat of more extreme violence

is ever-present in Switzerland. Most
Swiss males are army reservists
allowed to take their weapons home, so
the country is awash with firearms and
there have been several fatal shooting
sprees in recent years.
“Judges say they want to be better

protected before a crazy gets them in
his sights,”a Lucerne police detective
told a radio station.
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Choking red tape turns France into the sick man of Europe
Charles Bremner Paris

Serge, the owner of a Normandy driv-
ing school, was adamant. There would
be chaos if President Hollande lets any
Jacques or Julie open an auto-école
without the statutory 25 square metres
of floor space. “If you do everything on
the internet, you are opening the door
to mayhem,” Serge fulminated. “If
something goes wrong they will only
have the internet to complain to.”
His rant, on a radio phone-in, was

part of a chorus of indignation from the
37professionsandtrades in thesightsof
the embattled Socialist government as
it tries to cut the red tape that has long
choked the French economy. Aswell as
the regulations on floor space, driving
schools must have a reception counter
at least a metre wide.
Among the regulated trades andpro-

fessions in the firing line are architects,
auctioneers, dentists, accountants,

plumbers, locksmiths, chiropodists,
physiotherapists, pharmacists, bailiffs,
lawyers, MoT testers and opticians.
The finance ministry estimates that

cuts to the cost of archaic rules and fee-
fixing will save €6 billion a year. It says
the French pay 20 per cent more than
their European neighbours for protect-
ed services, whose practitioners make
about 2.4 times the profit enjoyed by
unrestricted trades and professions.
The attack was opened by Arnaud

Montebourg, the leftist who has just
lost his job as economyminister.Unlike
MrHollande’s tax-break for businesses,
an offensive against the high incomes
of the “rentier” professions is popular
with the Left.
Prising open the closed shops will be

a test for Mr Hollande after Nicolas
Sarkozy, his predecessor, shelved a
report he had commissioned to dis-
mantle “the obstacles to economic
expansion” caused by restricted trades.

Mr Sarkozy abandoned pledges to
liberalise taxis and dropped attempts to
break chemists’ monopoly on non-pre-
scription medicines. Mr Hollande’s
team has re-opened the fight, meeting
tough resistance from les pharmaciens,
who are threatened with losing the
large mark-up that they charge on
items such as painkillers.
The public needs to be protected

from being able to buy potentially dan-
gerous medicines without professional
supervision, say the owners of the
country’s 22,000 mainly individually-
ownedoutlets.GillesBonnefond, presi-
dent of their union, suggested that the
French could start killing themselves if
theywere free to buymedicines in ordi-
nary shops. “Paracetamol is the main
cause of suicide in the UK,” he insisted.
Dentists are unhappy that they are to

be strippedof theirmonopoly tohandle
repairs to false teeth, although thework
is done by technicians at a fraction of

their fee to the patient. Plumbers and
electricians do not like plans to ease
minimum requirements on experience
before a tradesman can register for
business.
Notaries, who take a stiff percentage

of the transaction value for property
conveyancing, are aghast at the sugges-
tion that much of the work could be
done by buyers themselves.
Bailiffs are upset that the govern-

mentplans to rob themof theminimum
€80 fee to serve all judgments from
commercial tribunals and let a regis-
tered letter do the job instead.
While the removal of red tape should

lower costs for consumers, the govern-
ment’s biggest headache remains the
crushing taxes on employers thatmake
French goods and services uncompeti-
tive. Employers must hand over to the
state well over 40 per cent of every
salary they pay, compared with 12 per
cent in Britain.

Protected professionals

6 Homebuyers are banned from
doing any form of DIY conveyancing
— instead they have to pay notaries

6 Supermarkets are not allowed to
sell painkillers, only pharmacies can

6 Dentists currently have a
monopoly on repairing false teeth,
though technicians can do the job at
a fraction of the cost to the patient

6 Plumbers and electricians require
three years of experience before
they can be registered for business

6 Bailiffs charge a minimum €80 for
serving judgments from commercial
tribunals, which could instead be
delivered by post

Desperate Hollande purges the left
France
Charles Bremner Paris

President Hollande last night re-
launched his effort to save the stagnant
French economy after a risky cabinet
reshuffle that purged left-wing oppo-
nents ofhis drive to curbbusiness taxes.
The Socialist head of state appointed

Emmanuel Macron, a former close
adviser and one-time Rothschild
banker, as economyminister to replace
Arnaud Montebourg, the left-winger
whose rebellion at the weekend
sparked a government crisis. He also
appointed two women from non-white
ethnic backgrounds to senior posts —
Fleur Pellerin, 41, who was born in
South Korea, became culture minister,
and Moroccan-born Najat Vallaud-
Belkacem, 36, was given the powerful
education portfolio.
Manuel Valls, the reform-

minded prime minister, was or-
dered to speed efforts to push for
growth after the expulsion of Mr
Montebourg, whose criticism of Mr
Hollande’s central economic policies
articulated broad dissent in the party
over thedesertionof its traditional doc-
trines.
At the age of 36,MrMacronhas been

given lightning promotion from back-
room adviser to become France’s
youngest minister in modern times in
charge of the economy.
Mr Montebourg’s departure, along

with those of Benoît Hamon andAuré-
lieFilippetti,ministersofeducationand
culture,marks theendofMrHollande’s
two-year effort to bridge the gulf
between traditional leftists in his
Socialist party and the so-called social
democrats, led by Mr Valls, who want
market-friendly reforms.One left-wing
heavyweight remained in the reshuf-
fled cabinet — Christine Taubira, the
justice minister.
Most of theotherministers held their

posts, including the finance minister
Michel Sapin, a trusted friend of the
president.Thenewline-upensures that
economicpolicy lies firmly in thehands
of presidential allies.
The ousting of the left exposes Mr

Hollande to the risk of deeper rebellion
in the party. The unpopular president,
whose approval ratings are in the teens,
has bewildered many of his voters with
a swing to pro-business reforms since
January at the expense of tax cutting
for low-income groups. Up to 55 per
cent of Socialist voters have lost faith in
him, according to polls, compared with
about 85 per cent of the public at large.
Faced with zero growth in the first

half of the year and record 10 per cent

unemployment,MrHollandeurgedhis
government on Monday night to focus
on “restoring the competitiveness of
France to ensure its independence and
. . . preserve its social cohesion”. He
added: “Indifficultmoments,willpower
triumphs.”
Mr Montebourg earned praise from

the left. L’Humanite, the Communist
party daily, said: “Francois Hollande
and Manuel Valls quickly and brutally
punished Arnaud Montebourg and
Benoît Hamon, who finally said aloud
what the majority of left-wing voters
think: austerity is leading the country
straight into a brick wall.”
Le Monde, a left-leaning newspaper,

said Mr Hollande had “brusquely dis-
tanced himself by several degrees from
the centre of gravity of the left”.
The appointment of a figure from the

banking world as economy minister
drew mockery from the conservative
opposition. Nadine Morano, a former
minister under President Sarkozy,
recalled thatMrHollandehaddeclared
in his 2012 election campaign: “My
enemy is the world of finance.”
Unusually, the conservative Figaro

and left-wing Liberation carried identi-
cal front page headlines: “Crise de Ré-
gime”. Liberation said that Mr Hol-
lande, who it championed as candidate
in 2012, “is more and more isolated”.
The chief risk for Mr Hollande is a

revolt in parliament that could lead to a
Socialist defeat. This would put pres-
sure on him to dissolve the National
Assembly and call elections that would
likely lead to a win by the centre-right
Union for aPopularMovement (UMP).
He would then serve as a lame duck
until the end of his term in 2017, though
he would retain executive powers.
There appears little immediate risk

of a dissolution because the UMP is in
themidst of turmoil after a feud over its
leadership. Luc Chatel, the caretaker
chief, said yesterday that the party was
not eager for Mr Hollande to dissolve
parliament, and Valerie Pecresse, who
also served as a minister under Mr
Sarkozy, said the party did not want to
govern in power-sharing “cohabita-
tion” with the Socialist leader.
The German chancellor, Angela

Merkel, said that she approved of the
president’s devotion to reform. Mr
Montebourg was an outspoken critic of
Germany, blaming its austerity drive
for the slump in the eurozone economy.
Economists gave a cautiouswelcome

to the reshuffle. “This represents a wel-
come clarification of the economic
strategy but it increases the risk of a
political crisis,” said Philippe Gudin of
Barclays bank.
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Najat Vallaud-
Belkacem, left,
and Fleur Pellerin,
right, were given
senior roles in

President
Hollande’s
clearout of his
left-wing cabinet
opponents

Detached
or just out
of touch?
Analysis
Charles Bremner

For someone who is
the most scorned
French leader since

the 1950s, François
Hollande appears
surprisingly detached

from the storm raging
round his administration.
Drenched in a downpour
at a ceremony in Brittany
on Monday, he took
strength from the
example of local men
who resisted the German
occupation. “There is no
peril, no difficulty that we
cannot overcome if the
will to do so exists,” he
told the crowd.
Opponents call him

dangerously out of touch,
but friends say that the
mild-mannered but
self-assured president is

“serene”. France caught a
glimpse of this steely
calm in January when Mr
Hollande was caught by
photographers cheating
on Valerie Trierweiler,
his partner, with Julie
Gayet, an actress. Under
the public glare, he barely
batted an eyelid then
announced by palace
communiqué that he had
ejected Ms Trierweiler
from his life.
Things will work out in

the end, Mr Hollande
believes. He likes
repeating the favourite

council of his hero and
mentor, François
Mitterrand: “Laisser du
temps au temps” — let
time do its work.
A product of the

cerebral Ecole Nationale
de l’Administration,
nursery of the governing
class, Mr Hollande has
devoted his life to the art
of Cartesian synthesis —
the best decisions are
reached by reconciling
opposing factors. Until
the expulsion of rebels
from the government, the
formula worked.
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Baby skeleton
still in mother
36 years later
India
Robin Pagnamenta Mumbai

An Indianwoman has had the skeleton
of a baby removed from her abdomen
36 years after becoming pregnant in
what doctors believe is among the
world’s longest ectopic pregnancies.
Kantabai Gunvant Thakre, 60, from

Madhya Pradesh, was admitted to hos-
pital in Nagpur suffering from severe
abdominal pain and a fever. “When we
examined her with a sonograph we
found a lump in her lower abdomen
and thought it might be a tumour,” said
Dr BSGedam.
After a scan, doctors discovered a

calcified mass containing the skeleton.
“She said she had been pregnant in
1978,” said Dr Gedam. When she was
told at the time that her baby had died
and she needed surgery to remove it,
she refused. Doctors concluded that
she had suffered an ectopic pregnancy,
in which the pregnancy developed out-
side her uterus.
In a case in China last year, parts of

a babywere removed from awoman 65
years after she became pregnant.

Ship sunk 3,000 years ago gives up its secrets
Malta
Jacqui Goddard

Maritime archaeologists have dis-
covered what could be the oldest
known shipwreck in the central Medi-
terranean, a Phoenician trading vessel
that sunk with its cargo nearly 3,000
years ago.
The remains, which date to about

700BC, were found one mile off the
Maltese island of Gozo at a depth of
120 metres (394ft). They have caused a
major stir among historians eager to
shed more light on the lost civilisation
of Phoenicia and its trading culture.
The site has been studied and

mapped by experts fromMalta, France
and the US, who struggled to keep the
news secret for months as the signifi-
cance of the find became clear. “It was
very difficult keeping it under wraps
because it’s such a spectacular site. It
was hardnot to go and shout it from the
rooftops,” said Dr Timothy Gambin, a
maritime archaeologist at the Univers-
ity of Malta, who led the team.
The Phoenicians, known in the Bible

as Canaanites, were Semitics who lived
along the coast ofwhat is nowLebanon
andSyria fromabout 1550BCto300BC.
Their galleys established trading routes
across the Mediterranean carrying

wares that included a purple dye from
snail shells and spreading a form of
script that laid the foundations for
modern alphabets.
The shipwreck was located by sonar

andhasbeen surveyedunder theauspi-
ces of Groplan, a project funded by the
French National Research Agency to
develop 3D underwater mapping tech-
niques. Scientists from Texas A&M
University and the University of Aix-
Marseille, in France, also took part.
The teamhas takenmore than 8,000

photographs of the site and explored it
using remotely operated vehicles and
submarines.On the seabed lie about 50
amphorae — ceramic containers used
for wares — and 20 grinding stones
made of lava, used to crush grains.
Archaeologists have established that

the boat’s wooden frame and more
cargo lie buried in the sandy silt below.
“There exists a substantial archae-

ological deposit underneath what we
are seeing — probably six to seven
times as much, and in even better con-
dition,” Dr Gambin said.
Working in close collaboration with

Maltese officials, the team plans to ex-
cavate the wreck. “It’s extremely deli-

cate and also in very deepwaters.How-
ever, because it’s so important we are
first going to study results fromthe field
work, which has produced some spec-
tacular data, and then assess our
options,” Dr Gambin said.
The shapes of the amphorae are

among the details that have helped ex-
perts toputanageon thewreck. “When
we first discovered this, we knew we
were on to something but we didn’t
knowthenthat itwas somethingsospe-
cial,” he said. “This is sohugely exciting,
not only for maritime archaeologists
butalso forpeoplewhoare interested in
this period that we still know so rela-
tively little about.”

Analysis of the
shape of the pots
strewn on the

sea bed was used
to date the wreck
to about 700BC

Brazil jail emptied after four die in riot
Brazil
James Hider Sao Paulo

A bloody prison riot in Brazil, in
which two inmates were beheaded
and twomore thrown to their deaths
from a rooftop, ended yesterday after
the jail was abandoned and more
than a thousand prisoners were
transferred tomoremodern facilities.
After protracted negotiations,

authorities agreed to move the in-
mates from the rundown prison in
Cascavel, in southern Brazil, to other
jails in Parana state. Two prison
guards who had been taken hostage
and beaten were freed by the rioters.

The riot began as the cells
were opened on Sunday.
The prison warders’
union said that ten
guards were on duty to
look after 1,140 inmates.
At one stage, the riot-

ers paraded their cap-
tives on the roof of the
prison, stripped to their un-
derpants, and with their
hands bound and nooses around
their necks. Some were dangled by
their feet over the edge, and twowere

dropped, apparently to settle
a score between rival
gangs. The prisoners had
demanded better food
and more flexible visit-
ing hours, and hoped to
highlight alleged bru-
tality by the guards.
The warders’ union

said the ageing facility was
crumbling because of a lack

of investment; a common com-
plaint in Brazil’s overcrowded prison
system, where gang violence and
drug abuse is rife. It was not clear yes-
terday whether the Cascaval jail
would be renovated or abandoned.

Avian amour A pair of African lovebirds cuddle up at the Birds of Eden sanctuary in Western Cape, South Africa
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Fraud Office attacks
flawed crime reports
Harry Wilson, James Hurley

The Serious FraudOffice has criticised
the recruitment of “independent”
experts to investigate criminal behav-
iour in companies, warning that the
practice risks destroying the evidence
needed to put rogue business people
and bankers behind bars.
David Green, director-general of

the SFO, said that he was against
businesses commissioning their own
reports into allegations of serious mis-
behaviour that often “cleared” the
subject of any illicit activity. He com-
plained that the SFOwas often handed
privately paid-for investigations by
expensive external lawyers that con-
tained an “inherent conflict”.
“The report itself may tend to mini-

mise the problem one way or another.
Later claims of legal privilege on wit-
ness statements taken by the external
lawyers can be questionable. And, of
course, the crime scene can be churned
up by the investigation. The SFO will
never take such a report at face value
andwill drill down into its evidence and
conclusions,” Mr Green said.
Lastweek, PwCwas fined$25million

in New York after authorities accused

the consultancy of watering down its
report into alleged money laundering
by Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, as
claims emerged that it had toned down
some of its criticism of the Japanese
lender.
British banks have also used the

technique. Last year Royal Bank of
Scotland brought in Clifford Chance to
investigate allegations that its global
restructuring group had deliberately
put business customers into adminis-
tration for its profit. Clifford Chance’s
£1.5million report said that it had found
no evidence to back up claims origin-
ally made by Lawrence Tomlinson, a
millionaire businessman and adviser to
Vince Cable, the business secretary.
“If you reallywanted to find outwhat

washappening, youwouldn’thavegone
for suchanarrowremit,”MrTomlinson
said.
The SFO is deciding whether to

launch a criminal investigation into
RBS’s global restructuring group and
is also looking at allegations that the
bank misled customers over the use of
a government loan funding scheme.
Barry Vitou, head of the corporate

crime team at Pinsent Masons, the law
firm, said he was “sympathetic”with

Mr Green’s criticism but added that
therewere often good reasons for com-
panies to conduct their own inquiries.
“I agree 110 per cent with the SFO’s

desire not to have hordes of people
trampling over a crime scene — but
there is a balance, which needs to be
struck,” Mr Vitou said. “The SFO is
requesting corporates to self-report
wrongdoing.Before anycompanydoes,
it will want to be reasonably certain
that it isn’t about to create amonumen-
tal mountain out of amolehill. Internal
investigations are, therefore, a fact of
life for the SFO, but it is key that any in-
ternal investigation is done properly
and does not prejudice a potential
criminal investigation.”
Banks, including RBS, are facing

SFO investigations into Libor-rigging
and foreign exchange market mani-
pulation. More than 100 SFO staff are
working full-time on these inquiries.
Despite this,MrGreenwarned that it

was likely the SFOwas a longway from
getting to the bottom of much of the
criminality in the City. “The size of the
white-collar criminal legal sectors ser-
vicing the City of London suggests
there is a lot more work out there that
the SFO could be doing,” he said.

Credit where
credit is due

T
oday’s statement of the
bleedin’ obvious: every
letter counts in
copywriting. Just think of
the great ad campaigns

rescued by an eagle-eyed
proof-reader, spotting missing or
misplaced characters. “The car in
front is a Toy,” for example, or “Go
to work on an eel”.
So, when you hear Sir Martin

Sorrell, the WPP boss, describe the
half-year results as “credible”
(report, page 39), you do wonder.
Isn’t that the minimum you’d expect
from a FTSE 100 company, even if
this one is at the top of an industry
built on its powers of persuasion?
Guess what then? Two letters had

gone awol. Sir Martin meant
“creditable” — an altogether
different selling proposition,
whatever the advertising skills of
the company’s 179,000 full-time
staff, dotted across 3,000 offices in
110 countries. Were WPP’s numbers
really that good?
Well, on the face of it, no. But

that’s because they’d been
“ravaged”, as he put it, by the strong
pound that left billings down 3 per
cent at £22.1billion, though up an
underlying 5.7 per cent. Strip out
currency fluctuations and profits
rose by a third to £491million — a
fair effort, boosted by WPP’s four
divisions cross-selling services and
those lovebirds Omnicom and
Publicis being so distracted (at least
until their “merger” collapsed). By
then, WPP had nicked business off
them from the likes of Vodafone,
Pepsi and Marks & Spencer.
An investor-friendly 10 per cent

hike in the dividend, equivalent to
40 per cent of earnings, also caught
the eye. WPP now expects to reach
its 45 per cent payout target in 2014
(a year early) and may raise it to
50 per cent. And, no, Sir Martin’s
not jacking up the divvy to appease
those mutinous shareholders that
voted against his £30million pay —
the result, incidentally, of a five-year
increase in the share price. He’s
partial to a higher divvy himself,
what with owning 21million shares.
All that looks creditable enough.

But don’t get too carried away. Sir
Martin is in a bit of a flap over his
“swans”, now up to nine no less —
six grey ones, his “known
unknowns”, and three black, the
“unknown unknowns”. They’re the
risks, he says, of the economy going
down the swanee, so to speak, with
the grey ones including Britain
leaving the EU and the black ’uns
the goings-on in Ukraine and Iraq.
It’s quite a flock for anyone to mind,
let alone an ad man. So missing a
letter or two? Hardly incredible.

Boring wins the day

Not everyone has the bright
idea of building a business
out of things people throw

away, like till receipts, paper cups
and that wraparound film on the

supermarket chook. But when a
company comes along and turns
supplying that sort of stuff into a
£5.5 billion business, it’s a bit much
to label it boring. Not least when it
does more deals in a year than most
investment bankers — and without
the bragging, too.
So hard hats off to Bunzl, which

naturally also has a line in that
natty headgear. Four more deals
with yesterday’s interim numbers
(report, page 40) bring acquisitions
since 2004 to 95 businesses, costing
a total £1.8 billion. Bunzl’s now in 27
countries, doing its stuff in markets
such as grocery, healthcare and
safety — and in Michael Roney, its
chief executive, it has the
consummate relationship deal-doer.
He buys family businesses,

striking deals when there are issues
over one or more of four things:
succession, health, divorce or
financial crisis. Put like that, he
sounds a bit of a vulture. In practice,
Bunzl will spend years getting to
know likely targets, so that when
something happens it gets the call,
often retaining the management. Mr
Roney says Bunzl is checking out
500 possible buys at any one time,
the legacy of purchasing businesses
partly for local knowledge and
letting the managers identify the
next target.
The upshot is 21 years of

compound dividend growth of more
than 10 per cent a year — on track
for 22, too, after the 10 per cent hike
at the half-year. The rise in the
share price tells a similar story.
Awfully dull, of course, but boring
Bunzl has such a nice ring to it.

A sage move

Forget the tax for a sec. What
about the diet? Should a bloke
pushing 84 really be splurging

$3billion on burgers and doughnuts
— even if his name is only one
letter away from a smorgasbord?
Warren Buffett, the renowned

Sage of Omaha, has turned up as a
backer of Burger King’s $11.4 billion
purchase of Canada’s Tim Hortons,
so risking his good American status,
given that the deal involves a nifty
bit of tax inversion (report, page 35).
This is the same Mr Buffett who
once declared that “people like
myself should be paying a lot more
in taxes”, so no wonder the brickbats
over a deal that will see Burger King
shift its HQ to Canada to avoid tax.
Mr Buffett might not see things

that way — and maybe inversion
alone is not the issue. After 2010’s
leveraged buyout, Burger King
returned two years later to the
public markets, since when it’s
slimmed down on the debt calories.
Yet by teaming up with Hortons, it’s
now got the bulk to gear up again,
with the extra interest costs happily
tax-deductible. Something to chew
over, anyway, with the Whopper.

alistair.osborne@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Alistair Osborne

Channel 4’s film
division is on track
to make a profit of

about £15 million from
The Inbetweeners 2 (Alex
Spence writes).
The publicly owned

broadcaster was boosted
by the surprise success of
the first instalment and is
expecting a similar return
with the sequel, company
sources said. The first

Inbetweeners film, in 2011,
based on the cult
television series about
four adolescent males,
took £58 million
worldwide.
The sequel, set in

Australia, began with a
record opening day for a
British comedy. It grossed

£12.5 million over its first
weekend. It means that
Tessa Ross leaves Film4 to
run the National Theatre
on a high after more than
a decade in charge of the
cinema division. She is
being replaced by David
Kosse, a former executive
at Universal Pictures.

Suck it and see:
Inbetweeners 2
set to be a hit

NICOLA DOVE
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economics

Mortgage lending: High street
lenders handed out fewer
mortgages to households last
month as the impact of new
rules to control riskier
borrowing continued to filter
through to the wider market.
Mortgage approvals dipped to
42,792 in July, from 43,180 in
June, according to the British
Bankers’ Association. New
mortgage lending was at its
lowest level since January.
USeconomy: American stocks
climbed to new highs on
Tuesday, driven by merger
activity and the strongest
consumer confidence figures in
seven years. However, official
figures showed that house
price growth is stalling, with
the latest monthly survey of
house prices from S&P/Case-
Shiller showing that the value
of Americans’ homes rose by
just 1 per cent in June. Page 34
Argentina default: Hedge
funds, including George Soros’s
Quantum and Kyle Bass’s
Hayman Capital, are seeking
€226 million (£179.9 million) in
interest payments on
Argentine bonds from Bank of
New York Mellon via a lawsuit
filed in London. Release of the
funds, deposited by Argentina
for its euro-denominated
bondholders, was blocked by
an American judge last month,
but the hedge funds argue that
their bonds should be
governed by English law.

banking & finance
0.71%

Banking misconduct: The
Serious Fraud Office has
criticised the recruitment of
“independent” experts to
investigate criminal behaviour
in companies, warning that the
practice risked destroying the
evidence needed to put rogue
business people and bankers
behind bars. Page 31
Consumer savings: New
figures from the British
Bankers’ Association showed
that almost £5 billion had been
deposited into Isas in one
month as savers rushed to take
advantage of new rules
allowing them to save up to
£15,000 per year tax-free. The
change was introduced on
July 1 after an announcement
in the last budget. Page 37
Pensions: As many as 22
companies could have to inject
cash into their pension
schemes or split them into two
in the wake of a successful vote
for Scottish independence at
next month’s referendum,
according to analysts at
JPMorgan Cazenove. Page 38
Reinsurance industry:
Companies that specialise in
buying the most risky parts of
insurance policies that have
already been written suffered
in the first half because of an
increase in property losses not
related to natural disasters,
Fitch said. The credit ratings
agency reaffirmed its
“negative” outlook for the
industry and said companies
had suffered a deterioration in
their claims efficiency.
Royal Bank of Scotland: The
taxpayer-backed lender is
facing a fine of £15million after

regulators found that it could
have mis-sold thousands of
mortgages to customers, some
as recently as last year. The
Financial Conduct Authority
investigation uncovered
evidence of poor training
among the lender’s mortgage
advisers, which could have led
to customers being offered
home loans that were not
appropriate. Page 35

construction &
property

1.26%

House prices: Savills has
predicted that house prices will
jump by 9.5 per cent across the
UK this year. The property
consultancy increased its
forecast from its original
6.5 per cent since the property
market had “exceeded all
expectations”. However, it said
that this would be followed by
slower growth of 4 per cent in
2015. It also expected that
prices would be 25.7 per cent
higher by the end of 2018.

consumer goods
0.32%

Burger King: Warren Buffett
is helping to finance the
fast-food chain’s $11.4 billion
takeover of the Canadian
doughnut operator Tim
Hortons. The deal has sparked
outrage as it enables Burger
King to execute a so-called tax
inversion and relocate the
combined company’s
headquarters to Canada, where
it can escape punitive
American corporate taxes on
its overseas earnings. Page 33

engineering
0.88%

Petrofac: The oil and gas
engineer missed some City
analysts’ forecasts with a
44 per cent drop in first-half
net profits to $136 million, but
the market was reassured that
it was still on target to see a
total of up to $600million for
the full year. Tempus, page 40

industrials
1.74%

Bunzl: The distribution group
reported pre-tax profits of
£176 million for the half-year,
up 5 per cent, although this
would have been a much
higher 14 per cent at constant
currency exchange rates. The
rise in the value of sterling had
an negative impact on the
group’s revenues, which came
in flat at £2.9billion. The
interim dividend will rise from
10p to 11p. Page 38

leisure
0.90%

Accor: The hotel group
reported a leap in first-half net
profits and unveiled plans to
buy the freehold of 13 hotels in
the UK that it currently
operates as a leaseholder.
Net profit in the first half was
up 76 per cent on the same
period last year, to €60 million,
although sales at the French

company fell by 1.8 per cent to
€2.59 billion. In July, the group
had blamed this on sluggish
activity in its home country.

media
0.65%

talkSPORT: A surge in
advertising during this
summer’s World Cup in Brazil
has helped UTV Media to a
62 per cent jump in pre-tax
profits to £10million for the
first half of the year. Revenues
at the radio network were up
33 per cent as listeners tuned
in to coverage of the football
tournament in June and July.
Page 37
WPP: The world’s biggest
advertising group shrugged off
investors’ concerns about
executive pay by reporting
first-half results that were
better than expected. At its
annual meeting in June almost
30 per cent of shareholders
refused to back Sir Martin
Sorrell’s £30million pay
package, but investors were in
a brighter mood after WPP
revealed a 15 per cent increase
in pre-tax profits to
£491million for the six months
to June 30. Page 37

natural resources
0.82%

Antofagasta: A wage
settlement with trade unions
dragged down profits at the
copper miner, but the
company’s management and
analysts shrugged off concerns
over the four-year deal with
workers at two of its biggest
mines in Chile. Page 38
Shell: The Anglo-Dutch oil
group has made another gas
discovery in Malaysia. Shell
has not yet revealed the size of
the find, which is at the
deepwater Marjoram-1 well, 112
miles off the Malaysian coast.
Oil prices: The price of Brent
crude fell 18 cents to $102.47 at
lunchtime yesterday on the
back of further evidence of
weak demand. Although it
ended the day almost a dollar
higher, the benchmark is
heading for a second straight
monthly decline in August as
slow growth in China and
Europe has curbed oil demand
and led to a supply glut in the
Atlantic Basin.

professional &
support services

0.91%

Regus: The provider of
temporary office
accommodation reported flat
first-half profits of £31 million,
although it was largely the
strength in the value of sterling
holding the company back. It
also indicated that it planned
to accelerate the opening of
new outlets, with about 450
now expected this year.
Tempus, page 40
Telecity: The “maverick” chief
executive of Telecity is to leave
only six months after he
published a book urging
business leaders to “forget
strategy, get results”. Michael
Tobin has run Britain’s largest
data centre company for more
than a decade, but has agreed

to leave after being forced out
by his fellow directors. Page 36

retailing
1.09%

BestBuy: The big-box
electronics chain has become
the latest American retailer to
report disappointing results in
the face of stiff internet
competition. Online sales were
up 22 per cent in the three
months to August 2, but
same-store sales fell by 2 per
cent. Total revenue fell 4 per
cent to $8.89billion and profits
plunged from $248million for
the same period last year to
$146million. Page 37

technology
0.33%

M&A activity: The data
services provider Thomson
Reuters reported that merger
and acquisitions activity in the
technology sector is at its
highest level since 2000, the
year the dot.com bubble
burst. Dealmaking has hit
$174.4 billion so far this year, a
54 per cent increase in
activity compared with this
time last year.
Amazon: The online giant has
outmuscled Google, Yahoo!
and Microsoft after landing a
near-$1 billion takeover of the
online gaming portal Twitch, a
move that has signalled its
intent to bolster its
entertainment credentials.
The deal surprised many, given
that Google was not only seen
as a natural home for Twitch,
but was widely reported to be
close to taking over the
company. Page 33

telecoms
0.55%

Cable & Wireless
Communications: CWC took
the first step towards its goal of
expanding into Latin America
with the $36million
acquisition of Sonitel. The
move will take it into markets
such as Peru, Nicaragua and
El Salvador, albeit only on the
business and not the consumer
side. Markets, page 41

transport
0.06%

Stagecoach Group: The bus
and rail operator said that in
the first quarter of its financial
year overall profitability
remained satisfactory, with a
strong performance from its
London bus business. It said
that there had been no change
to its expected earnings for the
rest of the year. Tempus, page 40
Malaysian Airlines: The
heavily loss-making airline is
due to report its latest financial
figures and Khazanah
Nasional, Malaysia’s sovereign
wealth fund and the largest
shareholder, is also due to
announce plans for a
restructure of the carrier. This
is likely to result in the
departure of Ahmad Jauhari
Yahya as chief executive and
could also lead to a quarter of
its 20,000-strong workforce
being losing their jobs. Page 33
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Foxtons, the London-based
estate agent, is expected to
provide its take on the
capital’s housing market with
its interim results. Foxtons,

which floated on the London
Stock Exchange last autumn,
is expected to report a
double-digit increase in profits
thanks to rising house prices.

The day ahead

Graph of the day
Information generated by sensors in smartwatches, smart meters
and other connected devices showed that 93 per cent of Jawbone’s
customers wearing one of its exercise bracelets near the Napa
earthquake’s epicentre were jolted awake immediately.
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Company Change

Circle Oil Strikes oil off Tunisia 28.9%
Evraz Expected to make a $98m interim profit 5.0%
IAGWorries about another ash cloud ease 3.5%
CRH Buying ahead of trading ex-dividend 3.0%
RBS Appetite for financial shares 2.1%
Petrofac Profit tumbles -0.3%
Rio Tinto Little demand for miners -1.0%
Antofagasta Lower profits, higher costs -1.2%
Telecity The chief executive is stepping down -6.0%
Regus Expansion will hit short-term profits -8.9%

The day’s biggest movers

Name Pre-tax figure

Profit (+) loss (-)

Dividend

Antofagasta (resources HY) $850.7m ($981m) 11.7c p Oct 9
Audioboom (technology HY) -£2.1m (-£0.5m) 0p
Bunzl (services HY) £132.3m (£129.4m) 11p Jan 2
Capital Drilling (resources HY) $3.3m ($3.7m) 0c
Concurrent (technology HY) £0.4m (£0.4m) 0.65p p Sept 26
Dexion Absolute (finances HY) £8.3m (£16.4m) 0p
Kingspan (construction HY) €60m (€47.1m) 6.25c p Sept 26
Petrofac (resources HY) $188m ($300m) 22c p Oct 17
ProPhotonix (technology HY) -$0.5m (-$1.6m) 0c
Randall & Quilter (finance HY) -£0.6m (£3m) 0p
Raven Russia (property HY) $58m ($68m) 0c
Regus (services HY) £31m (£31.1m) 1.25p p Oct 3
Symphony (finance HY) $99.6m ($61.1m) 0c
UTV (media HY) £10m (£6.2m) 1.82p p Oct 15
WPP (media HY) £491m (£427m) 11.62p p Nov 10

6 Results in brief are given for all companies valued at more than £30 million. f = final p = payable

Results in brief

The very latest Need to Know is delivered by email every weekday
morning by 8am direct from the Business Editor with all the latest
business news. Sign up at https://home.thetimes.co.uk/myNews
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‘Unpatriotic’ Burger King is telling a whopper, say customers
Burger King’s takeover of TimHortons,
the Canadian coffee chain, sparked a
furious backlash from consumers and
calls for a boycott yesterday as details
emerged about the tax inversion deal
that will shift millions of dollars of
revenue over the North American
border.
Burger King confirmed yesterday

that it would move its headquarters to

Canada as part of its $11.4 billion take-
over of Tim Hortons, allowing the
fast-foodgiant toexecuteaso-called tax
inversion, escaping punitive American
corporate taxes on its overseas earn-
ings. The corporation tax rate in
Canada is only 15 per cent, compared
with 35 per cent in the United States.
Customers frombothchainsturnedto

Facebook to express their outrage.
Several called Burger King “tax dodg-
ers” and “unpatriotic”, amid messsages

such as “You abandon the America that
made you and we will abandon you”.
Burger King took to the same forum

to try to appease its customers. It said:
“We hear you.We’re not moving, we’re
just growing and finding ways to serve
you better.” It added that the merger
was “not tax-driven, but about “global
growth for both brands”.
OneFacebookrespondent said: “This

statement sounds like a whopper.”
The Burger King brandwill continue

to operate from Miami and Tim Hor-
tons from Ontario, but the joint ven-
ture’s new parent company will be
based in Ontario.
The revelation that Warren Buffet,

the famed investor well known for his
views on the importance of the rich
paying their fair share of taxes, is
providing $3 billion in preferred equity
financing for the deal only fanned the
controversy.MrBuffett,who in thepast
has criticised companies for using tax

loopholes, felt moved to defend his in-
volvement in the deal, saying that Tim
Hortons’ ties to Canada were the main
reasons formoving the combined com-
pany’s headquarters to Ontario.
Sherrod Brown, a Democrat senator

fro Ohio, called for a boycott of Burger
King. “Burger King’s decision to
abandon the United States means
consumers should turn toWendy’s Old
FashionedHamburgersorWhiteCastle
sliders,” he said.

Alexandra Frean Washington

Amazon has a billion-dollar Twitch
Amazon has opened a new front in its
battle with the biggest beasts in the
technology industry, beating Google,
Yahoo! and Microsoft to land a near-
billion-dollar takeover of an online
newcomer that has turned the playing
of video games into a global spectator
sport.
The purchase of Twitch has sur-

prised tech analysts, given that Google,
the owner of YouTube, not only was
seen as a natural home for the video
platform but also had been widely
reported to be close to a takeover.
However, after Google approached

Twitch, Frank Quattrone, the famed
technology deal-maker, began to solicit
interest from other buyers. Amazon
decided to muscle in and Twitch has
agreed to sell itself for $970million
(£586million) in cash, rising to $1.1 bil-
lion factoring in performance target-
related payments.
According to reports, Twitch was

concerned that it would be stymied
under the ownership ofYouTube,while
others have said that there may have
been anti-trust concerns in combining
the two online video companies.
Twitch, launched only three years

ago, has tapped into an emerging
market that turns video game play into
a spectator event. Gamers are able to
upload footage of themselves to the site
for others to watch as they play. Some

members have built followings of mil-
lions of people, who tune in to watch
them perform elaborate missions or
compete against each other.
Thephenomenonhas takenoff in the

Far East, where television channels
broadcast online competitions, notably
the game Starcraft, and the most
successfulplayershavebecomecelebri-
ties as well known as footballers.
Twitch has emerged as the biggest

platform for so-called “e-sports”, with
55million members and 15billion
minutes of video content. It accounts
for about 2 per cent of web traffic in the
United States during peak hours.
Jeff Bezos, the founder and chief

executive of Amazon, said: “Broad-
casting and watching gameplay is a
global phenomenon and Twitch has
built a platform that brings together
tens of millions of people who watch
billions of minutes of games each
month — from The International to
breaking the world record forMario to
gaming conferences like E3. And,
amazingly, Twitch is only three years
old.”
Twitch has raised only $35million in

funding from a handful of investors,
including Take Two, the Grand Theft
Auto publisher, meaning that its

foundersEmmett Shear and JustinKan
will benefit most from the sale.
Brian Blau, an analyst with Gartner,

said that Twitch was not the first
company to test the waters for “life
broadcasting” in the gaming commun-
ity but that it took off as the social
elements of playing games online
morphed into a spectator sport. “There
was something unique about Twitch
and that was that it was only for video
games,” he said.
The business struggled to keep up

with the amount of video that it had to
deliver over its servers earlier this year
and it was criticised by European
gamers for technical issues, such as
lagging videos and poor-quality
streams. It will be able to use Amazon’s
web servers to provide a more stable
connection for its members.
At theheartofTwitch’skeyvalue is its

community of ardent video game fans,
many of whom expressed dismay at
the prospect of YouTube taking over.
The site has been dubbed “the anti-
YouTube” in some quarters and it
risked a customer exodus if the two
businesses were merged. That played
into the arms of Amazon, which is in
fight with Apple and Google to control
more online traffic. The company,
which began life as an online retailer of
books, now develops its own smart-
phones, tablets and server infrastruc-
ture and is investingheavily indevelop-
ing television and video game content.
In New York, Amazon shares rose

$9.97, or 3 per cent, to $343.99 in late
afternoon trading.

Nic Fildes
Comment

I
f the last thing you did on
Amazon was buy a book or
a CD at a knockdown price, the
company’s splurge on a website
that shows live footage of

teenagers shooting each other via
video games might not make a lot of
sense. In fact, it does.
Amazon has been transforming

itself from an e-commerce website
into a fully fledged technology
company taking the fight to Google
and Apple. It cracked open the
e-reader market with the Kindle and
took on the iPad by launching its
low-cost Kindle Fire tablet. That
followed its foray into servers under
the AWS brand and it has launched
the Fire Phone to tackle the
smartphone market.
Yet hardware is only part of the

story. Amazon has also fashioned a
niche as a content company. It owns
IMDB, the movie archive, and took
out Lovefilm, the British DVD
rental and streaming business, to
target Netflix. It expects to spend
$100million to develop its own
television shows for what is now
called Amazon Prime.
Gaming represents potentially a

still bigger opportunity. Amazon has
tried to attract developers to create
games for its tablets and phones, but
it has been slow going. Twitch,
however, brings with it a loyal
customer base and billions of hours
of content that can be watched over
a Kindle Fire or a Fire Phone.
It can reap the reward through

advertising over Twitch or by selling
games and online credits. People
watching a new game being played
could be linked straight through to
an Amazon page to buy it. Users
may spend more money, and time,
using its devices and services and
less on Apple’s iTunes and Google
Play.
The one section of the video

games sector that may shudder at
the Amazon-Twitch tie-up is
publishing. Amazon’s high-profile
dispute with book publishers could
read across to the largest video
games publishing companies.
Amazon has a history of forcing
down the price of content while
keeping a large share of the value
for itself and could turn its attention
to the likes of ActivisionBlizzard
and Take Two and their share of the
video game spoils.
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Playing is no longer the only option for video games fans, as Twitch has turned a private pastime into a spectator sport

Books are
becoming
a footnote
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Trailing in America’s wake
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1 September 15, 2008
Lehman Brothers files for the
biggest bankruptcy in US history

2 September 29, 2008
The US House of Representatives
fail to pass the Bush
administration’s $700bn
bailout plan

3October 3, 2008
US government passes the $700
billion bailout

4November 2, 2009
US announces its economy
returned to growth between July
and September 2009

5 August 4, 2011
Jose Manuel Barroso, European
Commission president, warns the
eurozone crisis is spreading

6 January 2, 2013
US government reaches deal to
resolve fiscal cliff crisis

7 Late September, 2013
Sell-off
US government shutdown

8November/ December, 2013
Sell-off
Fed tapering concerns

9 Late January, 2014
Sell-off
Emerging markets growth
concerns led by Brazil, South Africa,
India, Indonesia and Turkey

10 Late February, earlyMarch,
2014
Sell-off
Unrest in Syria, Iraq and Ukraine
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Sky’s the limit
for Goldilocks
rally in the US
Alexandra Frean Washington

American stocks climbed to new highs
yesterday, driven by merger activity
and the strongest consumer confidence
figures in seven years, with some ana-
lysts suggesting the “not too fast and
not too steep” Goldilocks rally could
continue until the year end and even
beyond.
The S&P 500 breached the psycho-

logically important 2,000 level for the
second day running, gaining 0.2 per
cent to 2,002.76 by noon in New York,
before easing to 2000.56while theDow
Jones industrial average rose 0.2 per
cent to close at 17,106.7.
Although much of the markets’

recent gains have come on low trading
volumes, the slow but steady rise in the
main benchmark indices in the past
two weeks — both the Dow and the
S&P have risen in 10 of the past 13 ses-
sions,while theNasdaq isup for 11of the
past 13 sessions—wasbolstered yester-
day by some strong economic data. The

US Conference Board’s consumer con-
fidence index rose more than expected
in August, climbing to 92.4 this month
from 90.3 in July. Both the July and
August readings were the highest since
October 2007.
With price earnings ratios for com-

panies trading on the S&P 500 close to
historical norms,manyanalysts believe
the market’s momentum will continue.
“The most important thing is that

this general trendwill continue not on-
ly for the next several months, but for
thenext severalyears.Marketgainswill
be in the low double digits for several
more years,” Jonathan Golub, chief US
market strategist for RBC Capital
Markets in New York, said.
He expects the S&P 500 to reach

2075, a gain of roughly 1 per cent a
month, by the end of the year.
Despite steady butmodest economic

growth,MrGolub said he believed that
corporations could maintain earnings
growth in thehigh single digits byman-
aging margins and continued use of
share buybacks. “My call on themarket

is not based on the view that the eco-
nomy is fabulous, it’s that stocks are
cheap and earnings are close to long
term averages,” he said.
However,GinaMartinAdams, senior

equityanalyst atWellsFargo, soundeda
more cautious note, warning that
markets were likely to take a hit some
timenext yearwhen theUSFederalRe-
serve starts to raise interest rates.
Market jitters in anticipationof a rate

rise could even start towards the end of
this year, she said.
“As long as earnings continue to rise,

share prices will continue to rise in the
long-long term. But in the short period
of the next six to 12 months, we can ex-
pect market volatility,” she said.
Markets could fall by asmuchas 7 per

cent once the Fed acts, a bigger correc-
tion than the 5 per cent corrections
seen over the past couple of years, but
still “not all that huge”.
Ms Martin suggested that the cur-

rent slow, but steady, Goldilocks mode
of the market meant that the impact of
an interest rate rise could be relatively
mild, but only as long as inflationary
pressures remain subdued.
NarimanBehravesh, chiefUSecono-

mist at IHS, expressed cautious opti-
mism about markets on the basis of
steady underlying growth of about
threeper centby theendof theyearand
the continuing commitmentby compa-
nies to keep a tight rein on costs.
However, he agreed that markets

were likely to have a “little fit” once the
Fed raised interest rates “sometime to-
wards mid-2015”, even though it would
be one of the most anticipated changes
in monetary policy in history.
“Itwon’t bedrastic, but itmightmean

the market will continue to flatten and
there will be more volatility,” Dr Beh-
ravesh said. He added that the value of
US stocks relative to bonds and relative
tomarkets in Japan andEurope (not in-
cluding the UK) would bolster US
markets beyond 2015. “The money has
to go somewhere,” he noted.
Yesterday’s rally was broad-based.

Amazon shares rose 9.98 per cent after
news that it was close to taking over the
online gaming portal Twitch, DSW
shares were up 8.55 per cent after the
discount shoe retailer announced
better than expected results and shares
in the Canadian coffee chain Tim
Hortons rose 8.58 per cent a day after
the news broke of its takeover by
Burger King.

Footsie out
of step with
Wall Street
Analysis Gary Parkinson

While Wall Street
scales new
heights, shares

in London have failed to
keep pace. The FTSE 100,
1.4 per cent higher in
2014, remains more than
100 points from its own
record, notched up on the
last trading day of the last
millennium, and has
struggled to make up that
ground.
Robert Parkes, of

HSBC, said: “The
Footsie’s broadly been

doing nothing for a year,
bobbing around in a
narrow 400-point trading
range. It’s been stop-start,
with maybe a slight
uptrend.”
Strategists attribute

London’s relative
sluggishness to three
broad factors: an
unconvincing eurozone
economy, diverging
central bank policies and
exchange rates.
As recently as last year,

the eurozone economy
was in contraction. It may
have turned positive now,
but growth remains
anaemic. Europe’s
economy is important to
the companies in the
Footsie, which derive
about half of all earnings
from the UK and the

eurozone. Barely a fifth of
their earnings come from
a much stronger US
economy. Contrast that
with American
corporations. Their
domestic market
accounts for 65 per cent
of sales, with the
eurozone and Britain the
source of only 8 per cent
of earnings.
Against three rounds of

quantitative easing by the
US Federal Reserve, the
European Central Bank is
still deciding whether to
begin its first.
Quantitative easing is
supportive of share prices
because central banks
buying hundreds of
billions of bonds drive
down yields and push
investors elsewhere, often

to equities.
Shares in London have

also been disadvantaged
by the strength of
sterling. For the
international-focused
Footsie, which derives
just over two thirds of its
earnings overseas, a
strong pounds hurts its
exporters.
Even its make-up is a

problem. Banking, energy
and mining shares
account for roughly half
the index. All have
struggled.
Tim Edwards, of S&P

Dow Jones Indices, said:
“While small caps in the
UK and US kept pace
with each other, there is a
marked difference in the
fates of larger
companies.”

American house market slows down
Miles Costello

Fresh evidence of the fragility of
America’s economic recovery emerged
yesterday when official figures showed
house price growth stalling and as a
boom in the commercial aircraft
market disguised a dip in demand for
US durable goods.
According to the latest monthly

survey of house prices fromS&P/Case-
Shiller, the value of Americans’ homes
rose by only 1 per cent in June, com-
pounding a slowdown in the property
market’s momentum that began in
earnest last autumn.
House prices across the country’s

20biggest cities roseby8.1 per cent dur-
ing the 12 months to the end of June as

prices achieved their smallest annual
gain since December 2012.
Every one of the cities covered by

the survey suffered lower annualised
growth rates in June, even soaraway
markets such as San Francisco. Prices
in California’s “Golden Gate City” rose
by 12.9 per cent year-on-year in June,
sharply below the annualised 18.4 per
cent for April, the survey found.
David Blitzer, chairman of the index

committee at S&P Dow Jones Indices,
said that it was the first time since
February 2008 that all 20 cities had
suffered a lower annual growth rate
compared with the previous month.
Rather than being a cause for

concern, however, Dr Blitzer said the
slowdown indicated that the housing

market was stabilising before an in-
crease in interest rates expected next
year that is likely to push up the cost of
mortgage loans.
Further complicating the economic

picture yesterday, orders for American
durablegoods surgedby22.6percent to
$300.1billion in July, the biggest in-
crease since recordswere first compiled
in 1992, according to figures published
by the commerce department.
The jump, compared with a 2.7 per

cent rise in June, was driven by a huge
rise in orders for commercial aircraft.
Once the transport sector is removed
from the figures, however, demand for
durable goods fell last month by 0.8 per
cent, as orders outside the defence
sector slipped, the department said.

Malaysia Airlines boss and
5,000 workers face the axe
Robert Lea Industrial Editor

As many as 5,000 Malaysia Airlines
workers could follow the chief execu-
tive Ahmad Jauhari “AJ” Yahya out of
the door after two of themost shocking
aviation disasters of recent years.
The loss-making airline is due to re-

port its latest financial figures today
when Khazanah Nasional, Malaysia’s
sovereign wealth fund and the largest
shareholder, is also set to announce
plans for a major restructuring.
This is likely to result in the depar-

ture of Mr Yahya and, according to
some reports, a quarter of the 20,000-
strong workforce. While confirmation

of the nationalisation of the airline is
expected, it is believed any decision on
the future of the brandwill be for a new
management team.
Mr Yahya is expected to go, having

seen through the crises that have
gripped the carrier this year: the disap-
pearance inMarch of flight 370 and the
239 people on board from 15 countries
on a service between Kuala Lumpur
and Beijing; and the shooting down
over Ukraine of flight 17 between Am-
sterdam and Kuala Lumpur with the
loss of all 298 on board.
Workers are bracing themselves for

the worst, with the most conservative
estimates suggesting 2,000 job losses.

‘The trend will continue
. . . market gains will be
in the low double digits
for several more years’
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RBS faces
£15m fine
for ‘mis-sold’
mortgages
Harry Wilson

Royal Bank of Scotland is facing a fine
of £15million after regulators found
that the taxpayer-backed lender could
have mis-sold tens of thousands of
mortgages to customers, some as re-
cently as last year.
The Financial Conduct Authority is

preparing to announce a settlement
with RBS after an investigation uncov-
ered evidence of poor training among
the lender’s mortgage advisers that
could have led to customers being
offered home loans that were not
appropriate for them.
RBS is expected to pay a fine of about

£15million and possibly millions of
pounds more in redress payments for
mortgages sold by the bank between
2011 and 2013, with tens of thousands of
customers likely to be affected by the
potential mis-selling.
Aswell as poor staff training, the FCA

isunderstood tohave foundseriousdefi-
ciencies in the bank’s record-keeping.
RBS is one of Britain’s biggest mort-

gage lenders and enjoys amarket share
of about 10 per cent of the country’s
home loan market. In 2011 and 2012,
two of the years covered by the FCA
investigation, the bank extendedmort-
gages totalling close to £29 billion to
customers, making it the UK’s sixth-
biggest lender after Santander UK.
The bank admitted in its 2013 annual

report that its mortgage lending in the
first half of last year had to slow owing
to “adviser training” after problems
were found with the way some staff
were selling home loans to customers.
Fining the bank could be embarrass-

ing for the government, as it is possible
that some of the mis-sold loans may
havebeen funded inpart by theBankof
England’s Funding for Lending
Scheme, which was set up in 2012 to
provide cheap money to enable con-
sumers to buy houses before being
switched to focus on small businesses.
The fine is the latest to be imposedon

the business and is likely to raise ques-
tions about RBS’s recovery, covering as
it does a period several years after the
bank’s £45.5billion state-funded bail-
out that handed the taxpayer an 80 per
cent stake in the lender.
The FCA is already in themidst of an

investigation into claims the bank put
vulnerable business customers into ad-
ministration for its own profit. The len-
der has also been fined over its involve-
ment in interest rate manipulation.
The FCA and RBS both declined to

comment.

Stephen King

There’s been much
excitement about
Britain’s return to
the top of the
international

growth league. Its economy was
3.2 per cent bigger in the second
quarter of 2014 than it had been a
year earlier. Over the same period,
Germany was up 1.3 per cent, France
a measly 0.1 per cent and Italy down
0.3 per cent. Even the supposedly
dynamic US economy was unable to
keep up with the UK, posting a
2.4 per cent gain. Japan was totally
stagnant.
From Britain’s point of view, this all

sounds rather wonderful. An
economy that had been on the ropes
for many years is coming out fighting,
stronger than all the other leading
industrialised nations but not, it
should be noted, the strongest in
Europe: both Latvia and Hungary are
doing better.
Many a sin, however, can be

disguised through the misleading use
of statistics. Yes, Britain is doing
better than it was. Yes, it is growing
more quickly than some of its key
competitors. Yet the UK economy
today is only a tiny bit bigger than it
was in 2008, just before it was
engulfed in its bespoke version of the
global financial crisis. The American
and German economies, in contrast,
are now much larger than they were
then. Even if the present league
position is encouraging, people up
and down the country will be
wondering why their wage packets
are still shrinking, at least when
allowance is made for inflation.
Perhaps, in time, these problems

will go away — after all, continued
economic expansion at current rates
would make most people better off—
but growing this quickly when other
countries are struggling to expand
will be no easy task. The problem is
peculiarly British. It’s called the
balance of payments.
It’s not impossible for a country to

grow more quickly than others
without eventually sucking in imports
at a ferocious rate. Rapid productivity
growth — more outputs from given
inputs, the alchemy of economic
progress — will do the trick.
Countries lucky enough to experience
rapid productivity gains may not
only be able to raise living standards
at home but also, via strong,
technology-led export gains, living

standards abroad. In the 1960s and
1970s, both Japan and Germany
pulled off this trick. More recently,
China has managed much the same.
In all three cases, rapid gains in living
standards were associated more often
than not with balance of payments
surpluses.
Postwar Britain has not been quite

so lucky. All too often its position at
the top of the growth league has been
fleeting, not so much because the
economy eventually has drowned in a
sea of inflation but, instead, because
rapid expansion has been associated
with an equally rapid deterioration in
the UK’s balance of payments
position.
We may be approaching one of

those unfortunate moments now. The
recovery so far has been associated
with a hopeless productivity

performance, while the deficit on the
balance of payments is already
running at a disturbingly large
£20billion per quarter, or thereabouts.
Relative to the size of the British
economy, it’s not far off the biggest on
record.
Some argue that none of this needs

matter. Ben Broadbent, deputy
governor of the Bank of England,
suggested in a speech at Chatham
House last month that the balance of
payments deficit didn’t pose any kind
of “independent, existential threat to
UK growth”. His view is based on the
observation that the payments we
have to make to our foreign creditors
typically are lower than the receipts
we receive on our own investments
overseas. Put another way, the UK is
acting like a giant version of a
successful hedge fund: it raises funds

cheaply from its creditors and
re-invests some of that money in
much higher returning assets
elsewhere. The remainder can be
spent on imports. On this basis,
apparently we can live beyond our
means forever.
It’s hardly a novel argument. Many

American economists made similar
claims about their economy before
the onset of the sub-prime crisis. Yet
the argument has its flaws. If growth
elsewhere in the world is persistently
lower than in Britain, it’s difficult to
believe that those foreign assets will
continue to deliver superior returns.
It’s equally difficult to believe that
foreign creditors will continue to pour
their money into the UK if we are
unable ultimately to turn that money
into productive investments that will
lead to higher exports. Without the
support of foreign creditors, we
simply won’t be able to support our
addiction to cheap imports.
At this point, it’s worth thinking

about Britain’s export performance
compared with its nearest
competitors. It doesn’t make for
happy reading. Despite a huge fall in
sterling in 2008, British exports have
struggled to make headway. One
oft-quoted explanation is our
dependence on exports to the
eurozone. That, however, hardly
explains why our export performance
has been so miserable. Germany and
France have done better, even though
they, too, are intimately tied to the
eurozone. And as for our ambitions in
the emerging world, they have hardly
been met: since the beginning of the
1990s, our exports to the most
dynamic parts of the world have
made a lot less headway than those of
our leading European competitors.
The UK’s recovery would be a lot

more encouraging if, first, there was
clear evidence of a sustained pick-up
in productivity and, second, if our
exports were even close to matching
those of our peers. In reality, we are
neither productive nor, it seems,
particularly export-focused.
Enjoy the recovery while it lasts.

There’s a good chance that, like
previous periods of economic
outperformance, eventually we’ll find
ourselves succumbing to a balance of
payments crisis. It’s
one British tradition
that we seem unable
to shake off.
@KingEconomist

‘‘

’’

Enjoy the recovery while it lasts
because it may not last very long
Stephen King is HSBC’s chief economist and author ofWhen the Money Runs Out (Yale)

The balance of payments issue is exacerbated by our addiction to cheap imports

PAUL THOMAS/GETTY IMAGES
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Tech firm shows its
‘maverick’ the door

The “maverick” chief executive of
Telecity has been fired only sixmonths
after he published a book urging
business leaders to “forget strategy, get
results”.
MichaelTobin, oneof the technology

sector’s most colourful characters, has
run Britain’s largest data centre com-
pany for more than a decade, but has
agreed to leaveafterbeing forcedoutby
his fellow directors.
It is understood that the Telecity

board, led by John Hughes, its chair-
man, had been considering a change
amid rumours of disagreements
between Mr Tobin and other directors
over issues that included returning
cash to shareholders.MrHughes said it
was “the right time for a new leadership
team”.
It is believed that the publication of

Mr Tobin’s book Forget Strategy, Get
Resultsalso caused frictionwithinTele-
city. The book includes anecdotes
about how Mr Tobin took his team to
swim with sharks and how he abseiled
off Table Mountain with his wife. The
book describes himas “radical, creative
and often extreme” and “not your typi-
cal CEO”.
The company will pay a termination

payment to Mr Tobin of more than
£750,000, as well as £10,000 as a contri-
bution to his legal fees connected with
the end of his employment. A further

£45,000will behandedover in the form
of “outplacementcounsellingandassis-
tance” to Mr Tobin.
He also will be eligible for shares

worth £361,000 at the closing price of
Telecity shares last Friday. A further
338,000 shares, worth about £2.6mil-
lionat lastweek’s levels, couldbepaid to
him, depending on how the company
performs in future. Shares inTelecity
have fallen 16 per cent over the past
year.
MrTobinhas been synonymouswith

Telecity’s growth over the past decade.
He joined after engineering themerger
with Redbus Interhouse and listing the
combined company in 2007, when it
wasvaluedat £436million.Telecitywas
worth £1.6 billion at the close of trading
last week, although it lost 6 per cent of
its value after it emerged thatMrTobin
was leaving. The shares closed 45½p
lower at 716p last night.
Richard Holway, a TechMarketView

analyst, said: “AnyonewhoknowsMike
will realise that he is something of a
one-off. His management style might
not always appeal to everyone and one
suspects makes him something of a
maverick on any board.”
Mr Tobin, who was made an OBE in

the new year, will stay on at the com-
pany until October 31. He said in a
statement thathehopedTelecitywould
go from “strength to strength”.
Mr Holway said: “One thing I am

absolutely sure of is that we ain’t heard
the last of Mr Tobin.”

Zarin Patel was the
longest-serving chief financial
officer at the BBC, but the

finance executive has decided to
change course to work at Grass
Roots, which helps companies to
devise employee and customer
loyalty awards and incentive
schemes. The economics graduate
started at KPMG before joining
the Beeb in 1990. She became the
corporation’s chief financial officer
in 2004, but didn’t always have an
easy time at the BBC, where
she was criticised in the media
over tax arrangements for
paying some of its top staff.

Ms Patel said she was
joining Grass Roots as it
was an organisation with
“an ambitious vision for

growth”. Her new
salary has not been
disclosed but when
she left the BBC she
was being paid about
£322,000 a year.

Business big shot

name
zarin patel
age 53
position
chief financial
officer,
grass roots

ballmer’s tv break before
shooting some hoops
Steve Ballmer had only a brief
hiatus between ending his
run as chief executive of Microsoft
and taking over the LA Clippers
basketball team. So just what does
someone with a $22billion fortune
do in those first two weeks? Retreat
indoors and watch 100 episodes of
The Good Wife, apparently. Mr
Ballmer, in an interview with The
Wall Street Journal, said that after
following the fortunes of Alicia
Florrick, played by Julianna
Margulies, below, he played some
golf, studied Hebrew and began to
prepare to teach a university course.
That was until the basketball team
came up for sale. He bagged the
Clippers for $2billion, but not
before having to charm Shelly
Sterling, their owner. After
his initial approach, Ms
Sterling rang a friend to
ask: “Who is Steve
Ballmer?”

power shortage
The bosses of
ScottishPower, EDF
Energy, SSE, E.ON
and British Gas have
failed so far to rise to
the challenge of
pouring a bucket of
ice over their heads

in the name of charity. They were
challenged by npower after Paul
Massara, its chief executive, did the
Ice Bucket Challenge on behalf of
Macmillan. Perhaps they’ve been
put off by the bad weather.

he’s got some sauce
Mark Price, the managing director
of Waitrose, has been put in his
place by a seven-year-old from
Dorset. Not understanding what
the drawing on Waitrose’s bottles of
brown sauce depicted, Harry
Deverill wrote and complained. So
Mr Price let him design his own
label. The new bottle, which will
have the schoolboy’s picture of a
full English breakfast on them, will
be in stores next week.

love of the common people
You may recall that we reported
this summer that Mark Carney had
done away with the Bank of
England’s cricket match at its
annual sports day in favour of
rounders, which apparently is more
inclusive. City People has learnt
that he went one step further to try
to include all of Threadneedle
Street’s staff. Unlike the late Eddie
George, who used to have a VIP
marquee at the sports day, the
governor followed in Lord King of
Lothbury’s footsteps and decided to
mix with the commoners.

CITY PEOPLE
The feuds, the faces and the farcical
Kathryn Hopkins@KathrynHopkins
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Almost £5billion flew into Isas in the
space of a month as savers rushed to
take advantage of new rules allowing
them to save up to £15,000 tax free.
Figures from the British Bankers’

Association show that the £4.9billion
deposited in Isas in July was more than
half the amount recorded this year. The
rush was driven by the introduction on
July 1 of new Isas, after changes an-
nounced in the last budget.
The new Isas gave savers an annual

allowance of £15,000, which they can
hold in cash and stocks and shares, or
any combination of them. Previously, it
was possible only to save up to half of
the overall £11,520 Isa limit in cash.
RichardWoolhouse, chief economist

at the BBA, said: “Savings were a little
low during the first half of 2014, but it
seemspeoplewere justwaitinguntil the
new rules came into effect to invest
their money.” However, he added that
the household savings ratio was half
that of Britons’ parents’ generation and
“more still needs to be done”.
TheBBA’s figures also show that high

street lenders handed out fewer home
mortgages last month. Mortgage ap-
provals dipped from 43,180 in June to
42,792 in July. In April, the Financial
Conduct Authority implemented the
Mortgage Market Review, which re-
quires prospective homebuyers to give
muchmore detail about their spending
habits. TheBBA’s figures are in contrast
with other surveys, which show that
lending has bounced back.

By George! Pictet
finally opens up

In 1805, George III,
below, was in the
45th year of his reign,

Napoleon’s armies were
sweeping across Europe,
right, and in the Swiss city
of Geneva two bankers
began a partnership that
would become one of the
country’s most successful
and discreet private banks
(Harry Wilson writes).
Pictet, which traces its

roots back to the business
started in July that year,
has published its financial
accounts for the first time.
The bank reported a
SwFr203million
(£133.7million)
profit for the
first six months
of 2014.
Operating
income for the
period to
June 30 was
SwFr975million.
Operating

expenses before tax were
SwFr728 million, giving it
a cost-to-income ratio of
75 per cent. Pictet’s equity
stands at SwFr2.2billion,
giving it a core capital
ratio of 21.7 per cent.
The bank said the “most

rudimentary figures” on
its business had been
hidden behind a “veil of
discretion”. It hoped the
disclosures would “not
undermine the primacy of
trust”.

The publication comes
amid a push for more

transparency in Swiss
banking. Pictet is one
of about a dozen

Swiss banks being
investigated
by the US
Department of
Justice, which
is trying to
stamp out tax

evasion by
Americans.

Sorrell answers his pay critics by
delivering jump in WPP profits
Sir Martin Sorrell said yesterday that
he was not some “Johnny come lately”,
as WPP shrugged off investors’ con-
cerns about executive pay by reporting
first-half results that were better than
expected.
Theworld’sbiggest advertisinggroup

came under fire at its annual meeting
in June, when almost 30 per cent of
shareholders refused to back Sir Mar-
tin’s £30million pay package. Investors
were in a brighter mood yesterday,
however, after WPP revealed a 15 per
cent increase in pre-tax profits to
£491million for the six months to
June 30, although the figures were
dampened by the strong pound.
Revenues rose by 3 per cent to

£5.5 billion, or 11 per cent after account-
ing for currencymovements,WPPsaid.
The company was on track to achieve
its target of improving operating mar-
gins by 0.3 per cent across the full year.
Asked if the performance vindicated

his pay rise this year, Sir Martin said:
“I’ve been at this for 28 years . . . I’mnot
a Johnny come lately and I’m not

somebody who has come in and gone
out of the company very quickly.
Basically, I’ve held my stock since I
bought into the company 28 years ago
and I see this as a long-term exercise.
All of my net worth is tied up in the
company.”
WPP, whose assets include the

creative agencies Grey and JWT and
the media-buying agency MediaCom,
is the latest British multinational to be
hit by the strong pound. Billings were
“ravaged” and the rise of sterling wiped
£74million off its adjusted pre-tax
profits, it said. However, on an under-
lyingbasis, the companygrewacross all
its territories and divisions.
Growthwas strongest inBritain,with

like-for-like revenues up 15 per cent to
£784million in the first six months.
Internationally, WPP benefited from
the flirtation of Publicis andOmnicom,
its rivals, by picking up business from
clients such as Vodafone and Pepsi.
Clients were increasing their

spending on advertising and promo-
tion, but Sir Martin said that there was
anxiety in corporate boardroomsabout
potential political and economic “flash-

points” — in particular, the conflict in
Ukraine and the potential impact of
economic sanctions against Russia on
multinationals with operations there.
“Obviously if the sanctions start to

bite, that would have a significant im-
pact on Germany, which is the biggest
tradingpartnerwithRussia,”SirMartin
said. “To date, we’ve not seen any can-
cellations of media planning and buy-
ing, but those plans are long-term, so
you have to wait a little while to see if
there’s any impact.”
The turmoil in the Middle East and

the prospect of Scottish independence
were adding to clients’ unease.
“Obviously, there is a chance
that Scotlandwill vote ‘yes’ . . .
It will be a difficult situation
for businesses that have to
adjust to an independent
Scotland if that was to be the
case.”
The uncertainty meant

that companies were fo-

cusing mainly on cutting costs to meet
profit targets, although confidence has
improved markedly since the depths of
the financial crisis. “The now over-$7
trillion net cash lying virtually idle in
those balance sheets still seems des-
tined to remain so,” Sir Martin said.
Paul Richards, an analyst at Numis,

said: “WPP is in excellent health, and
remains very well positioned by disci-
pline and by geography. In the absence
of further [currency] movements, the
combination of revenue growth and
margin expansion, alongside ongoing
share buybacks, should see it return to

double-digit earnings per share
growth in 2015.”

Sir Martin, who turns 70
next year, said he had no
plans to step down. “But I’m
here at the shareholders’ be-

hest. They vote on me
every year. As long as

theywantme I’ll be
here.” WPP
shares rose
1.4 per cent
to close at
£12.44.

Brazilian boost for talkSPORT

A surge in advertising during this
summer’s World Cup in Brazil has
helped UTV Media to a 62 per cent
jump inpre-taxprofits to£10million for
the first half of the year.
Revenues at talkSPORT, the radio

network whose presenters include
Colin Murray and Stan Collymore,
were up 33 per cent as listeners tuned in
to coverage of the football tournament
in June and July.
That lifted sales at the Northern

Ireland-based broadcaster by 13 per
cent to £57.8million in the first six
monthsof theyear,UTVsaidyesterday.

Pre-tax earnings were ahead of City
expectations and analysts at Numis
said that the company was on track for
a profit of £18million for the full year.
UTVraised its interimdividendby4per
cent to 1.82p per share.
UTV will be launching a new televi-

sion channel in the Republic of Ireland
in January, which will feature ITV
shows such as Coronation Street and
Emmerdale. UTV said that it was fore-
casting a loss of between £2million and
£3million in the channel’s first full year
but “wewouldexpect tomove intoprof-
itability in the second half of 2015”.
Shares in UTVMedia were down

2.2 per cent at 205p.

Savers rush to
take advantage
of bigger Isas
Kathryn Hopkins
Economics Correspondent

Alex Spence Media Editor

Alex Spence

BRIDGEMAN ART LIBRARY/GETTY IMAGESI

Sir Martin Sorrell
has no plans
to step down

Best Buy hurt by better deals

Best Buy has become the latest
American retailer to report disappoint-
ing results in the face of stiff internet
competition.
While the big-box electronics chain

and erstwhile partner of Carphone
Warehouse reported a 22 per cent rise
in online sales in the three months to
August 2, same-store sales fell by 2 per
cent. Total revenue fell by 4 per cent to
$8.89billion and profits plunged from
$248million for the same period last
year to $146million, although this was
better than analysts had expected.
Mid-market American retailers such

as Macy’s, where like-for-like sales
growth of 1.2 per cent missed expecta-
tions, and Kohl’s, where comparative
revenues slumped by 4.2 per cent, have
been hit most severely by waning con-
sumer confidence as shoppers turn to
cut-price alternatives such as Wal-
Mart or seek discounts online.
Hubert Joly, the chief executive of

Best Buy, said: “Like other retailers
and, as reflected in this quarter’s per-
formance, we continued to see a shift in
consumer behaviour: consumers are
increasingly researching and buying
online. As a result, traffic to our
bricks-and-mortar stores continued
to decline.”

Alexandra Frean Washington

Silicon Valley’s finest may be fretting
about the make-up of their companies
— they are just sowhite orAsian—but
a new report is telling the tech bosses to
take another look. They do have thou-
sands of black Americans, Hispanics
and Pacific islanders working for them,
but they are on poverty-level wages
with outside contractors, typically
cleaning the toilets, tending the lawns
or manning the security gates.
Working Partnerships USA has

found the multibillion-dollar techno-
logy powerhouses of California all
following an extraordinary stereotype,
which bears no relation to the wider
American demographic.
Of Google’s staffers, 59 per cent

are white and 34 per cent Asian. At
Facebook, the numbers are 53 per cent
and41per cent, respectively.AtTwitter,
it is 58 per centwhite, 34 per centAsian.
AtYahoo! theAsianproportion is58per
cent and the white ratio 35 per cent. At
LinkedIn, it is 60 per cent Asian, 34 per
cent white. At eBay, it is 54 per cent
Asian and 40 per cent white.
Blacks, hispanics, Pacific islanders

and other minorities tend to make up
barely 5 per cent of salaried staff in Sili-
con Valley. Of the tech giants, Apple is
the most diverse, although 77 per cent
of its staff are white or Asian.
The report byWorking Partnerships,

a community labour organisation,
reveals that security workers, grounds
maintenance workers and janitors do
not show up on the tech giants’ num-
bers because they tend to be registered
under an external contractor.

Hidden ‘social
bias’ lurks in
Silicon Valley
Robert Lea Industrial Editor
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Antofagasta sees a silver lining
from its copper mines pay deal
A wage settlement with trade unions
that helped to drag down profits at
Antofagasta were shrugged off by
the copper miner’s management and
analysts yesterday.
The FTSE 100 constituent signed

a four-year wage agreement with
workers at two of its biggest mines in
Chile, which included a one-off bonus
payment.
That hit profits in the first half, which

fell by 11.5per centandmissed forecasts,
briefly spooking investors. The share
price slid by 2.5 per cent before recover-
ing a little to close 9½p down at 798½p.
Analysts, however, said that they

were comfortable with the wage deal
andDiegoHernández, the chief execu-
tive, said he was confident that the
group could maintain good relations
with its employees, who would not

want to jeopardise their job prospects.
“The Chilean economy is slowing
down.Workers are quite happy to keep
their jobs and we are quite happy to
keep those workers with us.”
Costs were higher after production

declined by 4 per cent compared with
the same period last year, although the

company said that activity would pick
up in the second half. Overall net cash
costs jumped 16 per cent in the six
months to the end of June, butMrHer-
nández said that a cost-reduction pro-
gramme was starting to reap results.
“We were able to break the trend of

costs going up. This year is under con-
trol.” He expects costs to start coming
down next year.
Pre-tax profits fell by 13 per cent to

$851million (£513million), from reve-
nues down 4 per cent at $2.7billion.
Earnings before interest, tax, deprecia-
tion and amortisation were $1.1 billion,
below forecasts of $1.2billion.
Antofagasta also faces the prospect

of a bigger tax bill as the Chilean gov-
ernment works on a programme of tax
reforms, expected to be passed by the
end of next month.
The copper price remains volatile,

with a 2 per cent decline over the first

six months. Mr Hernández said that
this reflected a gloomy economic out-
look: “When you look at supply and de-
mand of copper, we are reassured that
the copper market is quite healthy and
supply and demand is quite tight. That
is not reflected in the price because of
pessimism on the world economy.”
He said that global demand for cop-

per was growing at 3 per cent a year.
The copper surplus this year is likely to
between between 100,000 and 150,000
tonnes, he said, much lower than
market forecasts of 400,000 tonnes.
“Next year we could have a surplus

again, similar towhatwas expected this
year. From then on supply and demand
will be very tight. We are cautious on
the short term but optimistic on the
medium to long-term.”
The company increased the interim

dividend by 31.5 per cent to 11.7 cents a
share, to be paid on October 9.

Josephine Moulds

Bunzl plays
catch-up
in race for
acquisitions

Bunzl, the FTSE 100 company that
makes its livelihood from buying up
other people’s businesses, is catching
up with its annual acquisition targets
with a flurry of raids on British owner-
managed outfits.
Bunzl is in involved distribution and

sourcing consumables to end-users,
such as selling bags to supermarkets,
disposable kit to the healthcare and
construction industries and paper cups
to coffee chains.
Mike Roney, its chief executive,

makes no secret that the sort of compa-
nies he buys are where shareholders—
normally family members — want to
sell up because of issues of health,
death, divorce, disputes about succes-
sion or financial problems.
At least one of those factors played a

role in the £35million of revenues that
Bunzl has added in recent weeks from
acquisitions. They have been a special-
ist in surgical gowns called 365Health-
care, based in Droitwich, Worcester-
shire; the Cheltenham-based Premiere
Products, a provider of cleaning fluids
to office and school caretakers; and Lee
Brothers, of Wolverhampton, and
Guardsman, of Leicester, both ofwhich
supply disposable safety and workwear
for construction and industrial compa-
nies. The deals take Bunzl up to about
£119million of acquisitions this year,
which analysts say is below trend.
“Annual spend has averaged

£285million in the last two years
and the run rate so far is therefore
tracking below that number— and our
own expectation of circa £300million,”
Nicholas de la Grense, of Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, said.
The group reported pre-tax profits

for the half-year up 5 per cent at
£176million on revenues downmargin-
ally at £2.9billion. The company has
suffered from currency conversion on
the strength of sterling and claimed
that underlying earnings were 14 per
cent better on sales up 7 per cent.
The interim dividend is rising by

10 per cent to 11p. The shares ended the
day 9p up at £16.39p, not far from the
all-time high of £16.90 in June.

Robert Lea Industrial Editor

Analysts said they were comfortable
with Antofagasta’s mine wages deal
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The right combination With two thirds of the wheat harvest already in, farmers are enjoying their best summer in seven
years. Despite a wet winter and spring, fine weather since has resulted in good yields and quality, according to the NFU

Scottish ‘yes’ to
hit corporate
pension funds
Miles Costello

A victory for the “yes” campaign in
next month’s referendum on Scottish
independence could spark a financial
crunch at some of Britain’s biggest
corporate pension schemes.
Analysts at JPMorganCazenove told

clients yesterday that they had identi-
fied 22 companies that could be forced
to top up their retirement funds or split
themin two ifScotsvoted tobreakaway
in the poll on September 18.
The six largest “at risk” companies

are BAESystems, BT, G4S, J Sainsbury,
TescoandTUITravel, theanalysts said.
Also on the list of schemes, some of
which labour under shortfalls of bil-
lions of pounds, are Trinity Mirror,
First Group and Johnston Press.
If Scotland successfully negotiated

separate entry to the European Union,
the schemes would have to conform to
rules demanding that they are fully
funded or able to meet their long-term
obligations to their retiring staff in full.
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t was strange hearing Ed Davey
congratulate an energy company
boss in public in April — after all,
politicians love nothing more
than bashing the industry. The

object of the energy secretary’s affec-
tions, however, wasn’t one of the
unpopular Big Six but a new breed of
independent supplier and Mr Davey
made a point of wishing Stephen Fitz-
patrick, the chief executive of Ovo
Energy, good luck.
Independent suppliers — so-called

because they usually do not own power
stations and so buy their electricity on
the wholesale market— have been ob-
vious winners from the political and
consumer backlash against the Big Six.
After the giant energy companies

announced their latest round of above-
inflationprice rises, andwithmemories
still fresh of Ed Miliband’s price freeze
promise last autumn, hundreds of
thousands of customers defected to
independents. In November, 600,000
households switched, double the
previous year’s number (although
switching rates have since slipped back
to earlier levels). First Utility, Britain’s
largest independent, took on 100,000
new customers that month and has
500,000 in total, compared with
100,000 two years ago.
Independent suppliers are able to

offer attractive deals largely because, as
new entrants, they are exempt from
many of the government’s green levies,
saving their customersabout £70ayear.
Yet, despitedoubling theirmarket share
in a year, independents supply only
about 5 per cent of all households, with
the Big Six accounting for the rest.
Moreover, small does not necessarily

mean beautiful. Nigel Cornwall, from
Cornwall Energy, a research group,
warns that independents are vulnera-
ble to a sudden increase in wholesale
energyprices. In late2008, forexample,
BizzEnergy and Electricity4Business,
two challenger suppliers, went bust
within the space of a fortnight.
“The independents’ growth is

potentially very brittle,” Mr Cornwall
said. Those that lack the financial clout
of the Big Six cannot buy their energy
as far in advance and therefore could
struggle to supply customers on lower
price-fixed deals amid an unexpected
surge in wholesale prices. “There is a
risk that independent suppliers go bust
if wholesale markets become more
volatile, while customers of integrated
companies are at less of a risk.”
Wholesale energy markets have

been favourable to independents re-
cently, with prices falling since the end
of last year. Smaller suppliers are more
sensitive to movements in wholesale
prices, so are quicker to pass on cuts—
or rises — to customers.
Darren Braham, finance director of

First Utility, admitted: “If wholesale
prices had been going up instead, it
would have been harder for independ-
ent suppliers to be competitive.”
The annual rate of switching, repre-

senting about 10 per cent of house-
holds, is only half what it was five years
ago. Ann Robinson, of uSwitch.com,
the price comparison website that

earns a commission when a customer
changes supplier, said: “This is not a
sign of a healthy market. People think
they better stick with the devil they
know.”
According to Ofgem, nearly two

thirds of customers have never
changed supplier, many of them on
lower incomes, such as pensioners who
do not have access to the internet and
are left on themost expensive standard
tariffs. Energy companies make the
highest profit margins from such cus-
tomers, allowing them to offer much
cheaper deals to try to attract new cus-
tomers. According to official figures,
last yearBritishGas charged customers

who had never switched gas supplier
£89 more than those who had.
Independent suppliers such as Ovo

Energy and First Utility want to con-
tinue to grow and have set targets of
hitting a million customers. They hope
that smart meters, being rolled from
next year in a nationwide programme,
will encourage more households to
switch.
As the independents become too big

to qualify for exemptions from green
levies, it will becomeharder for them to
offer cheap deals — and as EDF
Energy, the smallest of the Big Six, has
3.7million customers, the independ-
ents have a lot of ground to make up.

Independent suppliers
are signing up more
customers upset with
poor service at the Big
Six, writes TimWebb

If only muscling in on the British energy
market was as easy as a flicking a switch

Powers of
persuasion
pay off
Case study Flatmates

J im Densham says he
will never return to one
of the Big Six energy

companies after switching
from SSEto Ecotricity in
December.
Mr Densham, 42, from

Glasgow, who works for the
RSPB, had become fed up
reading about the big
groups making huge profits
and paying out chunky
dividends to shareholders
while raising prices for
customers.
“I wanted to get away

from the Big Six. They
just seemed to be about
paying their
shareholders. That may
not be the aim of the
small companies,”
he said. He wanted to find

a green supplier and pays
about £35 per month for
electricity and £50 for gas,
roughly the same as SSE’s
tariff.
Ecotricity supplies its

customers with gas and
electricity mostly from
renewable sources. He has
been impressed by their
customer service.

He moved previously
four years ago from
British Gas to SSEafter
sales agents had knocked
on his door, offering a
cheaper deal. SSE, like
most of the Big Six, no

longer signs up
customers on
the doorstep.
It was fined
£10.5million
in 2013 for

mis-selling.

A lexa Wheeler works
in digital marketing
and rents in

Battersea, southwest
London. The 23-year-old,
pictured above, has
persuaded two sets of
flatmates to switch supplier,
having moved home twice
since last September.
Her first experience of

the Big Six was not good.
Coming to the end of her
tenancy last year, she and
her housemates needed
British Gas to write a letter
confirming that they had
settled their account before

the landlord would return
their deposit. She had to
call British Gas five times
before the letter arrived.
“Since that experience, I

have been keen to move
away from the Big Six,”
she said. In April, she
persuaded her new
flatmates to switch from
British Gas to a one-year
fixed deal with Ovo Energy,
saving everybody about
£250 a year.
Most of her friends think

that switching is too much
hassle, even though they
know they would save lots
of money, she said. “My
boyfriend always says it’s
never a good time. It only
takes five minutes.”
Not that she’s entirely

against the Big Six. She
persuaded her parents, who
live in a large house, to
move from a standard tariff
with SSE to ScottishPower,
saving them £700 a year.

Fed up by focus on shareholders
Case study Going green

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHERS, BEN GURR AND JAMES GLOSSOP

Small players with big ambitions

6Ovo Energy
Founded in 2009,
Britain’s fastest-growing
independent supplier
more than doubled its
customer numbers in the
past year to 340,000.
Last October Stephen
Fitzpatrick, its chief
executive and founder,
appeared alongside
executives from the Big
Six at an energy select
committee hearing.

6 First Utility
The UK’s biggest
independent supplier,
with 500,000 customers,
was instrumental in
getting the regulator to
force the industry to
more than halve the time
it takes to switch supplier
to just over two weeks.
6 Ecotricity
Describing itself as
Britain’s first green
energy company, it

operates 55 wind
turbines with a total
capacity of more than
60 megawatts and has
133,000 customers.
6 Co-Operative Energy
The new kid on the block,
founded in 2010 and part
of the MidCounties
Co-operative, has more
than 200,000 customers.
It buys about half its
energy from renewable
generators.
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operations side were wiped out by
those seasonal factors. The halfway
dividend is held at 22 cents and last
year’s total will be maintained.
The shares sell on about 11 times

this year’s earnings. The oil services
sector has had a tough time, as
investment is cut, with several
profit warnings. That multiple now
looks more reasonable, but there
seems to be no reason to chase the
shares for now.

than the first, 75 per cent or so. This
is because three large contracts
worth almost $8billion came to a
close last year, including the biggest
in the company’s history, in
Turkmenistan. Other projects have
been started, but are not yet at their
full earnings potential. Petrofac tends
to book the majority of earnings in
the second half, as they are more
easily recognisable by then.
As the first-half figures undershot,

the shares lost 3p to £11.23. The
company has confirmed earlier profit
expectations of between $580million
and $600million, as extra ground is
made up, but net profits came in 44
per cent lower at $136million.
Earnings at its offshore projects and

I f some analysts’ forecasts for the
half-year for Petrofac were too
high, the board says, then those

analysts weren’t listening. It wouldn’t
have been the first time.
The oil and gas engineer has had

a difficult few months. There was a
profit warning in the spring. Its
ambitions for the integrated
engineering services division, which
was to have provided much of the
growth, have had to be scaled back.
It was perfectly clear that 2014,

more so than normally, was to see far
more earnings in the second half

companies news

PRICES

Exchange is immune
The London Metal Exchange has
been dismissed as a defendant in
an anti-trust case related to the
alleged manipulation of
aluminum prices because it has
British sovereign immunity. The
class-action lawsuit claims that a
number of parties conspired to
restrain output, which increased
aluminum prices. Although the
exchange is owed by Hong Kong
Exchanges and Clearing, a court
in Manhattan accepted LME’s
argument that it is an organ of
the British government.

Setback for IGas bid
IGas Energy, the AIM-listed
oil and gas producer, has suffered
a setback in its bid to buy
Dart Energy to create Britain’s
largest shale company. The
recommended all-share
acquisition was announced in May
but since then IGas shares have
fallen by a fifth, making it less
attractive for Dart shareholders.
Now Deloitte has said that the
deal is “reasonable but not fair”,
given the slump in IGas shares.

Rolls-Royce seals deal
Rolls-Royce has gained full
ownership of Rolls-Royce Power
Systems after completing the
€2.43billion acquisition of
the 50 per cent stake held until
now by Daimler. RRPS is based
in Friedrichshafen in southern
Germany and employs about
11,000 people. Ulrich Dohle, the
chief executive of RRPS, said:
“We are proud that we are now
a full member of the
Rolls-Royce family.”

Backing for oil start-up
An oil company start-up has
attracted $525million in funding
from Riverstone, the private
equity group backed by Lord
Browne of Madingley, the
ex-BP boss, as well as from the
investment arm of Barclays bank
and from Temasek, the Singapore
sovereign wealth fund. Andrew
Armour, a veteran of Enterprise
Oil, has set up Origo to drill
25 exploration wells in the North
Sea over the next five years.

Catch up on all the
latest news at
thetimes.co.uk/
business

MartinWaller Tempus
Buy, sell or hold: today’s best share tips

Prepare
for a long
stay in
this office

N
obody could accuse Mark
Dixon, the founder of
Regus in 1989, of a lack
of confidence in his
product. The provider of

temporary office accommodation,
which includes among its customers
large corporations as well as the
expected techie start-ups, has
doubled in size over the past four
years and in the first half of this year
opened its 2,000th centre.
He expects to see another 450

open this year and the same in 2015,
so clearly that rate of expansion is
accelerating. Regus has 85 per
cent of its revenues outside
the UK and believes that its
model is equally suited to
high-growth developing
economies, such as India
andBotswana.
This expansion costs

money. Regus shares wobbled
ten months ago when MrDixon
pointed out this obvious fact, and
analysts cut their near-term profit
forecasts. The same happened

yesterday, when he repeated his
ambitions. One broker cut its eps
figure for this year by a third and the

shares fell 17½p to 179p.
Mr Dixon has no idea how
far his company can grow.
He was overly ambitious
before and some doubters
remain. The shares, as the
graph shows, are back to
where they were a year ago.
The halfway figures were

positive enough, although there
was an inevitable currency hit.
Profits before tax were flat at
£31million on a reported basis,
though they would have been up

23 per cent but for currency
movements. This is not
really a problem, because
Regus can invest those
overseas earnings, rather
than convert them into
sterling.
The best measures are

occupancy rates, which remain at
their previous level, and operating
margins at its mature offices, those
opened before the end of 2012 and
which therefore are contributing
fully to profits. These improved from
10.6 per cent to 14.4 per cent; plainly,
as Regus gets bigger without adding
much to central costs, they can only
improve further.
The interim dividend is raised by

14 per cent to 1¼p, though this is not
really an income stock. The shares
sell on a hefty 26 times this year’s
earnings, but that is plainly distorted
by that heavy investment
programme. Regus, therefore, is one
of those companies that, if you invest
in it, you should be prepared to stay
in for the long term.
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Opening up some space

Regus share price
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A report at the weekend from a
think-tank suggested that the
regulated London bus market

was providing a much better service
than in the regions, which have been
suffering from local authority
spending cuts. The London bus
operation was the standout from
Stagecoach’s trading statement for
the 12 weeks to July 20, with an
8.7 per cent rise in revenues on a
strictly comparable basis.
There were a couple of special

factors, though: Stagecoach had won
a couple of contracts that were

feeding through; and one of
the other main drivers is
continuing population
growth. The company is
still adding to revenues on
regional routes, the original
core business, against the

trend of a shrinking market.
The main engine for future

growth is, as ever, the number of rail
franchises coming up for grabs.
Stagecoach is, with Virgin, already
on the west coast main line and
hopes to add the east coast route
later in the year. It hopes to retain
the South West and East Midlands
Trains franchises in due course.
That uncertainty makes it hard to

take a view on the shares. Up 5¾p at
365¼p, they sell on 14 times earnings
and remain a solid “hold” rather than
a raging “buy”.

14.4%
Operating margin
at mature offices

follow me
on twitter
for updates
@MartinWaller10

MY ADVICEBuy long term
WHY The business is growing
fast, with strong potential in
developing markets. It may
take a while for the benefits of
that investment to show

Ihave suggested before that
PureCircle is one of the biggest
companies — market cap more

than £1billion — that no one has
heard of and one that has yet to
fulfil its potential. It makes stevia, a
natural sweetener but one not yet
widely adopted in the drinks
industry. A note fromNumis
Securities suggests Coca-Cola may
use the substance for its
Coca-Cola Life product, to be
launched in the United States. This
may increase mainstream
acceptance for stevia. Still highly
speculative, in my view.

Market sweetener

MY ADVICEHold
WHYUncertainties at rail
franchises remain

MY ADVICEHold
WHYProfits will recover, but
no guarantee when

regus

Revenue £805m Dividend 1¼p

stagecoach

Revenues 8.7% up at London buses

petrofac

Revenue $2.5bn Dividend 22 cents

Major indices
New York
Dow Jones 17106.70 (+29.83)
Nasdaq Composite 4570.64 (+13.29)
S&P 500 2000.02 (+2.10)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15521.22 (-92.03)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 25074.50 (-92.41)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 412.93 (+3.61)

Sydney
AO 5634.50 (+1.70)

Frankfurt
DAX 9588.15 (+78.01)

Singapore
Straits 3323.02 (-7.26)

Brussels
BEL20 3203.76 (+17.15)

Paris
CAC-40 4393.41 (+51.30)

Zurich
SMI Index 8673.29 (+61.71)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3197.54 (+32.07)

London
FTSE 100 6822.76 (+47.51)
FTSE 250 15998.00 (+116.92)
FTSE 350 3710.27 (+26.03)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2789.55 (+20.58)
FTSE All-Shares 3644.50 (+25.12)
FTSE Non Financials 4272.36 (+29.83)
techMARK 100 3329.01 (+3.96)
Bargains 952240
US$ 1.6543 (-0.0024)
Euro 1.2560 (+0.0001)
£:SDR 1.09 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 87.5 (+0.1)
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 127.80 Jul (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.00 Jul (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.50 Jul (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 899.97 (+0.53)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4495.15 (+6.98)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 7.30pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)

Brent Physical 100.85 +0.10
Brent 25 day (Jan) 102.25 +0.20
Brent 25 day (Feb) 103.10 +0.20
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 93.85 +0.20
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 93.35 +0.20

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)

Premium Unld 962.00 964.00
Gasoil EEC 868.75 870.75
3.5 Fuel Oil 554.00 556.00
Naphtha 869.00 871.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Sep 862.75-862.50 Dec 872.50-872.00
Oct 866.25-866.00 Jan BID
Nov 869.75-869.25 Volume: 339011

Brent (9.00pm)
Oct 102.49-102.47 Jan 104.29-104.05
Nov 103.26-103.19 Feb 105.10-104.30
Dec 103.79-103.74 Volume: 750532

LIFFE

Cocoa

Sep 2075-2071 Dec 1940 BID
Dec 2037-2035 Mar 1760 BID
Mar 2002-2001 May unq
May 1990-1984
Jul 1981-1974
Sep 1967 BID Volume: 10178

RobustaCoffee

Sep 2009-2001 May 2045-1959
Nov 2027-2025 Jul 2058-1955
Jan 2037-2010
Mar 2047-2004 Volume: 22992

White Sugar (FOB)

Reuters May 477.00-470.30
Aug 482.60-480.20

Oct 429.00-428.70 Oct 491.30-488.50
Dec 444.00-441.50 Dec 522.00-485.00
Mar 463.80-461.40 Volume: 9966

London Grain Futures

LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)

Nov 120.60 Jan 121.50 Mar 125.00
May 128.00 Jul 130.65 Volume: 567

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 113.23 113.63 113.21 113.61 577660 357568
Dec 14 112.38 112.78 112.37 112.76 464409 52720

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.420 99.430 99.420 99.420 8018 302555
Dec 14 99.280 99.300 99.280 99.280 53793 488919
Mar 15 99.090 99.110 99.080 99.090 44663 404743
Jun 15 98.890 98.910 98.880 98.900 58986 313666
Sep 15 98.690 98.710 98.680 98.700 52857 291163

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.860 99.860 99.845 99.850 69467 485274
Dec 14 99.875 99.875 99.860 99.865 89488 464411
Mar 15 99.895 99.900 99.885 99.885 82540 403245
Jun 15 99.910 99.910 99.880 99.885 33741 327900
Sep 15 99.890 99.900 99.865 99.870 54746 339401

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 99.980 99.990 99.980 99.990 2549 46706
Dec 14 100.03 100.05 100.03 100.04 13935 47217
Mar 15 100.06 100.07 100.06 100.07 8514 48093
Jun 15 100.07 100.09 100.07 100.08 6755 35234

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.47 111.47 111.45 111.45 471 23830
Dec 14 111.45

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 127.05 127.12 127.04 127.04 915 9921
Dec 14 127.04

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 146.60 146.60 146.45 146.47 229 3508
Dec 14 146.47

FTSE100 Sep 14 6793.0 6825.0 6775.5 6823.5 73350 576021
Dec 14 6769.0 6790.5 6752.5 6796.5 317 14178

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 4207.5 350
Dec 14
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Europe will be
dependent on
Russian gas for

at least a decade,
despite moves to
boost its energy
security amid the
crisis in Ukraine, a
leading ratings agency
has warned (Tim
Webb writes).
Fitch said that

forecast growth in
demand for gas and
the lack of a viable
alternative to Russian
imports meant that
Europe’s dependence

on Moscow for energy
would continue for
the foreseeable
future.
Last year, Russia

supplied 145billion
cubic metres of gas,
or 27 per cent of the
gas consumed in
Europe. At best, the
European Union
could merely avoid
greatly increasing its
demand for Russian
gas, Fitch said.
Its report, Living

without Russian gas,
was scathing about
the prospects of
Europe emulating the
shale gas revolution
in the United States to
reduce its imports of
Russian gas. Political
and environmental
opposition to
fracking, as well as

higher costs, meant
that would take at
least ten years before
commercial-scale
shale gas production
began in Europe.
The potential to

import gas through
new pipeline routes
that bypass Russia is
also limited,
according to Fitch.
Aconsortium is
building a 870km
pipeline to transport
gas from BP’s Shah
Deniz II project in
Azerbaijan to Europe
via Turkey and Italy.
It is expected to start
pumping 16billion
cubic metres of gas
per day by 2020, but
this equates to only
3 per cent of present
gas demand in
Europe.

Europe
‘cannot live
without
Russian gas’

PETAR PETROV/NURPHOTO/CORBIS

A small deal in Central
America is a big deal, too
Gary ParkinsonMarket report

C
able & Wireless
Communications boasts the
oldest name in British
telecoms. It is also among
the biggest players in

Panama, from where it has long
harboured ambitions to expand into
fast-growing Latin American markets.
Yesterday, it took its first step in

that direction with the $36million
acquisition of Sonitel, taking the
former imperial telecoms company
into markets such as Peru, Nicaragua
and El Salvador, albeit only on the
business side and not consumer.
CWC, now focused on LatAm and
Caribbean, wants to export its
expertise in connecting up
Panamanian hospitals and police
departments into adjacent markets.
Although the deal is small, it is

significant. CWC toyed with
the idea of betting the farm
on a deal in the Dominican
Republic, a tourist hub, but
the €1billion price tag was
too high. Thus Sonitel
marks its first acquisition
since Phil Bentley, the former
managing director of British Gas,
took over. It is unlikely to be the last.
The shares dipped a penny to 49p.
The wider stock market came back

from the long weekend and played
catch-up with the rest of Europe. A
closely watched speech at Jackson
Hole by Janet Yellen, the Federal
Reserve’s chairwoman, had proved a
non-event on Friday. Not so Mario
Draghi’s. The president of the
European CentralBank hinted at
possible quantitative easing if
deflation in the eurozone persists.
That’s good news for shares, if it
happens. Massive bond-buying by
central banks drives down yields and
send investors hunting elsewhere for
returns, often to shares. That, and

Wall Street still higher than
ever, buoyed stock markets
across Europe and the
FTSE 100 responded by
rising 47.5 points to 6,822.8,
its highest in seven weeks,
with financial shares faring

better than most. QE
effectively lets banks borrow on

the cheap from central banks and
lend it out at higher rates. Royal
Bank of Scotland rose 7½p to 365¾p.
IAG, the owner of British Airways,

advanced 12p to 358p as concerns
eased that an earthquake in Iceland
could cause another ash cloud like the
one that shut much of Europe’s
airspace in 2010.
There was smattering of company

updates to keep traders interested,
while a relatively weak pound
continued to sustain the rotation back
into “capital goods” shares. Premier
Farnell, which makes about 40 per
cent of its sales in America, added 3p
to 198½p, while Fenner, which makes
half of all its earnings there, advanced

6¼p to 362½p. On AIM, Asos jumped
166p to £23.01¾. Probably trying to fit
a story to the move, London’s
rumour-mongers suggested that
Nick Robertson, founder of the
£1.8billion online fashion retailer, may
be poised to sell some or all of his
near-9.3 per cent stake.
Northcote Energy rose 2.9 per cent

to 0.88p after selling a 35 per cent
interest in the Shoats Creek Project in
Louisiana. Finally, Circle Oil bulls —
and they are legion among London’s
racier private investors — finally were
given what they had hungered for: an
oil strike off Tunisia. The £100million
AIM-listed explorer told believers
that its EMED-1 well, sunk in June,
had confirmed the presence of a
working petroleum system there.
Most likely, there are 100million
barrels of oil that can be recovered.
Not as much as some who follow
this one closest think could be
there, but enough to spur the shares
28.9 per cent to 22.88p, their dearest
since June.

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

Bunds are dragged down
bond markets

German bunds
were close to
yielding less

than ever after the
bond market looked
to price-in a possible
bond-buying
programme by the
European Central
Bank.
Benchmark

ten-year German
government bond
yields fell by more
than one basis point
to 0.94 per cent in
response to comments
by Mario Draghi on
Friday. The president
of the ECBplaced less
emphasis on austerity
and hinted that it
could embark on
quantitative easing,
similar to the massive

economic stimulus
programmes already
used by the US
Federal Reserve and
the Bank of England,
if inflation in the
eurozone falls further.
Frederik Ducrozet,

senior eurozone
economist at Crédit

Agricole, said: “If it is
confirmed over the
next few weeks and
months that inflation
goes closer to zero,
they [the ECB] will
have to buy
everything they can
and inflate the
balance sheet.”
Other economists

forecast that QEcould
drive bund yields the
other way. Julian
Jessop, chief global
economist at Capital
Economics, said: “Any
scaling back of fiscal
austerity and adoption
of quantitative easing
by the ECBare now
more likely to lead to
higher bund yields
than to reduce them
further.”

Frederik Ducrozet says
that the ECBwill have
to go on a buying spree

Wall Street report
Stocks inched up, pushing the S&P
500 to its first close above 2,000
points, after data pointed to a
brighter future for the economy. The
Dow Jones industrial average rose
29.83 points to close at 17,106.70. The
S&P rose 2.10 points to 2,000.02.

European money
deposits %

Gold/Precious
metals (US dollars per ounce)

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0730-1.0733
Canada 1.0945-1.0948
Denmark 5.6482-5.6507
Euro 0.7577-0.7579
Hong Kong 7.7505-7.7506
Japan 104.08-104.10
Malaysia 3.1561-3.1581
Norway 6.1713-6.1724
Singapore 1.2494-1.2497
Sweden 6.9414-6.9464
Switzerland 0.9161-0.9164

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.931-13.933
Australia dollar 1.7779-1.7788
Bahrain dinar 0.6209-0.6285
Brazil real 3.7516-3.7682
Euro 1.2557-1.2560
Hong Kong dollar 12.843-12.845
India rupee 100.04-100.24
Indonesia rupiah 19125-19703
Kuwait dinar KD 0.4702-0.4727
Malaysia ringgit 5.1364-5.3373
New Zealand dollar 1.9879-1.9894
Singapore dollar 2.0703-2.0714
S Africa rand 17.687-17.715
U A E dirham 6.0824-6.0886

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.15 US Fed Fund 0-0.25
Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5
Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.32; 3 mth 0.40. Sell: 1 mth 0.31; 3 mth 0.32

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.5006 0.5238 0.5640 0.7013 1.0528

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.79-0.64 1.13-0.98

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.79-0.64 1.13-0.98

Eurodollar Deps 0.15-0.25 0.22-0.32 0.24-0.37 0.40-0.50 0.68-0.78

Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.07 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.36

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.3270-9.3695 9.3615-9.3621 44ds 138ds
Euro 1.2572-1.2552 1.2560-1.2557 3pr 10pr
Montreal 1.8131-1.8219 1.8138-1.8140 9pr 24pr
New York 1.6566-1.6595 1.6570-1.6573 4ds 13ds
Oslo 10.213-10.249 10.224-10.232 91pr 266pr
Stockholm 11.306-11.512 11.504-11.510 18ds 61ds
Tokyo 172.10-172.59 172.47-172.48 8ds 25ds
Zurich 1.5153-1.5190 1.5181-1.5187 8ds 26ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.940 1.690
Canada $ 1.980 1.720
Denmark Kr 10.020 8.780
Egypt 13.080 10.410
Euro ¤ 1.360 1.190
Hong Kong $ 13.820 12.150
Hungary 430.070 353.830
Indonesia 22295.100 17783.800
Israel Shk 6.420 5.480
Japan Yen 186.210 161.270
New Zealand $ 2.210 1.870
Norway Kr 11.070 9.570
Poland 5.770 4.730
Russia 64.630 53.820
S Africa Rd 19.720 16.700
Sweden Kr 12.220 10.860
Switzerland Fr 1.660 1.430
Turkey Lira 3.890 0.000
USA $ 1.810 1.590

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 141.66 164.35 183.53
(+/-) +15.37 +1.61 +1.39

Eng/Wales 141.66 164.78 181.56
(+/-) +15.37 +2.01 +1.04

Scotland unq 163.32 191.93
(+/-) +0.67 -3.51

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
7095.0-7096.0 7068.0-7070.0 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2256.0-2257.0 2262.5-2263.0 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2359.0-2359.5 2362.0-2362.5 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
22070.0-22090.0 22150.0-22175.0 22150.0-22200.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2081.5-2082.0 2088.5-2089.0 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
18800.0-18805.0 18880.0-18890.0 18770.0-18870.0

Currency

1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar

0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling

0.50 0.56 0.70 1.05

Euro

0.00 0.04 0.15 0.34

Bullion: Open $1276.21
Close $1283.34-1283.84 High $1290.55
Low $1275.55
AM $1286.50 PM $1286.00
Krugerrand $1270.00-1348.00 (£766.29-
813.35)
Platinum $1423.00 (£858.60)
Silver $19.49 (£11.76)
Palladium $894.00 (£539.42)

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication
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and personal grooming and end with
something inspirational. I can venture
only this. Aged 18, I was at a dinner
party with an old, gay fellow who
seemed to combine self-confidence
with sociability, independence and a
sense of himself and who he was. I
determined there and then that I
wanted to be like that.
I’m not exactly talking role models

here, and you may not be anything
like my old friend, but you too, in
your own way, could be somebody
of whom an 18-year old might think:
“When I’m old, I want to be like that.”
Try to become such a person.

L
izard or toad? For a
man past 60 this is
the choice, the hard
choice, the only choice.
In old age all men end
up as lizards or toads.
Pumas and gazelles are
not an option.

Most of us incline toadways or
lizardwards and some are on a cusp,
but willpower and discipline will turn
even an obvious impending toad away
from that fate. Look at Nigel Lawson.
Like Lord Lawson I am determined

to be a lizard, and stare into the mirror
each morning murmuring, “Lizard or
toad? Every day, in every way, I will
grow scrawnier.”
Walk everywhere — no taxis.

When you start getting fat, cut out
pudding. If you’re still expanding, cut
breakfast. Cut lunch too if necessary.
Finally stop eating altogether. In the
end it always works.
But growing old successfully isn’t

simply about self-denial. In some
ways it’s about giving in. Go easy
on yourself. You like a nap in the
afternoon? Take it. There isn’t a bed?
Lie on the floor. Hate dancing? Don’t
dance. Detest wedding receptions?
Just say no. By the time we’re 60
we do know ourselves; we know
the things we’re never going to like
and the things we can’t help liking.
Seniority gives us the right to stop
pretending. When I have guests for
dinner and feel sleepy as the evening
wears on I rise from the table, point
them to the whisky and say goodnight.
In moderation and without

unkindness, a little graduated
selfishness is the prerogative of age,
and the important thing, I find, is to
insist on what you do and don’t want
to do, but without expecting others
to fall in with your own preferences.
If you feel like watching Lawrence of
Arabia for the fourth time but friends
or partners don’t, slope off on your
own. Single tickets are available to
the opera, cinema or Dolly Parton’s
last tour. A table for one at a good
restaurant plus a favourite book or
copy of The Times can be one of life’s
great pleasures.
I’m in no position to offer advice

on dress and appearance and
conspicuously fail my own standards,
but I’ll mention a couple. Baldies,
you aren’t the only ones with
problems. Grey hair is never, ever
attractive. But dyed hair is always
noticed and never approved. So a
conventional, greying and unshowy
haircut is the least worst option. No
grey beard. No grey stubble. No grey
pigtail. No grey tresses.
And if you can afford it, get yourself

one discreetly expensive suit. My
partner forced me to — and, goodness,
but people notice. An old man in a bad
suit is not a pretty sight.
I’m conscious that advice like this

should rise above after-dinner napping

No more guilt.
Pee at sea and
save a fish

R
eader, have you ever felt guilty and a
little bit skanky while urinating in the
sea? Course you have. Well stop it:
no need. It turns out that all those
times you’ve stood waist-deep in
your bathing costume pretending to
admire the view while beneath water
level you were furiously draining the

tank, you were actually doing the fauna a favour.
Without the fertilising effects of chemicals in

urine, say experts, many plants couldn’t survive. So
pats on backs, holiday pee-ers. Never again should
we feel bad about swerving those rancid beachside
toilets. Slash at sea and save a fish.
I wonder whether this news will herald a

renaissance for the reviled human number one.
After all, the Incas used urine for washing their hair,
the Romans for bleaching clothes white. Madonna
said peeing on your foot helps to cure athlete’s foot
and this year a couple appeared on ITV’s This
Morning and proceeded to drink their own p*** from
champagne flutes. It made their eyes brighter and skin
clearer, they claimed, which may be true but I doubt
they get many friends dropping by for a cup of tea.
Are we too squeamish about the fruit of the

bladder? Ken Livingstone seems to think so. He
once said there was “no earthly reason” to flush a
toilet after you have urinated. Well that does depend
on whether one’s husband has just been out and
sunk five pints of lager, but in general, yes, it does
seem preposterous to use eight litres of water to
shoo away one widdle.
Two years ago three appeal court judges ruled that

motorists who constantly stopped off in an Exmouth
lay-by to relieve themselves were not legally a
nuisance to the homeowners living opposite. It was
not “cumulatively intolerable” because they were not

obviously visible from the couple’s house. Which
implies that it’s only offensive if you see the actual
slash in action. I must say, as someone who lives
next to a pathway that many train commuters use as
a last-chance lavatory, I beg to differ. On a beautiful
summer day you don’t need eyes to gag on the
rising stench of ammonia.
The tacit permission to wee at sea will be

welcomed, largely by parents (so much easier than
holding a toddler over a grate) and women. As
hundreds more public toilets close each year, it is
female bladders that mostly take the hit, the world
being one huge potential urinal if you’re lucky
enough to own a penis (please don’t mention
Shewees. Not happening). So it will be a relief,
though obviously not if you’re the unfortunate
swimmer near by who suddenly feels a ghastly
gush of warmth.
Yet I hope this won’t be taken as a general licence

to leak. One in five adults — adults— already
admits to peeing in public swimming pools, which is
truly, monstrously gross. Know those red eyes you
get? Not from chlorine apparently but from
chloramine, the chemical created when pee
combines with chlorine.
It also means, I’m afraid, that if you’ve ever been

in a wave pool you’ve probably swallowed more pee
than that couple with the champagne flutes have in
their lifetimes. You’re welcome. Have a nice day.

Here is the
ten o’clock
mumble
Jan Leeming, former
TV newscaster and
jungle grub-eater,
is vexed. Modern
newscasters just don’t
cut the mustard any
more. They mumble
and swallow their
words and Jan is forced
to put the subtitles on.
Worse, they even

sometimes PUT the
emphasis on THE
wrong words.
Can you bear it? If

only there were some
serious world news
to take our minds off
such a crisis.
She does have praise

for one clearly spoken
newscaster (Jon Snow),
but seems to think that
many younger
presenters and actors
would benefit from
speech classes, like wot
she did. This corrected
her flat southeast
London vowels.
“I was lucky to read

the news night after
night in an era when
a real primacy was
placed on English that
could be understood by
all,” she writes, not at
all grandly. “I’ve often

been complimented
on my spoken English
over the years.”
I must say I’ve never

particularly noticed
news presenters
mumbling. Have you? If
anything I hear some of
them only too clearly,
especially when they’re
constantly interrupting
guests and failing to let
them get a word in
edgeways, until I
wonder why they
invited them on.
And when some of

them say Glaarse-gow
for Glasgow, which
prompts some
crystal-clear Anglo
Saxon in our house.
I rather like Jan,

largely because she
was one of the most
entertainingly
annoying contestants
ever on I’m a Celebrity
. . . Get Me Out of Here!
Though she looks

stunning at 72 she does
seem to be suffering
from the curse of
BIMD— Better In My
Day — syndrome, to
which many grumpy
ex-newscasters
mysteriously succumb.
I may be wrong but

I suspect that what she
means, yet is far too
modest to say, is that
the real problem with
the TV news is that
Jan Leeming doesn’t
present it any more.

Carol
Midgley

Lizard or toad
Charities researching longevity have
devised a formula for a happy later life.
Matthew Parris gives his view, while
Times experts offer age-defying tips

Get out of your
comfort zone
Go boating, hiking, even wild
swimming. But whatever your plan,
ensure there is a hot shower and a
decent supper at the end of it.

Avoid status anxiety
If we make social comparisons by
gazing upwards, we are bound to
be unhappy. But compare downwards
and we feel sane again.

Learn a new fact
every day
Whatever you learn encourages
new neural pathways in the brain.
Queen Elizabeth II has made this a
lifelong habit.

Laugh more
Having 100-200 belly laughs a day
is the equivalent of a high-impact
workout, burning off up to 500
calories. On a bad day, give yourself
a break.

Build in activities that
blow away the cobwebs
. . . from crosswords to listening to new
music. Keep your mind active and
engaged, from new digital technology
through to new attitudes. The most
ageing thing you can say is: “This is
the way I always do things.”

Get a pet
The presence of a pet can reduce
blood pressure, cholesterol levels and
stress — as well as raising chances of
survival after a heart attack.

Live close to work
People who commute long distances
to and from work are measurably
unhappier than those who work
closer to home. Try cycling to work.

Keep an open mind
This is not an excuse for putting
up with bores and boors — sometimes
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100-200
belly
laughs
a day
is the
equivalent
of a high-
impact
workout

— that’s the choice once you’re 60

Married couples enjoy
healthier, longer lives
than their single peers

and finally . . .
One of the most fascinating bits of
advice to come from the age-research
charities was to listen to boy bands,
particularly One Direction. The music
is recommended for its invigorating
bounciness, but it’s uncanny how
other bands’ lyrics can speak to the
older age group. Here’s our Top Five.

Safe by Westlife
“I’m crawling on the floor to reach
you,” trilled the anodyne Irishmen,
striking a chord with anyone who’s
ever done their back in in the shower.
Midnight Memories by
One Direction
Ah, midnight memories! The mug of
cocoa, the trip to the loo, the rant out
of the window at the drunken
teenagers, the second trip to the loo . . .
If Ya Gettin’ Down by Five
“Dance till you drop and it don’t stop
until it goes pop.” The best song ever
written about geriatric knees on
wedding dancefloors.
All Rise by Blue
“One for the money and the free
rides.” Who’d have thought that four
young himbos could be so prescient
about the joys of the Freedom Pass?
When WeWere Young by Take That
“We were the foolish fearless/ Never
knowing thecost of what we paid.”You
do now, after the banking crisis left
you with a pension the size of a ten-
year-old’s pocket-money allowance.
Ed Potton

your gut instinct is right — but it’s
healthy not to make snap decisions or
overplan. Just see what happens.

Look forward to things
This can open up dopamine
pathways that help us to feel good
about life.

Stop procrastinating
Stop making endless lists. Or telling
people at dinner parties how you’re
going to write a novel/move to New
York/start that lavender farm. You’re
the only grown-up in the room now.
Just give it a go. You only have to do
it once.

Eat less, eat better

Pay off debts
Take control.

has been linked to some of our most
troubling degenerative diseases today,
including heart disease, Alzheimer’s,
cancer, autoimmune diseases, diabetes
and accelerated ageing.”

Wear jeans
(the right ones)
For women The number one way
of age-proofing your look is to keep
updating your jeans. And that means
a minimum of twice a year. The fact
that you look best in your Gap bootcut
from 2006 is, unfortunately, irrelevant.
If you fall out of step with jeans style
no one will be checking out your bum,
they’ll be thinking: “Hmm. Past it.”
Currently you need some straight-leg
jeans, maybe with a turn-up, and some
wide ones (if you dare). A neat pair of
Levi’s sort of transcend jeans trends.
For men The same applies. The
quickest route to looking your age or
a lot older is dad jeans: ill-fitting, wide
in the leg, baggy in the bum, gloomy
piebald wash, highish-waisted. Not
saying you have to suddenly get fat,
groovy, selvedge-revealing turn-ups,
just that flattering must be the priority
(try to get the size that fits, for once in
your life) and a dark wash just adds
that extra bit of smartness.

Hair — ditch the bob
For women You know when you walk
into a room full of fortysomethings
and think: “Blimey, these women are
identical. What’s going on?” That’s
middle-aged hair: shoulder-grazing
bob, highlighted to a creamy blonde
helmet and crackling dry. Just say no.
Keep it three inches longer, or shorter.
Make sure it’s a little bit messy and a
little bit layered or you’ll end up
joining the Republicans’ wives’ club.

Paunch-disguising
For men Paunches are ageing, so if
you’ve got one the key is to pretend
you haven’t. No skimpy sweaters.
No straining T-shirts or polo shirts.
A tailored shirt, not too wide in the
body, always works, especially in a
distracting eye-enhancing forget-me-
not blue with a proper collar, or a
slimming black. As a matter of fact, a
man in a shirt with a slight paunch
looks at ease with himself. Grown up,
not try-hard. Hidden by a shirt a very
slight paunch is almost sexy. How’s
that for good news?

Walking is key
As a guide, you should be walking at
least 2.5 miles a day (or 5,000 steps)
in your 60s. This is not just about
physical fitness: a study of 6,000
women, aged 65 and older, at the
University of California, San
Francisco, found that those who
covered that distance suffered
much less of a decline in memory
than those who walked less than half
a mile a week.

Use the stairs
. . . instead of the lift: 55 flights a week
can cut the risk of dying early by 15
per cent and lower your cholesterol
within 6 weeks. Just 2 flights a day can
help you lose 6lb of weight in a year.

Bicycle “sprint” flat out
. . . for 60 seconds, twice a week. Do
this and, according to a study by
the Abertay University, Dundee,
you will lose an average of 1kg of fat
in two months.

Lift weights.
From your 50s onwards, muscle mass
drops at a rate of 1lb a year, but you
can fight this. You should also do
squats, lunges and press-ups.

Get enough vitamin D,
. . . via sunshine or supplements — it’s
important for the brain. In one study,
older people moderately deficient
in vitamin D were 53 per cent more
likely to develop dementia; the risk
increased to 125 per cent in those who
were severely deficient.

Have. More. Sex
Anything that encourages genital
blood flow has a positive impact on
sexual function, so the best way to
age-proof your sex life is to keep
having sex.

Sexercise
Repeatedly contracting and relaxing
your pubococcygeal (PC) muscles
strengthens your pelvic floor. Stronger
PC muscles will prevent incontinence,
improve circulation, aid firmer and
longer-lasting erections and help to
increase the ease and intensity of
orgasm. Type “kegel exercises” and
your gender into mayoclinic.com.
Liz Hoggard, Peta Bee, Suzi Godson
and Dr Mark Porter

Tie the knot
Married couples enjoy healthier,
longer lives than their single peers.
And the benefits seem most
pronounced in men.

It’s never too late to
rescue your teeth
Smiling boosts your immune system,
lowers blood pressure and releases
endorphins (natural painkillers) and
serotonin. Use an electric toothbrush.
It’s like cleaning the floor with a
vacuum compared to a brush and pan.

Wear comfortable shoes
from an early age
Dr David Agus, the leading US
cancer specialist and long-life guru,
says: “Uncomfortable shoes cause
inflammation that can have an impact
on your entire system. Inflammation
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You’ll recognise Longchamp’s
Le Pliage bag from your morning
commute. A leather-handled nylon
style that comes in every colour under
the sun (well, 150) and folds away to
the size of a paperback, it celebrates its
20th anniversary this season. Since
1993, 30 million have been sold —
10 every minute. Alexa Chung stars
in this autumn’s campaign for a new
leather version with the same
miraculous folding abilities.

It seems we dote on the tote. British
leather-goods designer Sophie Hulme
has built a business around her
minimal but roomy bags, adorned with
signature gold hardware, which hang
from the shoulders of the stylish.

The high street is offering its
interpretation too: Whistles has an
origami-fold limited edition, while a
structured and printed leather one
from Bimba y Lola comes in at £115
and an African prints tote at & Other

Why we
all dote on
the tote
When our lives outgrew our bags, totes
were the solution. The fashion world has
caught up at last, says HarrietWalker

F
or the modern woman,
one handbag simply isn’t
enough. Nowadays
leather straps (with a
designer label) jostle for
position alongside the
humble canvas tote bag.

Whether packed with
gym kit, dry-cleaning, fancy shoes or
make-up remover and a toothbrush
(no judgment), the shopper or tote
has become a standard of the
working woman’s existence.

“Life is one big scheduling
puzzle,” says Caroline Issa,
publisher of Tank magazine
and street-style darling.
“Planning your look
from morning all the
way to a change of
clothes for the gym
and for cocktails —
not to mention all the
tech we lug round with
us — requires military
precision. Or at least
a bag that can make
life a bit easier.’

Collected
unconsciously from
health food shops and
farmer’s markets, filled
the night before with
lunchboxes and
running gear, they
swing pendulously
on buses and down
high streets. They
are at odds with
the carefully co-
ordinated outfits
of the commuters
carrying them;
proof that our lives

are now beyond our luggage capacity,
if not quite our control.

Now the ubiquitous canvas tote
has been given a makeover — on
the catwalk. At his autumn 2014
Balenciaga show in Paris last February,
designer Alexander Wang hung
models with three or four shopper
totes; they may have been made

from leather, alligator and even fur,
but we all recognised the look. It
was the designer version of the
gym kit bag/canvas shopper.

“This has been a big trend with
brands like Givenchy, Lanvin and

Victoria Beckham,” says Tina
Lamb, accessories buyer for

Harvey Nichols. “The
once-limp, often-freebie
bag that you stuff your
life into is becoming
a style statement.”

Lamb cites
REDValentino’s pop-

art lips design and Acne’s
roll-away leather style as
other upmarket takes on
the shopper. Add to that
Marni’s hand-painted
version, Issey Miyake’s
metallic mosaic Bao Bao
range and Kenzo’s tiger
motif, all for £250 or

more, and you can
see how the high
end is cottoning
on to our needs.
Céline’s leather
Cabas tote is
every bit as soft

and pliable as a
canvas one — the
only drawback is the

four-figure price tag.

Totes
amaze

To
mo
a
—
op
a

brands

REDV

and

four-figure price tag.

W Happy shopper,
£2,500, Anya
Hindmarch,
anyahindmarch.com U Purple tote, £165,

House of Holland,
houseofholland.co.uk

V Shopper, £895,
Loewe, loewe.com

U Prism shopper, £295,
Bao Bao Issey Miyake,
matchesfashion.com

V Shopper, £280,
Ashish, asos.com

U Luisa tote, £60,
Lulu Guinness,
luluguinness.com
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Totes are
more than
a trend
— you’re
opting into
a tribe
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accessories that spell out our status,
demographic and credit card
allowance, the tote is actually an It bag
in itself: a sartorial souvenir of its
owner’s fabulousness; a social signifier
of cultural discernment and trendy
day-trips. And you thought it was just
to carry your heels in until you
reached your desk.
You have to ask yourself: is this one

of fashion’s bigger dupes? Is it — quite
literally in the case of the hessian ones
— just money for old rope? There’s a
certain amount of sense in sticking to
your Nikes and the tote you got free
from Waitrose. After all, who wants to
be the person who spent a grand on a
bag for her trainers?

as much as an Hermès because you
have to make the pilgrimage.
“There’s a reverse snobbery to it as

well — you look at where these bags
come from and yes, they’re not the
bag of the season, but they’re from an
exclusive cruise or a private yacht.”
Grayson Perry’s rare “Vote Labour”

illustrated version is on eBay for £50;
you can’t move for Daunt Books and
Rough Trade logos, every bit as
practical as they are socially partisan.
Another prized tote is from the
exclusive Mayr clinic in Austria, where
rock stars go to detox. The spa’s
own-logo seagrass tote is instantly
recognisable to those in the know.
So far from subverting our desire for

bags. It can be expensive for brands,
but fosters the same feeling in
customers as a Happy Meal toy does
in children. To wield one of these is to
be part of the cognoscenti, often
without parting with any money —
what better way of proving one’s style
credentials when on a budget?
“There’s a preen quality around it

which is more than the cost of the
canvas,” says Tyler Brûlé, editor-in-
chief of Monocle, whose cotton totes
were initially for subscribers only and
have gone on to become a bestseller in
the brand’s London boutique. “One
company in particular, Shinzaburo
Hanpu, makes bags you can only get in
Kyoto. They cost £60, but it becomes

Stories costs £19. Over on Asos and
Etsy and on the websites of other
entrepreneurial graphic designers
with a talent for slogans and visual
puns, motif-emblazoned canvas will
set you back little more than a tenner.
It’s rarely been so easy for the fashion
magpie to “get the look”.
But for some, tote bags are more

than a trend — by picking one, you’re
also opting into a tribe. Shopper bags
have been a means of marketing, an
assertion for aficionados. They are
handed out at events such as London
Fashion Week, where they are
produced in limited numbers by the
likes of Mulberry, which often,
knowingly, prints a trompe l’oeil of an
actual It bag on them, Magritte-style.
Cos produced a small range when it

sponsored the Frieze Art Fair in 2012;
Topshop has used totes designed by
the likes of Christopher Kane and
Meadham Kirchhoff instead of carrier

V Shopper, £530, MCM,
5 Sloane Street, London
SW1, 020 7235 3331

U Chevron
Origami tote, £594,
Angel Jackson,
angeljackson.com

V Tote, £150, Jaeger,
jaeger.co.uk
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My other bag is a tote:
the big bag’s versatility
is demonstrated in
these street style shots.
Far left: Lulu Kennedy
carrying a Sophie
Hulme tote. Below
far left: Balenciaga
autumn/winter 2014
at Paris Fashion Week

CATWALKING.COM,DAVID NYANZI,PHILL TAYLOR/LICKERISH,SILVIA OLSEN
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It was a small
world. I was pretty
desperate to escape
She found fame in Four Weddings and is headed for
Downton. Anna Chancellor talks to Nancy Durrant
about ‘playing posh’ and her upper-crust upbringing

A
nna Chancellor
(or Duckface,
as she has been
affectionately
known for the
past 20 years after
her role in Four
Weddings and

a Funeral) is not keen on this café.
“It’s very quiet here isn’t it?” she

whispers conspiratorially in case the
underoccupied waiter should hear us
from his hiding place by the till. “I was
thinking earlier, ‘Where nice can we
sit?’ And I couldn’t see anywhere. It’s
so weird. They should change it all.
They should start again.” Maybe you
should tell them, I suggest. “Oh, I’m
trying not to tell people what to do
these days,” she says breezily, then:
“It’s quite difficult isn’t it?”

It must be, when people keep giving
you the kind of roles Chancellor excels
in. Having stolen the show in The
Hour as Lix Storm, the hard-living war
correspondent with a past, she’s back
on our televisions this season in two
new roles. She’ll be starring as the
scheming alpha female Emmeline
“Lucia” Lucas opposite Miranda
Richardson as Elizabeth Mapp in a
new adaptation of EF Benson’s Mapp
and Lucia for BBC One (adapted by
and also starring The League of
Gentleman’s Steve Pemberton).

She will also pop up in the
first episode of the fifth series
of Downton Abbey (WARNING!
— minor spoiler alert) as
determined aristocrat Lady
Anstruther in hot pursuit of her
former servant Jimmy Kent with
whom she has, shall we say, a
particular connection.

She is, as expected, anxious
not to talk much about Downton
(“It was literally a week’s filming fo
me. It was rather flash-in-the-pan,”
she squirms, making anguished
faces and eventually changing the
subject by leaping up to order coffe
but squeals with delight at the
mention of Lucia.

“She’s awful! She’s really appalling,”
she says of her character. “Mapp and
Lucia is a complete cult phenomenon
— the fact that you’re asking me
about it shows that you’re not a
middle-aged gay man. It was written
in the 1930s by someone called EF
Benson who was the mayor of Rye,
this idyllic town in East Sussex, and
it’s already been on television in the
early Eighties [starring Prunella Scales
and Geraldine McEwan as the
titular warring women].

“Benson is taken up by what he sees
of the society of Rye, which he then
calls Tilling [in the book], which is
basically warfare and murderous

about ‘playing posh’ and her upper-crust upbringing

 (WARNING! 

former servant Jimmy Kent with 

(“It was literally a week’s filming for 
me. It was rather flash-in-the-pan,” 

subject by leaping up to order coffee) Anna Chancellor, right,
and, above, with Ed
Speleers in Downton
Abbey. Below: as
Duckface in Four
Weddings and a
Funeral. Far right:
Chancellor and
Miranda Richardson on
set for Mapp and Lucia
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the somewhat bonkers script, she says,
“I thought it was as though it was
written by an incredibly clever, very
educated, crazy, child. And I sort of do
still think that. But because it was
funny that gave me a desire to be
involved. I like the anarchy and the
chaos of the writing.”
Anarchy and chaos never seem

that far away from Chancellor, who
delighted audiences first at Chichester
then last year in the West End with
her irresistible performance —
alongside Toby Stephens — in Noël
Coward’s Private Lives, a tale of
turbulent, even violent, love and lust.
This despite what, on the surface,
looks like a very establishment
upbringing. Daughter of the Hon
Mary Alice Jolliffe, whose father was
the 4th Baron Hylton, Chancellor’s
great-great grandfather was the
prime minister Herbert Asquith, via
her maternal grandmother, Lady
Perdita Rose Mary Asquith.
On her father’s side, a plethora of

earls pepper her heritage; her second
cousin six times removed was Lord

Byron, while her eight-times great-
aunt was Jane Austen — a

unique combination of
mad, bad and delightful to
know that makes perfect
sense when
you meet Chancellor.
She grew up, she says,

“very aware of the
world that I was
brought up in
and pretty
desperate to
get out of it. I
was brought up
in Somerset
in a big
country

house which
was owned by my
stepfather [Richard
Windsor-Clive] and
we arrived very
young; we were
very much a
mishmash of a
family. It was
difficult for our
parents to keep
a hang of that
with seven children
[she has three
siblings and three

one-upmanship behind charming
smiles and endless politeness.”
The reason we’re meeting, though,

is that next month Chancellor will
play one of the two leads in Rory
Mullarkey’s new play The Wolf from
the Door at the Royal Court in west
London. Her character, Lady
Catherine Dean, is a wealthy,
mercurial 52-year-old intent on
the violent overthrow of the British
government who recruits a beautiful,
aimless young man, Leo (played
by newcomer Calvin Demba), to
further her cause.
“He is key, but it’s her revolution,”

says Chancellor. “I’m trying to still
work her out, but then I remember
somebody saying about me, ‘Give
Anna a banner and she’ll carry it
anywhere without even looking at it’,
so I suppose there’s a rather unfocused
anarchist in me.”
Really? “I’m quite keen on, if people

are angry about something, to unify
and try to do something about it
seems to me a good thing,” she says.
“And it seems that people get away
with a lot of things by counting on
apathy. I don’t know if it’s a
particularly English or western thing
that we’re so involved in pursuing
what we have and just getting through
to the end of the day that
though we might think
something’s not right, we’re
so intensely selfish that we
can hardly be bothered to
give anyone a lift to
work. Even though we
know that car-sharing
would make sense, that
we’d prefer to live on
emptier streets. We’d
be happier if our
children could play in
the streets because we
endlessly complain
[she puts on a whiny
voice], ‘Oh, we can’t
go out, our kids are
bound in the house,
they’re locked to
their computers’ —
but we don’t do
anything.”
I won’t spoil it,

but her character’s
response in the play
is pretty drastic.
When she first read

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER MATTHEW LLOYD BELOW: NICK BRIGGS; BBC

step-siblings] and lots of us fell
through the cracks at different times.
“The class that I was born into is

quite a small little world and I felt
claustrophobic and wanted to get out.”
She followed her elder sisters to
London at 16, worked as an artists’
nude model while she was supposed to
be doing her A levels, then went to
drama school only to drop out when
she became pregnant (by the cult punk
poet Jock Scott, who was best friends
with Shane MacGowan) with her
daughter, Poppy, now 27. “I look at
Poppy and I think, ‘How did that
happen?’ ” she says with feeling. “She’s
fantastic and really, I mean, well done
all round that that was achieved.”
But what with Downton, Mapp and

Lucia and now Lady Catherine, all of
this rather belies something she said
not long ago, that she doesn’t “always
want to play posh”. “I agree my heart
did slightly sink,” she says candidly of
being offered the role of yet another
high-born lady, “but I think it’s slightly
unfair to blame my background. I
think it’s been more me: maybe I
haven’t been very adventurous. I could
maybe have pushed my boundaries
and other people’s boundaries a bit
farther. But Rory [Mullarkey] has
given it proper thought — for him it
means something. He’s hasn’t come
from some tired, lazy way of thinking
about upper-class people.
“I wonder if James [Macdonald, the

play’s director] thought I was a bit
anarchic. But the English upper-class
anarchist is quite a tradition.” She
sighs slightly. “This whole class thing
— I know we like talking about it but
the awful thing is, as I’ve got older
I can’t quite remember why. Why
are we so keen on it? As I have
matured as a person, and as I have
a deeper understanding of human
beings, I forget. I just think, say the
aliens come or the lights go out, what
is the difference? It’s all so fragile, it’s a
house of cards. It’s nothing. A lot of it
is just so superficially constructed.
“And that’s not to say that it’s not

interesting to look at the construct —
it is. And it’s not that it doesn’t interest
me because people interest me hugely,
but at the same time as I’ve got older,
I’ve got a sort of detachment about it.
I can’t quite get involved in the
construct any more. I mean, I’m
nearly 50.” And definitely still a rebel.

I suppose
there is
a rather
unfocused
anarchist
in me

The Wolf from the Door
is at the Royal Court
Theatre, London SW1
(020 7565 5000), from
Sept 10. The Downton
Abbey season five
premiere is on ITV,
Sept 21 at 9pm
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Jazz
Gilad Atzmon
Ronnie Scott’s, W1
{{{{(

A
s his long-time followers
will know, there are two
Gilad Atzmon. One is the
expat political activist-cum-
philosopher who can quote

Hegel and enjoys making incendiary
comments about Zionism. The other
is the nonconformist saxophonist
who blends bebop virtuosity with
the immediacy and intensity of folk
rhythms from the Balkans and the
Middle East.
It was the latter, thankfully,

who had the upper hand in this
celebration of Charlie Parker’s
with-strings recordings. Between
numbers, the verbal sallies, rendered
in Atzmon’s gruff Israeli accent,
were mostly confined to opaque
jokes at the expense of the Milibands,
not to mention Marxists who can
afford the admission prices at Ronnie
Scott’s. The audience often didn’t
quite know what to make of his
muttered asides.
But his music spoke to the heart as

well as the head. Instead of going for
airbrushed, note-perfect reproductions
of the originals, he imposed his own
vision, his band improvising opposite
the Sigamos String Quartet led by
violinist and arranger Ros Stephen.
The settings on the vintage Parker
tracks come with a coating of
Hollywood treacle. Here, the sound
was leaner and much more angular.
The programme pushed forward

into the modern era too. A heavily
disguisedWhat Is This Thing Called
Love? was suspended over a funky
beat, the strings largely confined to
a spartan but atmospheric two-bar
phrase. Atzmon’s own piece,Moscow
— taken from his recent album Songs
of the Metropolis —was rather more
long-winded and portentous. But
earlier on, when he asked us to
imagine what Parker might have
played if he had been raised in Gaza,
his reedy, nasal timbre charted a stark
and compelling new path.
Clive Davis

Dancing Feet, one of the plays in this topical quartet

Shocking stories
that should be told
The subject matter may be disturbing,
but these four short plays about FGM
are worth seeing, writes Kate Bassett

Theatre
Little Stitches
Theatre503, SW11
{{{{(

T
he young theatre company
BAREtruth is courageous. Its
agenda is to focus on
subjects that many people
don’t want to face and Little

Stitches is a quartet of short plays
about the disturbing issue of female
genital mutilation. Alex Crampton’s
chamber production, though only 90
minutes long, isn’t going to appeal to
the queasy or those determined to stay

blinkered about the agonies being
inflicted — an estimated 140 million
women and girls living with the
consequences of FGM worldwide,
66,000 of whom are said to reside in
the UK.
But the great strength of Little

Stitches is that, while distressing, it
avoids sensationalism and is
informative. It’s performed by a role-
swapping, accent-switching,
multicultural cast of five with quiet
concentration and some flashes of
humour. They stand or sit on spotlit
chairs inside a simple steel frame. All
four plays are obviously opposed to
FGM but they also flag up at several
points how aggressively condemnatory
campaigning can backfire because
genital cutting and suturing are
deep-rooted traditions in various
ethnic communities where the
practice is associated with purity and
marriageability.
Sleight of Hand by Isley Lynn

darkens subtly as it interweaves
monologues by chatty but increasingly
uneasy Brits — a postwoman, an ice-
cream seller, an air hostess and a
teacher — whose glimpses of an
unhappy primary school girl the
audience gradually pieces together.
Where Do I Start?, a verbatim-style
docudrama by Raul Quiros Molina,
then absorbingly interlaces
testimonies by an international charity
worker, a London midwife and a
British-based Somali. The Somali
woman discusses what she underwent,
how she has coped, what can be
surgically corrected and the fear of
punitive repercussions.
The third and fourth plays in the

quartet — Dancing Feet andMutant —
are less accomplished, more palpably
didactic and slightly out of focus
regarding UK medical professionals
who now face prosecution for
postnatal re-suturing procedures.
However, apart from slow scene
changes, Crampton’s directing is
impressively absorbing. This
production tours from Theatre503 to
east and west London and the cast are
giving free readings of the plays in
local libraries as well.
Box office: 020 7978 7040, to Aug 27.
Arcola Tent, E8, Aug 29-30.
Gate Theatre, W11, Sept 10

Theatre
Quentin Crisp: Naked Hope
Gilded Balloon, Edinburgh
{{(((

A
nything to do with Quentin
Crisp is bound to be
quotable and on that score
this one-man tribute to
“one of the stately homos

of England” doesn’t disappoint. But
under Linda Marlowe’s direction, actor
Mark Farrelly’s script covers the
familiar ground in a manner that is
deliberately ripe and overacted.
Eccentric, outspoken and effortlessly

witty, the highly effeminate rent boy
turned life model became a star after
John Hurt portrayed Crisp in a 1975
TV adaptation of the autobiographical
book The Naked Civil Servant. Fame
enabled Crisp to launch himself as
performer, raconteur and, eventually,
international icon. In 1981, at the age
of 73, he moved to New York, where
he remained until his death in 1999.
Farrelly’s show comes in two parts.

The first is an informal audience with
the middle-aged, Oxfam-clad Crisp in
his flat. For part two the actor repairs
to an onstage dressing-room area and,
changing wigs and donning a rumpled
tuxedo, transforms into Crisp as a
waspish older celebrity fronting his
own stage show. In the process
Farrelly slips from being fey and arch
to braying like Olivier doing a camp
vaudeville turn.
Physically and temperamentally

Farrelly is often at odds with my idea
of Crisp, but you can’t fault him for
panache. What is most interesting
about his flagrantly flamboyant
reincarnation of a fascinating,
multifaceted character is the tension
between Crisp’s advocacy of self-
knowledge (“Discover who you are
and be it like mad”) versus his
undercurrent of self-loathing. As
embodied by Farrelly, he describes the
average theatregoer as “a middle-aged
person with a broken heart”. Crisp
himself, the show suggests, bottled his
own heart away, but mine remained
untouched.
Donald Hutera
St James Theatre, SW1, Aug 28-Sept 7

Prom 52
Budapest FO/Fischer
Albert Hall
{{{{{

Y
ou know an orchestra is
special when half of its
female players stand up and
sing one of Dvorák’s
Moravian Duets as an

encore. But the glorious Budapest
Festival Orchestra in their Austro-
Hungarian Monday Prom had star
lustre long before that. The idiomatic
phrasing in Brahms’s Hungarian
Dances; the woodwinds’ colour and
sparkle; perfect togetherness, the
breathing as one: these grabbed the
packed house from the start.
So did the speed of delivery. Iván

Fischer, the band’s founder and chief
magician, never let momentum flag.
No sooner had Brahms stopped
dancing than Mozart trotted in with
his March in D major, bright as a row
of toy soldiers. Toys quickly packed up,
Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony
appeared, piercing our hearts with the
stealthy tread of cellos and double-

basses, the latter positioned at the
rear, as usual with Fischer, increasing
ballast and glow. The orchestra’s
refinement particularly shone in the
exquisite poise of the andante’s ending.
The spell this cast even survived
Fischer’s appendix of the surviving
scherzo, its 30 elbow-jogging bars cut
off in mid air. After the interval
Strauss family waltzes spun us toward
heaven, though the very best was left
until Kodály’s Dances of Galánta,
throbbing with gypsy panache and
gorgeous woodwind solos.
Pungent ethnic flavours were

urgently needed in the Ulster
Orchestra’s two-star afternoon Prom,
proficient but impersonal. Jac van
Steen conducted with a swishing
baton, but couldn’t stop the symphonic
suite from Bill Whelan’s Riverdance
phenomenon resembling an empty
paper bag. Bax’s Celtic morsel
Roscatha short-changed us too, with
rhetoric outweighing memorable
material. The balance was righted in
Grieg’s Piano Concerto, despatched by
Zhang Zuo with decorative glee and
just a few soggy indulgences. Well, it
was raining hard outside.
Geoff Brown

Theatre
The Ring
Cycle Plays
Scoop, SE1
{((((

H
oney, I shrunk Richard
Wagner. Maybe reducing
the German composer’s
Ring Cycle to pint-size
proportions sounds

appealing. His mythological saga —
about hoarded gold, a power-
bestowing ring and dynastic
corruption — doesn’t just feature gods
and giants, it’s a whopper itself,
stretching to 15 hours in a full
performance.
The Ring Cycle Plays are

comparative tiddlers, staged by Phil
Willmott at the open-air Scoop
amphitheatre by Tower Bridge in
London. Each part of the tetralogy in
this English adaptation lasts 45
minutes, so all fit into one evening —
but how is that achieved? Bluntly, it’s
Wagner minus his music. Instead of
song Willmott’s cast merely burst into
speeches that — loosely based on the
librettos — veer between exclamatory
histrionics and bathetic comedy.
You might, alas, wonder if you’ve

been lured into an am-dram, low-
budget panto version of The Lord of
the Rings as the Rhine Maidens hove
into view sporting what look like fishy
bike helmets covered in blue glitter; as

the horned troll Alberich launches
into dastardly laughter and badly
mimed swimming; and as Wotan, king
of the gods (played by Willmott),
wanders around in a chrome-studded
eye-patch as if searching for a glam-
rock disco in the mists of time. The
magic helmet of invisibility, the
Tarnhelm, resembles a bargain-
basement carnival mask and the gods’
citadel Valhalla, built by the giants,
looks like a tacky sci-fi city modelled
in gold-sprayed polystyrene.
That said, this is free-of-charge

theatre that draws a nicely relaxed and
forgiving crowd. Anyone strolling
along the Thames can stop and watch.
Hundreds did, including families with
small kids on the balmy night that I
attended, and the rolling story grows
mildly absorbing.
Willmott misses a trick, however,

making no visual allusions to the
Scoop’s fantastically apt surroundings:
City Hall looming overhead like a
ginormous domed helmet, a mighty
river just yards away and the Tower of
London glowing like a fairytale
fortress across the water.
Kate Bassett
Info: morelondon.com, to Aug 31

Kate Bush makes
her comeback —
35 years later
First Night, page 3

MARILYN KINGWILL
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Peter Hopkirk
Journalist, author and adventurer inspired by the tales of John Buchan and by Kipling’s Kim to become an expert on the ‘Great Game’
Thenameof PeterHopkirkwill long be
associated with the “Great Game”, the
cloak-and-dagger struggle between
Britain and Russia for control over
swathes of central Asia that raged
through the 19th century.
The vast and sparsely populated

regions stretching from the southern
reachesofRussia to thenorthwest fron-
tier of Indiahad fascinatedhimsincehe
read Rudyard Kipling’s Kim as a boy.
However, Hopkirk was no armchair
historian. He was an intrepid traveller
who adeptly shrugged off the region’s
ever-watchful authorities to piece to-
gether his rip-roaring histories. In his
now classic accounts Foreign Devils on
the Silk Road and Trespassers on the
Roof of the World, he expertly evoked
the lives of the fanatical archaeologist-
adventurerswho dug up and carried off
the contentsof ancientSilkRoad librar-
ies buried beneath the desert and the
mapmakers who illicitly scaled ice-clad
Himalayan peaks disguised as horse-
traders or religious men.
There was always more than a touch

of John Buchan about Hopkirk. When
he was interviewed by The Times in
2006 he had a copy of Buchan’s Green-
mantle sticking out of his pocket and a
mini radio set about his neck to keep up
to date with the World Service. One of
his books,OnSecret ServiceEast ofCon-
stantinople, about German attempts in
1914 to unleash a holy war against the
British and Russian empires, was even
inspired by Greenmantle.
Hopkirk’s years as a foreign corre-

spondent stood him in good stead.
Known as something of a daredevil on
Fleet Street — where he reported for
The Times for two decades and for The
Daily Express—Hopkirk had spent his
career chasing stories from Cuba to
Beirut. He was twice flung into jail and
survived a plane hijacking. A journalist
to his core, he told the authorities who

wanted to interview him afterwards: “I
must ring my newsdesk and you can
overhear my call.” His story made the
front page of The Times the next day.
Hopkirk produced more than excit-

ing adventure stories. His travels
through Asia resulted in six books and
he was arguably the leading 20th-cen-
tury expert on the region. President
MuhammadNajibullah, the lastSoviet-
backed ruler of Afghanistan, spent his
time sheltering in theUNcompound in
Kabul translating Hopkirk’s The Great
Game into Farsi before he was dragged
outside and killed on the day the Tali-
ban took over the capital. Najibullah
believedHopkirk’s dramatic account of
19th-century Anglo-Russian rivalry in
central Asia was still so relevant that it
should be read by every Afghan. Hop-
kirk was on the Ministry of Defence’s
required reading list for British soldiers
who were deployed to Afghanistan.
Hopkirk did his homework in the

India Office archives at the British
Library and knew and consulted aca-
demics andmuseumcurators.Hehad a
huge collection of books on the region
— many of them rare, primary sources
— which filled his house in Fulham,

west London, to the extent that his wife
feared it might sink.
In the 1970s he travelled widely

through central Asia and also covered
theTimes-sponsored exhibition of Tut-
ankhamun’s treasures at the British
Museum and a show of newly excavat-
ed Chinese treasures by the Royal Aca-
demy. He began to piece together the
tale that would become his first book:
Foreign Devils on the Silk Road (1980),
describing the race between western
archaeologists for the lost cities and
treasures of the old trading routes of
Chinese central Asia. He chronicled
how paintings, silks, manuscripts,
bronzes and coins lying buried inmon-
asteries and temples beneath the sands
were excavatedand removedby the ton
by camel and ox-cart, to be scattered
among European museums. Sir Aurel
Stein, for instance, carried 29 cases
from one sealed chamber over bleak
wastelands and ice-clad passes of Chi-
nese Turkestan, which cost him the
toes of his right foot.
Hopkirk read all there was to read

and visited where possible all the sites.
Although the region was still largely
closed except to strictlymonitored tour

groups, Hopkirk became
adept at seeking out individ-
ualswith recollections of key
events and personalities:
“Whenever my minders’
backs were turned Iwould
sneak off to find where key
events in the Great Game
took place.” He was some-
times accompanied by Kath-
leen, his third wife and an
author, who did much initial
research and helped with inquiries in
Peking, Tokyo and Delhi.
His second book, Trespassers on the

Roof of the World, published in 1982,
concentrated on the increasingly fren-
zied —at times lunatic — attempts by
Europeans to reach Lhasa, the Forbid-
den City, and to achieve domination of
the huge Tibetan plateau. He uncov-
ered the stories of the Indian pundit-
spies employed by the British, one of
whomtravelled for four andahalf years
inTibet disguised as a holyman, count-
ing his five million steps on a rosary.
This book established Hopkirk as an
authority not only on the Great Game
buton the region inwhich itwasplayed.
Peter Hopkirk was born in Notting-

ham, the son of a prison chaplain. He
grew up in Danbury, Essex, where he
recalled hismother readinghimGreen-
mantle. He used to dream of being sent
on a secretmission byKim’s spymaster,
Colonel Creighton, and later always
carried the novel in his saddlebag. As a
boy he haunted oriental bookshops
around the British Museum and saved
up to buy a brass camel with a mysteri-
ous inscription that he kept on his desk.
Competitive from an early age, he

played rugby at the Dragon School
against Antonia Pakenham, now Lady
Antonia Fraser, and shot at Bisley for
the Marlborough eight. He began his
National Service in 1949with a second-
ment to the King’s African Rifles, chas-

ing armed bandits on the Italian Soma-
liland border. Years later, when Idi
Amin seized power in Uganda, his
name rang a bell withHopkirk (“I think
he was in my battalion”), and he made
great efforts to contact him.
He was inspired by Sir Fitzroy

Maclean’s Eastern Approaches to seek a
life of adventure. With the ColdWar at
its height, journalismappeared the best
option. He joined The Sunday Express
and was assigned to the French coun-
ter-insurgency war in Algeria in 1955,
where he accompanied French troops
in helicopter assaults on rebel strong-
holds.Hewas then invited by the South
African diamond millionaire Jim Bai-
ley to edit hisWestAfrican newsmaga-
zine Drum. He took his first wife,
Delphine,withwhomhehada son,Tim
(now a reputational risk management
consultant). The couple later divorced.
Aftera stint at ITNasanewscasterhe

joinedTheDailyExpress,andwasbased
in New York. During the 1961 Bay of
Pigs fiasco, andwhile working inHava-
na, hewas arrested by theCuban secret
police and accused of spying forWash-
ington. He was thrown into an over-
crowded cell from which fellow cap-
tives were taken out to be shot. It was
seemingly only thanks to the efforts of
the owner of the Express, Lord Beaver-
brook, and his contacts in Mexico that
his release was secured. A year later,
having been reassigned to the Middle
East, hewas arrested inBeirut and then
expelled from Lebanon.
When Hopkirk joined The Times in

1966hewonderedhowhewould fareon
a more serious newspaper. A colleague
said: “Write exactly the same way. Just
makeyourparagraphs twiceas long.”He
was for six years the newspaper’s chief

reporter before becoming a
Middle andFarEast expert.He
was on a plane from Beirut hi-
jacked by Palestinian terrorists
in1974.Withtheaircraftonthe
ground at Amsterdam, he
found himself on the tarmac
betweenDutch troops and the
still-armedhijackers.Hecour-
ageouslypersuaded thePales-
tinians to drop their weapons
and avoid a firefight.
He relished being a report-

er but now focused on his
books. The Great Game
(1990) drew under single
cover his work. He then
followed the itinerary of his
boyhood hero Kim from
Lahore to Varanasi and into
the Himalayas, speculating
on the models for Kipling’s

characters inQuest for Kim: In Search of
Kipling’s Great Game. Hopkirk’s second
wife was the journalist Joyce Hopkirk,
with whom he had a daughter, Victoria,
a landscape gardener. He met his third
wife,KathleenPartridge, at anarchaeol-
ogy lecture. They married in 1970; their
children, James and Elizabeth, are both
journalists.
“It’s extraordinary to see howhistory

is repeating itself,”he saidof thecurrent
situation in Afghanistan. “Some of the
playersaredifferent, but theGamegoes
on. Perhapsmybooks should be read as
cautionary tales.”

Peter Hopkirk, author, was born on
December 15, 1930. He died on August
22, 2014, aged 83

He spent two decades on
The Times, including six
years as chief reporter

RICHARD CANNON, THE TIMES

Hopkirk was an authority not only on the Great Game but on the
region in which it was played, including Afghanistan and China, right
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The Right Rev John Austin Baker
Bishop of Salisbury who wrote the controversial report The Church and the Bomb which infuriated the Thatcher government

As Bishop of Salisbury, Baker was the main author of Issues in Human Sexuality

JohnAustin Baker was a highly accom-
plished academic theologian and
author who was judged by his peers in
the Church of England to “write like an
angel”.Hewasalsoacomplexcharacter
prone to unpredictable acts and opin-
ions: his 11-year tenure as Bishop of
Salisbury began amid controversy in
1982with thepublicationofTheChurch
and the Bomb, which urged the
Thatcher government to adopt a policy
of unilateral nuclear disarmament “in
the hope of gettingmultilateral reduct-
ions moving”.
The government’s anger was exacer-

bated when Baker revealed that he had
changed his mind to the unilateralist
position while writing the report. He
was deluged by letters of protest in his
new diocese—home to a sizeablemili-
tary contingent — and did his best to
reply by hand to as many as he could,
sorting them into three piles: abusive,
complimentary and somewhere in
between.
A shy, unassuming man described as

“quiet and immensely soft-hearted”, he
nevertheless developed such strong
views on issues such as homosexuality,
Ireland and animal welfare (he de-
ploredbattery farming,whetherofhens
or pigs, and was a patron of Chicken’s
Lib) that he could overcome his inhibi-
tions to speak out boldly. He upset Mrs
Thatcher again in 1986 with his public
acceptance of thosewhoworewhite re-
membrance poppies. The prime minis-
ter spoke of her “deep distaste” at the
plan by the Peace Pledge Union, but
Baker said that there was “plenty of
room for white and red blooms side by
side”—earninghimself a condemnato-
ry leading article in The Sun.
Baker was also the main author of

Issues in Human Sexuality, a report by
theHouse of Bishops in 1991 that called
for homosexual clergy to abstain from
sex but allowed it for the laity; its publi-
cationcauseduproarand thepress con-
ferencewasbrought toaprematureend
by chanting militants. Soon after, how-
ever, Baker came to view the report’s
position as unsustainable, and said as
much. Later still he made clear his
support for gay marriage, saying in
1997: “I cannot see thatmarried hetero-
sexual clergy have a right to deny their
homosexual brothers and sisters the
potential spiritual blessing of a sexual
relationship when they themselves en-
joy that blessing”. The Archbishop of
Canterbury, Dr George Carey, made
plain his strong disagreement.
Baker was not amanwho “collected”

causes, though. Rather, he was an
inherently conservative person who
followed arguments to their logical
conclusions — however inconvenient
these might be. In that sense he was
akin to Trevor Huddleston, who went
to South Africa not to attack apartheid
but to run a church.One former bishop

said of Baker that “he took on things
[causes] that other bishops never have
and never did”.
Although Baker was brave in taking

up questions there was also at times a
curious lack of judgment about how he
did so. In a formal visitation of Salis-
bury Cathedral he criticised the fund-
raising actions of the dean and chapter,
accusing them of caring only about
money. He later apologised but his
relationships with cathedral staff were
thereafter impaired.
Despite his wide-range of forceful

views, he was mainly seen as a humble
man of prayer, and was noted for his
kindness, gentleness and profoundly
pastoral heart; his lack of “small talk”
was more than compensated for by his
elfin sense of humour.
His best known book was The Fool-

ishness of God (1970), which has been
used by many as a basic statement of
Christian faith, and which Baker him-
self always viewed as the most signifi-
cant of his ten books. Another influen-
tial work was his book of sermons, The
Whole Family of God (1981), which
placedhimamong thebest preachersof
his time while also providing inspira-
tion for many less gifted ones.
He also translated a series of impor-

tant theological works into English
from German, Dutch and French, in-
cluding Walter Eichrodt’s Theology of
the Old Testament, which Eichrodt

praised for Baker’s care, dedication and
theological acumen to the extent that
the English version was almost an
advance on the original German in
clarity and comprehension. Some of
this work of translation Baker said had
been done on the Tube in commuting
from his curacy at Hatch End to King’s
College.He also spent 17 years translat-
ing Jean Daniélou’s large history of
early Christian doctrine. His theologi-
cal mind led him to be used on various
Synodical committees, and he was a
member of the General Synod’s Doc-
trineCommission (with a short gap) for
20 years, from 1967 to 1987.
JohnAustinBakerwasborn in 1928 in

Birmingham, the only child of George
AustinBaker, a company secretary, and
his wife Grace. With three uncles in
holy orders and an aunt whowas a nun
it seemed natural that he would be or-
dained. He had a strange start, how-
ever, as his parents, devout Anglo-
Catholics, refused to takehimtochurch
until he was nearly seven. They feared
that, if he went any younger, he might
get bored and be permanently deterred
from churchgoing.

He gained a scholarship to Marlbor-
ough College, and after studying
modern languagesand theologyatOri-
el College, Oxford, trained for ordina-
tion at Cuddesdon, joining the staff
there to teach the Old Testament in
1954. Posts followed at King’s College
London teaching Greek (combined
with a curacy at St Anselm’s, Hatch
End), as chaplain and fellow of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford, examining
chaplain to the Bishop of Oxford, and
then as aCanon ofWestminsterAbbey.
The latter post marked a significant

turning point in his life. In 1974, at the
age of 45, he married Gillian (“Jill”)
Leach, whowas secretary to the receiv-
er general of the abbey; they met when
he gave her a report to type up. They
were married in the abbey and his wife
added fresh impetus tohisministry. She
was appointed MBE in 1997 for her
work in improving medical care in
Sudan. She survives him; they had no
children.
In 1978hebecameSpeaker’s chaplain

and rector of St Margaret’s Westmin-
ster.He becamemore aware of political
issues and became more radical, caus-
ing controversy when he said that the
British should apologise for its past
“sins towards Ireland”. He told the con-
gregation at Westminster Abbey in
1979: “The real miracle of modern Ire-
land is that the vast majority of Irish
people are so ready to forgive and for-
get, and to treat individual Britons as
friends.”
His ministry was blighted by poor

health, which he bore without fuss.
Heart trouble forced his resignation
from the chairmanship of the Doctrine
Commission in 1987, after only two
years in the post, but not before he had
presided over the preparation of a
major report,We Believe in God, which
was prepared in response to the debate
stimulated by the Right RevDavid Jen-
kins, Bishop of Durham.
He was often in pain from weak hips

but refused to give in to this, climbing
the spire of Salisbury Cathedral to ex-
amine repairs onlymonths after having
undergone a hip replacement opera-
tion. He retired as bishop in 1993, his
service to theology and the Church of
England being recognised in the same
year by the award of a Lambeth doctor-
ate of divinity. He moved to Winches-
ter, where in his long retirement there
he was a much valued presence in
preaching, teaching and lay education.
His hobbies included classical music
and playing the piano; as a boy his
parents had scrimped and saved to buy
him a baby grand, of which he made
good use.

The Right Rev John Austin Baker, Bishop
of Salisbury 1982-93, was born on
January 11, 1928. He died on June 4,
2014, aged 86

His parents would not let
him attend church until
the age of seven

HERBIE KNOTT FOR THE TIMES

Clemens van der
Ven, antique dealer,
was born on October
10, 1941. He died of
cancer on April 22,
2014, aged 72

Clemens van der
Ven was a founding

father of TEFAFMaastricht, the world’s
foremost annual art and antiques fair,
and of PAN Amsterdam, the similarly
successfulDutchnational fair. In1968he
andhissisterBea launchedVanderven&
Vanderven Antiquairs; at that time the
Dutch antique dealers’ association was
doggedly protective of its annual fair at

Delft, and when a new picture dealers’
fairwas suggested, it insisted that itmust
takeplaceas farawayaspossible.Thus in
1975Maastricht in the farthest southwas
chosen—astrokeof fortune,as itproved
an ideal international hub. In 1987 van
der Ven and a group of dealers flouted
the association’s authority to set upPAN
Amsterdam, and in 1989much the same
group created the dealer-run European
Fine Art Foundation to take over the
organisation of what was to become
TEFAF Maastricht. Van der Ven was
chairman until 1992, and his vision and
drive did much to weld traditionally
independent dealers into a formidable
organisation. In 1988 the fair had 97 ex-
hibitors and 17,600 visitors; in 2014 there
were 300 exhibitors and 74,000 visitors.

Lives in brief

Mary Orrom,
sculptor, was born
on June 7, 1926. She
died on April 16,
2014, aged 87

MaryOrromforged
a long career as a
sculptor while also

having a foothold in the film industry,
first through her own career as a
documentary film-maker in the 1940s
and then via her marriage to the late
director and producerMichael Orrom.
Shehad joinedPaulRothaProductions
in 1942. Rotha was a luminary of the
British documentary filmmovement; a

group of his employees left in 1944 to
found the Documentary and Techni-
cians Alliance (DATA), Britain’s first
film co-operative, of which she was a
founder member. At DATA, she made
several films that capture the postwar
spirit, includingDover Spring (1947), on
the re-planning of the town. She later
enrolled on a sculpture course at St
Martins School of Art where she ex-
celled under the tutelage of Anthony
Caro. She continued to work intermit-
tently on documentary films, including
alongside Lindsay Anderson onMarch
to Aldermaston (1959). Her sculptures,
which have been widely exhibited, are
permeatedwithan innateenvironmen-
tal awareness and wit. She taught
sculpture formanyyears; shewasan in-

spiring and challenging teacher, with
any sternness balanced by a sharp
sense of humour and an emphasis on
the importance of enjoying the process
of finding one’s own voice. She also
helped to inspire the children’s TV
series Ivor the Engine.
In his autobiography, Oliver Post-

gate, who was one of Orrom’s school-
friends, recounts how he approached
theOrroms for advice on how to devel-
op an idea he had for a children’s ani-
mation about a Welsh railway engine
called Ivor who dreamt of singing in a
choir. Mary’s advice had been to disre-
gard “what anybody else in the film
world was doing or had done” and to
just “get on with it”. Small Films was
born and the rest is history.

Mary Orrom Clemens van der Ven
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Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.15
Neighbourhood Blues 10.00 Homes
Under the Hammer 11.00 Animal
Saints and Sinners 11.45 Fake
Britain 12.15pm Bargain Hunt 1.00
BBC News; Weather 1.30 BBC
Regional News; Weather 1.45
Doctors 2.15 Perfection 3.00
Escape to the Country 3.30 The
Hairy Bikers: Everyday Gourmets
4.30 Put Your Money Where Your
Mouth Is 5.15 Pointless 6.00 BBC
News 6.30 BBC Regional News 7.00
The One Show 7.30 Fake Britain
8.00 The Great British Bake Off
9.00 Last Chance Academy 10.00
BBC News 10.25 BBC Regional
News; Weather 10.35 A Question of
Sport 11.05 The League Cup Show
12.15am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.00am Homes Under the Hammer
7.00 Animal Saints and Sinners 7.45
Animal Park 8.15 Sign Zone 11.00
BBC News 11.30 BBC World News
12.00 Fred Dibnah’s Building of
Britain 12.30pm Climbing Great
Buildings 1.00 Breakaway 1.45
Cash in the Attic 2.15 The Chef’s
Protégé 2.45 Celebrity MasterChef
3.30 Coast 4.15 Britain by Bike
4.45 Great British Railway Journeys
5.15 Flog It! 6.00 Two Tribes 6.30
Eggheads 7.00 Young Vets 8.00
Hotel India 9.00 Horizon: Allergies
— Modern Life and Me 10.00 Some
Vicars with Jokes 10.30 Newsnight
11.20 Super Senses: The Secret
Power of Animals 12.20am
Sign Zone: Who Do You Think You
Are? 1.20-2.40 Doctor Who

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
The Chase 1.30 ITV News; Weather
2.00 Judge Rinder 3.00 Secret
Dealers 4.00 Tipping Point 5.00
Gift Wrapped 6.00 Regional News
6.30 ITV News; Weather 7.00
Emmerdale 7.30 Coronation Street
8.00 The Secret Life of Cats 9.00
Secrets from the Asylum 10.00 ITV
News at Ten and Weather 10.30
Regional News 10.40 The Betrayers
11.40 Off the Beaten Track 12.05am
Jackpot247 3.00 The Jeremy Kyle
Show USA 3.40 ITV Nightscreen
4.15 Britain’s Best Bakery 5.05-
6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.00am Countdown 6.45 3rd Rock
from the Sun 7.35 The King of
Queens 8.00 Everybody Loves
Raymond 9.00 Frasier 10.00
The Big Bang Theory 11.00 Come
Dine with Me 12.00 Channel 4
News Summary 12.05pm Come
Dine with Me 1.40 Phil Spencer:
Secret Agent 2.40 Countdown

3.30 Deal or No Deal 4.30 Win It
Cook It 5.00 Come Dine with Me
6.00 The Simpsons 6.30 Hollyoaks
7.00 Channel 4 News 8.00 Sarah
Beeny’s Double Your House for Half
the Money 9.00 Star Paws: The Rise
of Superstar Pets 10.00 Educating
Yorkshire: One Year On 11.00
Addicts’ Symphony 12.20am
Ramsay’s Hotel Hell 1.10 FILM:
Our Children (2012) Drama 3.00
FILM: Broken Arrow (1950) 4.40
Gordon Ramsay’s Home Cooking
5.05-6.00 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am The Real A&E 7.00 Dog
Squad 8.00 Futurama 9.30 Hector
and the Search for Happiness
Special 9.45 Futurama 12.00 Got to
Dance 1.30pm Planes: Fire & Rescue
Special 2.00 The Simpsons 3.00
Modern Family 4.00 Futurama 5.00
The Simpsons 5.30 Futurama 6.30
The Simpsons 7.30 Got to Dance
9.00 FILM: The Full Monty (1997)
Comedy starring Robert Carlyle
and Tom Wilkinson 10.50 What If
Special 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
1.00am Brit Cops: Law & Disorder
3.00 Road Wars 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News 8.30
World Business Report 8.45 BBC
World News 9.30 HARDtalk 10.00
BBC World News 10.30 World
Business Report 10.45 Sport Today
11.00 BBC World News 12.00 GMT
1.00pm BBC World News 1.30
World Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 Impact 3.30 HARDtalk
4.00 Global 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45 Sport Today 6.00
Outside Source 6.30 Focus on
Africa 7.00 World News Today with
Zeinab Badawi 8.30 World Business
Report 8.45 Sport Today 9.00
Business Edition with Tanya Beckett
9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 BBC World
News America 11.00 Newsday 11.30
Asia Business Report 11.45 Sport
Today 12.00 Newsday 12.30am
Asia Business Report 12.45 Sport
Today 1.00 Newsday 1.30 Asia
Business Report 1.45 Sport Today
2.00 BBC World News 2.30 Asia
Business Report 2.45 Sport Today
3.00 BBC World News 3.30 Asia
Business Report 3.45 Sport Today
4.00 BBC World News 4.30
HARDtalk 5.00 BBC World News
5.30 World Business Report
5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football Gold 6.30
One2Eleven: Hasselbaink and
Vaughan 6.45 One2Eleven: Bacary
Sagna and Christian Karembeu

7.00 WWE Vintage 8.00 Anthony
Joshua: Heavyweight Hopes 9.00
Capital One Cup Football 10.00
Barclays Premier League Review
11.00 Barclays Premier League
Legends 12.00 Anthony Joshua:
Heavyweight Hopes 1.00pm
Barclays Premier League Legends
1.30 Capital One Cup Football 2.30
Barclays Premier League Review
3.30 Premiership Years 5.30
Football’s Greatest Teams 6.00
Boots ‘n’ All 7.00 Live Capital One
Cup Football: Bradford City v Leeds
United (Kick-off 7.45) 10.00
Anthony Joshua: Heavyweight
Hopes 11.00 Barclays Premier
League Legends 11.30 Football’s
Greatest Teams 12.00 Capital One
Cup Football 1.00am Rise as One
1.30 Premiership Years 3.30
Football Gold 4.00 One2Eleven:
Hasselbaink and Vaughan 4.15
One2Eleven: Bacary Sagna and
Christian Karembeu 4.30 Capital
One Cup Football 5.30-6.00
Football’s Greatest Teams

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Sporting Rivalries 7.00
England’s Best Ashes Days 9.00
The Ashes: Australia’s Best Days
10.00 Live One-Day International
Cricket: England v India. The second
fixture of the five-match series at
the SWALEC Stadium in Cardiff.
7.00pm Sachin Tendulkar: One-Day
King 7.30 Total Rugby 8.00 Boots
‘n’ All 9.00 One-Day International
Cricket 10.00 GAA Championship
Review 11.00 One-Day International
Cricket 12.00 England’s Best Ashes
Days 2.00am One-Day International
Cricket 3.00 Boots ‘n’ All 4.00
Best of ICC WT20 5.00-6.00
One-Day International Cricket

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Sporting Rivalries 7.00 Surf
Unleashed 7.30 Sporting Greats
8.00 US Open Tennis 9.00 Sporting
Rivalries 10.00 US Open Tennis
11.00 Racing News 11.30 Surf
Unleashed 12.00 US Open Tennis
1.00pm Sporting Rivalries 2.00 Surf
Unleashed 2.30 Sporting Rivalries
3.00 US Open Tennis 4.00 Live US
Open Tennis. Coverage of day three
of the Grand Slam event in New
York 12.00 Live US Open Tennis.
Further coverage of day three of
the Grand Slam event 4.00am Total
Rugby 4.30 Sporting Rivalries 5.00
Football League Gold 5.15 Football
Gold 5.30-6.00 Sporting Rivalries

British Eurosport
7.30am Cycling 8.30 Cycling:
Vuelta a España 9.30 Triathlon
10.30 Speedway 12.00 Cycling:
Vuelta a España 1.00pm US Open
Tennis 4.00-12.30am Live US Open
Tennis. Coverage of day three at
Flushing Meadows in New York

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for the
Day 5.45 Farming Today 5.58 Tweet
of the Day (r) 6.00 Today 9.00
Reflections with Peter Hennessy
9.30 Publishing Lives (r) 9.45 (LW)
Daily Service 9.45 Book of the
Week 10.00 Woman’s Hour
10.15-6.30pm (LW) Live Cricket
10.56 The Listening Project 11.00
Sandhurst and the Sheikhs 11.30
The Gobetweenies (r) 12.00 News
12.01pm (LW) Shipping 12.04 Home
Front 12.15 You and Yours 1.00
World at One 1.45 Literary Solutions
to the Economy 2.00 Archers (r)
2.15 Drama 3.00 Bricks and Bubbles
(r) 3.30 Inside Health (r) 4.00 The
Educators 4.30 Media Show 5.00
PM 5.54 (LW) Shipping 6.00 News
6.30 Dead Ringers 7.00 Archers
7.15 Front Row 7.45 Dark Fire 8.00
Agree to Differ 8.45 Four Thought
9.00 Costing the Earth (r) 9.30
Reflections (r) 10.00 World Tonight
10.45 Book at Bedtime 11.00 Jigsaw
11.15 Little Lifetimes 11.30 Believe It!
(r) 12.30am Book of the Week (r)
12.48 Shipping 1.00 As BBC World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
HARDtalk 9.30 Click 10.00 World
Update 11.00 News 11.06 Outside
Source 12.00 News 12.06pm
Outlook 1.00 Newshour 2.00
Newshour 3.00 News 3.06 Business
Daily 3.30 The Documentary 4.00
The Newsroom 4.30 Sport Today
5.00 The Newsroom 5.30 World
Business Report 6.00 World Have
Your Say 7.00 The Newsroom 7.30
Healthcheck. Health issues and
medical breakthroughs from around
the world 8.00 News 8.06
HARDtalk 8.30 World Business
Report 8.50 From Our Own
Correspondent 9.00 Newshour. The
stories behind the latest headlines
10.00 News 10.06 Outlook.
Perspectives on important issues
11.00 News 11.06 The Newsroom
11.30 World Business Report 12.00
The Newsroom 12.20am Sports
News 12.30 The Documentary 1.00
News 1.06 Business Matters 2.00
The Newsroom 2.30 Healthcheck
3.00 News 3.06 Outlook 4.00
Newsday 4.30-5.00 Assignment

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast 9.00 Essential
Classics 11.00 Live Edinburgh
International Festival 2014.
Stéphane Degout and Simon
Lepper perform Gallic song and
miniature opera 1.00pm News 1.02
Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert. The
Danish String Quartet and members
of the Capuçon Trio perform Hans
Abrahamsen and Fauré (r) 2.00
Afternoon on 3. Bernard Haitink
conducts the LSO in symphonies by
Schubert and Mahler 3.30 Choral
Evensong 4.30 In Tune 6.30
Composer of the Week: Pyotr Ilyich
Tchaikovsky (r) 7.30 Live BBC
Proms 2014. The Seoul Philharmonic
Orchestra plays Debussy,
Tchaikovsky and Unsuk Chin 10.00
Proms Plus Late. Poetry by Dominic
Hale and jazz with the Ashley Henry
Trio 10.25 The Free Thinking Essay:
New Generation Thinkers. (r) 10.40
The Free Thinking Essay: New
Generation Thinkers. John Gallagher
explores how 16th- and 17th-century
travellers shaped the English
language (r) 11.00 Late Junction
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night (r)

Births, Marriages and Deaths the times.co.uk/announcements
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Declaring Trump Contracts – 19
Scrambling

I think you’ll find it helpful to cat-
egorise the strategies of declaring
trump contracts. There’s Drawing
Trumps, Setting up a Suit, Ruffing
in Dummy, Crossruffing.
Sometimes, however, probably
because you’re in a somewhat
unsavoury contract, you cannot
really categorise a strategy. Or per-
haps you can...

Scrambling. Taking each trick
as it comes, reacting to what hap-
pens in the short term, a bit like
skiing off piste: a mogul here, a
tricky turn there, a bit of deep
powder there...

On our 3♥ deal, you as South
appear to have (at least) five losers:
three diamonds and two trumps.
Don’t look at things that way.

Consider that the opposing bid-
ding has told you spades are 4-4.
You can ruff three spades in hand
without fear of an overruff (not
normally a good idea to ruff in
hand, unless Scrambling). Together
with ♠A and ♣AKQ, that’s seven
tricks. Surely ♥AJ10 can generate
two more. [Again, you’ll notice the
focus on winners not losers].

Win ♣J with ♣K (preserving
♣AQ entries for ruffing spades).
Now cross to ♠A and ruff ♠4.
Cross to ♣Q and ruff ♠6. Cross to
♣A and ruff ♠9.

Your last six cards are ♥AJ10
and three losing diamonds. Exit
with a diamond. Even if the oppo-
nents are able to score three quick
diamonds (which they cannot here
due to West having no low dia-
mond), you’d be sure of winning
two of the last three tricks with

♥AJ10. Here West will win ♦AQ
and lead ♣J. Whether East ruffs
with ♥Q or discards, you must
score ♥A plus one of ♥J10. Nine
tricks and contract made.

andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 3♥, Opening Lead: ♣J

Dealer: North, Vulnerability: Neither

N
W E

S

♠A964
♥5
♦J6532
♣AQ2

1♦ Pass
1♥ Dbl(1) Pass(2) 1♠
2♥ Pass(3) Pass 2♠(4)
3♥(5) End

(1) Take-out – for the unbid black suits.
(2) Little point in making his planned 1♠
rebid – West having shown four cards.
(3) Correct not to bid 2♠. West has already
shown (in fact, guaranteed) 4-4 in the black
suits for his double. Bidding 2♠ is bidding the
same hand twice – his partner is still there.
(4) East is aware that he might have been
forced to bid 1♠ with a three-card suit.
Holding four spades – and therefore an
eight-card fit, he should complete to the
two-level (in spite of his defensive red-suit
holdings and barren shape).
(5) Marginal – but South knows East-West
have (at least) eight spades, and you should
be reluctant to let opponents play at the
level of their fit. However probably South
should bid 3♦ to offer an alternative
contract. [3♦ would handle nicely, making
an overtrick unless East finds an (unlikely)
low trump lead].

S W N E

♠2
♥AJ10732
♦974
♣K63

♠Q1073
♥Q64
♦K108
♣754

♠KJ85
♥K98
♦AQ
♣J1098

________
á D 4 4kD]
à0 0qDp0p]
ß DpD D D]
ÞD D )PD ]
Ý DpDN$ D]
ÜD D ! D ]
ÛP) DPD )]
ÚD D D I ]
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Winning Move

White to play. This position is from Dzag-
nidze-Socko, Tromsø Olympiad 2014.
Although White is material down she has
a huge central and kingside presence
headed up by the e5/f5 pawn duo. Can
you spot her fine continuation?
For up-to-the-minute information follow
my tweets on twitter.com/times_chess.

Women’s Olympiad

The results from the women’s
section of the Tromsø Olympiad
were as follows: 1. Russia 20/22; 2=
China, Ukraine 18; 4= Georgia,
Armenia, Kazakhstan 17; 7= Po-
land, USA, Germany 16. Today’s
game and puzzle are examples of
play by Nana Dzagnidze from
Georgia who won the gold medal
for her performance on top board.

White: Irine Sukandar
Black: Nana Dzagnidze
Tromsø Olympiad 2014
Sicilian Defence

1 e4 c5 2 Nf3 d6 3 Bb5+ Bd7 4
Bxd7+ Nxd7 5 0-0 Ngf6 6 Qe2
Qc7 7 c3

White has chosen a particularly
solid system which is often used
to avoid losing, rather than play-
ing vigorously for a win.
7 ... Ne5

Relatively new. Black hopes for
8 Nxe5 dxe5 which unbalances
the pawn structure, increasing the
possibility of a decisive result.
8 d4 Nxf3+ 9 Qxf3 e6

Black studiously avoids the
capture 9 ... cxd4 since after 10
cxd4 White has the excellent
square c3 to develop the knight
and also the prospect of later
playing a rook to c1 to embarrass
the black queen.
10 Re1 Be7 11 e5

A committal move which runs
the risk of forfeiting control of the
central light squares in return for
some nebulous attacking chances.
If White wished to continue cau-
tiously and solidly then it would
have been more sensible to play 11
Be3 followed by Nd2.

11 ... dxe5 12 dxe5 Nd5 13 Nd2
After White’s vigorous advance

in the centre this slow continua-
tion does not meet the require-
ments of the position. Much more
enterprising is 13 Qg3 when Black
cannot play 13 ... 0-0 because of 14
Bh6.
13 ... 0-0 14 Qg3 Rad8 15 Ne4 Kh8

A useful defensive measure
against White’s threat of Bh6 or
in some circumstances Nf6+.
16 Bd2

More to the point is 16 Bg5 to
exchange White’s potentially bad
bishop which is becoming gradu-
ally restricted by its own pawns.
16 ... Nb6 17 Bf4 c4 18 Qg4 Rd3
19 Bg3 Na4 20 Re2 b5 21 f4 Rfd8

________
á D 4 D i]
à0 1 gp0p]
ß D DpD D]
ÞDpD ) D ]
ÝnDpDN)QD]
ÜD )rD G ]
ÛP) DRDP)]
Ú$ D D I ]
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White’s kingside attack is ex-
tremely hit and miss. Meanwhile
Black dominates the centre.
22 Rae1 Nc5 23 Nf2 Rd2 24 f5
Rxe2 25 Rxe2 Qb6 26 f6 gxf6 27
exf6 Bxf6 28 Qf3 Kg7 29 Bf4
Rd5 30 Bh6+ Kg6 31 Be3 Qd6 32
Rd2 h5 33 Rxd5 exd5 34 Nh3

White has fought back well but
now misses 34 g4! which would
have kept her in the game.
34 ... Nd3 35 Bf4 Qe6 36 Bd2
Qg4 37 Qf1 a5 38 Kh1 b4 39 Ng1
Qd1 White resigns

A beautiful move to conclude.

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Paxwax a. Fierce-burning fuel b. A strong ligament
c. Waffle
Anele a. To anoint b. To coat in metal
c. Without form
Byssus a. A mussel’s beard b. A rock formation
c. Chemical slime

Across
1 Pain around back or hip (8)
7 Restrain (4,2)
8 Outdoor meal (6)
9 Salty (6)
10 Minute piece of matter (8)
12 Enrage; fragrant resin (7)
13 Quick clever reply (7)
16 Cutting (8)

17 Shake with cold or fear (6)
18 Important internal organs

(6)
20 Embedded (6)
21 Using a wide variety of

sources (8)

Down
1 Small mouthful of liquid (3)
2 Unbribable (13)
3 Dimly illuminated (6)
4 (Has) cropped up (6)
5 Very unimportant (13)
6 Conclusion reached by
reasoning (9)

10 Relating to the early
Church theologians (9)

11 Point out the resemblance
(to) (5)

14 Long harangue (6)
15 Split up (6)
19 As it is in the original (3)

Solution to Crossword 6489

T2 CROSSWORD No 6490

1 2 3 4 65

7

8

9

10 11

12

13 14 15

16

17

18 19

20

21

S U S P E N S E H E A T
T W X C V I
O D E H E A D H E E D
R E I R R N E
M E T A L D E T E C T O R

E A D F I
P E N U R Y B E L T U P
Y A U R R
R I S E T O T H E B A I T
R H E M N M E
H O E D H O L D P I N
I L S U L S
C O L D S T A M P E D E

Times Quick Crossword No 6490

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of four or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
13 words, average;
18, good; 24, very good;
30, excellent

Yesterday’s answers
crew, cruse, cue, cure, curse,
ecru, ecu, new, news, nurse, rec,
rue, rune, ruse, screw, sec, sen,
sew, sucre, sue, suer, sure,
unscrew, use, user, wen, wren

Word Watching answers

Paxwax (b) A ligament in the neck ofmammals that supports the
head, probably from Old English feax hair and wax growth.
Anele (a) To anoint, from anelen, from an- (fromOld English an-
ON) + elen to anoint.
Byssus (a) A mass of strong threads secreted by a mussel that at-
taches it to a rock, from Greek bussos flax.

Winning Move solution

1Nf6+!gxf62Rg4+Kh83Qh6Qd4+4Rxd4Rg8+5Kf2Rxd46
Qxf6+Rg77e6Rd68Qxg7+

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6771 Difficult

9
1 3
8 7 2 6 5
7 2 4 3

2 8 9
4 8 5 1
5 6 9 1 8

1 4
6

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3878 Tricky 12min

18 3 19 23

19 21 9

9 10 13

8 18 7 20 11

30 9

21 13 21

9 9 16

21 21 6

21

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2174

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

U

U

C

C

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

10 22 14 10 7 12 10 12 23 6

6 20 7 10 2 2 10

9 8 23 14 9 18 12 20 25 5 12 13

23 15 9 12 6 2 20

13 20 1 20 23 14 20 15 14 23 2 10

10 9 11 2 7

20 11 11 9 11 2 4 14 11 9

16 21 20 9 9

9 18 12 20 1 24 9 10 5 19 12 1

13 25 20 12 14 8 3

13 12 21 17 14 9 23 10 9 14 24 9

8 12 23 9 20 25 23

10 5 20 10 7 9 1 9 26 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Sudoku, Killer and Codeword solutions
3 4 6 8 5 1 9 2 7
1 5 9 7 2 4 6 8 3
7 8 2 6 9 3 5 1 4
4 9 3 1 8 5 7 6 2
5 2 8 3 6 7 4 9 1
6 1 7 9 4 2 3 5 8
8 3 1 5 7 9 2 4 6
2 6 5 4 3 8 1 7 9
9 7 4 2 1 6 8 3 5

4 7 8 5 1 3 6 9 2
9 1 2 6 4 7 3 8 5
5 6 3 9 8 2 7 4 1
7 2 9 4 5 1 8 6 3
1 4 6 2 3 8 9 5 7
8 3 5 7 9 6 1 2 4
3 5 1 8 2 9 4 7 6
2 8 7 1 6 4 5 3 9
6 9 4 3 7 5 2 1 8

V B R A I S E D S
S A R I N Q R E E L

I S G N U I M
A N C H O R E C L A I R
W O Y A L I
F L A P S K I S S E S
U W A Y O
L A Z I E R S T R U T
L G I O E T
Y O G U R T B A M B O O

B A I R E P X
J O I N N S T I E D

E A N G L E R S N

No 6770 No 3876 No 2173Solution right
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Sport

Catterick
Rob Wright
2.10 You’re My Cracker 4.15 Pettochside
2.40 Foxcover 4.45 Asteroidea
3.10 Superciliary 5.15 Spring Bird
3.40 LittleShambles (nap)
Thunderer: 2.40 Foxcover (nap). 4.45 Galizzi.
Going: good to firm (firm in places)
Draw: 5f-1m, low numbers best Racing UK

2.10 Median Auction Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,385: 5f) (9)

1 (1) 3530 BURNING THE CLOCKS 29 P Chapple-Hyam 9-5
J Nason (5)

2 (5) 0 BUSHTIGER 14 T D Barron 9-5 T Eaves
3 (3) CAPTAIN FUTURE B Smart 9-5 D Fentiman
4 (9) 04 CHARLIE LAD 10 O Pears 9-5 R Winston
5 (4) 630 COMPTON RIVER 86 B Smart 9-5 P Mulrennan
6 (6) 02 WISETON 33 T D Barron 9-5 J Hart
7 (2) GOOD MOVE B Rothwell 9-0 J Sullivan
8 (7) LITTLE POLYANNA A Berry 9-0 P P Mathers
9 (8) 33222 YOU'RE MY CRACKER 16 D McCain 9-0 G Lee

11-8 Burning The Clocks, 5-2 You're My Cracker, 7-1 Compton River, 8-1
Wiseton, 10-1 Charlie Lad, 16-1 Captain Future, 20-1 others.

RobWright’s choice:You’reMyCrackercangainadeserved
first success Dangers: Burning The Clocks, Charlie Lad

2.40 Maiden Stakes (£2,911: 7f) (7)
1 (4) 5003 WILD HILL BOY 7 (H) D Griffiths 4-9-10 J Haynes (3)
2 (6) 36232 CONQUERANT 12 (P) C Appleby 3-9-5 P Mulrennan
3 (2) 2 FOXCOVER 116 R Fahey 3-9-5 D Nolan
4 (1) 066-5 ONLY FOR YOU 11 Alan Brown 4-9-5 D Swift
5 (3) 0/6-0 SMIRFYS BLACKCAT 123 M Mullineaux 5-9-5 T Eaves
6 (7) 55 SAY SOMETHING 25 Mrs A Duffield 3-9-0 R Scott (7)
7 (5) -2002 TWO SMART 21 (H) K Burke 3-9-0 D Tudhope

11-8 Foxcover, 2-1 TwoSmart, 9-4 Conquerant, 33-1 Say Something, 40-1Only
For You, Wild Hill Boy, 50-1 Smirfys Blackcat.

Wright choice: Foxcover travelled well when second at
ThirskandtheformisworkingoutwellDanger:Conquerant

3.10 Handicap (£3,067: 1m 7f 177y) (7)
1 (2) 13356 MISS MACNAMARA 23 (CD) M Todhunter 5-9-13

Kevin Stott (5)
2 (4) 01623 JAN SMUTS 23 (T,P,CD) W Storey 6-9-10 G Lee
3 (1) 03141 GIOVANNI JACK 7 G A Swinbank 4-9-10 R Winston
4 (6) 52250 DHAULAR DHAR 11 (C) J Goldie 12-9-2 G Bartley (3)
5 (3) 53043 ARCAMANTE 5 (E) K Burke 3-9-0 D Tudhope
6 (7) 60-00 SUPERCILIARY 105 (D) C Gordon 5-9-0 J Haynes (3)
7 (5) 4-340 DANCEINTOTHELIGHT 23 (C) M D Hammond 7-8-10

N Farley (3)

Evens Giovanni Jack, 4-1 Miss Macnamara, 6-1 Arcamante, 7-1 Jan Smuts,
12-1 Danceintothelight, 14-1 Superciliary, 20-1 Dhaular Dhar.

Wright choice: Superciliary failed to handle heavy ground
at Chepstow and is well treated Danger: Giovanni Jack

3.40 Handicap (3-Y-O: £5,822: 7f) (6)
1 (6) 16002 LITTLE SHAMBLES 6 (CD) M Johnston 9-7 F Norton
2 (2) 12310 MR MCLAREN 12 (P,D,BF) D O'Meara 9-5 D Tudhope
3 (3) 20-11 JACOB BLACK 36 K Dalgleish 9-4 T Eaves
4 (5) 61-00 WOODLAND GIRL 15 R Fahey 8-6 J Garritty (5)
5 (4) 55021 SMART ALEC 12 (CD) G A Swinbank 8-2 D Fentiman
6 (1) 25355 SPIRIT OF ALSACE 20 (H) J Goldie 8-2 R Ffrench

7-4 Little Shambles, 3-1 Jacob Black, Smart Alec, 6-1 Mr McLaren, 14-1 Spirit
Of Alsace, 16-1 Woodland Girl.

Wright choice: Little Shambles races off a 2lb lower mark
thanwhen second toBragging atYorkDanger: JacobBlack

4.15 Handicap (£2,911: 5f 212y) (9)
1 (4) 15245 PETTOCHSIDE 40 (D,BF) C Gordon 5-9-10 K Fallon
2 (6) 35361 MEANDMYSHADOW 5 (CD) Alan Brown 6-9-10 D Swift
3 (2) 15504 PERFECT BLOSSOM 36 (C) A Berry 7-9-8 T Eaves
4 (5) 30213 LAYLA'S HERO 34 (V,D,BF) D Nicholls 7-9-7 P Mulrennan
5 (7) 24544 JUMBO STEPS 16 J Goldie 7-9-1 G Lee
6 (1) 52420 SHOWTIME STAR 12 G A Swinbank 4-9-0 R Winston
7 (8) 0-460 FOXTROT PEARL 28 J Holt 3-8-12 P P Mathers
8 (3) 22030 NICEONEMYSON 34 Christopher Wilson 5-8-10 Kevin Stott (5)
9 (9) 06233 RED CAPE 22 (B,CD) Mrs R Carr 11-8-5 J Sullivan

100-30 Pettochside, 4-1 Showtime Star, 9-2 Layla's Hero, 5-1 others.

Wright choice: Pettochside can bounce back from a poor
run at Newbury Dangers:Meandmyshadow, Jumbo Steps

4.45 Handicap (3-Y-O: £6,817: 1m 3f 214y) (7)
1 (4) 12002 GALIZZI 11 (D) Michael Bell 9-7 K Fallon
2 (3) -2312 ASTEROIDEA 10 (D) Mrs P Sly 9-4 Stephen Craine
3 (7) 0-213 SIR CHARLIE KUNZ 14 M Johnston 9-3 F Norton
4 (6) 00140 RISING BREEZE 32 (H) K Burke 9-0 J Haynes (3)
5 (2) 30121 INDIRA 11 (CD) J Berry 8-12 R Winston
6 (1) -4322 STANARLEY PIC 12 (BF) G A Swinbank 8-7 D Fentiman
7 (5) 54501 MENDELITA 15 (D) R Fahey 8-2 J Garritty (5)

3-1 Indira, 7-2 Sir Charlie Kunz, 4-1 Asteroidea, 5-1 Galizzi, 7-1 others.

Wright choice: Asteroidea, well bred, can build on a good
second to Aramist at Pontefract Danger: Sir Charlie Kunz

5.15 Handicap (£2,385: 5f) (15)
1 (10) 21000 MR MO JO 14 (H,B,CD) L Eyre 6-9-10 K Lundie (7)
2 (6) -2001 PASTUREYES 41 (P,D) S Dixon 4-9-9 M Hopkins (5)
3 (9) 41662 WINDFORPOWER 12 (P,D) Miss T Waggott 4-9-9J Nason (5)
4 (12) 01066 LADY POPPY 19 (CD,BF) G M Moore 4-9-8 K Fallon
5 (3) 63400 BOSUN BREESE 31 (D) P Midgley 9-9-8 P Mulrennan
6 (14) 00000 LOST IN PARIS 29 (B,CD) T Coyle 8-9-8 B McHugh
7 (2) 00142 SPRING BIRD 7 (D,BF) D Nicholls 5-9-6 A Nicholls
8 (13) 65064 INGENTI 5 (CD) Christopher Wilson 6-9-5 Kevin Stott (5)
9 (7) 41060 CHOSEN ONE 12 (CD) Mrs R Carr 9-9-4 J Sullivan
10 (4) 0-042 IRISH GIRLS SPIRIT 22 (D) P Midgley 5-9-0 G Lee
11(11) 41532 DANCING JUICE 21 (V,D) K Burke 3-9-0 D Tudhope
12(15) 50300 BISCUITEER 25 (H,B,D) S Dixon 3-8-12 T Eaves
13 (8) 003-0 GAUCHITA 120 (H,BF) K Burke 3-8-11 J Haynes (3)
14 (5) 00023 PAVERS STAR 26 (P,D) N Wilson 5-8-7 T Hamilton
15 (1) -4400 LUNESDALE BUDDY 23 (P) A Berry 3-8-3 P P Mathers

5-1 Spring Bird, 11-2 Windforpower, 7-1 Pastureyes, 8-1 others.

Wright choice: Spring Bird is in good heart and remains
relatively unexposed Dangers: Windforpower, Ingenti

Steward proves a class act on and off the course
Alan Lee Racing Correspondent

Landmark achievement: Steward punches the air after winning the Ebor at York

ANNA GOWTHORPE / PA

Jamie Spencer has not been saying
much, this past week, but he happily
took to Twitter on Saturday evening.
Forgetting his own troubles, the
soon-to-retire Spencer expressed his
delight at a breakthrough Ebor
HandicapvictoryonMutualRegard for
his teenage colleague, Louis Steward.
“He has it all,” Spencer told his

followers, “and the beauty is not many
people realised how good he is before
today.” He added the hashtag “class”
and expanded on his views when we
met at Chepstow on Monday.
“Ever since he started, he’s had the

right attitude,” Spencer said. “He’s
well mannered, he listens to advice and
hehas verygoodhands. Inmyeyes, he’s
certainly one of the best apprentices
around, if not the best.”
Steward regarded Spencer’s tweet as

a public endorsement, and appreciated
it deeply. “Jamie rides a lot of workwith
me and he’s always been a big help,” he
said. “I got loads of messages after
Saturday and they are still coming. But
what he said meant as much as
anything.”
Spencer was certainly right that

Steward remained beneath most
people’s radar before Saturday’s 20-1
success. He was even unknown to

Johnny Murtagh, the Irish-based
trainer of Mutual Regard. “Johnny said
on TV that he didn’t know who I was
whenhe bookedme,” he recalledwith a
laugh.
He took no offence over that, simply

impressing Murtagh with the extent of
his homework on the horse. Nor was
there any chance of Steward being
swept away by winning the richest Flat
handicap in Europe, a race worthmore
than all his 19 previous winners this
season put together.
“On Monday morning, I was back

mucking out three horses for my boss,
Michael Bell,” he said. “It was a good
thing to keep my feet on the ground.
People could get big-headed after
something like this. I wouldn’t like that
to happen.”
Steward is the sort of young man to

give jockeys a good name. Although
polite, well spoken and deferential, he
knows his ownmind and is determined
to build on the impetus gained by
winning such a landmark race.
He started this season intent on

becoming champion apprentice but
that ambition soonperishedagainst the
runaway train that is Oisin Murphy.
“I’d had a good winter and I thought
things would blossom, but it didn’t
really happen,” Steward said. “The
boss’s horses weren’t running well for a

while and mostly I was on outside
rides.”
That he remained grounded and

grafting was doubtless because of, in
large part, to his upbringing in a family
with only distant racing connections.
“Mymum’scousinownedahorsecalled
Jupiter Island,” he explained. By neat
coincidence, he won the Ebor in 1983.
“I grew up in Yarmouth, whereMum

and Dad run an amusement arcade.
They also worked on the fair in town,
along with my grandad, who was the
only one with any real racing interest.
He used to take me to Yarmouth races
when I was a kid and it started from
there.”
Last weekend, Steward had further

reason to be thankful to his
grandfather. “I’m banned from driving

for speeding,” he said, shamefaced.
“Grandad drove me to Hamilton on
Friday, then we stayed over and he
droveme to York on Saturday.Without
him, I don’t think I could have done it.”
His thanks extend to another family,

though— Philip Robinson, the former
jockey, and his wife, Gill. “When I left
the Racing School in Newmarket, I
needed some lodgings. Gill is the
secretary there and said I could stay
with them for a couple of weeks, but I
never left. I’ll have been there three
years in October.
“They treatme like part of the family

andPhilip is always there forme. There
are so many ups and downs in this
game, but Philip always tellsme to keep
my chin up and says the good guys
usually get to the top.”

Riding high

Age 19
Born Great Yarmouth
Started out At the British Racing
School in Newmarket
Apprenticed To Michael Bell
First winner 2012
Biggest winner Mutual Regard in
the Betfred Ebor at York
Strike rate 17 per cent in 2014

Carlisle
Rob Wright
2.00 Choc’a’moca 4.00 Lord Of The Dance
2.30 Signoret (nb) 4.30 Incurs Four Faults
3.00 Bearskin 5.00 Laughing Jack
3.30 La Havrese
Going: good to firm
Draw: 5f-1m, low best Racing UK

2.00 Amateurs' Handicap
(£2,495: 5f 193y) (8)

1 (8) 53364 SLIM CHANCE 13 (C) S West 5-11-7 Mr P Dennis
2 (2) 21450 HAB REEH 20 (D,BF) Mrs R Carr 6-11-7 Miss L Wilson
3 (7) 31201 CHOC'A'MOCA 28 (V,CD) P Midgley 7-11-3Mr A French (3)
4 (5) 42462 SHILLITO 26 T Coyle 4-11-3 Mr K Wood
5 (6) 04000 THE STRIG 9 (V,D) N Tinkler 7-10-9 Mr O Pimlott (3)
6 (1) 00566 BIX 41 (D) A Berry 4-10-2 (3)
7 (3) 00000 ONE KOOL DUDE 12 (B) M D Hammond 5-10-2

Mr D McDonagh (3)
8 (4) 66000 THEWESTWALIAN 9 P Hiatt 6-10-2 Miss M King (3)

11-4 Choc'A'Moca, 3-1 Hab Reeh, 4-1 Shillito, Slim Chance, 10-1 others.

2.30 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 5f 193y) (13)

1 (1) 0 BAHAMIAN DESERT 18 D O'Meara 9-5 Sam James (3)
2 (4) 2 CHARLIE CROKER 31 K A Ryan 9-5 B McHugh
3 (7) 0 HEY BOB 31 K Dalgleish 9-5 P McDonald
4 (12) 5 NAMED ASSET 16 Jedd O'Keeffe 9-5 R Kennemore
5 (3) 0 PHOENIX STORM 32 R Fahey 9-5 T Hamilton
6 (9) 00 RED SPRINGER 9 (V) A McCabe 9-5 B A Curtis
7 (2) 45 SHOOTINGSTA 55 B Smart 9-5 P Makin
8 (6) 2325 SUMMER TIMES 12 (BF) M Johnston 9-5 J Fanning
9 (11) 0 ANNEANI 23 P Green 9-0 R Da Silva
10(10) 4 CODGER'S GIFT 16 R Fahey 9-0 Samantha Bell (5)
11(13) MIDNITE RIDE R Fahey 9-0 I Brennan
12 (5) 3 SIGNORET 36 R Fahey 9-0 G Chaloner (3)
13 (8) SPIRITUAL ACCLAIM J Weymes 9-0 C Catlin

9-4 Summer Times, 3-1 Shootingsta, 4-1 Charlie Croker, 13-2 others.

3.00 Handicap (3-Y-O: £2,587: 5f 193y) (4)
1 (2) 62236 KIRTLING BELLE 36 K Dalgleish 9-6 J Fanning
2 (4) 43161 BEARSKIN 5 (B,D) Mrs A Duffield 9-5 P McDonald
3 (3) 60001 RAZIN' HELL 27 (V,D) A McCabe 9-3 D Brock (3)
4 (1) 02003 CHOOKIE'S LASS 5 (D) K Dalgleish 9-2 P Makin

2-1 Razin' Hell, 9-4 Bearskin, 3-1 Chookie's Lass, 7-2 Kirtling Belle.

3.30 Handicap (£2,587: 7f 200y) (5)
1 (5) -6313 LA HAVRESE 12 (H,BF) Mrs A Duffield 3-9-6 P McDonald
2 (4) 31433 INDIAN GIVER 9 (D) J Riches 6-9-0 Alistair Rawlinson (5)
3 (2) F643 HEAVENLY RIVER 16 K Burke 3-8-13 B A Curtis
4 (1) 02132 HER RED DEVIL 16 (D,BF) R Fahey 3-8-12 G Chaloner (3)
5 (3) 10020 SUNI DANCER 20 P Green 3-8-6 R Da Silva

5-2 La Havrese, 11-4 Her Red Devil, 7-2 Indian Giver, 9-2 others.

4.00 Handicap (£5,175: 7f 200y) (8)
1 (3) 00120 TALENT SCOUT 12 (CD) Mrs K Tutty 8-9-12 Gemma Tutty (5)
2 (2) -0063 HENRY THE AVIATOR 8 (D) M Johnston 4-9-10 J Fanning
3 (1) 14316 AL KHAN 19 (P,C) O Pears 5-9-6 J Butterfield (5)
4 (8) 36600 ARGAKI 27 (D) K Dalgleish 4-9-1 P Makin
5 (7) 20360 RED CHARMER 11 (D) Mrs A Duffield 4-8-13 P McDonald
6 (4) 14-42 CHINESE JADE 26 Sir M Prescott 3-8-12 C Catlin
7 (5) 00005 LORD OF THE DANCE 23 (P,CD) M Mullineaux 8-8-11

A Hesketh (7)
8 (6) 05112 BAHAMIAN C 9 (D) R Fahey 3-8-10 G Chaloner (3)

3-1 Chinese Jade, Henry The Aviator, 4-1 Bahamian C, 6-1 Al Khan, 8-1 others.

4.30 Handicap (£2,587: 1m 1f 61y) (11)
1 (4) 40000 WOODY BAY 53 M Walford 4-10-0 J Hart
2 (10) 00013 SENOR GEORGE 19 (C,BF) B Ellison 7-9-12 B Hughes
3 (1) 60446 LIFE AND TIMES 23 (D) M Johnston 6-9-10 J Fanning
4 (2) 4430 SPOT THE PRO 15 (T) R Menzies 5-9-8 P McDonald
5 (7) 1P124 INCURS FOUR FAULTS 11 (CD) K Dalgleish 3-9-5 P Makin
6 (8) 60002 NELSON'S BAY 7 W Storey 5-9-2 I Brennan
7 (3) -1133 REMEMBER ROCKY 20 (P,D,BF) Mrs L Normile 5-9-1

Megan Carberry (7)
8 (5) 32366 FERDY 19 P Green 5-9-0 R Da Silva
9 (11) 01605 ROXY LANE 12 P Hiatt 5-8-12 C Catlin
10 (9) 00342 MOUNT CHEIRON 22 (P) Mrs D Sayer 3-8-10 E Sayer (5)
11 (6) 0-055 MITCD 62 M Todhunter 3-8-5 Joe Doyle (5)

5-1 Incurs Four Faults, Mount Cheiron, Remember Rocky, 7-1 others.

5.00 Handicap (£5,822: 1m 6f 32y) (8)
1 (4) 54-05 AUSTRALIA DAY 52J (D) P Webber 11-9-10 P Makin
2 (2) 06033 EBONY EXPRESS 22 G A Swinbank 5-9-9 B A Curtis
3 (7) 05160 LAUGHING JACK 15 G Baker 6-9-9 G Downing (5)
4 (3) 6226- MOHAWK RIDGE 116J (D) J Moffatt 8-9-7 C Beasley (3)
5 (8) 61316 LA BACOUETTEUSE 7 (B,C,D) I Jardine 9-9-3 P McDonald
6 (5) 56613 LATE SHIPMENT 15 (P) M Johnston 3-9-2 J Fanning
7 (6) 34663 ARANTES 14 M Channon 3-8-12 S Hitchcott
8 (1) 13544 A SOUTHSIDE BOY 23 (H) J Goldie 6-8-9 Joe Doyle (5)

3-1 Late Shipment, 9-2 Arantes, 5-1 Australia Day, 6-1 others.

Lingfield Park
Rob Wright
2.20 Turning Times 4.25 Rembrandt Van Rijn
2.50 Barchan 4.55 Celestial Knight
3.20 Dire Straits 5.25 Patronella
3.50 Expose 6.00 Charter
Going: standard
Draw: no advantage At The Races

2.20 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,587: 1m 1y) (5)

1 (3) GALILEANO M Botti 9-0 R L Moore
2 (5) 05 LEXI'S RED DEVIL 11 M Botti 9-0 M Harley
3 (2) MADAM MIDNIGHT D Simcock 9-0 J Crowley
4 (4) TEPELENI C Brittain 9-0 R Hughes
5 (1) 22 TURNING TIMES 21 C Appleby 9-0 W Buick

6-4 Turning Times, 9-4 Galileano, 9-2 Lexi's Red Devil, 13-2 others.

2.50 Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £2,199: 6f 1y) (7)

1 (1) 04646 SPORTLOBSTER 24 (P) T Dascombe 9-7 R Kingscote
2 (7) 050 BARCHAN 77 C Appleby 9-6 C Hardie (5)
3 (6) 060 BAKHT A RAWAN 60 M Usher 9-5 L Keniry
4 (3) 554 MAZOULA 17 H Palmer 9-0 N Garbutt (5)
5 (4) 64222 LADY ZODIAC 8 (BF) A Balding 8-13 D Probert
6 (2) 400U PIPING DREAM 8 R Hannon 8-12 R Hughes
7 (5) 0065 MAGIC MAC 15 (P) H Morrison 8-3 Luke Morris

3-1 Barchan, 7-2 Lady Zodiac, 9-2 Mazoula, Piping Dream, 13-2 others.

3.20 Handicap (3-Y-O: £2,199: 1m 5f) (8)
1 (5) 04434 PASSIONATE AFFAIR 7 (T,P,C) J Osborne 9-7 R Hughes
2 (1) 63610 ROMAN RICHES 48 (V) G L Moore 9-6 R L Moore
3 (2) 0006 DIRE STRAITS 22 (P,BF) C Wall 9-5 T E Durcan
4 (7) -6500 HIORNE TOWER 22 John Best 9-4 G Baker
5 (4) 055 PERFECT OUTCOME 22 P Chamings 9-1 R Tate (3)
6 (3) 504 OPUS TOO 15 (B) Miss J Feilden 8-12 Shelley Birkett (5)
7 (6) 03-03 OHIO 9 N Littmoden 8-8 Luke Morris
8 (8) 000-0 DESERT ISLAND DUSK 9 J Bridger 8-3 W A Carson

5-2 Passionate Affair, 7-2 Dire Straits, 4-1 Roman Riches, 5-1 others.

3.50 Handicap (£5,304: 5f 6y) (10)
1 (10) 0-000 STONE OF FOLCA 29 (H,D) John Best 6-9-9 G Baker
2 (1) 44330 O'GORMAN 15 (D) G Brown 5-9-8 L Keniry
3 (8) 14161 DISSENT 15 (B,C,D) J Given 5-9-7 T Queally
4 (4) 61030 EXPOSE 102 (CD) Shaun Harris 6-9-6 C Hardie (5)
5 (6) -1061 CLEARING 33 (CD) J Boyle 4-9-5 P Cosgrave
6 (7) 35040 ARCTIC LYNX 15 (P,C) R Cowell 7-9-4 A Atzeni
7 (5) 01-02 BROTHER TIGER 34 (C) D Griffiths 5-9-4 O Murphy
8 (3) 40200 REBECCA ROMERO 24 (CD) D Coakley 7-9-4 R Hughes
9 (2) 02005 ROYAL ACQUISITION 29 (CD) R Cowell 4-9-3 A Beschizza
10 (9) -4230 ANGEL WAY 49 (D) M Murphy 5-9-2 S W Kelly

7-2 Dissent, 5-1 Brother Tiger, 6-1 Clearing, 7-1 O'Gorman, 8-1 others.

4.25 Maiden Stakes (£2,587: 1m 2f) (13)
1 (11) 4-6 SAGUA LA GRANDE 42 (T) Lady Cecil 4-9-13 A Morgan (3)
2 (1) SEA VISION Miss J Crowley 4-9-13 D Sweeney
3 (9) 32-00 ZARLIMAN 44 M Meade 4-9-13 J Mitchell
4 (10) 0-0 GRACEFUL WILLOW 78 John E Long 4-9-8

Natalia Gemelova (3)
5 (13) 3/0 PRECINCT 22 (H) J Eustace 4-9-8 Luke Morris
6 (8) CERUTTY M Botti 3-9-5 M Harley
7 (3) 5- CRY JOY 308 C Appleby 3-9-5 W Buick
8 (4) 32 GLORIOUS SUN 18 (BF) E Walker 3-9-5 R Hughes
9 (2) 0 REMBRANDT VAN RIJN 102 D Lanigan 3-9-5 T E Durcan
10 (5) 42 PAST FORGETTING 23 L Cumani 3-9-0 A Atzeni
11 (7) 25422 RED VELOUR 19 (BF) J Noseda 3-9-0 R L Moore
12(12) 54 ROXY HART 22 E Vaughan 3-9-0 J Quinn
13 (6) SPACELAB Mrs A Perrett 3-9-0 James Doyle

7-2 Red Velour, 9-2 Glorious Sun, Past Forgetting, 6-1 Cry Joy, 13-2 others.

4.55 Handicap (£2,199: 1m 1y) (10)
1 (4) 00600 OFFICER IN COMMAND 34 (P,C,D) J Butler 8-9-10

D Muscutt (5)
2 (8) -6045 FIDUCIA 41 S Dow 4-9-10 H Bentley
3 (5) -0565 SUPER COOKIE 20 A Carson 4-9-7 R Tart (3)
4 (6) -0602 CELESTIAL KNIGHT 23 (V) J Fanshawe 3-9-4 S W Kelly
5 (3) 45343 ANGINOLA 15 (P,D) Mrs L Mongan 5-9-1 L Jones
6 (7) 04450 DANCING SAL 39 (B) G L Moore 3-9-0 J Fortune
7 (9) /000- BRYANT PARK 258 Jane Chapple-Hyam 5-8-11 P Cosgrave
8 (10) 00660 BOOKTHEBAND 57 (B) C Brittain 4-8-11 L Steward (5)
9 (2) 45260 GOLLY MISS MOLLY 23 (P) J Gask 3-8-6 A Atzeni
10 (1) 055 FOCAIL MEAR 12 John Ryan 3-8-4 R Powell (3)

5-2 Celestial Knight, 11-2 Anginola, 6-1 Bryant Park, 8-1 others.

5.25 Handicap (£2,199: 1m 1y) (9)
1 (6) 56032 EL MIRAGE 11 D Ivory 4-9-10 J Crowley
2 (1) 00500 BASINGSTOKE 84 S Hodgson 5-9-8 S Drowne
3 (4) 24600 MIDNIGHT FEAST 14 (P,CD) L Carter 6-9-6 S Donohoe
4 (9) 62165 CYFLYMDER 19 (CD) D Griffiths 8-9-3 O Murphy
5 (2) 64-00 MACK'S SISTER 19 (C) M Madgwick 7-9-0 K Shoemark (7)
6 (5) 04035 LIFEJACKET 29 (B) E Dunlop 3-8-13 A Atzeni
7 (7) 5-604 VIED 16 (P) R Cowell 3-8-11 A Beschizza
8 (3) 00042 PATRONELLA 8 D Simcock 3-8-10 R Kingscote
9 (8) 04364 DARK PHANTOM 18 (T) P Makin 3-8-4 Martin Dwyer

3-1 Patronella, 7-2 El Mirage, 5-1 Cyflymder, Lifejacket, 8-1 others.

6.00 Handicap (£2,587: 7f 1y) (10)
1 (6) 53023 MARJONG 15 (H) S Dow 4-9-7 S Sanders
2 (2) 60211 EXCEEDEXPECTATIONS 35 (V,CD) L Carter 5-9-7 S Donohoe
3 (1) 10120 SECRET SUCCESS 14 (T,C,D,BF) P Cole 4-9-7 G Baker
4 (8) /32-4 CHARTER 14 M Wigham 4-9-7 P Aspell
5 (4) 00300 MULTITASK 34 (H,C,D) M Madgwick 4-9-6 W A Carson
6 (5) 05636 HARRY BOSCH 12 (H) Miss G Kelleway 4-9-5 T Queally
7 (3) -6566 EVIDENT 13 (P,D) J Noseda 4-9-5 J Fortune
8 (10) 00-45 BOBOLI GARDENS 49 (H,T) Mrs I G-Leveque 4-9-2 L Souza
9 (7) 01204 MEDAM 2 (CD) Shaun Harris 5-8-13 O Murphy
10 (9) 63505 THE HAPPY HAMMER 39 (B,CD) E Stanford 8-8-10

Doubtful

11-4 Secret Success, 3-1 Exceedexpectations, 4-1 Charter, 13-2 others.

Course specialists
Carlisle: Trainers T Coyle, 3 from 14 runners, 21.4%;
B Ellison, 14 from 78, 17.9%. Jockeys A Hesketh, 3
from 7 rides, 42.9%; J Butterfield, 3 from 11, 27.3%.
Catterick: Trainers Michael Bell, 3 from 9, 33.3%; S
Dixon, 6 from 27, 22.2%%. Jockeys K Fallon, 3 from
10, 30.0%; D Tudhope, 28 from 145, 19.3%.
Kempton Park: Trainers S Bin Suroor, 57 from 218,
26.1%; J Fanshawe, 56 from 237, 23.6%. Jockey R L
Moore, 78 from 336, 23.2%.
Lingfield Park: Trainers J Noseda, 49 from 162, 30.2%;
R Hannon, 18 from 67, 26.9%. Jockeys R L Moore, 76
from 292, 26.0%; R Hughes, 65 from 320, 20.3%.
Worcester: Trainers J Scott, 9 from 36, 25.0%; Jim
Best, 8 from 34, 23.5%. Jockeys A P McCoy, 93 from
343, 27.1%; H Skelton, 8 from 51, 15.7%.

Striker light
Giroud injury means
Arsenal will take on
Besiktas under a cloud

Football, pages 58-64

Frank’s farewell
Lampard signals the end
for England’s so-called
‘golden generation’

Oliver Kay, page 60

Blinkered first time: Carlisle 2.30 Red Springer. Kempton
Park5.55 It'sAYes FromMe,MonashkaBay, ShaftOf Light,
Stapleford Lad, Zafraaj. 6.55 Allegation. Lingfield Park 3.20
Opus Too. 5.25 Lifejacket. Worcester 5.05 Forever My
Friend. 6.05 In The Crowd.
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Root sweeps
aside criticism
of England’s
one-day habits
Cricket
Richard Hobson
Deputy Cricket Correspondent

TheEnglandone-daybattingout in the
middle may be too cautious for some,
but Joe Rootmanaged to clear his front
leg and bludgeon the words of Graeme
Swann and Michael Vaughan over
deep mid-wicket in the most modern
fashion as he defended their approach
going into next year’s World Cup.
Root avoided the brunt of the criti-

cism from Swann, a former colleague,
and Vaughan, a longstanding family
friend,during theiropinionatedchaton
Test Match Special on Monday.
Alastair Cook did not get away so

lightly, and nor did the selectors who
chose the squad for the 50-over series
against India that is due to get under
way at the second attempt in Cardiff
today.
Swann said that England “do not

have a cat in hell’s chance” of winning
the tournament in Australia and New
Zealand, which starts in February, and
both he and Vaughan suggested that
Cook should be stood down. They cited
old-fashioned thinking over personnel
and strategy as hindering their

prospects of scoring match-winning
totals beyond 300.
To no surprise, Root, the probable

captain for the 2019 World Cup in
England, disagreed. “I do not think
there is much wrong with the batting,”
he said. “I think guys have been picked
because they are very capable of
making big scores in one-day series. I
do thinkwehave enough firepower.We
have a nice balance.”
The calendar then seemed to turn

backamonth to conversations after the
Lord’sTest against India,withadefence
ofCook fromwithin thegroup.Not, this
time, for his leadership or lengthening
string of innings without a hundred in
the longer format, but for an overall
strike rateofabout78 in50-overcricket.
Root failed to stifle a chuckle when

asked if he agreed that Cook should be
replaced as one-day captain. “No,” he
said. “He is our leader in one-day
cricket as well as Tests. He has done
well over a number of years and we all
back him. He is a fantastic player and
has all of our support.His style comple-
ments players like Alex Hales.”
The problem for England is that

Swann’s comments inparticular cannot
be dismissed lightly because he was
involved in the set-up until nine
months ago. His insight into the way
that statistics came to dominate plan-
ning was fascinating, and Root gave
only a partial denial that things have
changed with the switch from Andy
Flower, the former team director, to
Peter Moores as the head coach.
An instinctive Test-down approach

to selection was reflected in reward for
somany of the side who turned around
the India series in preference to bats-
men such as James Taylor and Jonny
Bairstow,who scored freely andheavily
for the Lions in the one-day series
against Sri LankaAandNewZealandA
at the start of this month.
England could hardly avoid picking

Hales after such a prolific season.
Rather than welcome his selection, it is
just as pertinent to ask why it took so
long, even if Swannwas surely exagger-
ating when he suggested that Hales

Indiamaybequeasy travellers, but they
did beat England in the Champions
Trophy final at Edgbaston last year.
With an eye on next year, the short,

straight boundaries at the SWALEC
Stadium best resemble those at Eden
Park, in Auckland, the venue for one of
the World Cup semi-finals. As a guide,
it was in Cardiff that Jonathan Trott hit
two of his three one-day sixes for
England. Dampness filled the air
yesterday, but both sides were able to
practise and rain is not forecast today.
In the opposition camp, Duncan

Fletcher’s role as head coach remains
highly uncertain. Senior figures at the
Board of Control for Cricket in India
(BCCI) are reportedly angry that
Mahendra Singh Dhoni, the captain,
said that Fletcher will remain in situ at
the World Cup. “Dhoni cannot decide
who should be coach, BCCI will decide
it,” an unnamed board official said.

Exclusive to members
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How they line up

England (possible): AN Cook (captain), AD Hales,
IR Bell, JE Root, EJG Morgan, BA Stokes,
JC Buttler, CJ Jordan, JC Tredwell, ST Finn,
JM Anderson.
India (possible): MS Dhoni (captain), RG Sharma,
S Dhawan, V Kohli, AM Rahane, AT Rayudu, RA
Jadeja, RAshwin, B Kumar, M Shami, U T Yadav.
Umpires: P Reiffel (Australia) and R Illingworth.
Third umpire: T Robinson.
Match referee: R Madugalle (Sri Lanka).
Series details: First Royal London ODI: Match
abandoned (Bristol). Second: Today (SWALEC
Stadium, Cardiff, live on Sky Sports 2). Third:
Saturday (Trent Bridge). Fourth: Sept 2
(Edgbaston). Fifth: Sept 7 (Headingley).

In safe hands: Root believes the selectors have found the right balance for the
one-day series against India, despite calls to adopt a more modern approach

Rosberg in clear with
FIA despite collision
Formula One The FIA will not
take action against Nico Rosberg
despite Lewis Hamilton, his
Mercedes team-mate, claiming
that the German had admitted
causing a collision at the Belgian
Grand Prix. “The FIA will not
intervene,” a spokesman said. “It
would require a ‘new element’ for
stewards to open an investigation
and a comment alleged to have
been made in an internal briefing
and later denied by the team does
not constitute a ‘new element’.”
6Martin Whitmarsh has severed
his links with McLaren with a
£6million payoff after 24 years
with the team. Whitmarsh left his
roles as McLaren chief executive
and F1 team principal in January.

Matthews extends hold
on red jersey in Spain
Cycling Michael Matthews, of
Australia, retained the overall lead
in the Vuelta a España after
finishing third on yesterday’s
fourth stage. John Degenkolb,
the German who rides for
Giant-Shimano, below, won the
stage in a sprint finish after an
energy-sapping 164.7km stage in
oppressive heat from Mairena del
Alcor to Córdoba. Chris Froome,
the Team Sky leader, moved up
two places to 15th in the general
classification after finishing in the
lead group.

Ill wind forces schedule
rethink in Amsterdam
Rowing Racing was cancelled at
the World Championships in
Amsterdam yesterday owing to
the windy conditions. As well as
the Great Britain women’s
quadruple scull, who will race
their repechage, and the women’s
eight, who compete in the heats,
six other British crews are in
action today, including the men’s
eight, who face a repechage after
finishing second in their heat. The
finals begin tomorrow, with
Britain’s three para-rowing crews
all in medal contention.

Jamoye handed shot
at dethroning Quigg
Boxing Scott Quigg, of England,
below, will defend his WBA
super-bantamweight title against
Stephane Jamoye in Manchester
on September 13. The Belgian, a
former European bantamweight
champion, replaces Paulus
Ambunda, of Namibia, who hurt a
hamstring in training. Skywill
screen George Groves’s first bout
since his loss to Carl Froch in May,
against Christopher Rebrasse, of
France, for the European
super-middleweight title at
Wembley Arena on September 20.

PAUL CHILDS/ACTION IMAGES

Taylor hammers on selectors’ door

Royal London Cup
Pat Gibson

James Taylor may be considered
surplus to England’s requirements at
themoment, but he continued to batter
on the selectors’ door yesterday by
leading Nottinghamshire into the
semi-finals of the Royal London Cup
with his second century in three games
and his highest score in this form of
cricket.
Taylor, striking the ball with tremen-

dous power for a man of short stature,
hit anunbeaten 146off 154balls, includ-
ing five sixes and eight fours, and with
Samit Patel, Riki Wessels and James
Franklin joining him in successive

partnerships of 136, 48 and 87, Notting-
hamshire piled up a total of 313 for five.
The targetwas always going to be too

steep for Derbyshire and although
MarcusNorth, playinghis last game for
the county, made 67 and David Wain-
wright a defiant 41, their innings never
gathered any momentum and they
were all out for 228, with Patel taking
for four for 49.
It had been an achievement in itself

for Derbyshire to reach the quarter-
finals and not just because they began
their campaign with a two-point
deduction for a sub-standard pitch
against Durham in last year’s 40-over
competition.
They have endured a traumatic

season both on and off the field, but
have playedwell in the cup and seemed
ready to give Nottinghamshire a real
challenge when they took two wickets
in four balls in the fourth over. Michael

Lumb was cruelly run out at the
bowler’s end when Ben Cotton deflect-
ed the ball into the stumps, but Steven
Mullaney was caught at slip off a good
ball from Cotton and Taylor and Patel
showed the bowling every respect as
they painstakingly rebuilt the innings.
It was only after Patel had been well

caught by Billy Godleman on the
square-leg boundary off Mark Footitt
that the floodgates opened, with 146
runs coming from the last 15 overs, half
of them off Taylor’s flashing blade.
He had taken 75 balls to reach fifty

with his first six, but he made 96 from
his next 79 balls, clearing the ropes
four more times with some hugely
impressive blows over long-on and
long-off.
It was a classic innings from a

batsman who is now averaging 52 in
one-day cricket and must surely play
for England again.

Scoreboard

Notts Outlaws (balls)
M J Lumb run out 19 (12)
S J Mullaney c Madsen b Cotton 9 (12)
*J W A Taylor not out 146 (154)
S R Patel c Godleman b Footitt 55 (74)
M H Wessels c Elstone b Wainwright 28 (19)
J E C Franklin run out 27 (26)
†C M W Read not out 11 (3)
Extras (b 1, lb 6, w 11) 18
Total (5 wkts, 50 overs) 313
S KWWood, A Shahzad, L J Fletcher and J T Ball did
not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-27, 2-31, 3-167, 4-215, 5-302.
Bowling:Footitt 8-1-62-1; Cotton9-0-66-1; Palladino
10-0-71-0; Hughes 10-0-50-0; Wainwright 10-0-
35-1; Durston 3-0-22-0.
Derbyshire Falcons (balls)
W J Durston c Mullaney b Ball 5 (7)
B A Godleman b Shahzad 25 (42)
M J North st Read b Patel 67 (91)
*W L Madsen c Wood b Shahzad 14 (24)
A L Hughes b Patel 5 (11)
S L Elstone c Read b Patel 10 (20)
†G D Cross c Taylor b Patel 23 (15)
A P Palladino b Shahzad 8 (8)
D J Wainwright b Fletcher 41 (31)
B D Cotton b Fletcher 10 (10)
M H A Footitt not out 11 (11)
Extras (b 1, lb 2, w 4, nb 2) 9
Total (44.5 overs) 228
Fall of wickets: 1-8, 2-61, 3-94, 4-106, 5-130, 6-143,
7-162, 8-163, 9-203.
Bowling:Fletcher7.5-1-39-2;Ball6-0-35-1;Wood4-0-22-0;
Shahzad 8-0-33-3; Mullaney 9-0-47-0; Patel 10-0-49-4.
Umpires: N G B Cook and J H Evans.

should have been identified three years
ago.
Root described the squad as “comfy,

ready to go and really looking forward
to the series”.He described it as “a great
opportunity” to justify the self-belief
apparently coursing through thegroup.
What, though, if results go belly-up?

Trent Bridge (Notts Outlaws won toss): Notts
Outlaws beat Derbyshire Falcons by 85 runs

Nottinghamshire
v Derbyshire
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Rugby union Sport

Epsom
Going: soft (heavy in places)

2.15 (7f) 1, Jumeirah Glory (G Chaloner, 7-2);
2, Outback Ruler (9-2); 3, Kifaaya (11-4 fav).
6 ran. NR: Bakht A Rawan, British Embassy.
l, 2Nl. R Fahey.
2.50 (1m114yd) 1,DanceOf Fire (DProbert, 1-2
fav); 2, Here Now (6-4); NR: Who’sthedude.
Kl, A M Balding.
3.25 (6f) 1,Arctic Feeling (Samantha Bell, 5-2);
2, Huntsmans Close (9-4 fav); 3, Hopes N
Dreams (7-1). 6 ran. NR: Duke Cosimo,
Invincible Strike, Langley Vale, Mission
Approved, Salvatore Fury, Swiss Cross. 3Ol,
2Nl. R Fahey.
3.55 (7f) 1, Ixelles Diamond (G Chaloner, 3-1);
2, Intomist (10-1); 3, Fiftyshadesofgrey (11-4
fav). 7 ran. NR: Scottish Glen, Skytrain, Until
Midnight. 7l, ns. R Fahey.
4.30 (1m 4f 10yd) 1, Last Echo (S De Sousa, 4-9
fav; Thunderer’s nap); 2, Corn Maiden (7-1); 3,
Tingo In The Tale (5-1). 4 ran. NR: Last Minute
Lisa,SandyCove,St Ignatius. 7l, 1Kl. RBeckett.
5.05 (1m 2f 18yd) 1, Coincidently (S De Sousa,
11-8 fav); 2,Megalala (9-2); 3, Pigeon Pie (4-1).
4 ran. NR: Dalaki, Flamborough Breeze, Gabrial
The Thug,Marzante, Rakaan, St Paul De Vence.
12l, 21l. A Bailey.
Placepot: £85.10. Quadpot: £18.00.

Ripon
Going: good to firm (good in places)
2.00 (1m 1f 170yd) 1,MixedMessage (D Swift,
9-4); 2, Aneedh (8-1); 3, Zaitsev (15-8 fav).
7 ran. NR: Plunder. 1l, 1Nl. B Ellison.
2.30 (5f) 1, Zebelini (Lemos De Souza, 40-1);
2, Zuzinia (9-1); 3, Pacngo (10-1). 11 ran.
NR: Grand Beauty, Pickle Lilly Pearl,
Threatorapromise. Nk, 2l. Mrs I G-Leveque.
3.05 (6f) 1, Pumaflor (J Hart, 9-1); 2, Midlander
(9-2); 3, Firgrove Bridge (14-1). Little Belter
(4th) 11-4 fav. 7 ran. Ol, nk. R C Guest.
3.40 (5f) 1, Miss Mullberry (S James, 3-1);
2, Snap Shots (5-2); 3, Zeb Un Nisa (6-4 fav).
5 ran. 1Ol, 1l. D O’Meara.
4.15 (1m 1f 170yd) 1, Stormardal (D Tudhope,
7-1); 2, Woodacre (11-4); 3, San Cassiano
(15-2). Master Of Finance 9-4 fav. 8 ran. NR:
Eeny Mac, Maybeme, Sophisticated Heir,
Truancy, Ty Gwr. Kl, 2l. I Mohammed.
4.50 (1m) 1, Janaab (P Makin, 9-1); 2, Charles
DeMille (20-1); 3, Thankyou VeryMuch (7-2 jt-
fav). Al Muheer 7-2 jt-fav. 9 ran. NR: Mister
Marcasite, No Quarter, Steel Stockholder.
1Kl, Ol. T Easterby.
5.20 (2m) 1, Kodicil (J Hart, 4-1); 2, Mighty
Missile (5-4 fav); 3, Rokeby (7-1). 6 ran. NR:
Generous Dream, Spruzzo, Superciliary,
Vedani, Zarosa. Kl, 14l. M Walford.
Placepot: £1,199.10. Quadpot: £91.40.

Sedgefield
Going: good (good to firm in places)
4.55 (2m1f)1,AdmiralHawke (DannyCook, 6-4
fav); 2, Silver Shuffle (11-4); 3, Apollo Eleven
(6-1). 10 ran. NR: May’s Boy. 3N, 9l. B Ellison.
5.30 (2m 4f) 1, Pennys Tune (D R Fox, 4-1);
2, Spieta (4-1); 3, Roll Of Thunder (200-1).
Hawdyerwheesht (4th) Evens fav. 7 ran.Kl, 8l.
M M McNiff.
6.00 (2m 110yd) 1, Toledo Gold (M JMcAlister,
14-1); 2, Muwalla (13-2); 3, Claragh Native
(14-1). Danby’s Legend (fell) 5-4 fav. 7 ran. NR:
Civil Unrest. 5l, 8l. M A Barnes.
6.30 (2m5f 110yd) 1,Right To Rule (K Renwick,
9-2); 2,Dumbarton (10-1); 3,Renegotiate (7-1).
Vuvuzela (fell) 3-1 fav. 8 ran. NR: Highland
Cathedral. Ol, Kl. D McCain Jnr.
7.00 (2m 4f) 1, Ever So Much (A P McCoy, 6-4
fav); 2, Unknown Legend (10-1); 3, Sir Lynx
(20-1). 8 ran. 7l, 12l. B Haslam.
7.30 (2m 1f) 1, Dynamic Drive (S Mulqueen,
6-1); 2, District Attorney (16-1); 3, Golden
Future (10-1). Push Me (4th) 2-1 fav. 13 ran.
NR: Sleep In First. 3l, Ol. M A Barnes.
8.00 (2m 1f) 1, Clonalig House (B Hughes, 8-1);
2, LuccombeDown (13-2); 3, Divine Port (3-1 jt-
fav). Blayney Queen (6th) 3-1 jt-fav. 10 ran.
Nk, 1Kl. R A Fahey.
Placepot: £297.80. Quadpot: £89.30.

Wolverhampton
Going: standard
6.20 (1m 141yd) 1, Dutch Rifle (Kieran
Shoemark, 7-2); 2, Solo Hunter (14-1);
3, Allergic Reaction (5-1). Heska (6th) 5-2 fav.
10 ran. 1N, sh hd. J Tate.
6.50 (1m 141yd) 1, Venturous Spirit (W Buick,
3-1); 2, Freemason (6-5 fav); 3, Holiday Magic
(22-1). 12 ran. ns, Ol. J H M Gosden.
7.20 (7f 32yd) 1, Peace Accord (R LMoore, 7-2);
2, Baltic Prince (14-1); 3, Carrera (9-1).
Overrider 11-4 fav. 11 ran.NR:HazzaThe Jazza.
3Kl, nk. M Wigham.
7.50 (7f 32yd) 1, Faraajh (M Harley, 9-2);
2, Charlotte’s Secret (7-1); 3, Horsetracker
(16-1). Western Playboy (6th) 7-2 fav. 12 ran.
5l, sh hd. J Tate.
8.20 (5f 216yd) 1,Heaven’s Secret (THamilton,
8-1); 2, Captain Revelation (13-8 fav);
3, Anonymous John (9-1). 11 ran. NR:
Citisonsmith. Kl, Ol. R A Fahey.
8.50 (1m 5f 194yd) 1, Echo Brava (Michael J M
Murphy, 5-2 fav); 2, Lineman (15-2);
3, Underwritten (5-1). 7 ran. NR: Warrigal.
2N, 2N. L A Dace.
9.20 (5f 20yd) 1, Rise To Glory (D Fentiman,
7-1); 2, China Excels (8-1); 3, Your Gifted (8-1).
Bubbly Bailey 3-1 fav. 10 ran. NR: Captain
Scooby, My Time. Ol, 1N. S A Harris.
Placepot: £245.30. Quadpot: £77.80. Tote
Trifecta: £120.10.

Yesterday’s racing results

Kempton Park
Rob Wright
5.55 Zafraaj 7.55 Musaddas
6.25 Light Fantastic 8.25 See And Be Seen
6.55 Allegation 8.55 Maria Bella
7.25 Father Stone
Going: standard Tote Jackpot meeting
Draw: 5f-1m, low numbers best Racing UK

5.55 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £1,940: 6f) (12)

1 (5) 23566 BAARS CAUSEWAY 23 (V) T Jarvis 9-7 W Buick
2 (4) 555 IT'S A YES FROM ME 18 (V) J Fanshawe 9-6 F Tylicki
3 (10) 0-400 SHAFT OF LIGHT 9 (B) Sir M Prescott 9-6 Luke Morris
4 (6) 53065 ZAFRAAJ 8 (E,B) R Harris 9-5 Mikey Ennis (7)
5 (3) 0-465 MAYMYO 35 S Kirk 9-4 James Doyle
6 (8) 00055 LA NAPOULE 28 R Hannon 9-3 R Hughes
7 (12) 024U6 DYLAN'S CENTENARY 23 B Millman 9-2 S Killoran (7)
8 (7) 32405 DANDYS PERIER 28 (D) R Harris 9-2 W Twiston-Davies
9 (1) 46006 MONASHKA BAY 42 (B,D) M Blanshard 9-1 D Probert
10(11) 00000 SONG OF ROWLAND 27 (D) J Spearing 9-0 S Pearce (3)
11 (9) -0004 STAPLEFORD LAD 21 (V) S C Williams 9-0 K Fox
12 (2) 01-55 BONNIE FAIRY 6 M Appleby 8-11 A Mullen

5-1 Stapleford Lad, 6-1 Dylan's Centenary, Song Of Rowland, 8-1 Dandys
Perier, It's A Yes FromMe, Shaft Of Light, 10-1 Baars Causeway, 12-1 others.

6.25 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 7f) (14)

1 (12) ACQUITTAL J Fanshawe 9-0 Hayley Turner
2 (14) ALMOST NOWHERE M Appleby 9-0 A Mullen
3 (6) 0 BOBBIE'S GIRL 28 W Haggas 9-0 L Jones
4 (10) 0 CASCADES 18 D Elsworth 9-0 L Keniry
5 (5) 3 COMMANDARIA 78 J Noseda 9-0 R Hughes
6 (13) DOMINIKE M Botti 9-0 Doubtful
7 (9) FORTE R Beckett 9-0 S De Sousa
8 (1) 0 GLEAMING GIRL 13 D Simcock 9-0 P Cosgrave
9 (7) 0 IMPERIAL LINK 24 P Cole 9-0 Luke Morris

10 (8) 3 LIGHT FANTASTIC 18 E Dunlop 9-0 W Buick
11 (4) MEDICEAN MELODY D Simcock 9-0 Martin Lane
12 (2) SAINT HONORE P Phelan 9-0 H Bentley
13(11) VIVI'S CHARIS Sir M Stoute 9-0 R L Moore
14 (3) YOU BE LUCKY Miss J Crowley 9-0 D Sweeney

7-2 Commandaria, 9-2 Light Fantastic, 11-2 Cascades, 13-2 Vivi's Charis, 8-1
Medicean Melody, 10-1 Forte, 12-1 Acquittal, Imperial Link, 14-1 others.

6.55 Median Auction Maiden Stakes
(£2,587: 1m 4f) (8)

1 (5) GARVIE BAY 81J M Blanshard 4-9-13 L Keniry
2 (7) 0/6 MUSICAL MOON 19 Lady Herries 4-9-13 J Crowley
3 (6) 3 GRAFFITI ART 32 B Powell 5-9-8 F Tylicki
4 (3) 0 GOLDEN BIRD 22 D Ivory 3-9-3 S Drowne
5 (1) 0 PERFECT LEGEND 18 A Balding 3-9-3 D Probert
6 (2) SEAMOUR Miss J Crowley 3-9-3 D Sweeney
7 (8) 0-22 ALLEGATION 23 (B) D Lanigan 3-8-12 T E Durcan
8 (4) 042 LIMOUSINE 18 C Hills 3-8-12 James Doyle

5-4 Allegation, 6-4 Limousine, 12-1 Graffiti Art, 14-1 Perfect Legend,
Seamour, 20-1 Musical Moon, 33-1 Garvie Bay, Golden Bird.

7.25 Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £1,940: 1m) (14)

1 (10) 06443 FRAMLEY GARTH 19 D Elsworth 9-7 S De Sousa
2 (12) 00000 OCEAN CRYSTAL 11 John Ryan 9-5 R Powell (3)
3 (6) 4002 WINTER QUEEN 9 C Appleby 9-3 C Hardie (5)
4 (11) 506 OROBAS 16 H Whittington 9-3 L Steward (5)
5 (8) 0005 FATHER STONE 19 D Elsworth 9-2 L Keniry
6 (4) 0504 JET MATE 23 W Muir 9-2 Martin Dwyer
7 (1) 0060 EL CAMPEON 7 S Dow 9-2 H Bentley
8 (13) 0465 GOOLAGONG GIRL 9 Jane Chapple-Hyam 9-2 M Harley
9 (14) 06502 CHILWORTH BELLS 12 M Channon 9-1 C Bishop (3)
10 (9) 0000 HIDDEN AGENDA 9 M Blanshard 8-10 D Probert
11 (7) 003 GIPSY DOLL 19 P Cole 8-9 Luke Morris
12 (3) 600 AKAVIT 17 E De Giles 8-7 O Murphy
13 (5) 00004 SARAH CATHERINE 43 M Usher 8-6 A Mullen
14 (2) 006 HOLD FIRM 20 M Tompkins 8-6 J Quinn

11-4 Winter Queen, 4-1 Jet Mate, 6-1 Framley Garth, Ocean Crystal, 8-1
Chilworth Bells, Gipsy Doll, 12-1 Father Stone, Goolagong Girl, 25-1 others.

7.55 Handicap (£7,158: 1m) (13)
1 (9) 200-1 HOMAGE 59 (C,D) W Haggas 4-9-12 R L Moore
2 (13) 14103 BRAVO ECHO 20 (CD) M Attwater 8-9-11 R Havlin
3 (5) 16064 SECRET ART 29 (P,CD) W Knight 4-9-11 G Baker
4 (11) -0212 BUCKSTAY 29 (CD) P Chapple-Hyam 4-9-10 J Crowley
5 (8) 015-4 MYSTICAL SAPPHIRE 17 (C) Miss J Crowley 4-9-8

D Sweeney
6 (10) 32340 JAMHOORI 160 (D) J Gask 6-9-7 T Queally
7 (2) 06524 SILVERHEELS (B,CD) P Cole 5-9-6 Luke Morris
8 (7) -0442 MONSIEUR CHEVALIER 42 P O'Gorman 7-9-6 R Tart (3)
9 (12) 53116 BILLINGSGATE 32 (CD) C Appleby 3-9-4 W Buick
10 (3) 15 SLOANE AVENUE 102 (D) J Noseda 3-9-4 James Doyle
11 (4) 52212 MUSADDAS 21 (H,D,BF) S Bin Suroor 4-9-4 A Atzeni
12 (1) 21500 ZAMPA MANOS 69 (CD) A Balding 3-9-2 D Probert
13 (6) 1316- TALKSALOT (C) J Moore 3-9-0 S Donohoe

4-1 Homage, 11-2 Billingsgate, 6-1 Sloane Avenue, 13-2 Musaddas, 8-1
Buckstay, 10-1 Monsieur Chevalier, Secret Art, Zampa Manos, 12-1 others.

8.25 Handicap (£4,690: 2m) (7)
1 (4) 23610 LION BEACON 28 Mrs A Perrett 4-9-7 S Sanders
2 (2) 10205 SIR FRANK MORGAN 7 (D) M Johnston 4-9-5 S De Sousa
3 (6) -2103 PERFECT SUMMER 39 (BF) Lady Cecil 4-9-2

L Steward (5)
4 (7) 222-0 DEFICIT 15 S Gollings 4-9-1 R Hughes
5 (5) -3426 OPERA BUFF 20 (P,BF) J Santos 5-9-0 C Hardie (5)
6 (3) 11412 SEE AND BE SEEN 32 (P,CD) S Kirk 4-8-11 James Doyle
7 (1) -0606 TAPPANAPPA 22 (H,C) M Appleby 7-8-9 A Mullen

11-4 See And Be Seen, 3-1 Sir Frank Morgan, 7-2 Perfect Summer, 6-1 others.

8.55 Fillies' Handicap (£4,690: 7f) (9)
1 (3) 11110 ISHIAMBER 58 (CD) G Baker 4-9-12 P Cosgrave
2 (2) 0-005 TRUCANINI 50 (CD) C Wall 4-9-11 G Baker
3 (8) 1-532 INTERCEPTION 85 (C,BF) D Lanigan 4-9-10 T E Durcan
4 (5) 31-12 MARIA BELLA 62 (CD) C Appleby 3-9-6 W Buick
5 (7) 02464 SUBTLE KNIFE 20 (CD) G Bravery 5-9-5 W A Carson
6 (4) 0-220 GOWN 39 (D) C Hills 3-9-1 R Hughes
7 (6) 00460 MISS LILLIE 39 (P,D) R Teal 3-8-12 James Doyle
8 (9) 21030 RELATION ALEXANDER 10 (CD) P D'Arcy 3-8-11 S Levey
9 (1) 00460 SAFFIRE SONG 15 A Bailey 3-8-6 L Jones

11-4 Maria Bella, 4-1 Gown, 11-2 Trucanini, 6-1 Interception, 13-2 others.

Worcester
Rob Wright
4.35 It Is What It Is 6.35 Empire Levant
5.05 Johnny’s Way 7.05 In The Rough
5.35 Presenting Berkley 7.35 Discay
6.05 Street Entertainer
Going: good At The Races

4.35 Handicap Chase (£2,599: 2m 7f) (5)

1 002/1 IT IS WHAT IT IS 6 Jonjo O'Neill 7-11-13 A P McCoy
2 -030P STATE DEPARTMENT 27 P Hobbs 7-11-12 R Johnson
3 44-23 SIMPLY CHARLES 96 H Parrott 7-11-6 R McCarth (5)
4 664-1 KILCASCAN 102 (P) Mrs R Gasson 10-11-4 B Poste (5)
5 -4004 CHURCH BRAY 13 (BF) N T-Davies 6-11-3 S Twiston-Davies

11-10 It Is What It Is, 4-1 Kilcascan, 5-1 Simply Charles, 6-1 others.

5.05 Handicap Chase (£6,330: 2m 7f) (7)
1 -5P40 VICTOR LEUDORUM 13 (T,CD) C Mann 7-11-12 N Fehily
2 -V1P1 BARTON STACEY 13 (B,C,D) D Pipe 9-11-9 A P McCoy
3 1/15- TRAFALGAR 276 (T,CD,BF) D Skelton 7-11-7 H Skelton
4 -1024 JOHNNY'S WAY 38 (P,CD) R Woollacott 10-11-6 Mr M Legg (7)
5 1-221 PORTERS WAR 44 J Scott 12-11-3 N Scholfield
6 -1335 FOREVER MY FRIEND 26 (B,C) P Bowen 7-11-3 J E Moore
7 -3323 MY LAD PERCY 30 (P,C) M Keighley 6-10-6 R Johnson

3-1 Barton Stacey, 4-1 Trafalgar, 9-2 Johnny's Way, 5-1 others.

5.35 NH Flat Race (£1,559: 2m) (10)
1 22 BORU'S BROOK 38 (BF) Jim Best 6-11-1 A P McCoy
2 3- PAOLOZZI 252 S Durack 5-11-1 C O'Farrell
3 452 SAVER 13 (T) N Twiston-Davies 5-11-1 S Twiston-Davies
4 SHOTOFWINE H Daly 5-11-1 A Tinkler
5 4 BUCKLED 30 (BF) P Chamings 4-11-0 N Fehily
6 PRESENTING BERKLEY T Vaughan 4-11-0 R Johnson
7 RIGHT ON ROY M Keighley 4-11-0 T Bellamy (5)
8 SOUNDSOFSILENCE J Spearing 4-11-0 J E Moore
9 30- ARCTIC DIXIE 334 B Summers 6-10-8 J Best (3)
10 P/PF0 CLOVERS REVENGE 13 N Mitchell 6-10-8 Mr C Gethings (7)

5-6 Boru's Brook, 4-1 Saver, 8-1 Arctic Dixie, 10-1 Buckled, 12-1 others.

6.05 Selling Hurdle (£1,949: 2m) (6)
1 54212 KYLES FAITH 8 (P,C) M Keighley 6-11-5 I Popham
2 /550- IN THE CROWD 286 (B,D) B Barr 5-10-12 D Prichard (7)
3 METAL MICKY J Holt 7-10-12 C Poste
4 BF436 NO NO CARDINAL 8 (H,T) M Gillard 5-10-12 T Phelan
5 4-134 STREET ENTERTAINER 26 (T,B,D) D Pipe 7-10-12 A P McCoy
6 -0530 NOBLE BACCHUS 33 Fergal O'Brien 4-10-11 N Slatter (7)

1-7 Street Entertainer, 9-1 Kyles Faith, 14-1 In The Crowd, 25-1 others.

6.35 Claiming Hurdle (£1,949: 2m 4f) (10)
1 0/21 CLASSIC COLORI 6 M Keighley 7-11-10 Killian Moore (5)
2 P-426 EMPIRE LEVANT 29 (P) D Skelton 7-11-10 H Skelton
3 F-004 DESCARO 30 John O'Shea 8-11-4 J Best (3)
4 46242 MACARTHUR 29 (P) D Rees 10-11-4 P Moloney
5 5233/ WEAPON OF WAR 730 S Lycett 10-11-4 Peter Carberry (3)
6 50235 ACADEMY GENERAL 13 (C) D Bridgwater 8-10-9 J Hodson (7)
7 -3322 ELSAFEER 36 (P,C,D,BF) T Vaughan 9-10-9 R Johnson
8 -64R1 STONEMADFORSPEED 45 (P,D) J Flint 6-10-9 A P McCoy
9 6U530 TENBY JEWEL 14 (T,B) M Gillard 9-10-9 Tom O'Brien
10 UU0P- WHAT AN OSCAR 143 (D) N T-Davies 9-10-9 S Twiston-Davies

4-1 Elsafeer, 9-2 Academy General, Stonemadforspeed, 13-2 others.

7.05 Handicap Hurdle (£5,697: 2m 7f) (4)
1 20306 BARIZAN 10 (T,B) D McCain 8-11-12 W Renwick
2 53-11 IN THE ROUGH 35 (C) Jonjo O'Neill 5-10-12 A P McCoy
3 P-00P DARROUN 30 (B,D) S Lycett 6-10-1 S Twiston-Davies
4 6P-26 PASSATO 11F (T,BF) Jo Davis 10-10-0 P Moloney

11-10 In The Rough, 15-8 Barizan, 7-2 Passato, 33-1 Darroun.

7.35 Novices' Hurdle (£3,249: 2m 4f) (8)
1 132F1 DISCAY 29 (CD) Dr R Newland 5-11-12 S Twiston-Davies
2 14245 A TAIL OF INTRIGUE 10 I Williams 6-11-5 W Kennedy
3 BATHWICK STREET 15F (P) D Pipe 5-10-12 A P McCoy
4 6-624 BLAZING GLEN 24 A Jessop 6-10-12 Tom O'Brien
5 UF MARKET MAL 95P Mrs D Hamer 8-10-12 Mr B Moorcroft (5)
6 P-P60 WITNESS APPEAL 29 (T) M Jones 8-10-12 M Quinlan (3)
7 000 MADE OF DIAMONDS 6 P Bowen 5-10-5 D Devereux
8 00-3 POETIC PRESENCE 98 A Wintle 4-10-3 A Coleman

2-1 Discay, 9-4 A Tail Of Intrigue, 9-2 Blazing Glen, 5-1 others.

Cricket
Second one-day international: Hambantota: Sri
Lanka310-9 (ADMathews93,DPMDJayawar-
dene 67, N L T C Perera 65;Wahab Riaz 4 for 65);
Pakistan 233 (Mohammad Hafeez 62, Ahmed
Shehzad 56). Sri Lanka won by 77 runs.
6Three-match series level 1-1

Tennis
US Open
FlushingMeadows, New York: First round: Men:
P-HMathieu (Fr) bt GMuller (Lux) 6-7, 7-5, 7-6,
6-7,6-1;NDjokovic (Serbia)btD SSchwartzman
(Arg) 6-1, 6-2, 6-4; G García-López (Sp) bt Lu
Yen-hsun (Taiwan) 6-4, 6-2, 6-2; M Granollers
(Sp) bt J Melzer (Auatria) 7-6, 6-3, 6-2; K Nishi-
kori (Japan) bt W Odesnik (US) 6-2, 6-4, 6-2; I
Karlovic (Cro) bt J Nieminen (Fin) 6-4, 6-4, 3-6,
6-4; SQuerrey (US)btMGonzález (Arg) 6-2, 4-6,
6-4, 4-6, 6-3; F del Bonis (Arg) bt N Rubin (US)
6-4, 6-3, 6-0; F Fognini (It) bt A Golubev (Kaz)
6-4, 6-4, 6-2; P Andújar (Sp) bt J Sock (US) 6-4,
3-6 6-1 ret; J Isner (US) btMGiron (US) 7-6, 6-2,
7-6.Women:SErrani (It) bt K Flipkens (Bel) 6-1,
7-5; C Wozniacki (Den) bt M Rybarikova (Slova-
kia) 6-1, 3-6, 2-0 ret; M Sharapova (Russ) bt M
Kirilenko (Russ) 6-4, 6-0; S Cirstea (Rom) bt H
Watson (GB) 6-1, 6-1; Karolina Pliskova (Cz) bt
Y Meusburger (Austria) 6-2, 6-2; Wang Qiang
(China) bt PKania (Pol) 6-2, 6-0;MBarthel (Ger)
bt Zhang Shuai (China) 6-1, 6-2; A Ivanovic (Ser-

bia) bt A Riske (US) 6-3, 6-0; S Stosur (Aus) bt L
Davis (US) 6-1, 6-4; CDellacqua (Aus) btPMayr-
Achleitner (Austria) 7-5, 6-3; V Lepchenko (US)
btAvanUytvanck (Bel)7-5,6-2;MErakovic (NZ)
bt S Kuznetsova (Russ) 3-6, 6-2, 7-6; E Vesnina
(Russ) bt Chan Yung-jan (Taiwan) 6-0, 7-5; S
Rogers (US)btMZanevska (Ukr)6-4, 6-3;BZah-
lavova Strycova (Cz) bt A Barty (Aus) 6-1, 6-3.

Results

Football
Kick-off 7.45 unless stated
Champions League play-offs, second leg:
Arsenal (0) v Besiktas (0); Athletic Bilbao (1) v
Napoli (1); Bayer Leverkusen (3) v Copenhagen
(2); Ludogorets (0) v Steaua Bucharest (1);
Malmo (1) v Red Bull Salzburg (2).
Capital One Cup: Second round: Aston Villa v
Leyton Orient; Bradford City v Leeds; Birming-
ham v Sunderland; Burton Albion v Queens Park
Rangers; Stoke v Portsmouth.

Cricket
Second Royal London one-day international:
SWALEC Stadium: England v India (10.30).
Tourmatch: Canterbury: Final day of three:Kent
v New Zealand A (11.0).

Fixtures

6England Rugby 2015, the
organising committee for the next
World Cup, announced yesterday
the 41 training venues that have
been chosen to host the 20
participating teams. England will be
based at Pennyhill Park, their
regular home in Surrey, and Salford.
Argentina, whose football team are
seen as traditional rivals to England,
are to train at St George’s Park, the
FA’s national football centre, in
Burton upon Trent.

Wales reeling from kick to the regions

T
he chatter yesterday was that
tomorrow there will be peace
in our time for Welsh rugby,
though, to be fair, no one said
it withmuch belief. Peacewas

awaited last week, last month and last
year.
The difference this time was that the

occasion was the launch of the new
season of the Guinness PRO12; it
begins in nine days’ time and theWelsh
teams are not yet even contractually
obliged to play. Here the hopes and
ambitions for the PRO12 competitors
were being discussed, while the hopes
of the four Welsh regions are simply
that their executiveswill sign an accord
with the WRU so that they can move
on.
BBC Wales were busy conducting

interviews, asking: “Do you think
Welsh rugby has become a joke?” The
correct answerwasno.Noonewithany
soul can really find it funny when a
rugby nation so earnestly sets about
hurting itself. It is not amusing; it is sad.
The pin-up symbol of Welsh rugby’s

political calamity is Sam Warburton,
theWales captain so caught in themid-
dle that he is contracted to one body—
the WRU— and therefore, at present,
not allowed to play for his team,Cardiff

Blues.MarkHammett, the newCardiff
director of rugby, said yesterday that in
fitness tests, Warburton has been set-
ting personal bests: “He’s had his long-
est pre-season, he says he’s the fittest
he’s ever been,” Hammett said. “He just
wants to play. The saddest thing is for a
bloke who just can’t wait to get into it.”
Maybe tomorrowWarburton will be

released from purgatory. The question,
in that case, is how much damage has
been done while the men in suits have
been locked in battle?
“No doubt the lack of progress will

put regional performances back some
months,” was how Lyn Jones, Newport
Gwent Dragons’ director of rugby, put

it. TheDragons actually have a revival-
ist feel about them, yet Jones’s point is
straightforward. If accord had been
reached before Christmas, Jonathan
Davies may not have left the Scarlets
for Clermont Auvergne, for instance,
then the Dragons may have been able
to sign Luke Charteris, then a whole
load of probablesmaynot have become

impossibles. The result is that there is
now talk of rebuilding and a new
generation. Jones said that half his
Dragons’ squad this season were new
and that is not the way to win the
PRO12, as he happily acknowledged, it
is the way to lay foundations for two
years’ time.
Likewise the Ospreys: they won the

Club and country: Warburton, the Wales captain, has found himself caught up in
the eye of the storm and still awaits news of when he can play for Cardiff Blues
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Contractual wrangles could well have
resulted in irreparable damage to
game in principality,Owen Slotwrites

PRO12 in 2010 and 2012, finished fifth
last season, then lost four Lions players
andwhen theynowtalkaboutblooding
the new brigade, it is an acknowledge-
ment that they are taking a big step
backwards in thehope that theymaygo
forward again.
With the (hypothetical) new accord

in place, some of the superstar players
whohave gone abroadwill comehome.
There will certainly be contractual
pressure forWelsh players to remain in
Wales. So the present mess could per-
haps be measured as a two or three-
year hiatus until the boys are back.
In that time, the regions will simply

not be as good as they could have been.
Theywill struggle toqualify for thenew
European Rugby Champions Cup.
And what does two years of under-
performance do to a rugby community
in which the regions were already
struggling?
“It’s pretty positive seeing a possible

avenue for players coming back, if that
is created,” Alun Wyn Jones, the
Ospreys captain, said. “But we don’t
know how many [young] players we’ve
lost to football in the last two years. It’s
that participation element.Wemaynot
know the true dent in the long run for
four to five years.”
He is right. Only in hindsight will it

really be known. For now it is just
known that it is bad for theWales team,
bad for the regions and bad for the
public face of theWelsh game. And not
remotely a joke.
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Murray still trying
to come to terms
with the events
of manic Monday

Off-colour Watson let down by limp serve

Dujardin reins in faults to ensure silver medal for Britain

The morning after the excruciating day
before and Andy Murray was still
searching for answers.

For such a supreme athlete, who
works so hard on ensuring his fitness in
one of the most physically demanding
sports, cramping up as he did against
Robin Haase on Monday was indeed
worrying.

Murray admitted as much. Was it
something he ate? Did he drink the
wrong thing? Either way, the Scot and
his plethora of support staff were
desperately attempting to resolve the
difficulties yesterday to establish the
root cause.

The 27-year-old reported no ill
effects yesterday and was able to go
through the motions with Amélie Mau-
resmo, his coach, in the afternoon.

Suffering from cramp, however, may
not be his only worry when he faces
Matthias Bachinger , the world No 235.
The German would have noted the
British No 1’s problems with increasing
glee, his excitement soaring after secur-
ing the finest win of his career over
Radek Stepanek, the experienced
world No 39, of the Czech Republic.

The pair have locked horns before,
when they were trying to forge careers
as 14-year-olds. Despite going in
separate directions, that will still ensure
a feisty encounter for a place in the
third round.

Murray has battled through various
pain barriers before but the mental
anguish that accompanied the uncom-
fortable nature of his triumph over
Haase could linger.

The events of that manic Monday
certainly confused him. “I didn’t feel
great half an hour, 40 minutes after-
wards, in the locker room,”
the 2012 US Open cham-
pion said. “Getting your
shoes, ankle braces and
socks off is not that easy
when you are cramping. I
had some pasta, some
sports drink, banana,
and an ice bath.

“With the
training I do in
Miami, the condi-
tions are more
challenging than
they are here. I
don’t know why it
happened. It’s
strange.

“The priority
is to try to find

out what actually happened, what the
reasons were for it. It’s been suggested
that maybe nervous tension can create
cramp. It can, but if it’s nerves, it tends
to go away. I didn’t feel particularly
nervous today. I’ve been a lot more
nervous before slam finals. It was weird.

“I would always eat bananas if I was
struggling with cramp. They’re good.
They have a lot of potassium, but I don’t
particularly enjoy eating them.”

Forget about bananas, however. The
meeting with a carefree Bachinger
could provide a banana skin. The
German arrived in New York only a day
before the qualifiers started, having
been handed a late chance to compete,
and is naturally effervescent.

Like many players from Germany,
while he does not own the necessary
attributes to break into the top 50, a
solid all-round game, including an
excellent serve — Stepanek was not
handed one break point — ensures that
he will be another stern test for the
world No9, even if the 27-year-old from
Munich has beaten only five players
inside the top 100 in the past five years.

“It will be a good opportunity,”
Murray said. “If he’s watched me
against Haase, I am sure he will be
feeling pretty good about the match.

“He’s obviously kept working on his
game and managed to break through
late. When guys do that, when they’ve
worked hard for it, you know that when
you go on the court against them they
are not going to give anything to you. If
he serves well, he is dangerous.”

Bachinger certainly senses that there
could be a chance for a far greater scalp
than Stepanek. “I saw the end of Andy’s
match,” he said. “I saw that he was
cramping a little bit. He had some
problems, but at the end he won, like he
usually does. I was very surprised
because he is normally really fit.

“This whole run has been such a
surprise because I didn’t think I would
get in. They called me on Monday [to
say I was in]. I flew here from Europe on
Tuesday, I arrived in the afternoon and

I played [in the first round of
qualifying] on the Wednesday.

So my preparation was not
very good, but from the
beginning I had a very good
feeling.

“I know Andy from
when we were young. We
played each other in
juniors when we were 14.

“I won one time, 7-6 in
the third. It was in Italy.
But this will be differ-
ent.” Indeed it will.

US Open
Steve Brenner New York

Heather Watson’s wait for a first victory
at the US Open continues after she was
beaten 6-1, 6-1 in just 54 minutes yester-
day by Soriana Cristea, of Romania.

The British No1 produced a below-
par display that will have disappointed
her after she claimed that she was in
great touch coming into the final grand
slam of the year. Watson, 22, has lost
four times in as many appearances in
the first round at Flushing Meadows.

“It can’t get worse than this,” Watson
said after a performance in which she
served eight double faults. Indeed, her
first-serve percentage was 49 and she
won only 12 per cent of points on her
second serve. She managed only six
winners in comparison to 17 from
Cristea, who was excellent throughout,
particularly on her forehand.

As Watson reflects on another dis-
couraging performance in a grand-

slam event, her regret will be that this
was a winnable match against an oppo-
nent who, in their meeting in Miami in
2012, raced into a 5-0 lead in the third
set but was still beaten by the Briton.

“There were just too many errors,”
Watson said. “You have to give her
credit but I just couldn’t find my serve.
I didn’t play very well, there were too

many double faults.I went for the win-
ners too soon and it was over very
quickly. She hasn’t been in great form
and I have had a good year, so I didn’t
expect to play like this.”

Watson was never in the match. Her
first double fault gave Cristea a 3-1 lead
and when the Romanian converted
another break point at the third time of
asking to go 5-1 ahead, she was well on
the way to winning a first set that lasted
only half an hour.

There was hope at the start of the
second set when Watson forced a break
point. That was as good as it got,
though, as more double faults and
wayward hitting brought her campaign
to a swift end.

“It’s disappointing leaving after a
first-round loss here, especially after
my year and the confidence I’ve
gained,” Watson said. “But it’s just
another week, and I’m going to have a
lot more weeks.”

Steve Brenner

Equestrianism
Jenny MacArthur

A near-perfect test from Charlotte
Dujardin, the Olympic and European
champion, on Valegro secured a second
successive silver medal for Great Brit-
ain in the dressage team event at the
Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games
in Normandy.

Germany, led by Isabell Werth, the
dual world champion, on Bella Rose,

took the gold and the Netherlands, the
defending champions, the bronze. The
three teams all qualify for the 2016 Rio
de Janeiro Olympics as a result.

Dujardin, 29, the last of the four team
riders to go, needed to score above
81per cent for Britain to move ahead of
the Netherlands for the silver. Banish-
ing the memory of Aachen last month,
when her three-year unbeaten record
came to an end after several mistakes,
she and Valegro showed all their former

brilliance as they recorded the top score
of 85.271 per cent.

Although short of the world record
score of 87.129 per cent she achieved in
Lyons in April, Dujardin could not have
been more delighted. “I had such fun,”
she said. “He did his best and I’m so
lucky as he has just felt fantastic all
week.”

The pressure on her had increased
after Michael Eilberg and Half Moon
Delphi, going third for Britain, made

several mistakes and finished on
71.886per cent. “It was a little below par,
especially after she had warmed up
well,” Eilberg said.

Dujardin had fared similarly in
Aachen, in what she now regards as “a
wake-up call”. Since then, under the
exacting eye of Carl Hester, her mentor,
whose own superb test on the inexperi-
enced Nip Tuck on Monday paved the
way for the medal, the mistakes had
been meticulously ironed out, resulting

in yesterday’s faultless performance
and she now starts as favourite for the
gold in today’s Grand Prix Special.

In the para-dressage, on the La
Prairie racecourse, Britain have moved
into the gold-medal position at the
halfway stage of the team event.

Sophie Wells, on Valerius, and
Natasha Baker, on Landolt’s Cabral,
won their respective classes, and
Sophie Christiansen was second, on
Janeiro 6, in her class.

Exclusive to members

Times Sport app
Find out whether
Roger Federer opened
with a win overnight

Download it from Google Play or via
the App Store

Out of sorts: Watson plays a forehand during her defeat in two one-sided sets by Cristea, of Romania, at Flushing Meadows
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Forget celebrity coaches and celebrate our childhood heroes

Moral code must survive the heat of battle
Matthew Syed Sports Columnist and Feature Writer of the Year

L
ewis Hamilton and Nico
Rosberg are locked in a
struggle for the Formula One
title that is as vital and
intriguing as any witnessed

in recent years. They race for the
same team, drive identical cars, but, as
men and racers, they could not be
more different.
Sport is about rivalry. It is about

two people at the top of their games
going head-to-head. We often learn
new and profound things when battle
is at its most intense: about nerve,
ambition and, perhaps most
importantly in the case of F1, about
the willingness to stay within a
framework of morality and rules. All
these themes are going to emerge and
re-emerge through the course of the
final seven races. The upcoming clash
at Monza is the most hotly
anticipated for months.
Kevin Eason, my colleague, took

the view that the unconventional
manoeuvre of Rosberg at Spa-
Francorchamps on Sunday was “a
racing incident”. This is a term that
encompasses collisions that are
within the spirit of the sport and “just
happen” when people are racing at
breakneck speed, often separated by
the width of a wheel nut.
Jenson Button, a former team-mate

of Hamilton, took a different view.
“There was nothing there,” he said.
“All he could do was go off the circuit.
There was no move. I think any
driver would look at it now, and I am
sure Nico would look at it and say,
‘What was I thinking?’ I feel for
Lewis, he was leading the race. It is
unbelievable.”
Whatever your perspective on this

incident, however, there is no doubt
that the overarching battle between
the two has added much needed spice
after a season in 2013 that turned into
a Red Bull procession. Hamilton
started like a steam train, winning
four of the first five races, then
endured a rotten sequence of luck. In
Monaco, he was blocked by Rosberg
and denied a fast lap; in Canada, he
had to retire with overheating brakes;
in Hungary, he endured a car fire in
qualifying.
Rosberg has taken advantage of

these misfortunes and impressed
many within the paddock. They say
that he has steel under that suave
exterior. The German is 29 points
ahead, but Hamilton believes that he
can close the gap.
The two men have very different

personalities and histories. Hamilton
grew up in a council estate in
Stevenage, got into F1 after receiving
a radio-controlled car as a present
from his dad, and then moved into
go-karting. His dad took on work as a
double glazing salesman, in addition
to his job at British Rail, to fund his
son’s ambition to make it into F1.
The dream seemed rather fanciful

to friends and colleagues, some of
whom mocked the father-son
partnership, but that did not deter the
Hamiltons. Every race felt like a rite
of passage, but it was clear from the
earliest outing on the track that
Hamilton combined superlative
ability with the instincts of a street
fighter. He just kept on winning.
Rosberg had an upbringing that

Hamilton could not have imagined:
wealth, private schooling and the
glistening waters of Monaco, where
his father, who won the drivers’ world
championship in 1982, brought him
up. His ascent into the upper echelons

of F1 seemed assured to many who
had watched him in go-karting
(where he first met Hamilton). He
was routinely described as F1 royalty.
But the sense of inevitability should

not be overdone. F1 may not be as
meritocratic as, say, football, but when
you are out on the track, surrounded
by pumped-up rivals, no one can help
you. Rosberg has demonstrated nerve
and ambition, particularly over recent
months. He is now in pole position to
join his dad as a world champion. It
would be some story.
Who is going to come out on top?

Rosberg is 4-6 to take the title, with

Hamilton 6-4. Nobody else is in
realistic contention, Daniel Ricciardo
being next at 33-1. Most fans will be
grateful that team orders will not
intrude, but Mercedes must
emphasise to both men that they
must not engage in sabotage.
Breaking the rules in F1 can have dire
consequences.
If anyone can mount a comeback,

Hamilton can. His desire has never
wavered. This was seen in spades at
the Hungarian Grand Prix last
month, where he started in the
pitlane in a car that had to be rebuilt
overnight, having caught fire during

qualifying, but still managed to finish
third, one place above Rosberg, who
had started in pole. To my mind, it
was the most pulsating race of the
season.
To most neutrals, F1 is not merely

about engineering or telemetry; it is
about the primal story of human
competition. It is about the
competition between teams, brilliant
engineers and visionary principals, to
be sure, but it is ultimately about the
battle between two drivers haring
around corners at frightening speed.
Fasten your seatbelts: it should be one
hell of a ride.

There is an obsession with elite
coaches. Sean Foley, the golf
coach, has hit the headlines in

recent days because he and Tiger
Woods have just split up. Amélie
Mauresmo is frequently in the news,
because of her relationship with Andy
Murray. The same was true of Ivan
Lendl and other tennis coaches. They
are stars in their own right.
Interest in these figures, on one

level, is understandable. They work

closely with people’s sporting heroes,
advise them on issues surrounding
performance, and undoubtedly have
an effect on their results.
But their significance should not be

exaggerated. Mike Atherton, my
colleague, has pointed out that the
obsession with elite coaches obscures
the fact that the players matter most.
A batsman could have 20 coaches or
one, but it is still down to him when
the ball is flung down from 22 yards.

Coaches cannot help much when you
are out there, alone, in front of
20,000 spectators.
My concern is slightly different,

however. When people obsess about
the people who surround sporting
stars, they tend to neglect the most
important coaches of all: those who
nurtured them to the top. These are
the people who spent years, often for
no greater return than a love of sport,
encouraging, cajoling and crafting the

champions of the future. I think of my
first coach, Peter Charters, who spent
almost every afternoon for ten years
working with the best table tennis
players in a small suburb of Reading.
He didn’t get paid, didn’t make the
newspapers, and didn’t enjoy any
reflected glory because, back then,
there wasn’t any. But, through hard
work and visionary methods, he took
ten youngsters from one postcode
into the national team (and then

moved back to the grass roots to
encourage the next generation).
This is a story that recurs

throughout sport. It is the sherpas,
the heroic men and women who
guide wannabes to the summit of the
mountain, that people should spend
far more time studying. They may not
do press conferences or enjoy large
pay cheques, but their passion and
wisdom are often beyond compare.
They should be celebrated.

Best of enemies: Hamilton, left, was hit from behind by Rosberg in Belgium but the rivalry between the two Mercedes team-mates has made for gripping viewing

GEERT VAN DEN WIJNGAERT/AP
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A scrappy victory against an injury-hit
lower-league side courtesy of an own
goal should rarely be the cause for
much celebration by a Barclays
Premier League side. Yet, in the context
of Newcastle United’s wretched record
in this competition, their progress past
Gillingham last night into the third
round of the Capital OneCupwill have
been met with considerable relief.
Dreams have to start somewhere,

particularly for a support as starved of
silverware as Newcastle’s. Their only
previous encounter againstGillingham
was in 1976, the same year that they last
reached the League Cup final.
Their record sincehasgenerallybeen

a depressing mix of third-round exits

with the odd quarter-final defeat
thrown in for good measure, yet they
have at least negotiated the first hurdle
this season and their fans can draw
further solace from the identity of their
scorer: JohnEgan, a formerSunderland
player.
Judged solely on the basis of their

performance, however, nobody should
start making plans of a first Wembley
first since 2000 just yet. Against
opposition as limited as Gillingham,
Newcastle controlled possession but
Stephen Bywater, the home side’s
goalkeeper, barely had a significant
save to make.
Alan Pardew, the Newcastle

manager, has openly backed the club’s
stance that the security of a
nondescript league position is
preferable to the excitement generated
by a cup run, but he at least had the
decency not to insult the Newcastle
support who made the 600-mile
round-trip to a sodden part of Kent.
Siem de Jong, who looks a significant

upgrade on his brother, Luuk — who
failed to score during his loan spell at
the club last season — and Rolando
Aarons, an 18-year-old with pace to
burn, made their first starts but Pardew
otherwise fielded as strong a teamas he
has selected for a cup competition
during his time with Newcastle.
The pace of Aarons on the left and

Gabriel Obertan on the right frequent-
ly unsettled Gillingham’s three-man
defence, though the end product was
too often lacking. Mehdi Abeid shot
wide after Obertan led a counterattack

and Emmanuel Rivière fired straight at
Bywater when well placed.
It took a helping hand for Newcastle

to make the most of their ascendancy.
De Jong’s clever ball released Obertan,
who burst into the box before his cross
was turned in by John Egan. Rivière
and Aarons then spurned chances to
extend Newcastle’s lead. With the
exception of a Matt Fish shot from the
edge of the area that curled inches over
the crossbar, Gillingham gave the
visiting side little to worry about in
defence.
So it continued in the second half.

The lively Massaido Haïdara was
doubly frustrated when Rivière failed
to make the most of his sumptuous
cross before the left back’s 25-yard shot
cannoned off the crossbar. Yet
Newcastle were finally given a scare on
70 minutes when from an awful Daryl
Janmaat back-pass left Tim Krul at
riskof being dispossessed by Luke Nor-
ris, a substitute who then had a shot
turned over by theHolland goalkeeper.

Leicester City and Burnley, the Bar-
clays Premier League clubs, suffered
homedefeats by lower-division opposi-
tion in the Capital One Cup second
round last night.
ShrewsburyTown, of SkyBetLeague

Two, beat Leicester 1-0 while Burnley
lost by the same scoreline to Sheffield
Wednesday, of the Championship.
Leicester, who made eight changes

from the side who lost to Chelsea on
Saturday, succumbed to a 38th-minute
free kick by AndyMangan, after which
both teams hit posts. Shrewsbury had
eliminated Blackpool, of the Champi-
onship, in the previous round.
Burnley, who have lost their opening

two league games,made seven changes
and conceded a penalty 12 minutes
from timebyAtdheNuhiu, a substitute,
after Jason Shackell had fouled Jeremy
Helan.
West Bromwich Albion were

another Premier League teammade to
sweat at home by League Two side as
Oxford United took them to a penalty
shoot-out at The Hawthorns.
West Brom took the lead on the half-

hour when Andre Wisdom’s cross was
diverted into his own net by Johnny
Mullins. But DannyHylton headed the
equaliser in the 86th minute to force
extra time, duringwhich Junior Brown,

of Oxford, was sent off for a second
bookable offence.
Dwight Gayle brought Crystal Pal-

ace respite from a troubled start to the
season when he struck a first-half hat-
trick in a 3-0 victory away to Walsall.
Palace have lost their opening two

Premier League games and remain
without a permanent manager after
Tony Pulis’s resignation, but they were
never in danger of further agony as
they swept aside a teamwhohave yet to
win in League One this season.
Gayle was among nine changes to

Palace’s weekend line-up and he took
only seven minutes to opening the
scoring.The strikerdoubled the leaddi-
rect from a free kick and completed his
treble four minutes before the break.
Swansea City’s fine start to the

season continued as they beatRother-
hamUnited 1-0 at the Liberty Stadium.
Bafétimbi Gomis, the summer sign-

ing from Lyons, scored his first goal for
theWelsh team,whomade ten changes
from the line-up that beat Burnley on
Saturday.
Watford suffered a 2-1 home defeat

by Doncaster Rovers, who are one di-
vision below in League One. Nathan
Tyson gave the away side the lead with
a penalty before LloydDyer levelled on
the half hour but Liam Wakefield, the
defender, hit the decider sevenminutes
after the break.
Crawley Town may have exited at

Carrow Road but they gave Sky Bet
Championship high-flyers Norwich
City an almighty fright during their 3-1
defeat. But for Izale McLeod’s header
being cleared off the line— illegally ac-
cording to the visiting side — and
Declan Rudd’s stunning save to deny
Gavin Tomlin, Crawley would have
been level with justminutes remaining.
But in the secondminuteof added time,
JoshMurphy rifled inhis secondgoal of
the night to send Norwich through.

Leicester and
Burnley suffer
after ringing
the changes
Bill Edgar

Familiar foe helps Newcastle to clear first hurdle
Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02
Daniel Schofield

1

Gillingham

Newcastle United
Egan (og) 25

0
1

Gillingham (3-5-2): S Bywater — L Legge, J Egan,
C Davies — M Fish, J Pritchard (sub: A German, 65min),
B Dack, J Hessenthaler, K Hause — D Kedwell (sub:
L Norris, 65), C McDonald (sub: A Morris, 45).
Substitutes not used: G Morris, G Hoyte, J McGlashan,
B Dickenson.

Newcastle United (4-2-3-1): T Krul — D Janmaat,
F Coloccini, S Taylor, M Haïdara – M Sissoko, M Abeid —
G Obertan, S de Jong (sub: A Pérez, 68), R Aarons
(sub: R Cabella, 60) — E Rivière (sub: Y Gouffran, 86).
Substitutes not used: R Elliot, P Dummett, F Ferreyra,
V Anita.

Referee: O Langford.

Mangan’s free kick
ensured Leicester
made a quick exit

Howard pulls
out the stops to
help Sheffield
steal a march
Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02

Gary Jacob

1

West Ham United
Sakho 40

Sheffield United
Reid (og) 58

1
1

Michael Doyle rolled home the final
spot kick as Sheffield United dumped
West Ham United out of the Capital
OneCup last night. EnnerValenciawas
the unfortunate player, having the
penultimate penalty saved by Mark
Howard, after the second-round tie
ended 1-1 after extra time.
Howard made several saves near the

end of normal time to keep the Sky Bet
League One side level after they had
come from behind. Diafra Sakho’s neat
header was cancelled out by Winston
Reid turning a cross into his own net
after the break, and neither side could
muster a decent chance in additional
time.
Chants of “There’s only one Carlos

Tévez” began moments after kick-off,
as West Ham supporters reminded the
visiting side’s fans of the role that the
striker played in keeping themup at the
expense of Sheffield United in 2007.
West Ham were later fined and had to
pay compensation to the south
Yorkshire club for breaching Premier
League rules in the signing of Tévez.
David Sullivan, the co-chairman who
later bought the east London club, used
his programme notes to say that it was
time to move on.
The other less apparent theme was

that it was the first appearance of Dan
Potts and Reece Burke since they were
part of an understrength West Ham
side who were mauled 5-0 by Notting-
ham Forest in the FA Cup third round
in January. SomeWestHam fans called
for the dismissal of Sam Allardyce, the
manager, after that defeat. Allardyce
kepthis jobby the skinofhis teeth in the

summerandwashandeda sizeable sum
of money to strengthen the squad.
He made nine changes from the 3-1

victory over Crystal Palace, retaining
Reid and Ricardo Vaz Tê who were
prominent in the first half. VazTêhead-
ed over and Reid thrust out his body to
block a shot from Marc McNulty.
Reid has been one of the most im-

proved players at Upton Park but the
club are expecting offers for him this
week, after he entered the final year of
his deal. McNulty had another effort
deflected wide and Ben Davies crossed
for Ryan Flynn to steal in front of Guy
Demel and push wide. Demel was
guilty of being caught sleeping against
Tottenham Hotspur in the opening
game when Eric Dier scored in stop-
page time.
Valencia, one of three players on his

full debut, looked themost lively threat.
He was clean through and struck
straight atMarkHoward,who clutched
another effort from the striker at the
second attempt.
HowarddeniedRavelMorrison from

a set-piece and pushed away Reece
Burke’s hooked shot from the resulting
corner. Morrison, who was wearing
gloves, started the move that led to the
opening goal five minutes before the
break.His pass foundBurke and thede-
fender floated in a cross that Sakho
glanced inside the far post.
Diamé, Valencia and Vaz Tê com-

bined to nearly create a second but
West Ham threw away the lead in a
poor start to the secondhalf.BobHarris

delivered a testing cross from the left
that flicked the head of McNulty and
caught the shin of Reid before trickling
into his own net.
Allardyce immediately brought on

StewartDowning,whowas inches from
finding Valencia at the far post with his
first touch of the game as West Ham
counter-attacked from a corner. Mo-
ments later, Downing lofted a delicious

ball to the far post and Vaz Tê hit a
bicycle kick that he appealed in
vain had struck a hand as it deflected
wide.
In the dying moments of normal

time, Howard tipped over and fumbled
a shot and was fortunate that the ball
evaded a West Ham player.
Valencia had a goal-bound shot

blocked and a free-kick saved.

West Ham United (4-2-3-1): J Jaaskelainen
— G Demel, R Burke, W Reid, D Potts — D Poyet,
M Diame — E Valencia, R Morrison (sub: Noble,
98min), R Vaz Tê (sub M Zárate, 79)— D Sakho
(sub: S Downing, 63). Substitutes not used:
R Spiegel, R Oxford, E Lee, L Page. Booked: Morrison.
Sheffield United (4-4-1-1): M Howard — C Alcock,
H McGahey, N Collins, B Harris (sub: J McEveley, 73)
— B Davies, C Basham M Doyle, R Flynn (sub:
Campbell-Ryce, 84)— J Baxter (sub: J Wallace, 100)
— M McNulty. Substitutes not used: I Turner,
J Murphy, M Higdon, L Reed. Booked: Doyle.
Referee: J Linington.

Balancing act: Reid, the West Ham defender, attempts to retain control of the
ball under pressure from McNulty in last night’s Capital One Cup encounter

PAUL GILHAM/GETTY IMAGES

(aet; 1-1 after 90min; Sheffield United
win 5-4 on pens)
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How refreshing it was to witness
Ronald Koeman, the Southampton
manager, taking the Capital One
Cup seriously, unlike many of his
Barclays Premier League managerial
colleagues.
Nobody should have been surprised,

however, given that the Dutchman has
already tasted success in cup
competitions in his managerial career
in the Netherlands as well as Spain,
with Ajax and Valencia respectively.
Jack Cork’s 53rd-minute header, his

first goal for the south coast club, and
Graziano Pellè’s stoppage-time strike
allowed Southampton to progress into
the third round by overcoming Ian
Holloway’s hard-working Millwall
team. The victory was Koeman’s first in
charge of his new club.
The Southampton manager’s almost

full-strength selection signalled a
statement of intent from the start.
Southampton changed only three
players from the goalless draw with
West Bromwich Albion in their
Premier League meeting on Saturday.
Millwall, of the Sky Bet Championship,
made nine changes from their home
defeat by Rotherham United.
Despite the strength in the visiting

side’s starting line-up, itwasMillwall, in
front of a sparse attendance at theNew

Koeman earns
first win after
showing his
serious side

Champions League play-offs
Second leg
Apoel Nicosia(2) 4 Aalborg (0) 0
Vinicius 29
De Vincenti 43
Aloneftis 64
Sheridan 75
(Apoel Nicosia won 5-1 on agg)

BATE Borisov(1) 3 S Bratislava (0) 0
Gordeichuk 41
Krivets 84
Rodionov 85

12,970

Sent off: S Soumah (Slovan Bratislava) 79
(BATE Borisov won 4-1 on agg)

Celtic (0) 0 NK Maribor (0) 1
58,000 Tavares 75
(NK Maribor won 2-1 on agg)

Porto (0) 2 Lille (0) 0
Brahimi 49
Martinez 68

45,208

(Porto won 3-0 on agg)

Zenit (1) 3 Standard Liège(0) 0
Rondón 30
Hulk 54 (pen), 58
Sent off: V Faizulin (Zenit) 44
R Faty (Standard Liège) 89
(Zenit won 4-0 on agg)

Capital One Cup
Second round
Bournemouth(2) 3 Northampton (0) 0
Gosling 21
Pitman 30
Wilson 79

5,250

Brentford (0) 0 Fulham (0) 1
7,563 McCormack 68

Burnley (0) 0 Sheff Wed (0) 1
4,979 Nuhiu 78 (pen)

Crewe (1) 2 Bolton (1) 3
Inman 2
Haber 90+8
2,642

Pratley 40
Beckford 90+2, 107
120 (pen)

(aet; 2-2 after 90min)

Derby (0) 1 Charlton (0) 0

Calero 87 16,367

Gillingham (0) 0 Newcastle (1) 1

Egan (og) 25

Huddersfield (0) 0 Nottm Forest(0) 2

6,509 Vaughan (og) 72
Lansbury 82

Leicester (0) 0 Shrewsbury (1) 1

8,017 Mangan 38

Middlesbro (0) 3 Preston (0) 1
Tomlin 51, 66
Fewster 57

Hugill 54
10,727

Millwall (0) 0 Southampton (0) 2
6,014 Cork 53

Pelle 90+3

MK Dons (1) 4 Man United (0) 0
Grigg 25, 63
Afobe 70, 84

26,969

Norwich (1) 3 Crawley (0) 1
Jerome 14
Murphy 49, 90

Cuellar (og) 55
14,414

Port Vale (1) 2 Cardiff (1) 3
O’Connor 34
Brown 90
4,390

Ralls 26
Macheda 60, 79

Scunthorpe (0) 0 Reading (0) 1
2,657 Taylor 85

Swansea (1) 1 Rotherham (0) 0
Gomis 22

Swindon (0) 2 Brighton (1) 4
Thompson 46
Kasim 112
5,414

Ince 10
Colunga 95
Forster-Caskey 100,
120 (both pens)

(aet; 1-1 after 90min)

Walsall (0) 0 C Palace (3) 3

3,987 Gayle 7, 25, 41

Watford (1) 1 Doncaster (1) 2
Dyer 31
7,318

Tyson 12 (pen)
Wakefield 52

West Brom (1) L Oxford United (0) L
Mullins (og) 29
10,939

Hylton 86

Sent off: J Brown (Oxford United) 112
(Extra time being played)

West Ham (1) 1 Sheff United (0) 1
Sakho 40
28,930

Reid (og) 58

(aet; 1-1 after 90min; Sheff Utd won 5-4
on pens)

ScottishCommunities LeagueCup
First round
Queen’s Park (1) 1 Rangers (1) 2
Quinn 31
3,674

Boyd 7, 53

Second round
Dundee (2) 4 Raith Rovers (0) 0

Stewart 3
McGinn 43
MacDonald 59
Boyle 70

2,645

Falkirk (0) 0 Cowdenbeath(0) 0
1,128
(aet; Falkirk won 4-3 on pens)

Hamilton (1) 4 Alloa Athletic(1) 1
Andreu 17, Canning 66
Longridge 81
Brophy 87

Spence 40
649

Hibernian (0) 3 Dumbarton (0) 2
El Alagui 78, 84
Stanton 90
5,066

Megginson 52
Gilhaney 59

Kilmarnock (0) 1 Ayr (0) 0
McKenzie 69 8,666

Livingston (0) 1 Queen of South(0) 0
Hippolyte 119 620
(aet)

Morton (0) 0 Partick (1) 1
2,005 Doolan 45+1

St Mirren (0) 2 Dunfermline (1) 1
Caldwell 50, 80
1,931

Spence 9

Stenhousemuir(1) 1 Hearts (2) 2
Millar 38
1,768

Oliver 6
McHattie 31

Stranraer (1) 1 Ross County (1) 2
Winter 3
297

De Leeuw 15
Boyce 69

Last night’s results

Millwall (4-3-3): D Forde — J Hoyte, B Webster,
S Williams, M Briggs — R Chaplow (sub: A O’Brien,
63min), J Abdou (sub: B Thompson, 76), J Powell —
M Gueye (sub: F Onyedinma, 63), J Marquis, J Easter.
Substitutes not used: D Gerrar, J Goodman, J Siafa,
L Gregory. Booked: Briggs.

Southampton (4-4-2): F Forster — N Clyne, J Fonte,
M Yoshida, M Targett — S Davis, V Wanyama (sub:
J Cork, 45), J Ward-Prowse, L Isgrove (sub: D Tadic, 29)
— S Long (sub: G Ramírez, 90), G Pellè. Substitutes not
used: K Davis, F Gardos, S Taïder, J Stephens. Booked:
Targett, Pellè.
Referee: D Whitehouse.

Den, who should have broken the
deadlock in the 33rd minute.
Magaye Gueye, formerly of Everton,

raced past José Fonte on to a long
clearance from David Forde, the
Millwall goalkeeper, but the winger,
clean through with only Fraser Forster
to beat, could only shoot horribly wide.
By that stage in a low-key opening,

Pellè, the Southampton forward, had
tried to lob Forde from excess of 40
yards, but the Italian’s ambitious long-
range effort was easily collected by the
Millwall goalkeeper.
The hosts began the second period

on the front foot and Jermaine Easter,
the Wales striker, saw his left-footed
shot slide inches wide.
Koeman demanded more intensity

and Southampton duly responded.
Dusan Tadic forced Forde into a
routine save before Pellè’s drilled effort
required the Ireland goalkeeper to
display sharp reflexes.
However, from the resulting corner,

Cork, who has less than a year
remaining on his contract and was
close to joining Crystal Palace this
month, rose highest from Tadic’s set-
piece to angle his smart header beyond
Forde.
Pellè, the Italian striker signed from

Feyenoord, hit a post before finally
beating Forde to make the score 2-0
and ensure that Koeman’s love affair
with cup competitions goes on for at
least another round.

Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02
Phil Cadden

1

Millwall

Southampton
Cork 53, Pellè 90

0
2

McCormack starts to pay his way
Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02
Alyson Rudd

1

Brentford

Fulham
McCormack 68

0
1

If Fulham are to continue to be out-
passed this season, they will hope that
the composure of an £11million signing
can prove to be their get-out-of-jail
card more often. Ross McCormack
took his chance in a tie brimming with
opportunities forboth teamsandagrim
start to FelixMagath’s season suddenly
possesses some potential.
This Capital One Cup second-round

tie must have felt, for the locals, like
piling too much whipped cream on top
of a perfectly bakedbrownie. Therewas
enough to whet the appetite without
the extra nuance of Fulham’s troubles.
This was the first meeting between

the clubs in 16 years, a west London
derby rarely seen or spoken about, but
a derby all the same.
Thepeculiaritywas that theymet last

night in a cup competition rather than
the league.
After all, as soon as Brentford were

promoted to the Sky Bet Champion-
ship and Fulham relegated from the
Barclays Premier League last season,
there were sighs from Craven Cottage
that the landscape of grudge matches
had changed and there were hands
rubbing in glee atGriffin Park that they
were marching in a direction that
would see them pitting their wits
against much bigger London clubs.
Indeed, Fulham’s troubles run so

deep that even though it is still August,
Brentford began as favourites, having
secured five points in the Champion-
ship compared to the visiting team’s
grand total of none.
The near laughing stock that is

Blackpool, given their pre-seasonwoes,
are one place above Fulham in the
league table. It is hard to imagine quite
how the start of the campaign could
have been any worse for the club who,
four years ago, reached the Europa
League final.
Mark Warburton, the Brentford

manager, couched it all in highly
diplomatic terms. “Felix is in the
process of rebuilding the Fulham
team,” he wrote in the match pro-
gramme. “Tonight will be a formidable
test.”
Few Brentford fans agreed with him

before kick-off as they negotiated the
narrow streets that surround their
ground. This was billed as their cup
final, but many were not so sure.
In keeping with a haphazard start to

the campaign, Magath made five
changes to the sidewho lost 5-1 away to

Derby County on Saturday. The Ger-
manhas tinkered soheavily thathishas
been the line-up most impossible to
predict throughoutall thedivisions. It is
less that he has given youngsters a
chance and more that he has ignored
the experienced players left at his
disposal.
At least last night he included Dan

Burn, who looked such a promising
defender when he lined up alongside
Brede Hangeland last season.
With Hangeland one of the disgrun-

tled departed, it was left to the tall
youngster to bring a touch of imposing
calm to a back line that was tested by
Brentford.
The home team’s tactic was to put a

side sapped of morale under as much
pressure as often possible.
Itwon themasuccessionof early cor-

ners and Jon Toral went closest to

taking advantage of Jota’s delivery with
a free header.
Jota, signed from Celta Vigo this

month, then brought a fine save from
Marcus Bettinelli after he finished a
slickly worked free-kick routine with a
blistering shot. It was a free kick won
after McCormack put his new team
under unnecessary pressure after drib-
bling back into his own half and losing

possession. Almost as clear-cut was the
chance that fell to Cauley Woodrow,
but the Fulham striker was a tad too
eagerwith his effort, while a strike from
ChrisDavid curled easily into the reach
ofDavidButton. AMcCormackheader
was equally as simple to grasp for the
Brentford goalkeeper. The first half
ended, though, with Jota hitting a post
after Fulham had conceded another
corner.
A wasteful short corner from Brent-

ford was almost punished as Fulham
broke with purpose, but David again
found Button in form. McCormack
looked to have put the jibes behind him
but his effort in the 60th minute was
ruled offside. Seven minutes later the
1,564 travelling fans erupted as the
former Leeds United striker scored his
first goal since his hefty transfer with
the game becoming ever more open.

Brentford (4-1-4-1): D Button — M Odubajo,
J Tarkowski, H Dean, J Bidwell — M Tébar — S Dallas,
Jota (sub: S Hogan, 74min), J Toral (sub: T Diagouraga,
63), T Smith — N Proschwitz (sub: A Gray, 74).
Substitutes not used: J Bonham, J Reeves, M Moore,
D O’Shaughnessy.
Fulham (4-1-3-2): M Bettinelli — K Voser, S Hutchinson,
D Burn, K Stafylidis — T Hoogland — C David
(N Bodurov, 87), R Williams, S Parker (sub:
M Fotheringham 46; sub: T Eisfeld, 68) —
R McCormack, C Woodrow. Substitutes not used:
J Joronen, P Roberts, M Dembélé, A Chihi. Booked:
Voser.
Referee: S Duncan.

First instalment: McCormack, the Fulham striker, opens his account for his new club after his £11million summer transfer

JED LEICESTER/ACTION IMAGES
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Tavares calls
tune as Deila
is sunk again
Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02

Paul Forsyth

1

Celtic

Maribor
Tavares 75

0
1

Ronny Deila wants to set new stan-
dards for Celtic, maybe even break a
few records, but for themoment, hewill
have to content himself with being the
first manager to be knocked out of the
Champions League twice in the same
season.
First there was Legia Warsaw, who

beat them 6-1 on aggregate in the third
qualifying round. Now, after Celtic
were reinstated because the Polish side
fielded an ineligible player, they added
another unwanted statistic in last
night’s second leg of their play-off tie
against Maribor.
After going into the match holding

an away goal from the 1-1 draw in the
first leg last week, Celtic were undone
by a goal, 15 minutes from the end, by
Marco Tavares that means they have
squandered a golden opportunity to
reach the group stage. As it is, they will
have to make do with a place in the
Europa League draw on Friday, which
is no more than they deserve.
In a late, desperate attempt to

retrieve the situation, Virgil van Dijk
nearly forced extra time when his shot
was blocked by the goalkeeper, but in a
game from which Celtic needed only a
scoreless draw, they were punished for
long spells of inertia and a failure, ulti-
mately, to know whether they should
protect or add to their lead.
After Tavares had scored, Efe

Ambrose headed wide for the home
side, but if anything, itwasMariborwho
were unfortunate not to score again
when Craig Gordon reached out to
block a shot by Jean-Philippe Mendy.

Celtic (4-3-3): C Gordon — E Ambrose, M Lustig (sub:
D Boerrigter, 72min), V van Dijk, E Izaguirre — B Kayal
(sub: K Commons, 46), S Johansen, C Mulgrew —
C McGregor, A Stokes, J Berget (sub: A Matthews, 66).
Substitutes not used: L Zaluska, N Biton, J Denayer,
L Griffiths. Booked: Boerrigter, Van Dijk, Commons.
Maribor (4-4-1-1): J Handanovic — P Stojanovic,
A Rajcevic, M Suler, M Viler — D Vrsic (sub: D Bohar,
83), A Mertelj, Z Filipovic, A Ibraimi — M Tavares (sub:
A Dervisevic, 90) — J Mendy. Substitutes not used:
A Cotman, A Mejac, S Sallalich, L Zahovic, Arghus.
Booked: Stojanovic, Rajcevic, Suler, Tavares.
Referee: V Kassai (Hungary).

Frank Lampard followed Steven
Gerrard yesterday in announcing his
retirement from international football,
signalling the end of the so-called
“Golden Generation” that had
underpinned the England team since
the turn of the century.
There will be a desire in some

quarters to rejoice in a fresh start, with
England looking to move on from a
group of distinguished players who
encountered somany disappointments
on the international stage, but Roy
Hodgsonstrucka farmore sombrenote
yesterday.After correctly laudingLam-
pard as “a superb representative of the
English game, both as a player on the
pitch and an ambassador off it,” Hodg-
son voiced his regret at the 36-year-
old’s decision, a sentiment that
appeared to reflect a concern about
what is left behind now that Lampard,
JohnTerry,RioFerdinand,AshleyCole
and Gerrard have retired.
ForLampardandGerrard, the time is

right, at 36 and 34 respectively, to leave
their England careers in the past after
winning a combined total of 220 caps,
but Hodgson had hoped that either or
bothof theveterans couldbepersuaded
to stay on to use their experience and
help to guide the team through some of
the European Championship qualify-
ing fixtures, starting away to Switzer-
land on September 8.
“I’ve been aware since discussions in

Brazil that Frank was considering his
England future,” Hodgson said. “I
spoke tohimsincehis loan toManches-
ter City [fromNewYork City, whom he
will represent in their inaugural Major
League Soccer campaign next year]
about the possibility of him retiring,
primarily due to the fact that he has
taken on new commitments both here
andabroad. I know it’s not a decisionhe
has taken lightly and, as with Steven
Gerrard’s decision, I promised Frank I
would accept his choice with good

grace and not try to change hismind. It
is with regret that I accept and
understand the decision he has made.”
This sums up the Gerrard-Lampard

dynamic where England have been
concerned. Neither would claim to
have gone close to replicating his inspi-
rational club form on the international
stage, but even in their thirties they
remained fundamental — and, unlike
so many these days, committed — to
theplansof successiveEnglandmanag-
ers. The easy thing is to lump them
together as failures, but they were
victims, rather than perpetrators of a
collective underachievement.
When they were at their peak, Sven-

Goran Eriksson or Steve McClaren
should either have found a way for the
Gerrard-Lampard partnership to work
or made the difficult decision to split

them up, as Fabio Capello did before a
familiar end-of-season malaise and
tournament angst swept the squad
again at the 2010 World Cup.
The “Golden Generation”, many of

them the highest of achievers in the
club game, did not deliver on the inter-
national stage as England achieved far
less than they promised. The decline
over the past few years, as that genera-
tion has moved on, cannot disguise the
feeling that a run of marginal quarter-
final defeats represented a disappoint-
ing return. The concern would be that
the post-Lampard generation lacks the
quality and character to get close to
that level.
In a statement, in which he empha-

sised that his decision had been taken
for the benefit of his family and for his
new start in New York, Lampard

expressed his confidence that, “with
Roy Hodgson in charge, the young
players coming through and the
changes that are being made through
the development of the youth system,
we will have success in the future and a
team that this country deserves.”
That is always the hope, but, as that

generation is consigned to the past,
Hodgson appears to share the concern
that itwill be some timebeforeEngland
have another pair ofmidfielders as reli-
able or prolific as Lampard, with 29
goals in 106 games, andGerrard. Theirs
was a generation that, for England at
least, collectively fell short of expecta-
tions, but those expectations were far
higher than the ones that surround the
team as Hodgson looks to name his
squad tomorrowwithout twoof the few
players he was happy to count upon.

Lampard’s exit
leaves England
with void to fill
Hodgson regrets but respects player’s decision

Oliver Kay
Chief Football Correspondent

Highs and lows

Oct 1999 Makes England debut as
Belgium are beaten 2-1 in friendly at
the Stadium of Light

Aug 2003 Scores first England goal
in 3-1 home win over Croatia

July 2006 Has spot-kick saved in
quarter-final shoot-out against
Portugal as England exit World Cup

June 2010 Shot crosses line but no
goal awarded as Germany knock
England out of World Cup

Feb 2011 Captains England for the
first time in friendly win away to
Denmark

Sept 2013 Wins 100th cap in
goalless draw away to Ukraine

June 2014 Makes 106th and final
international appearance as England
depart World Cup in Brazil
Words by Bill Edgar Franks for the memories: Lampard, with 29 goals in 106 appearances for his

country, will be hard to replace as Hodgson attempts to qualify for Euro 2016

NEAL SIMPSON/PA

(Maribor win 2-1 on agg)
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Wenger seeks recruits after Giroud blow
Arsène Wenger is considering a move
tobolsterhisattackingresourcesbefore
the transfer window closes onMonday
after it emerged that Olivier Giroud
could be ruled out until the new year
with an ankle injury.
The 27-year-old France forward is

scheduled to see a specialist in London
today to establish the full extent of the
damage suffered in the final minute of
stoppage time in Arsenal’s 2-2 draw
away to Everton on Saturday.
Wenger insisted yesterday that he

could not give an accurate prognosis,
but initial scans suggest thatGiroudhas
damaged a tibia and could be absent for
as much as four months.
Although the Arsenal manager said

that his immediate priority is helping
his team to navigate their delicately
poised Champions League qualifying
tie with Besiktas tonight — the sides
played out a goalless draw in Istanbul
last week — and emphasised that he
has an “unbelievable” number of for-
wards, he is expected to try to sign a
striker before the transfer deadline.

Wenger has been linked with ambi-
tious moves for the likes of Edinson
Cavani and Radamel Falcao, two of the
ten most expensive players in history,
but a less high-profile arrival remains
more likely. He has long monitored
Loïc Rémy, of Queens Park Rangers,
while the likes of Danny Welbeck, of
Manchester United, Swansea City’s
Wilfried Bony and Alessio Cerci, of
Torino, are also under consideration.
“Giroud’s problem, I think, is his

tibia,” Wenger said. “I still do not
understand how he did it. It was on the
ball, not [from] a contact. He had a
medical check [at the weekend] and we
needed to have further investigation.
The first news is not fantastic, but I am
not a doctor.
“I will wait for a complete examina-

tion onWednesday and the decision of
how long he will be out. He will see a
specialist. It can be [long term]. It is sad
for us, but for the moment we are
focused on the game. I do not know [if
the injury will affect transfer plans]. If
yougive thenumberof strikerswehave,
it is unbelievable.”
Among them, of course, is Alexis

Champions League
play-off, second leg

Kick-off 7.45pm

TV Sky Sports 5

Referee P Proença (Portugal)

Szczesny

Debuchy Koscielny Mertesacker Monreal

Flamini Wilshere

Oxlade-
Chamberlain

Özil

Zengin

Koybasi

Ozyakup

PektemekHutchinson

Ba

Sahan

Kavlak

FrancoGulumMotta

Sánchez

Cazorla

Arsenal (possible; 4-2-3-1)

Besiktas (possible; 4-2-3-1)

Arsenal (0) v

Besiktas (0)

With the increasingly influential Aaron
Ramsey and Mikel Arteta, the captain,
absent, this will be a key test of Jack
Wilshere’s ability to assume responsibility.
Arsenal will look to the 22-year-old to
kick-start their attacking play, but he must
pay attention to his defensive duties, too.
Atiba Hutchinson is one of Slaven Bilic’s
side’s most potent attacking threats

Key clash
Jack Wilshere

v Atiba Hutchinson

WORDS RORY SMITH

v Atiba Hutchinson
Jack Wilshere 

v Atiba Hutchinsonv Atiba Hutchinson

Rory Smith

Down and out: Giroud could be absent until the new year after injuring a tibia in the 2-2 draw with Everton on Saturday

Sánchez, a player Wenger firmly
believes can thrive in a central role in
England despite his relatively unim-
pressive start playing in that position
for 45 minutes at Goodison Park. “You
donot convict a player on one half,” the
Frenchman said. “There was some
quality in what he did. Of course [he is
an option there long term].”
Wenger has been more occupied

with attempting to sign a central
defender and a defensive midfielder in
recent weeks, a need exacerbated by
the departure of Thomas Vermaelen to
Barcelona. However, that he has been
considering adding another forward
despite the presence of Sánchez, Gir-
oud, Yaya Sanogo, Lukas Podolski and
TheoWalcott is evidencedbyhis rather
phlegmatic response to Liverpool’s
signing of Mario Balotelli.
In stark contrast to his previous

stance that he was not interested in the

Italian, Wenger would not be drawn
yesterday when asked explicitly if he
had harboured an interest in him. “I
would rather not go into individual
names,” he said. “Anyway, he has
landed somewhere else now.”
The Frenchman is determined,

though, that should he choose to
strengthen hewill not do anything rash

to sate a short-term need. His distaste
for English football’s shopaholic
tendency is abundantly clear, as is his
belief that the Barclays Premier
League’s ever-increasing television
deals do not necessarily lead to any
great increase inquality in the standard
of player brought into the division.
“We have plenty of players,” he said.

“In England, as soon as you have a
problem, people want you to buy. I can
give you clubs who have plenty of
players who every time they lose a
game, they say they have to buy more.
“Ninety per cent of the money that

comes in [from television] goes into
wages and transfers. That is good for
the players, the transfers, the headlines.
[The Premier League has] a financial
potential that is one of the highest in
Europe. I leave the judgment to you on
whether we use it in the best possible
way.”

Exclusive to members

Live webchat
Can Arsenal cope
without Giroud? Ask
Oliver Kay, from 1pm

On tablet and at thetimes.co.uk/sport

DAVID PRICE/GETTY IMAGES
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Ángel with the dirty face has makings of a success

L
ike sixofhis childhood friends,
Ángel diMaría has a tattoo on
his left forearm. “Being born
on Perdriel Street was and is
the best thing that happened

in my life,” it reads. At a projected
£66.8million, the 26-year-old is now
the most expensive player in British
football history. Hemay have inherited
theNo7 shirt graced atOld Trafford by
George Best, Eric Cantona and Cristi-
anoRonaldo. DiMaría, though, will for
ever bewedded towhere he came from.

It is easy, verging on trite, to use
hindsight’s sharp focus to delve into a
player’s childhood and find clues to the
manhewould become. It is particularly
simple with South Americans, where
every burning prodigy fits neatly into
the narrative of the pibe, the street rat
made good, the angel with the dirty
face. Their humble origins imbue
hunger, the dusty barrio streets hone
their technique, the stark choice
between the game and the gangs drive
them to fame and fortune. Cliché is
easily confused with comprehension.
In Di María’s case, though, there is a

muchmoredirect link.What standsout
most about the man they call Fideo —
the noodle, for his gangly demeanour
— is his dynamism, his energy, his
relentlessness. He runs and runs. He
has always run.
He was born in El Churrasco, a

down-at-heel neighbourhood in the

north of Rosario, Lionel Messi’s home
town. His father, Miguel, had been on
the books at River Plate when a knee
injury ended his career. Diana, his
mother, worried about her son’s
hyperactivity. By the time he was four,
he was such a handful that she sought
medical advice. “When I was playing, I
broke everything in our house,” Di
María recalled as a teenager. The
doctor said he needed to channel that
energy into something constructive.
He was deposited at a football pitch.
The first club he joinedwasEl Torito.

They played in orange shirts, in the
style of the Holland side of the 1970s.
There are stories, unverifiable, that he
scored64goals inone season;whatever
the case, some three years later, over
the course of two games against one of
the junior divisions of Rosario Central,
one of the city’s two top-flight sides, he
caught the eye of Ángel Zof, the club’s

Rory Smith charts how
humble beginnings and
a dogged desire made a
record-breaker out of
the Argentina winger

Guardian angel: United have broken the British record with their £57.9million
outlay on Di María as they seek a talisman to bring about a change in fortunes

Ángel Di María had claimed shortly
beforekick-off lastnight thatManches-
ter United were the only club in the
worldhewouldhave leftRealMadrid to
join.
After this abject humiliation at the

hands of MK Dons, the Argentina
midfielder could be forgiven for
checking the small print on his new
£200,000-a-week five-year contract to
see if there is a get-out clause in there
somewhere. The only saving grace for
United’s new £59.7million signing is
that he did not have to witness this
capitulation first hand.
Thiswas supposed to be a good-news

day for United. Instead, it will be
remembered as the day when they
smashed the British transfer record —
then were obliterated by a team from
Sky Bet League One who have been in
existence only for a decade.
Therewereplentyof darkdaysunder

David Moyes last season but arguably
none as bleak as this. United’s season is
only three games old, yet already they
are in the throes of crisis, Louis van
Gaal still without a win and the Dutch-
man’s experiment with a three-man
defence looking increasingly like a
huge folly.
Nonetheless, United’s pitiful per-

formance should not detract from a
quite dazzling display from MK Dons,
for whom Will Grigg and Benik Afobe
scored twice. If anything, the scoreline
flattered United. No one suffered as
badlyas JonnyEvans,whoenduredone
of the worst nights of his career, but
there was not a single United player
who could hold his head high after a
performance that plumbednewdepths.
Admittedly, this was a far cry from

United’s strongest side — there were

debuts for Saidy Janko and Reece
James in thewing-backpositions—but
therewere still six senior internationals
in their line-up. Toput things into some
perspective,MKDons’ annualwagebill
of about £3million is a twentieth of the
fee United have just spent onDiMaría.
It will not have taken a leap of imagina-
tion, then, to predict Van Gaal’s mood
as the manager disappeared at the
interval with his team a goal down.
United had startedwell enough, with

DannyWelbeck and Javier Hernández
lively, but an energetic first 15 minutes
soon gave way tomore familiar failings
as the visiting team allowed Dele Alli
and Darren Potter to impose their will

in central midfield and knock the ball
aroundwith an increasing sense of pur-
pose and confidence. United’s fortunes
in that opening period were probably
summed up when Shinji Kagawa
departed just 20 minutes in, shortly
after being clattered by Alli to add
another body to the club’s bulging
injury list. There was worse to follow
five minutes later.
The irony is that themistakes that led

to Grigg, the MK Dons striker, scoring
came not from one of United’s debu-
tants or youngsters but the experienced
figure of Evans.
VanGaal has encouragedhis defend-

ers to pass the ball out from the back,
but it requires concentration and preci-
sion and neither of those qualities were
in evidencewhenEvans played a hope-
lessly sloppy pass across the back that
was intercepted by Ben Reeves, who
expertly slid the ball into the path of
Grigg to fire coolly home.
It will have troubled Van Gaal to see

MK Dons enjoy so much of the ball in
United’s half but Anderson, looking
heavy and every inch a player desper-
ately inneedof games, andNickPowell
were not nearly competitive enough in
the middle.
Everywhere you looked, United

players were floundering. Hernández
had drifted into anonymity up front,
Januzaj struggled to get up to speed and
then there was that defence. With MK
Dons slicing through United’s midfield
—whose need for a high-calibre defen-
sive anchorman becomes ever more
acute— the back line were always like-
ly to be in for a tough time, but they
were their own worst enemies most of
the time. Itwas a shambles, individually
and collectively. Evans must have
wanted the ground to swallow him up.
With Michael Keane and Marnik

Vermijl not much better, it was the sort
of display that must have left Van Gaal
wondering whether it is worth persist-
ing with a back three. At times, it was
easy to forget that United were playing
a League One team, so stark was the
gulf in class. With every foray forward

and every United mistake, Karl Robin-
son’s team sensed blood. It was a truly
dire second 45 minutes from the
20-time English champions.
MKDons had already been denied a

legitimate penalty appeal when Evans
appeared to handle Dean Bowditch’s
shot from close range, but rather than
bleat about a sense of injustice, the
home side merely cranked up the pres-

sure. Within the space of seven agonis-
ing minutes for United, MK Dons
found themselves 3-0 in front, their
incisive interplay a direct counterpoint
to their opponents’ apathy. Van Gaal
will probably not know where to start
when he picks over the carcass of this
game, although he could doworse than
begin with MK Dons’s second goal —
an object lesson in how not to defend.

Van Gaal shown the
sheer size of his task
during humiliation
Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02
James Ducker
Northern Football Correspondent

1

MK Dons
Grigg 25, 63, Afobe 70, 84

Manchester Utd

4
0

Milton Keynes Dons (4-2-3-1): D Martin — G Baldock,
K McFadzean, A Kay, D Lewington — D Alli, D Potter
— S Carruthers (sub: D Green, 61min), B Reeves,
D Bowditch (sub: D Powell, 56) — W Grigg (sub:
B Afobe, 68). Substitutes not used: I McLoughlin,
J Spence, M Randall, T Hitchcock. Booked: Kay.
Manchester United (3-4-1-2): D De Gea — M Keane,
J Evans, M Vermijl — S Janko (sub: A Pereira, 46),
Anderson, N Powell (sub: J Wilson, 57), R James —
S Kagawa (sub: A Januzaj, 20) — J Hernández,
D Welbeck. Substitutes not used: B Amos, W Zaha,
P McNair, T Thorpe. Booked: James.
Referee: S Attwell.

Don and dusted: Afobe, the substitute, scores the home side’s third and his first

Van Gaal can barely comprehend what
was unfolding before him last night
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Torres wages are
stumbling block as
Milan eye loan deal

AC Milan have given their clearest
indication yet that they want
Fernando Torres on loan from
Chelsea, which would pave the way
for the west London club to bring in a
striker.
Adriano Galliani, the Milan chief

executive, said last night that Torres
is “a great striker” and “we’re looking
for great strikers”, but the stumbling
block remains Chelsea paying some
of his wages of £180,000 a week.
Milan have made an approach to

Liverpool for Fabio Borini, the striker
whose proposed move to Sunderland
collapsed, and have Konstantinos
Mitroglou, Roberto Soldado and
Jackson Martínez on their list of other
striking options to replace Mario
Balotelli. The Serie A club have also
expressed an interest in Marco van
Ginkel, the Chelsea midfielder.

6 Tottenham Hotspur expect to
complete the signing of Federico
Fazio after meeting the Seville
defender’s £8million buyout clause.
The deal hinges on the 27-year-old,
who has been capped twice by
Argentina, obtaining a work permit.
Fazio played for Seville in the Uefa
Super Cup this month and was part of
the side who lost to Arsenal in the
Champions League seven years ago in
his first season at the Spanish club.
Tottenham have turned to him after a
proposed £17million deal for Mateo
Musacchio collapsed over issues
related to a third party.
The north London club are also

interested in Alexandre Song, the
midfielder who has been told that he
can leave Barcelona on a free
transfer, but they will need to sell
Sandro and Étienne Capoue to raise
funds. The Catalan club are willing
to pay some of Song’s wages,
estimated at £80,000 a week.
Hamburg have made an
approach for Lewis Holtby,
the Tottenham midfielder,
and Michael Dawson,
his team-mate, has
moved to Hull
City, which is
likely to mean
that Alex Bruce,
also a defender,
will move to
Blackburn
Rovers.

6 Juventus and
Tottenham have joined
the race for Adrien
Rabiot, the Paris Saint-
Germain midfielder. Arsenal
and Monaco were told that he would
cost £20million. Arsenal have lost out
on Kostas Manolas, the Greece
defender who has moved to Roma for
£10.5million and will replace Mehdi
Benatia, who has joined Bayern
Munich.

6 Queens Park Rangers and
Newcastle United are among
the clubs looking at Alessio
Cerci, the forward who

scored 13 goals and provided 11 assists
in the league for Torino last season.
QPR are talking to Marseilles about
several players, including Steve
Mandanda, the goalkeeper who would
be an option if they do not sign Alex
McCarthy from Reading. QPR have
also expressed an interest in Andre
Ayew, the Marseilles winger who can
also play as a second striker, and are
keeping a watch on Morgan
Amalfitano, Ayew’s team-mate and
attacking player, who rejected a move
to West Ham United.

6 Samuel Eto’o has signed for
Everton on a two-year deal, having
undergone his medical yesterday.
Everton, Hull and QPR have
expressed interest in Mohamed
Diamé, the West Ham midfielder who
would cost £3.5million. Toby
Alderweireld, the Atletico Madrid
centre back, has turned down a move
to Upton Park. Zdravko Kuzmanovic,
the Inter Milan midfielder, has
attracted interest from West Ham and
Crystal Palace. Carlton Cole, the
forward, is to stay at Upton Park after
a proposed £1million move to
Bournemouth fell through.

6Wigan Athletic have turned down
Leicester City’s £5million offer for
James McArthur, the midfielder who
is also wanted by Burnley. The Sky
Bet Championship club are also in
talks with Andy Delort, the Tours
striker.

6 Geoff Cameron, the Stoke City
defender, who has one year left on his
deal, is being considered by Lazio.

6 Jordon Ibe, the Liverpool winger, is
expected to join Derby County on
loan.

6 Leicester City have given
Esteban Cambiasso, the
former Inter Milan
midfielder, time to decide
on an offer. The club,
however, failed to agree

terms with Rod Fanni,
the Marseilles right
back.

6West Bromwich
Albion pulled out
of a deal to sign
Oussama Assaidi,
the Liverpool
winger.

6 Fulham have signed
Gabor Kiraly, the
goalkeeper, from 1860
Munich but Werder
Bremen have pulled out
of a deal for Bryan Ruiz,
the club’s winger.

6 Sheffield United
could try to re-sign
Harry Maguire on
loan less than a

month after the
defender moved to Hull.

6 Heerenveen have
rejected Middlesbrough’s
approach for Yanic
Wildschut, the winger.

6 Vitoria Guimaraes have
offered to re-sign Amido

Baldé on loan after the Celtic striker
started three league games last
season.

WINDOW WATCH
Gary Jacob

Costly demands: Milan
want Chelsea to pay a
portion of Torres’s
£180,000-a-week pay

in the long run at Old Trafford
manager. He was drafted into their
youth set-up immediately.
Legend has it that the fee was paid in

footballs. There is some debate as to
whether El Toritowere promised 26, or
30, or 35, but PabloHacker, a journalist,
discovered in June that the controversy
misses an important point: Central
neverdelivered theballs. “Itwouldhave
been absurd to ask for money,” said
Jorge Cornejo, El Torito’s former presi-
dent. “It was 26 balls, but there was no
documentation. They did not arrive.”
That Di María had talent was

obvious; that he had so much stamina
was remarkable—after all, he travelled
to training every day gripping on to the
back of hismother’s bike for 50minutes
and by the time he was ten, he was
helping his father in the coal yard
where heworked.He used to turn up to
training covered in soot: an actual
Ángel with a dirty face. Those who

recall him say he was quiet, shy,
electrifying. And he kept running.
By 17, he was in Central’s first team.

His debut came against Independiente.
He cameonwith the score at 2-2.With-
in eight minutes, he had created the
winner. There was a familiar, if slightly
chubbier, face on the opposing team:
SergioAgüero,nowafoe inManchester.
DiMaría kept running; he kept going

farther and farther. In 2007, to Benfica,
hailed as the heir apparent to Simão
Sabrosa, the departing club captain. By
2010, he had caught the eye of Real
Madrid.Hiswasnot a galáctico signing,
not one designed to draw thousands
of fans and a battery of flashbulbs to
the Bernabéu, but it was personally
requested by José Mourinho, no less.
The club’s fans would soon be won

over, and its players, too: when Floren-
tino Pérez, the president, tried to sell
him topay forGarethBale last summer,

Ronaldo intervened to keep him at the
club. Di María had made it clear that,
for personal reasons, he did not want to
leave: his wife, Jorgelina, had endured a
complicated pregnancy and their
daughter, Mia, born prematurely, was
in a critical condition. He did not want
any upheaval. Perez bowed to the
pressure; Mesut Özil left instead. Di
María was man of the match in the
Champions League final in May.
Even that, though, was not enough.

Pérez wanted James Rodríguez. Carlo
Ancelotti, the club’s head coach, was
told Di María would be sold. This time,
the player did not object. “What
happened with my daughter and my
wife showed me that money does not
matter,” he said in an interview during
theWorldCup. “Therearemore impor-
tant things.”Hewouldnot sit at theBer-
nabéu, collecting his wage. He wanted
to play, to run, just as he always has.

Evans had given the ball away and
Andreas Pereira, a half-time substitute
operating in an unfamiliar right-wing
position, was embarrassed by Reeves
on the left flank. The Dons forward
whipped over a cross and United’s
defence was nowhere to be seen as
Grigg nonchalantly chested — yes,
that’s right, chested — the ball past
David De Gea with Anderson the clos-

est man to him. For the third, United
were bamboozled as a flurry of move-
ment between George Baldock and
Reeves teed up Benik Afobe to score
less than two minutes after coming on
as a substitute for Grigg. Could it get
any worse? Of course it could. Except
for a Welbeck shot, United were non-
existent as an attacking unit.
MK Dons, on the otherhand, were

lethal. Six minutes from time, Vermijl
made a complete hash when attempt-
ing todealwith a longpunt forward, the
ball bouncing off his back and into the
path of Afobe. The danger could still
have been cleared but the MK Dons
forward simply wanted the ball more,
bulldozing Evans and the recovering
Vermijl out of theway before thumping
a shot past De Gea.

goal in front of a disbelieving crowd last night as a United side with six internationals succumbed to a humiliating defeat
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Di María in
time to join
United crisis
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1 Something being swallowed shot
up, back with us (5)

4 Mustard in cleaner hair (8)
8 Rubbish bin, according to some
posey jerks? (7,7)

10 Well I’m blowed, I’m blown from a
censer? (4,5)

11 Feed an artist (5)
12 Attention-seeker stealing books for

a number of patriots (6)
14 Potential killer sees one escaping, if

on the retreat (8)
17 Talk about wine likely to be spat

out? (8)
18 Recordings by new artist perhaps

around one for satellite (6)
20 Bum, one on saddle not beginning

to keep left (5)
22 Go by popular opinion initially,

backing meat product (9)
24Harry Potter actor’s retaining

betting for Quidditch, say? (9,5)
25 Tooth part oddly in place of

eyeball? (8)
26 Very fine lady, the Queen (5)

1 Everything off when it’s on? (8,4)
2 Party ends in state trial for
defamation (5)

3 As it were, use a needle cryptically?
(2,2,5)

4 Nuts for bird (6)
5 College is unrealistic (8)
6 Substitute smoker sucking
poisonous gas up (5)

7 Challenger against umpteen
outsiders, something to beat (9)

9 Fresh phase, it’s adaptable, being
capable of change (5-7)

13 I’m off to work, clothing piled high
(6-3)

15 Break even in other circumstances,
finally (9)

16 Carrier hit from below, the rear, not
the top (8)

19 Grow as an author, second
becoming first (6)

21 One page in plot certainly written
up (5)

23Hydrogen’s atomic number lower
than lightweight oxygen (5)
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England batsman
backs team after
pundits’ criticism
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Root displays
sound defence
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Down but not
out in New York

Louis van Gaal backed Ángel Di María
to strike fear into opposition defences
afterManchesterUnitedconfirmed the
signing of the Argentina winger from
Real Madrid last night for a British-
record transfer fee of £59.7million.
However, Di Maria will have been

wondering just what he has let himself
in for after his arrival coincidedwith an
embarrassing defeat for his new club,
whowere humbled 4-0 byMKDons, of
Sky Bet League One, in the second
round of the Capital One Cup.
Van Gaal named an under-strength

team but still fielded six full interna-
tionals, includingDavid deGea,Danny
Welbeck and Javier Hernández. After
failing to win either of his opening two
Barclays Premier League games as
manager, the Dutchman may already
scent the whiff of crisis around Old
Trafford
Di María, 26, has signed a five-year

contract with United worth about
£200,000 a week and is expected to
make his debut against Burnley at Turf
Moor on Saturday lunchtime.
The fee eclipses the£50millionChel-

sea paid Liverpool to sign Fernando
Torres, the Spain striker, in 2011 and is
the second time in eight months that
United have broken their club-record
outlay after the £37.1million purchase

of Juan Mata in January. Sources at
Real have claimed that the deal for Di
María is worth a projected £66.8mil-
lion after £7.1million in add-ons.
VanGaal, who is expected tomake at

least one more signing before the close
of the transfer window on Monday,
said: “Ángel is a world-class midfielder
but most importantly he is a team
player. There is no doubting his
immense natural talent.
“He is a tremendously fast and inci-

sive left-footed player who puts fear
into the most accomplished defence.
His dribbling skills and ability to beat
opponents are a joy to watch. He is an
excellent addition to the team.”
Di María said: “I have thoroughly

enjoyed my time in Spain and there
were a lot of clubs interested in me, but
United is the only club that I would
have left Real Madrid for. Louis van
Gaal is a fantastic coach and I cannot
wait to get started.”

James Ducker
Northern Football Correspondent
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MKDons 4 Man U0
Van Gaal’s team suffer
humiliating defeat in
Capital One Cup
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Will power: Grigg, the MK Dons forward, celebrates the first of his two goals in last night’s 4-0 win over Manchester United
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